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Layout of Examples 
Each example is quoted in three parts: (a) Rembarnga text, 
(b) interlinear gloss, (c) free English rendering. 
(a) The Rembarnga text is divided into words (with spaces as word 
boundaries) and into morphemes (with dashes as morpheme boundarj_es). 
Thus 
takku - ~ para - tu~? - mir 
consists of two words, the first divided into two morphemes, the second 
into three. 
An asterisk placed before the Rembarnga text of an example indicates that 
J. 
the text is ungrammatical as given. 
The symbol @> placed before the Rembarnga text of an example indicates 
that the Rembarnga text, though grammatical, is considered semantically 
absurd. 
Following the Rembarnga text of an example which is taken from textual 
material the textual reference is given in square brackets. This takes 
the following form: 
[Number of Text/Line Number(s)] 
The line numbers given refer to my original transcriptions, copies of 
which will be deposited, along with copies of the tapes, with the 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra. The letters 'cf.' 
before a textual reference indicate that the example has been slightly modi-
fied (e.g. omitting repetitions or inessential words) in a way which does 
not affect the point which the example purports to exemplify. 
(b) The interlinear glosses are lined up with the Rembarnga text at the 
beginning of each word. The dashes in the interlinear gloss correspond 
to those in the Rembarnga text while a plus sign (+) signals morpheme 
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divisions made in the interlinear gloss but not in the Rembarnga 
text (e.g. with portmanteau morphemes). Thus in 
tan - kunwa - ~ 
lmin.O + 2min.A - chase - PAST PUNCT 
the first morpheme given in the Rembarnga text actually marks the two 
morphemes joined by the plus sign in the interlinear gloss. 
Lexical items are given in lower case in interlinear glosses, otherwise 
abbreviations as set out above are used. 
An asterisk following a lexical item in the interlinear gloss indicates 
that the corresponding word in the Rembarnga text is a borrowing from 
English. 
Square brackets around a lexical item in the interlinear gloss indicate 
that it is a description of the corresponding Rembarnga term, rather than 
a specific translation. Thus we could have 
kataykka 
[tree type] 
giving a description of the term or 
kataykka 
stringy bark tree 
giving the specific English equivalent. 
(c) The free English rendering follows the whole Rernbarnga text and its 
interlinear glosses. 
Material necessary to the sense but which has no specific equivalent in the 
Rernbarnga text (i.e. it is understood) is enclosed in square brackets. 
Explanatory or contextual comments are put in parentheses. 
An oblique stroke (/) indicates that alternative translations appear 
on either side of it. 
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ABSTRACT 
Rembarnga is a prefixing language without noun classification 
spoken in and around central Arnhem Land in the Northern Territory of 
Australia. The traditional territory of its speakers is adjacent to that 
of speakers of the north eastern Arnhem Land suffixing languages (Yuulngu 
languages). Rembarnga has some features in common with these north 
eastern languages but appears to be more closely related to languages such 
as Ngandi, Ngalagan, Dalabon and Gunwinjgu. Rembarnga is a largely 
aggultinating language with rather complex verbal morphology. There is 
considerable use of case marking with nominals. The language is still 
in active use even though its speakers are widely scattered, but the number 
of speakers is declining. 
The present thesis is a description of the grammar of Rembarnga -
phonology, morphology and syntax. There is a stong emphasis in the 
work on exemplification. In view of the descriptive aim of the thesis, 
the theoretical approach used as a background varies from one part of 
the grammar to another. Several key aspects of the grammar of Rembarnga 
are discussed in fuller and more theoretical detail than the rest. These 
include: (i) stop gemination and devoicing; (ii) glottalisation of 
syllables; (iii) pronominal person and number categories; (iv) incorporation 
of nominals into the verb complex; and (v) a generalised 'relative clause' 
construction. 
Some text material, with translations, aud a list of the 
Rembarnga names of some positively identified plants are given as 
appendices. 
1 
0 INTRODUCTION 
Rembarnga (~emparoa1 ) is an Australian Aboriginal 
language spoken by small groups of people living at various places in 
and around the Arnhem Land Aboriginal Reserve in the Northern Territory. 
The biggest concentrations of Rembarnga-speaking people are at Beswick 
Station, Bulman, malpaoanak and (I am told) at Mudginberry Station. 
See map (Page 2). A few speakers are to be found scattered at other 
places such as Bamyili, Mainoru Station, Roper Valley Station, Ngukurr 
(Roper River) and Maningrida. I would estimate that there are not more 
than two hundred fluent speake·rs of the language, almost all of them 
adults. The children of Rembarnga parents appear to use some form of 
English or Pidgin in the southern areas, and Gunwinjgu in the northern 
and western areas. 
0.1 TRADITIONAL TERRITORY 
The traditional territory of the Rembarnga people is located 
in an area between the Cadell River and the edge of the escarpment country 
beginning just east of Guyuyu Creek and the Blyth River. This territory 
reached northwards down the Blyth River to the extreme upper limits of 
tidal influence, and reached southwards as far as the source of Guyuyu 
Creek, which the Rembarnga people call in English 'Blyth River'. This 
area is shown very approximately on the map (Page 2). It is an area of 
hills, plains and river valleys, but not of 'stone country' or escarpment. 
The scattering of Rembarnga people to the various stations and settlements 
mentioned above must have been due to the isolation of their territory 
relative to the points of lvhite contact and settlement. 
I am unsure of how many clans or taworo there are whose princi-
pal language is Rembarnga - maybe a score. I will mention only four here. 
These are the clans of my principal informants. The paloara clan, of the 
tuwa moiety, has its country centred on malpaoanak, a large waterhole in 
the lower reaches of Guyuyu Creek. Somewhat further south and a little 
1 My informants all pronouncethe name of their language as 
['rembaroa] but they tell me that some of the north-eastern Arnhem Landers 
have different names for them including ['~Einbarou] or [ 'repbarou] and 
['rEinbati]. The former of these appears to have been the basis of some of 
the spellings of the name which have appeared in published references to 
Rembarnga people or their language. 
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east of Guyuyu Creek is kararam, in the territory of the pulumpulu 
of the yirit;ta moiety. This is, I understand, a dry area, away from 
rivers. Right at the head of Guyuyu Creek, where it "springs out of 
the ground", is, I am told,£amtapa, the country of the miratsa clan, 
which is tuwa. pa~entarl), the country of the tmva maliri clan appears 
to be situated on one of the creeks or rivers between malpal)a~ak and 
the Cadell River. 
Surrounding areas were originally populated by speakers of 
Gungorogone, Gunadba and Djinang to the north, Djinba, Ganalbingu, 
Ritharngo and possibly Ngandi to the east, Ngalagan and Buan/Dalabon 
to the south, and Dangbon/Dalabon and Gune to the west. 
Previous writers,mostly with other concerns, who have tried 
to locate Rembarnga territory on the map appear, in the main, to be 
inaccurate. Tindale (1940:223) places it on the Hann River and the head-
waters of the Wilton and Cadell Rivers. Elkin (196la:l69) locates it 
on the upper Wilton River. R. Berndt (1951:144) describes the Rembarnga 
("Reinbaranga") as one of the tribes "close to and along the Roper 
River" while Berndt and Berndt (1970:242-243) place it west of the 
Liverpool River. Capell (1942:366) locates the Rembarnga south and 
west of the head of the Goyder River. West (1964) places the Rembarnga 
roughly in their correct position on his map. Part of the difficulty 
in identifying the correct position is the use of the term 'Rembarnga' 
on occasion to include Gune, Dalabon or Ngalagan people when contrasting 
them with other groups. Furthermore, since most Rembarnga people no 
longer live in their own territory (although many are now moving back), 
their explanations of its location may well have been misunderstood. 
0.2 WAY OF LIFE 
Like all Australian Aborigines, the Rembarnga people were 
traditionally nomadic hunters and gatherers. This general type of life 
has been discussed· in some detail by writers such as Warner (1958), 
Elkin (1964), Berndt and Berndt (1970) and Maddock (1974), and it is 
not necessary for me to go into detail here. Some idea of the more 
traditional aspects of Rembarnga life may be gleaned from the textual 
examples throughout the present work and from Texts 28 and 29 in 
Appendix A. In more recent years (since the 1940s) many Rembarnga people 
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have been living and working on various cattle s~ations. Much of 
the traditional life has remained even under these conditions. Text 
33 in Appendix A gives some idea of some aspects of life on Mainoru 
Station, which, until a few years ago, was one of the big centres of 
Rembarnga population. Many of the traditional customs or laws 
are still upheld among the Rembarnga and their ceremonial life is 
relatively active. Some of them still spend lengthy periods of time 
in a nomadic way of life, avoiding prolonged residence on government- or 
mission-founded settlements. 
Traditionally the Rembarnga people appear to have occupied 
a very strategic position culturally and linguistically in Arnhem Land. 
They formed a link between the north-eastern Arnhem Landers (sometimes 
called Murngin, Wulamba or Yuulngu) and the people further south and 
further west. Elkin (1950:16) calls the Rembarnga (with the Djinba 
and Ngalgbon (=Dalabon)) "buffers and middlemen between eastern and 
western Arnhem Land" in respect of kinship organisation. Berndt 
(1951:6) mentions the Rembarnga ("Reinbaranga")as instrumental in the 
diffusion of the subsection system into the Milingimbi area. And Berndt 
(1951:14) and Warner (1958:444) comment on the important role played 
by the Rembarnga in the introduction and performance of the kunapipi 
ceremony in north eastern Arnhem Land. On the linguistic side Capell 
(1943:36) comments on the similarity of the Rembarnga language in 
vocabulary with languages of 
with more western languages. 
north east Arnhem Land and in grammar 
As is normal in Australian Aboriginal societies, the 
Rembarnga have a complex system of social classification. This is not 
the place to analyse it in detail and some brief comments will suffice 
to explain some of the terms 1vhich frequently arise in the examples. The 
Rembarnga kinship classification system appears to me to be very similar 
to the Dalabon system outlined by Maddock (1974:chapter 4). There are 
two patrimoieties ("halves") - tuwa and yirit~a_. There are also two 
matrimoities - matawar and terwapti. There are eight subsections in 
the system, grouped into patrimoities as in Table 0. 2(a). In this table 
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preferred marriages2 are shown by the symbol '=' and the feminine 
equivalents of each term are given in parentheses. In brackets the 
matrimoiety affiliation is noted. ('m' represents matawar and 'r' 
represents rerwarGi). The subsection names are frequently used as terms 
of address, instead of personal names. The Rembarnga term for 'sub-
section' is malkna. 
tuwa 
palal) (pelip) [r] 
kela (kali5an) [ :r] = pu1ar (pu+arsan) [m] 
kamaral) (kamap) [m] koSok (kotsan) [ :r] 
wamut (wamut~an) [m] 
Table 0.2(a) Rembarnga Subsections and Moieties3 
The subsection of a child is determined by that of its mother. This 
is set out in Table 0.2(b) where only the masculine terms are listed 
for the children. The feminine equivalents should be taken as included. 
2 The table sets out preferred marriages as I understand them 
from the comments of my informants. This system appears to be that 
given by Maddock (1974:chapter 4) for Dalabon. Nevertheless I find 
now that Elkin (196lb:261) describes a different system for Rembarnga. 
As he describes it the preferred marriages must be changedin ·two cases 
out of the four in the table to read 
kamaral] 
wamut 
= 
= 
Everything else remains unchanged. This gives a different patrilineal 
descent cycle while the matrilineal descent cycle remains the same. I 
cannot comment further as I have not examined the subsection system in 
detail. In any case it should be noted that other factors, especially 
actual kin relationships (as opposed to classificatory relationships), 
are also vital in determining marriage patterns. 
3 See note 2 above. 
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Note that a child is in the opposite patrimoiety to its mother, but 
the same matrimoiety. 
Hot her Child 
pelif1 -)- paf)a~i 
kali5an -)- koSok 
kamaf1 -)- pu+ar 
wamutsan -)- f)ariS 
l)ari55an -)- kamaral) 
pu+arsan -)- wamut · 
kossan -)- palal) 
paoer; -)- kela 
Table 0.2(b) Children's Subsections 
A further system of classification is according to patri-
lineal clans (in Rembarnga taworo(na) 4). The members of these clans 
are of a single patrimoiety for each. The taworo or clan is the land-
owning unit and has considerable religious and ceremonial significance. 
It is responsible for its own territory. The clan or taworo names are 
sometimes used instead of personal names to distinguish between people 
of the same subsection, especially referring to people now dead. Four 
of these clans, or taworo, have been mentioned above (0.1). 
The Rembarnga are also divided into what Maddock (1974:164) 
calls matriclans. I have not examined the details. 
0. 3 INFORMANTS AND FIELDHORK 
There are three men with whom I did the most consistent work 
on the Rembarnga language and lvho were the most significant providers 
of text material in the language. The oldest of these is Fred milmilkama 
of the f)arit subsection. He is a speaker of the kaltuv? dialect 
4 The word taworo signifies 'generic term' in general. Thus 
the word kuwef1 'kangaroo (generic)' is described as taworona 'generic 
term', while terms for specific types of kangaroo such as palkki~ 
'male agile wallaby', kar;talppuru 'female plains kangaroo' and park 
'male black rock kangaroo' are described as oena 'names', 'specific 
terms' . 
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of Rembarnga and his taworo is pulumpulu. He must be about seventy 
years old, having vivid recollections of the days when his only 
contact with white people·was infrequent trips to the relatively recently 
established missions at Oenpelli and Milingimbi for tobacco. He has 
subsequently travelled widely (to Queensland and Western Australia) in 
the course of a long career as stockman. He has an encylopaedic 
knowledge of hundreds of square miles of the central Arnhem Land area, noL 
restricted to Rembarnga territory. 
Brian pinawaga (kela subsection, pal8ara clan) must be 
about forty years old. He speaks the north eastern dialect of 
Rembarnga and, apart from various periods of time spent in Darwin, 
Beswick, Mainoru and other places, has spent a great deal of time in 
and around his own clan territory. He and his brother Wally lippuwa8a 
spend part of each year in a rather nomadic form of life, centred at 
present on malpa8anak. See Texts 28 and 29 in Appendix A. 
Jeffrey Campion maliwaga is about thirty years old. He is 
a member of the maliri clan and wamut subsection. He was born somewher0 
on the Cadell River but grew up on Mainoru Station where he went to 
school and later worked with cattle. See Text 33 in Appendix A. Recently 
he has divided his time between stock work to the south of the Arnhem LmJ 
Reserve (at Bulman and Mainoru) and living in the more northern areas -
Oenpelli, Haningrida, malpa8al)ak and Milingimbi. 
The fieldwork on which this study is based was carried out 
between 1972 and 1974. During 1972 I spent eight months at Maningrida 
working with informants who were camped semi-permanently about twenty 
miles to the south. In a brief trip along the Roper River Valley during 
that time I checked the location of other Rembarnga speakers and did 
some very brief work on Ngalagan, Ngandi and Ritharngo. In 1974 I spenc 
a further t1~0 months at Haningrida, followed by two weeks at Bulman and 
five weeks at malpa8anak, 1wrking mainly on Rembarnga but also briefly 
on Dalabon/Dangbon and Gune. 
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0. 4 LANGUAGE 
Rembarnga is a prefixing language and borders in the east 
and north upon the suffixing languages Ritharngo, Djinba and Djinang. 
Capell (1943:36) commented upon the considerable amount of vocabulary 
shared by Rembarnga and the north eastern Arnhem Land suffixing languages. 
Capell (1943:36) notes that itsgrammar is of a more western type. It seems 
that it should be seen as belonging in the same general group of languages 
as Gunwinjgu (cf. Oates 1964), Dalabon (cf. Capell 1962), Ngalagan, and 
Ngandi (cf. Heath 1975). All these are classified as members of the 
same family by O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin (1966:30). Tlds classifica-
tion must be further investigated since, given that Rembarnga does not 
belong to the north eastern Arnhem Land group of langagues, nevertheless 
it shares much vocabulary and a certain number of other features with 
these languages. Particularly to be singled out here are the details of 
glottalisation of syllables and the gemination and resultant devoicing 
of stops. See 1.5.2, 1.2.2 and Schebeck n.d. Rembarngas strategic position 
between the north east and the rest of Arnhem Land makes it likely to be 
very important for the comparative study of the languages of the area. 
The incorporation of nominal stems into verb complexes is a 
very prominent feature of Rembarnga syntax, and has been reported for other 
'Gumdngguan' languages:Gunwinjgu (Oates 1964:55), Dalabon (Cap~ll 1962: 
101) and Gunbalang (Harris 1969:4,5,8). Capell notes the use of what he 
calls "adverbial infixes" in the verb complex as a characteristic linking 
Ngandi (1942:387) and Ngalagan (1942:389) with the "Buan-Gundangbon-
Gunwinggu" group. See 2.5.13 below. There is, in Rembarnga, extensive 
use of verb compounding (2.5.3) (sometimes termed 'auxiliary constructions'; 
as also in Gunwinjgu (Carroll forthcoming, Oates 1964:36-41), Dalabon 
(Capell 1962:112-113) and Ngandi (Heath 1975:§9.3). The pronoun system 
of Rembarnga with its four person and four number categories (2.3) fits 
a pattern widely observable in other languages in the area but perhaps 
most clearly developed in Rembarnga. A generalised 'relative clause' 
construction is of great importance in Rembarnga syntax (3. 7). 
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There are, in fact, two dialects of Rembarnga. One, 
the south western dialect, is called kaltuy? while the other, spoken 
in the north east is, as far as I know, without a specific name. The 
differences between the dialects are very slight and are mentioned from 
time to time throughout the grammar. The main differences noted are in 
the FUT tense forms of verbs of conjugation 1 (Table 2.5(a)), in the 
forms of the REL pronominal prefixes (2.5.5.2), and in vocabulary. 
The movement of many speakers of the north eastern dialect southwards 
to Mainoru Station more than twenty years ago has tended to blur the 
distinction between the dialects in that area, and this has made it 
difficult to know exactly what form the original dialect differences 
took and how extensive or important they were. 
0.5 PREVIOUS LITERATURE 
Very little has been written pt·eviously on the Rembarnga language. 
What has been written, with two exceptions, consists almost entirely 
of lexical items. Three major word lists have been produced, only one of 
which has been published. Tindale (1928) listed about 350 Rembarnga words, 
alongside similar lists in Ritharngo, Ngandi, Ngalagan, Alawa, Mara, 
Wandarang and Nunggubuyu. Capell later prepared a manuscript word list 
(n.d.) of approximately 600 words in each of forty north Australian 
languages, including Rembarnga. Later again West (1964) produced 
a manuscript dictionary of Dalabon and related languages, based on 
various sources. This dictionary contains 387 Rembarnga forms. Besides 
these word lists various publications of anthropologists and others 
contain a small number of Rembarnga words. In this group we can include 
as the most important Elkin 1955, Elkin 196lb (esp.P.284) and Brandl 1973. 
All these collections of words are inadequate in similar respects. They 
contain phonetic inaccuracies, particularly involving the glottal stop, 
retroflexion, point of articulation of nasal consonants, the central 
vowel [a] and the distinction between single and geminate (voiced and 
voiceless) stops. The words are sometimes not phonemicised properly nor 
adequately analysed morphologically. The larger lists in particular 
(because of their greater wealth of material) contain many words which are 
not accurately translated, and sometimes whole sentences are listed as 
a single noun, and so on. Some of the words listed are unknown to me and 
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others are, to the best of my knowledge, not Rembarnga (even one or 
two modified English words being included). All these problems are 
clearly due in large measure to the fact that the various authors did 
not have opportunity to study the language in great depth, 
In the course of the second part of his survey 'Languages 
of Arnhem Land, North Australia' (1943) Capell gave a brief outline of 
some of the principal features of Rembarnga grammar (Pp.36-37) and a 
very short word list (P.39). This work is accurate as far as the limited 
scopeof the work permitted, I must note here, however, that I have never 
come across the pronoun forms Capell gives (P.36) for first person 
inclusive dual and plural or first person exclusive dual. I am very 
interested to note that, while in this article (1943) and the manuscript 
vocabulary (n.d.) Capell appears to use a single series of symbols for 
all stops, there are five forms in which he uses geminate stop symbols, 
and in all of which my analysis (1.2.2) would demand a geminate stop to 
account for unvoicing. These forms are: (i) -gabbul 'trial or limited 
plural suffix' (1943:36) = kappul DEF AUGM; (ii) jabbara 1 incl. Dual 
pronoun alongside bundabara 3 Dual pronoun (1943:36) obviously reflecting 
(somewhat inconsistently) -ppara7 UAUGM; (iii) jabban 'two' (n.d.:l27) 
=yappan7 'two'; (iv) balddar 'forked branch' (n.d. :130) = palttar(na) 
'fork'; and (v) -nidda 'wait for' (n.d. :132) which I suspect represents 
nett a 1 keep 1 • 
Elkin, in t1vo articles (1955, 196lb), gives some song texts 
with translations. Some of these songs are said to be in Rembarnga. 
Not having studied song language in detail I cannot comment except to say 
that, in transcribing and translating mulara songs with informants myself, 
I found that the song language bears very little resemblance to everyday 
speech, with the exception of isolated words. So much is that so that 
some informants denied that individual mulara song words or phrases have 
any meaning at all. 
The presentthesis is based solely upon material I have 
collected myself and not upon the published accounts or unpublished notes 
of other workers. 
"· '-' 
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1 PHONOLOGY 
1.1 SEGMENTATION 
The following discussion of Rembarnga phonology makes use of 
a segmentation of utterances into words, morphemes and syllables. These 
have varying degrees of reality in the intuitions of the native speaker 
and the boundaries of these segments are relevant in some of the 
phonological processes and constraints in the language. It is therefore 
appropriate to examine the criteria used to segment utterances in this 
way. 
1.1.1 \<lord 
The word has, in the past, been a much disputed segment of 
the utterance. It has, as was rightly pointed out by Sapir (1921:32-4), 
a certain intuitive status for the native speaker of any language, but is 
not capable of any semantic or phonological definition which is valid 
from language to language. The most satisfactory criterion for most 
languages, and the one used in this analysis is what we might call the 
criterion of mobility. That is, the word in Rembarnga is taken to be 
that segment within which smaller segments (some of which can occur only 
when 'attached' in a certain positional relationship to others) have a 
fixed position, but which, as a single unit, can occupy a variety of 
positions in the total utterance, or be used alone as a whole utterance. 
The pauses of informants in speaking and their (more numerous) pauses in 
repeating and explaining text are taken as guides in the determination of 
word boundaries. In addition some morphophonemic (phonotactic) constraints 
(see 1.5.3 Rules I, J) are best stated using word boundaries, and the worJ 
is also a useful unit in the definition of stress patterns (see 1.6). 
1.1. 2 Morphemes 
The segmentation of words into morphemes is, in Rembarnga, 
fairly straightforward. Because of the highly agglutinating nature of 
the language there is a high degree of one to one 
correspondence between 
the abstract morphemes and the surface morphs (or allomorphs), the 
phonological realisation of morphemes (cf. Lyons 1968: 183ff.). I will 
thus use the term 'morpheme' for both concepts. The criterion 
for finding 
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morphemes, then, can be paradigmatic comparison, or the determination 
of which sections of an utterance may be substituted for by other elements. 
The identification of morphemes is useful in a statement of stress rules 
(cf. 1.6). It should be noted that words always consist of an integral 
number of morphemes, and of syllables (cf. 1.1.3) but that morpheme and 
syllable boundaries do not always coincide (e.g. with the allative case 
suffix morpheme -7ka7, the suffix morpheme involves glottalisation of 
the stem final syllable. Thus the phonetic realisation of the suffix 
spreads over two syllables, one of which is properly a part of the stem.) 
1.1.3 Syllable 
The syllable is very difficult to define in general articulatory 
terms (cf. Ladefoged 1967:46-7 and 1971:81) but it does seem that 
eventually some sort of physical definition will be possible. In most 
languages it is relatively easy to determine syllable peaks which normaJ.ly 
involve a vowel sound or less frequently a continuant consonant. Determin-
ing the boundaries of syllables is, in many languages, much more difficult. 
In the present study an examination of a large number of words indicated 
that syllable boundaries in Rembarnga could be posited in a very simple and 
regular way (by following the word initial and word final patterns) giving 
a very neat arrangement of the data. The number of segments in a word 
medial consonant cluster in Rembarnga never exceeds the total of the 
maximum number of segments in a word final cluster plus the maximum (or 
rather only possible) number (one) in word initial position. This contrasts 
with some other languages (e.g. Djirbal, Dixon 1972:274) where word medial 
consonant clusters may contain more segments than the sum of the maximum 
possible number for word initial plus word final position. In these cases 
one cannot always be sure which of two syllables the extra consonant is 
to be interpreted as belonging t~Furthermore in Rembarnga the segments 
of word medial consonant clusters are always arranged (in terms of general 
classes of consonant) as a possible final sequence with from no consonant 
1 
to two consonants followed by a possible initial consonant. One can 
1 Note that word medial clusters involve a slightly wider range of 
consonants than word initial and word final clusters due to some restric-
tion on the occurrence of particular segments in word initial or word 
final position (see 1.5.3, Rules I and J). However the general class 
features (cf. 1.4.2.1) applicable in defining the distribution of segments 
in word initial and word final position are applicable in the same way in 
word medial consonant clusters divided according to syllables. 
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therefore place a syllable boundary (Z) at each word boundary and then 
a simple rule is required to place all other syllable boundaries appropriately: 
0 ~ S I cv 
(Where C = consonant, V = vowel) 
The unit syllable is the most appropriate for stating conditions on the 
distribution of phonemes and allophones within an utterance (see 1.2.4, 
1.3.2, 1.5.3), it must be used in the formulation of verb reduplication 
rules (see 2.5.16), and is necessary in the formulation of rules for 
the use of the phonetic glottal stop (see 1.5.2). Syllables are 
discussed in detail in 1.5 below. 
1.2 CONSONANTS 
1.2.1 Consonant Phonemes 
Rembarnga has a total of sixteen consonant phonemes and one 
phonemic syllabic feature. There are five oral stop consonants with 
different points and/or manners of articulation, with five nasal consonants 
corresponding to these in point and manner of articulation. There are 
four liquids (including two laterals), and two semivowels. The point and 
manner of articulation combinations which are distinctive2 are 
(i) Bilabial- including stop /p/, nasal /m/ and semivowel /w/ 
(ii) ~pica-alveolar (sometimes Apico-dental) - including stop /t/, 
nasal /n/, lateral voiced continuant /1/, and voiced flap or 
trill /r/ 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Apico-post-alveolar (Retroflex)- including stop /t/, nasal /g/, 
lateral voiced continuant/~/, and voiced continuant /r/ 
Lamina-dental (and/or Lamino-alveolar) -including stop /5/, 
nasal /r/ and semivowel /y/ 
(v) Dorsa-velar- including stop /k/, nasal/~/ and semivowel /w/ 
(which also has bilabial articulation). 
Finally (vi) the phonemically distinctive feature of glottalisation is 
realised as a syllable final phonetic glottal stop. The reasons leading 
to the interpretation of the glottal stop as a syllabic feature rather 
than as a sRgmetJtal phoneme are discussed in detail in 1.5.2 below. 
2 Jernudd (1974) did a palatographic study of consonants in Gunwinjgu, 
a language closely related to Rembarnga. The articulations there are 
apparently very similar to those in Rembarnga. Especially interesting 
are Jernudd's conclusions regarding articulations in the denti-alveolar 
region. 
1. 2.1 
The consonant phonemes of Rembarnga are set out in 
Table 1. 2 (a). 
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Bilabial Apico- Apico- Lamina- Dorso-velar 
alveolar post-alveolar dental 
Stop p t ~ ~ k 
Nasal m n n f1 I) 
UJ Lateral 1 t 
'"d 
·r1 
;::) 
0' Rho tic r r •r1 
,...:1 
Semivowel w y w 
Table L 2 (a) Consonant Phonemes 
The following sets of words, contrasting the various 
consonant phonemes in similar phonetic environments will show the basis 
of this phonemic analysis. For the purpose of these contrasts the phonetic 
glottal stop is contrasted with the oral stops. But see 1.5.2 for its 
interpretation as a syllabic feature, rather than as a segmental phoneme. 
Phonetically the most difficult distinction to hear is that between the 
two apical series (except for /r/ and /r/). This is especially difficult 
to hear in word initial position, but in cases of doubt could easily be 
tested by using a prefix ending in a vowel as retroflexion is most 
easily recognised by means of cues in preceding vowels. This test gave 
consistent results, thus implying that the distinction does exist 
consistently in word initial position also (unlike, for instance, Burara, 
where the distinction between retroflex and alveolar stops does not 
occur word initially (D. and K. Glasgow, personal communication)). 
Initial contrasts 
Sto~s 
pappa 'father' 
~apmir 'it (pipe) got blocked' 
kappa 'he frightened it' 
pampork pampork '[ant type]' 
~ammip 
kampana 
'he sat by the fire' 
'island' 
tapmi)l 
~appu'l 
tampakku 
sampat 
'he shaped it' 
'(ant type]' 
'tobacco' 
'hot stones for cooking' 
i", • ,.. 
- ' 
pul) . 
tUfJ 7 
• 
kul)uru7 
Laterals 
lampalk 
lirina 
Semivowels and r 
ralk 
yal? 
:roropo7 
yo rom 
Nasals 
mir1~ippuwa 
I].iyal) if1 
I) irna 
'[ant type]' 
'fall' 
1. 2.1 
'woolly butt tree' 
'bat' 
'side' 
tul) 
tanpak 
littul)7 
walkku:r 
'spread out, proliferate' 
'cleared area' wo rol) omo lo 
'well (for water)' 
'he knew it' nimif) uQ.u7na 
'he used to cook it' rilyi 
'spear head' 
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'shade' 
'look!' 'over there!' 
'bladder' 
'didgeridoo' 
'son' 
' [grass type]' 
'part of kangaroo 
between tail and 
small of back' 
'cool' 
Neither the glottal stop nor the apico-alveolar flap/trill occur in word 
initial position. 
Medial contrasts 
Liquids and semivowels 
kalkkalk 
!jarkka7 
f) af1a\vkka 
f) a ;almiJl 
molona 
f) a tura 
' [lizard type]' 
'water goanna' 
'I will talk' 
'I wanted it' 
'tail' 
'I'm alive' 
kalkka7 
sarapa:rkka 
kataykka 
motona 
'tadpole' 
'chickenhawk' 
'stringy bark tree' 
'I went hunting' 
'path' 'track' 
'I will swim' 
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Rhotics contrasted with apical stops 
watpar 
parppu? 
Nasals 
mamam? 
marJ al 
Stops 
supmi)l 
yutmi)l 
mukmip 
wur?mi)l 
poto?mi)l 
tarapiya? 
nawulssati 
maraSiri 
' [tree type]' 
'soon' 'until' 
'mother's father, 
brother-in-law' 
'red ochre' 
'wommera' 
'it (spear) fell 
short' 
'he ran' 
'it (fire) went out' 
'he started/jumped 
with fright' 
'he put it down' 
'black cockatoo' 
'large freshwater 
crocodile' 
' [ceremony name]' 
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katpurna '1vounded one' 
wanun 'sing (magic)' 
mana 'wind' 
ma)lar 'itchy tree' 
wutmip 'he threw it (spear)' 
wutmi)l 'it finished/ran out' 
pu?mi)l 'he blew' 'he played 
the didgeridoo' 
wurkmiJl 'he plucked it out' 
potopmi)l 'he crossed (river)' 
patati)l 'he rubbed himself' 
matill?mati!)? ' [bird type]' 
takiriS 'green plum' 
As the glottal stop may not begin a syllable (cf. 1.5.3) it never occurs 
intervocalically. 
Final contrasts 
Stops 
tap 
pat 
malppat 
piyaQ tuQ ka 7 
kutkut 
manak 
'to shape' Qaputwarkat 
'pick up' Qalwat 
'fnod from Pandanus !anpak 
whitei' 
'wedge tailed eagle' katappampa? 
'run' 
'upper arm' mal)a? 
'short cycad' 
'stone' 
'bladder' 
' [type ant bed]' 
'plumage' 
'gum from tree' 
1. 2.1 
Nasals 
kuwam 'nape of neck' tapkan 
wurppa~ 'emu' kan kan 
damermpar1 'father's sister' kaJl 
pikkal) 'fish hook' manekumal) 
Liquids and semivowels 
palppal 
mippar 
yaw 
'fan made from bird's pa~ppa~ 
wing' 
'wedge tailed eagle' watpar 
'spear with shovel pulkay 
spear or stone spear' 
1.2.2 Voicing in Oral Stops 
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'blade' 'spear head' 
'skinny' 
'mother's brother' 
' (type spear head]' 
'wing' 
' (tree type]' 
' (place nam~ ' 
At first hearing there appears to be a voicing distinction 
for the oral stop phonemes. Word initially, intervocalically, and after 
liquids and semivowels this contrast occurs. The voiceless variants are 
normally longer and more tense than their voiced counterparts, as well as 
differing in the voicing feature. For reasons to be outlined below 
medial voiceless stops 
medial stops as single 
are interpreted 
2a 
stops. 
as geminate stops, and voiced 
That the voicing contrasts is shown by the following examples 
in the writing of which the geminate interpretation of voicelessness and 
length is adopted. 
paJ;!apa~a 'rib bones' pal)appal)a ' (type shrub]' 
wate 'afterwards' watte 'behind (place)' 
war kat 'rush off in fright' warkka ' (particle, change 
of subject]' 
There are a number of different types of evidence for this 
interpretation of voiceless medial stops as geminated. 
(i) The voiced and voiceless stops are in partial complementary distri-
bution. Voiced stops occur word initially, after nasals and in other 
medial positions. Voiceless stops occur word finally and in medial 
positions except after nasals. Thus the two sets of stop phones contrast 
2a Ralph Lawton first suggested the geminate interpretEJtion of 
voicelessness to me. 
. . 
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only intervocalically, and medially after liquids and semivowels. In 
addition a regular rule is necessary to devoice all hetero-organic oral 
stop clusters in the language. If voiceless stops are interpreted as 
geminated their voicelessness would be accounted for by a more general 
form of this rule. 
(ii) Reduplication of roots beginning and ending with the same stop 
produces a voiceless medial stop. Thus 
pop [bop] '(of smell) waft around' + poppop [boppop] 
pelp [belp] 'put white paint on' 'melt (wax)' etc. -> pelppelp 
[belppelp] 
cf. pa~ [baf] 'be inside' ·>- pa~pa~ ba~baf] 
tol? [gol?] 'come up out of'+ ~ol7~ol7 [gol?gol?] 
However this evidence from reduplication must be treated with caution in 
view of some alternation between voiced and voiceless stops in this 
position discussed below (1.5.4 and 2.5.16) Notes on Verb Class SB. 
On the other hand these alternations show that a strong relationship must 
exist between the voiced and voiceless series of stops. 
(iii) A number of affixes cause or undergo alternation between voiced 
and voiceless stops, depending on the stem involved. The first of these 
is a suffix -tan which derives feminine forms of the subsection names. 
Thus 
Qari~ + ~an + Qarittan ~arit(~)an] 
pu~ap + san + pu~artan [bu:j.argan] 
kela + san + kalitan [galigan] 
kotok + tan + ko~tan [koS(S)an] 
[kocjok] 
This suffix, however, is not productive in the language so that it could 
well be argued that the terms, both masculine and feminine, originated in 
another language and were taken over into Rembarnga with the phonetic 
distinctions intact. These terms are common in eastern and central 
Arnhem Land. 
Two further affixes which we may note here are productive and very 
commonly used. These are the~ak- I}WLIC prefix (cf. 2.5.6) and the 
-ka CAUSative suffix (cf. 2.5.8) . Compare the following 
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ta - ka - na [da 'gana] 
3min.O + 2min.A - take - FUT 
= Take it. 
tan - pak - ka - na 
lmin.IMPL + 2min.A-
= Take it for me. 
['danba(k) 'kana] 
IMPLIC - take - FUT 
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The verb root begins with a phonetically voiced stop when a prefix with 
a final vowel (or nasal) precedes it, but with a phonetically voiceless 
stop when a prefix ending with the same stop precedes it. In fact in 
this case some of the phonetic length of the stop cluster is often lost. 
Furthermore compare 
tu [du ]-ka:ra [ 'duga:ra] 
swim CAUS+FUT 
and 
muk [muk] - ka:ra [mukkap] 
go out (fire) - CAUS+FUT 
Here the initial stop of the suffix is voiced when it foll01-1s a vowel, 
and voiceless following an identical stop,or in fact any other oral stop. 
Thus 
tiS [<:JiS] kap 
return CAUS+FUT 
Thus in some combinations of morphemes the alternation of voiced and 
voiceless stops is shown to be due to the presence of single or geminate 
stops. This is perhaps the strongest evidence available for the geminate 
stop interpretation of voicelessness in medial position. 
(iv) Further evidence for this interpretation comes from informant 
reaction. I checked a considerable amount of vocabulary phonetically 
with two informants, Jeffrey Campion (maliwal)a), and Brian flinawal)a. 
I was also attempting to give maliwal)a some idea of writing in Rembarnga. 
He can already read and write English. I began with words involving only 
medial voiced stops, that is words where I suspected that there was only 
a single medial stop. After some experience of these I suggested a word 
with an intervocalic voiceless stop. The only instruction I gave was, as 
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before, to say it carefully to himself and write what he heard. After 
very brief thought he suggested spontaneously that he write two stops in 
the intervocalic position. He made the same suggestion for several 
other words, and appeared thereafter to be quite happy with the interpre-
tation of voiceless stops as geminate and to find very little difficulty 
in using this system without prompting. rinawaQa, on the other hand, 
who does not know how to read or write and was not involved in the 
writing instruction, would say the words to me very slowly, almost 
syllable by syllable. He was very consistent,when pronouncing medial 
voiceless stops, in producing stop closure at the end of one syllable, 
releasing the closure only after the (sometimes considerable) syllable 
break. Where voiced stops appeared medially he would both make and 
release the stop closure only after the syllable break. This again 
was all done with no more prompting than "Say it slowly". 
The evidence I have presented for this interpretation of 
medial voiceless stops as geminate is, in my opinion, fairly strong. 
It does, however, raise one difficulty connected with syllable structure 
(cf. 1.5.3). Without this interpretation syllables with final consonant 
clusters can have as their final stop only a velar stop, a bilabial 
stop (or phonetically a glottal stop). This would apply to all syllables, 
irrespective of their position within the word. On the other hand 
if the geminate stop interpretation is adopted the above restriction would 
still apply to word final syllables, but all the other stops would be 
possible in non final syllables ending in consonant clusters. Thus, 
under the geminate stop interpretation there is a certain lack of 
generality in the statements which can be made about syllable structure. 
It should be pointed out, however, that the rule permitting certain stops 
to appear on certain types of syllables when these are not word final but 
preventing them from doing so on word final syllables is paralleled by 
the rule permitting the apico-alveolar trill phoneme /r/ to begin 
syllables with the sole exception of word initial syllables. Thus the 
syllable structure complexity is not strong evidence against the 
geminate stop interpretation. 
In conclusion I adopt the interpretation that word 
medial voiceless stops are geminated stops, devoiced by a regular rule 
1. 2. 2 
3 
of the language. I believe that the evidence strongly supports this 
view and also that any simplification in the statement of syllable 
structure rules which would result from another interpretation would 
be more than offset by the extra complexity of having separate voiced 
4 5 
and voiceless series of stop phonemes. ' 
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3 At first it appeared that one could say that a medial stop following 
a semivowel is always voiceless, and thus that the geminate interpretation 
is not needed here. Such cases are very rare. llowever one word has been 
found where a phonetically voiced stop follows a semivowel, Silikuypi 
[~iliguybi]. Thus the distinction between geminate and single stops is 
needed also after semivowels. 
4 D. and K. Glasgow (1967:9) adopted a geminate stop interpretation 
of voicelessness in Burara, a language of northern Arnhem Land, for 
reasons similar to those adduced here. More recently they have dropped 
this interpretation in their practical orthography in favour of using 
two separate series of stop symbols. This may be more a matter of 
teaching convenience and comparability with English orthography, than 
of strictly linguistic interpretation. 
Gupapuyngu, one of the north eastern Arnhem Land suffixing languages 
has sometimes been mentioned (e.g. Capell 1967:90, Wurm 1972:51) as a 
phonologically unusual Australian language having two distinct series 
of stops, although there ~as always been some uncertainty as to what 
the exact phonetic distinction is. At one time the distinction was 
thoughtto be one of voicing but now it appears to be more a distinction 
of tenseness and length (B.M. Lowe, personal communication). The use of 
two stop series in the orthography arose from the feeling of Gupapuyngu 
informants that a single series was inadequate in some positions. 
Nevertheless an examination of a small amount of Gupapuyngu data (Lowe n.d.) 
appears to indicate that a single series of stop phonemes can be 
postulated for Gupapuyngu if an interpretation involving gemination in 
some positions, like that adopted here for Rembarnga, is adopted. There 
is the same partial complementary distribution of voiced and voiceless 
stop sounds as in Rembarnga and the same general rule devoicing stop 
clusters. In addition it is the voiceless medial stop sounds which are 
said to be longer and more tense than their voiced counterparts, just as 
in Rembarnga. Of course it may be convenient or advisable from a 
number of points of view to use two separate series of stop symbols in a 
practical orthography, but these considerations (involving, as they do, 
so many non-linguistic factors) should not be confused with evidence 
for strictly linguistic interpretation. Linguistically the geminate 
interpretation seems to me to be the best available. 
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After writing up this section I learned that Bernhard Schebeck main-
tains a geminate interpretation of voiceless stops in a number of north 
eastern Arnhem Land languages including Gupapuyngu. He proposes a phonetic 
hypothesis of glottal rhythm (an Australian "laryngeal theory") relating 
the voicing alternation in oral stops to the glottal stop, which is a 
p~ominent feature of the region (Schebeck n.d.). This is apparently also 
dlscussed at length in Schebeck 1972, 1Jhich I have not seen. Most of the 
points he makes apply equally well to Rembarnga. 
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1.2.3 Semivowels and Diphthongs 
Phonetic diphthongs must be interpreted as vowel plus 
semivowel combinations in the light of two facts. 
(i) The future tense form of class 1 verbs (cf. 2.5.3) is formed 
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(in the northern dialect) by repeating the final consonant of the root of 
theverb (not counting any final glottal stop) and adding -a. In the 
case of verb roots ending with a vowel or vowel plus glottal stop 
-ra is suffixed for the future tense. 
fJal7 la ~om rna 
climb - FUT drink - FUT 
Wa!)7 I) a 
look FUT 
around 
tu ra ti7 ra 
swim FUT hit FUT 
A small number of verb roots with phonetic diphthong (with or without 
glottal stop) form the future tense by adding semivowel plus -a 
(yau wa] 
spear - FUT 
(gau7 - wa] 
yell FUT 
(~ui7 - ya] 
send - FUT 
Thus to generalise the rule for future formation these diphthongs must 
be interpreted as vowel plus consonant (semivowel). Thus 
yaw wa 
spear - FUT 
kaw7 
yell FUT 
;uy7 
send 
- ya 
- FUT 
Note that the -ra suffix which would normally follow vowels (including 
~
u and i) is not used here. 
(ii) This interpretation of diphthongs receives negative support from 
the nature of syllable structure in Rembarnga. The number of successive 
consonants permitted in syllable final clusters is not affected by 
interpreting the final element of a diphthong as a consonant. On the 
other hand an interpretation of diphthongs involvir..g two vowels would 
necessitate positing one further set of syllable types with more than 
one vowel. 
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There is only one form where Hhat is phonetically often a 
diphthong is two syllables 
nayik- [naik-] ~ee 2.2.3). 
in slow speech. This is the masculine prefix 
This has a parallel feminine form l)alik-. A 
two syllable interpretation is not possible for most phonetic diphthongs, 
however, both because of the future tense formations mentioned above, 
and because informants reject it. 
1.2.4 Allophonic Variation 
Stops are normally voiced (and lenis) in syllable initial 
position unless preceded by a voiceless (and fortis) oral stop (not 
glottal stop) (cf. 1.2.2). When preceded by a voiceless oral stop a 
voiceless allophone of a syllable initial stop is used. However a syllable 
(or word) initial velar stop /k/ normally has a devoiced allophone before 
the vowel a. Informants maintained that some initial velar stops were 
'heavy' and some 'light'. In words where the first vowel after the velar 
stop was not a or ~ velar stops were called 'heavy'. However pronunciation 
of initial stops was not always consistent and it is hard to be sure that 
the descriptions 'heavy' and 'light' do not apply to whole words, rather 
than to the initial stop. 
A syllable final stop is, however, sometimes voiced when it 
occurs between a vowel and an m or w in the next syllable. A word final 
stop is normally voiceless and unreleased unless followed bv y when the 
stop may be voiceless but aspirated and released. 
The apico-alveolar trill (/r/) has a single tap allophone between 
vowels in normal speech and a trill elsewhere. However in slow speech the 
trill may appear intervocalically as well. 
The semivowels /w/, /y/ are sometimes lost before the vowels 
lui and /i/ respectively as in 
/wur?wurul)u/ frequently [ 1ur7urul)u] 
old person 
/yimi/ frequently ['imi] 
[type paperbark] 
Furthermore, in at least one word the semivowel /w/ between 
t'vo /a/ vowels often consists phonetically of very light lip rounding in 
the course of a long [a: ] . This is pantawala (there + ABL). 
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1.3 VOWELS 
1.3.1 Vowel Phonemes 
Rembarnga has six vowels which are phonemically contrastive. 
There are high and mid front unrounded vowels /i,e/, high and mid back 
rounded vowels /u,o/ and low and mid central vowels /a,a/. We can 
set these out in purely articulatory terms as in Table 1.3(a) 
Unrouncled Rounded 
Front Central Back 
High i u 
Hid e a 0 
Low a 
Table 1.3(a) Vowel Phonemes 
The following sets of words illustrate the vowel contrasts 
involved. 
Medial position 
pip 
pete? 
pata7 
poto? 
pututup 
patappata 
'bees' wax' 
'shoulder' (N) 'carry on shoulder' (V) 
'shake ones head' 
'put down' 
'gallop' 
'[type paperbark tree]' 
Final position 
mu:j.ili 'big barramundi' 
pele 'close' 
po9-mala 'big hornet' 
worof) omolo ' [type grass]' 
rukurpulu ' [type stone for spears]' 
mala 'water' I liquid I 
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kulwiri ' [type palm tree]' 
;ukere 'female black rock kangaroo' 
kara 'up' 
taworo 'clan name' 'generic term' 
katsakkuru 'big water goanna' 
ma~wuru 'cold weather' 'early dry season' 
mattawara 'male possum' 
Although I have here interpreted /a/ as a separate phoneme 
in view of distinctions such as the above it should be noted that in 
some respects the significance of this sound is not very clear. The 
following comments will serve to cast some doubt on the interpretation 
adopted here. 
(a) Some words which contain the front unrounded vowels i and e 
in certain environments are sometimes heard pronounced in such a way that 
these vowels sound very like /a/. These specific environments are: 
before apical consonants (where I assume the move from laminal articulation 
of the vowel to apical articulation of the consonant tends to centralise 
the vowel); and after labial consonants (where I assume that some 
labialisation carries over into the vowel. Labialisation of a vowel has 
one of the same acoustic effects as retracting the vowel - namely lowering 
of the second and other formants (cf. the discussion of the features grave-
acute and flat-plain in Jakobson, Fant and Halle 1952: 29-31, 48)). 
Thus 
/pete~/ sometimes occurs as ['bage~] 
/Sira/ sometimes occurs as ['~ara] 
/mi~iyar7/ sometimes occurs as ['ma~iyar7] 
(b) In an examination of 1234 closed syllables the occurrences of 
different vowels in intrasyllabic interconsonantal environments were 
looked at (considering only the first consonant on either side of the 
vowel, within the one syllable). Counting stressed and unstressed 
syllables as different types the vowel /i/ appeared unambiguously in 
67 different interconsonantal environments where both consonants considered 
belonged in the same syllable. /a/ occurred in 38 such environments, 
but the occurrences of each vowel overlapped with those of the other in 
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only eight cases. Of these eight environments of /a/, five had /i/ as a 
variant in at least some examples. In the same sample /a/ occurs in the 
same environment as /u/ 25 times, as /o/ 21 times, as /a/ 29 times and as 
/e/ 10 times (varying with /e/ twice). The proportion of occurrences of 
/i/ and /a/ in the same environment in open syllables is rather higher 
but the abc1ve figures at least indicate that /i/ and /a/ go a considerable 
way towards being in complementary distribution. This may be true also of 
/a/ and /e/. 
There is a great deal of work to be done on the precise 
interpretation of the mid central vowel but until this can be done I 
prefer to run the risk of erring on the side of too many distinctions, rather 
than too few, since theoccurrentes of /a/ are not completely predictable. 6 
Thus I consider /a/, at least provisionally, an independent phoneme. 
Vowel length may be a significant feature. No satisfactory 
contrasting pairs of words are available with long and short vowels. All 
words consistently pronounced with noticeably lengthened vowels are 
monosyllables. Only one of these is a closed syllable (L~e:n] 'ground 
honey comb 1 cf. also the glot talised [wo: 7] 1 yes'). Only the vmvels i, 
e and o are found lengthened. e.g. [pi:] 'man', [mo:] 'knee', [me:] 
1 vegetable food' , Lre:] ' [class of animals]', [bE: ] 'north'. 
These words regularly have long vowels, even when inflected with suffixes, 
but [bE:] when glottalised in its directional; allative form has a short 
vowel [ 1yube7]. Note here that it also loses its stress to the word-
initial syllable. In view of this lack of clear contrast between long 
and short vowels I will take length in vowels to be a phonetic feature of 
particular lexical items and therefore will not write it when quoting 
examples. 
The interpretation of phonetic diphthongs as vowel plus 
consonant sequences has already been discussed in 1.2.3 above. 7 
6 Historically the mid central vowel /a/ may well have been an allophone 
of /i/, the conditioning factors for which have, to some extent, been lost. 
Data is too limited at present to formulate a hypothesis. See also the 
suggestions made in footnote 7. 
7 Sequences of i and y (-iy) are a possible origin for the long vowel 
[-i:] or for the word final distinction between i and a (i < iy, a < i) but 
information is not sufficient at present to make-concrete proposals on this. 
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1.3.2 Allophonic Variation 
The centralising or labialisation of /i/ and /e/ in certain 
environments has already been mentioned in the discussion of /a/ (1. 3.1). 
In general close variants of vowels ( [i] not [I], [e] not [t: ], 
[re] not [a], [o] not[:::>], [u] not [u])occur in closed syllables before k 
and laminals and in glottalised open syllables, the more open variants 
occuring before other consonants in closed syll~bles. In word and morpheme 
final position i and u have close allophones wh.lle other vowels have more 
open allophones ( [t:], [a], [:::> ]) . In other syllable final positions i and 
a have more mid allophones [I] and [re]. 
1.4 PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES 
1.4.1 Principles 
My basic purpose in discussing a feature system for Rembarnga 
phonology is to have some interesting way of setting out the few syllable 
and word structure constraints of the language, and the few phonological 
alternations. I have therefore made no attempt at all to devise a system 
with universal implications or applicability. The whole discussion is 
language specific except in so far as I comment on or make use of isolated 
suggestions made by other writers. I have not rigidly separated an under-
lying phonolo:~ical feature system from a surface phonetic feature system. 
In fact Rembarnga has so few morphophonological processes that the under-
lying form of syllables and morphemes is very similar to the surface form. 
Some of the proposed features are of more phonetic relevance. This applies, 
too, to the classification of the glottal stop (glottalisation) which 
here represents the surface phonetic form. In the underlying form glottal-
isation is interpreted as a syllabic feature (cf. 1.5.2). 
In separating and defining the features used I use two main 
criteria: (i) usefuleness in defining the constraints on the distribution 
of phonemes \~it hi n the syllable and the word; and (ii) usefulness in 
describing the fE·w morphophonological and phonetic alternations which 
occur in the language. Definitions of features are in the main articulatory. 
In brief the alternations and phonetic processes to be handled 
by the feature system are the following: 
__ .....,. 
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(a) The introduction of homorganic nasals before the two suffixes -ka 
'2min. DAT PRON' and -ta (significance unknown) after stem final v01vels 
and liquids (cf. 2.3.3, also 1.5.2.2). 
(b) Where there is an intersyllabic sequence of nasal plus stop, one 
being apico-post-alveolar (retroflex) and the other apico-Hlveolar, the 
apico-alveolar assimilates, phonetically at least, to the apico-post-
alveolar in point of articulation. 
(c) The verb prefix ra? (2.513) has an alternative form ta? which occurs 
whenever it is not immediately preceded by a vowel in the same word. 
(d) Phonetically the semivowels w and y are often lost before the high 
vowels u and i respectively (cf. 1.2.4). 
(e) In some parts of the verb ra 'go' the root initial I changes 
phonologically to y__ after a prefix -.rith final _Q_. Thus 
~ir-ro~ara sometimes is pronounced [~ir 1 y~~ara] 
2sgS - go + FUT 
(f) There are alternative forms of some suffixes for the verbs of Class 6 
involving y instead of~ (cf. 2.5. 3). 
(g) In the course of verb reduplication laminal stops and nasals change 
phonologically to the semivowel y under certain conditions (2.5.16, Rule C). 
In the discussion of features in 1.4.2 these points and the 
constraints on the distribution of phonemes within the syllable will be 
referred to where appropriate. For a complete outline of these last 
see 1.5.3 below. 
1.4.2 Definitions 
1.4.2.1 General Class Features 
SYLLABIC - Syllabic sounds are those capable of forming a syllable peak 
while non-syllabic sounds are not capable of this. This is the feature 
\vhich differentiates consonants and vowels. (See the discussion j n 
Jakobsen and Halle 1956:31-33, McCawley 1967:526 .) 
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SONORANT - Sonorant sounds involve continuous air flow throughout the 
sound. This air flow may be through the oral or nasal cavity. Non-
sonorant sounds involve a complete interruption of air flow. This 
feature distinguishes those sounds whic\1 may be followed by a syllable 
final glottal stop (Vowels, Liquids, Nasals, Semivowels) from those 
which may not (ilral Stops). Note that the apico-alveolar trill must also 
be a sonorant sound on this basis. In other words this feature groups 
as [-sonorant] on the phonetic level the glottal stop and the oral stops, 
only one of which group may stand phonetically at the end of any syllable. 
(Ladefoged (1971:109) suggests an alternative acoustic definition in a 
system of phonetic features. This Hould serve our purpose here as >vell. 
Compare the discussion of the VOCALIC and CONSONANTAL features of Jakobsen, 
Fant, and Halle (1952:19)). 
CONSONANTAL - Consonantal sounds are those in which there is complete 
closure in the oral passage. There may or may not be velic closure of the 
entrance to the nasal passage. Non-consonantal sounds have no complete 
oral closure. Note that under this definition the glottal stop is non-
consonantal as its closure is in the larynx and not within the oral cavity. 
This feature serves to distinguish those sounds which may occur finally in 
a two consonant syllable final cluster from those which may not. 
NASAL- Nasal sounds involve flow of air through the nasal cavity. In 
non-nasal sounds there is velic closure preventing such nasal air flow. 
Only those sounds positively specified for the feature CONSONANTAL are 
8 
specified for the feature NASAL , which in any case is not strictly 
necessary for minimal classification of the different classes of sounds 
required for stating syllable structure conditions, as Table 1.4(a) shows. 
Note that semivowels and liquids have the same specification in general 
class features. This is in vie1v of the fact that in general terms the 
liquids and semivowels form a single class of sounds for the purpose of 
stating syllable structure constraints (cf. 1.5.3). The glottal stop is 
8 Alterniltively one could say that all segments positively specified 
for the features SONORANT and CONSONANTAL are also marked [+nasal]by a 
redundancy rule leaving all other segments unmarked for the feature NASAL. 
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specified for these features only at the surface phonetic level. In 
underlying form glottalisation is a feature of whole syllables (cf. 1.5.2). 
Syllabic Sonorant Consonantal Nasal 
Vowels + + -
Semi vmvels - + -
Liquids - + -
Nasals - + + + 
Oral Stops - - + -
Glottal Stop - - -
Table 1.4(a) General Class Features 
1.4.2.2. Articulation Features 
PERIPHERAL - Peripheral sounds are articulated at the extremes (relative 
to the Rembarnga possibilities) of the oral cavity, that is at the lips 
or in the velar region. Non-peripheral sounds are articulated between 
these two areas. The glottal stop is not specified for this feature, 
not being articulated in the oral cavity. The PERIPHERAL feature is 
proposed to handle two facts of the distribution of consonants in CVCC 
syllables (cf. 1.5.3): (i) of the nasals only m and I) may be the final 
consonant in such a syllable; and (ii) where the seond last consonant 
is a semivowel only p and k may occur as the final consonant. There 
thus seems to be some justification for wanting to classify velar and 
labial consonants together. A feature GRAVE such as that proposed by 
Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952:29-30) and Ladefoged (1971:44) would 
9 
achieve this just as well, but I adopt the term PERIPHERAL as it fits my 
pattern of using articulatory features rather than acoustic features. The 
relationship of the PERIPHERAL feature to the vowel feature BACK is 
discussed below. 
9 Halle (1973:929-30) criticises Ladefoged (1971) for his failure to 
have a single feature system (e.g. HIGH, LOW, TENSE, BACK) for both vowels 
and consonants. However he fails to answer Ladefoged 1 s need to express a 
relationship between velar and labial sounds. It is to show such a relation-
ship in Rembarnga that I use the feature PERIPHERAL. In Rembarnga it is 
simple to relate the consonant features PERIPHERAL, APICAL, HIGH and the 
vowel features HIGII and BACK. 
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APICAL- ApLcal sounds are nrticulated with the tip of the tongue. 
Non-apical (i.e. lamina!) sounds are articulated with the tongue blade. 
Values of thi:; feature are sp~:·cified only for sounds specified as non-
peripheral. This feature distinguishes the apico-alveolar and apico-
post-alveolar consonants on the one hand from the laminal consonants 
on the other hand. TI1e two apical articulations must be classed together 
at some level in view of two facts: (i) the retroflex assimilation rule 
on the phonetic level mentioned as point (b) in 1.4.1; and (ii) the 
fact that in syllable final two consonant clusters there are never 
sequences of apico-post-alveolar plus apico-alveolar or vice versa 
10 but only sequen··es of two post-alveolar or two alveolar consonants. 
Furthermore in 1iew of the change of laminal stops and nasals to y in 
verb reduplicatLon (see point (g) in 1.4.1) it is useful that y and the 
other laminal stops be specified with the same value in the APICAL 
feature. In view of the fact that laminal consonants have a lower frequency 
of occurrence than their apical counterparts and thus seem to be more 
marked it might be proposed that this feature should be called LAMINAL in 
order to have the laminal consonants positively specified (more marked). 
However since this feature is the only means of distinguishing semivowels 
and liquids the feature has been defined as APICAL to simplify the state-
11 
ment of Rules D and G of 1. 5. 3. The relationship of this feature to the 
vowel features HIGH and BACK is discussed below. 
HIGH High sounds are those (as defined in McCawley 1967:525) "whose 
primary constriction or closure is above a line drawn from the rear of the 
alveolar ridge to the uvula." The main function of this feature is to 
10 Chomsky and Halle (1968:312-314) propose the use of the feature 
DISTRIBUTED to distinguish various articulations in the denti-alveolar 
region. However this only deals with systems having only two distinct 
articulations in this region and fails to cover the three found in Rembarnga 
(cf. 1.2.1) and other Australian languages or in some Indian languages 
(Ladefoged 1971:38-40). My proposed features APICAL and HIGH make the 
necessary distinctions for Rembarnga. 
11 If the feature LAMINAL were used in those rules the status of the 
semivowel lv would be slightly ambiguous in not being specified at all for 
the feature,forcing these two rules to be formulated in the terms 'X may 
not be Y' rather than the 'X must be Y' pattern of all the other rules in 
that section. 
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differentiate apico-alveolar consonants from apico-post-alveolar or 
retroflex consonants. It also serves to distinguish among the peripheral 
sounds between the high velars and the non-high labials. The laminal 
consonants have constriction or closure extending from the upper teeth 
to the palate and thus are also high. The feature high is also of value 
in describing the variations (e) and (f) mentioned in 1.4.1 in that the 
pairs of consonants involved have the same values in this feature. The 
consonant feature HIGH can fairly simply be related to the vowel feature 
HIGH (see below) and this then gives a straightforward means of describing 
the loss of semivowels set out in point (d) of 1.4.1. These last few 
points support the adoption of a feature HIGH (-LOW) as against a feature 
FRONT ~BACK) which would also be capable of distinguishing apico-alveolar 
from retroflex, and velar from labial, but cannot relate laminal to 
retroflex or laminal to velar as are required for points (e) and (f) in 
1.4.1. Nor would it be capable of relating vowels and semivowels together 
as in poi11t (d) in that section. 
Table 1.4(b) sets out the way in which these three principal 
articulation features specify the various points of articulation of 
Rembarnga consonants. 
Peripheral Apical High 
Dorso-Velars + + 
Labials + -
Apico-Alveolars - + -
Apico-post-alveolars - + + 
Laminals - - + 
Table 1.4(b) Main Articulation Features 
LATE~~L One further feature is needed to distinguish laterals from 
the other liquids, the liquids being as a group distinguished from the 
semivowels by being positively specified for the feature APPICA1. The 
new feature I shall term LATERAL. 
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Lateral sounds are characterised by the air flow's taking place 
over the side of the tongue while a complete cl.osure is made in the 
middle area of the tongue at the tongue tip. Only sounds which are 
[
+apical j are specified for the feature LATERAL. 
-consonantal 
+sonorant 
VOWEL FEATURES 
The six vowel phonemes of Rembarnga involve three separate 
tongue heights and three divisions on the front-back dimension of the ton-
gue. In the light of this fact it seems best to adopt two vowel features 
with three values each. 
HIGH - The relative height of the highest point of the tongue is the 
parameter denoted by this feature. This axis is divided into three and 
assigned va]ues 1 for the highest, 2 for mid, 3 for the lowest value 
h . . 12 on t lS axls. 
BACK - This feature refers to the position of the highest part of the 
tongue relative to the back part of the mouth. Again there are three 
divisions. The value 1 is assigned to the furthest back articulation, 2 
to central articulation and 3 to the frontmost vowel articulation. 
Distinctions in this dimensicn are not made for a vowel specified with 
the value 3 in the feature HJ GH. 
\11 the vowel phonemes of Rembarnga are thus uniquely 
specified using these two vowel features as shown in Table 1.4(c). 
In view of the loss of semivowels before high vowels, as 
described in point (d) of 1.4.1, it is necessary to be able to link up 
the vowel and consonant feature systems. This can very easily be 
done, bearing in mind the articulation of the various sounds involved. 
One can firstly say that the positive value of the consonant feature 
HIGH is equivalent to the value 1 in the vowel feature HIGH. Further 
a value of 1 in the vowel feature BACK is equivalent to a positive value 
12 Ladefoged (1971:67ff) discusses the difficulty of defining height 
and backness of vowels articulatorily or acoustically but notes (p.74) 
that these dimensions are successfully used in linguistic description. 
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High Back 
i 1 3 
e 2 3 
a 3 
e 2 2 
0 2 1 
u 1 1 
Table 1.4(c) Vmvel Features 
Thus ~' being specified l+peripherall as 
l+high J in the consonant feature PERIPHERAL. 
a labial-velar semivowel, is equivalent in height and backness with the 
vowel u which is specified !1 highl. The non-peripheral or [3 back] 
~ backj 
high vowel i can be considered to be the equivalent of tapical], that is 
laminal, in view oE the fact that vowels are articulated only with the 
body of the tongue, not with the tip. Thus the semivowel y which is 
~pe:ipheraj is equivalent in these three features with the vowel i which -apl.cal +high . 
is specified as [1 High J . 
3 Back 
Note that it is not necessary (for Rembarnga 
- apical 
at least) to specify equivalences between consonant and vowel feature systems 
except for those involving the vowel features [1 high] or [1 back]. 
Finally one further feature, though not strictly necessary at 
the systematic level, is useful at the phonetic level. This is the feature 
LABIAL which is specified only for peripheral sounds or vowels specified 
[l Back]. Labial sounds involve some labial articulation, occlusion in 
the case of m and p, and superimposed lip rounding for the vowels u, o and 
- -
the semiv01vel w. In fact for the semivowel w, while velar articulation is 
also present normally, it seems that lip rounding is the main distinctive 
feature as for instance in the quick pronunciation of a form like pentawala 
lvhere the lv is often represented only by very slight lip rounding in the 
course of a lllng _g_ vowel. Movement of the tongue does not always appear 
to take place. 
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1.4.3 Rembarnga Phonological Features 
In Table 1.4(d) the phonemes of Rembarng~ as well as the 
phonetic glottal stop, are set out according to the features set out in 
1.4.2. In the table blank spaces are left wherever a particular feature 
does not apply. In those cases where vowel and consonant features are 
related as set out above both features are put on a single line. 
Note that the glottal stop is sufficiently defined wl1en 
specified for the three main class features. This sound occurs only at 
the phonetic level. At the underlying level it is a syllabic feature 
(cf. 1.5.2). 
To deal with phonetic realisation and allophonic variation 
further features such as VOICED, TENSE, STOP RELEASE etc. would be needed 
but I have made no attempt to sort these out and define them. As I 
noted above the two features NASAL and LABIAL fall irito the category of 
phonetic features as well in that they are not necessary for minimal 
classification. 
1.5 SYLLABLES 
1.5.1 Syllable Types 
The segmentation of utterances into syllables was discussed 
in 1.1. 3. 13 There are three syllable patterns used in Rembarnga, These 
are 
CV 
eve 
CVCC 
(Where C = consonant (or non syllabic (cf. l. 4. 2 .1)) segment and V = vowel 
(syllabic) segment). 
With the existence of only these three types of syllables it 
is easy to formulate a rule to insert syllable boundaries in the surface 
string of phonemes. Such a rule would be (where 1 $1 signifies syllable 
boundary) 
i.e. ¢ -> Z /_[-syllabic] [+syllabic](/_ CV) 
13 One word only has been found with a V syllable - arawukka '[grass type]'. 
This word has only been encountered once and may well be borrowed from another 
language as other languages in the area may have V beginning a syllable. 
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All these syllable types may be glottalised (cf. 1.5.2) 
subject to the conditions set out in 1.5.3. Glottalised CVCC syllables 
14 
are extremely rare. 
1.5.2 Glottalisation 
In listing the consonant phonemes of Rembarnga (L.2.1) I 
have already stated that glottalisa~on,or the (phonetic) glottal stop, 
occupies a unique position in Rembarnga phonology. I propose to deal 
here with the variety of considerations which lead to my referring to it 
as a syllabic feature, but a phonemically distinctive syllabic feature. 
1.5.2.1 Glottalisation and the Oral Stops The phoneti1: glottal stop, 
in terms of articulation, is most readily comparable with the oral stops 
in that they all involve complete interruption of air flow from the lungs. 
They are all [-sonorant ]. Neverthdess there are a number of significant 
differences between the glottal str1p on the one hand and the oral stops 
on the other. 
(i) The glottal stop is phonetically very different from the oral 
stops in that it involves closure at the glottis rather than in the oral 
and/or nasal cavities. Simultaneous voice or voicelessness etc. are 
thus impossible with the glottal stop but possible with oral stops. 
(cf. Ladefoged 1971:16). 
(ii) If treated as a segmental phoneme the glottal stop would be the 
only phoneme 1vhich may not occur syllable initially at all, and, with the 
apico-alveolar trill, would be one of the two phone~es which may not occur 
word initially (cf. 1.5.3). All other stops may occur both word and 
syllable initially. 
(iii) If the glottal stop i~; treated as a segmental stop phoneme an extra 
syllable pattern with a final cluster of three consonants would need to 
be posited. Of these three C<1nsonants the third would be only a glottal stop. 
14 The three syllable patterns in Rembarnga are the only ones occurring 
in the related languages Dalabon (Capell 1962:96) and Gunwinjgu (Oates 1964: 
7). These syllable types may be glottalised in these languages too, with the 
exception of the CVCC pattern in Dalabon. 
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No other stop (or any other phoneme) would be able to occur in this 
position (cf. 1.5.3). 
(iv) The rule devoicing stop clusters (cf. 1.2.2) applies only to 
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clusters of oral stops, not to clusters of glottal stop plus oral stop. 
Thus after a glottal stop an oral stop is phonetically voiced (except 
k before a by another rule (cf. 1.2.4)). In other words the glottal 
stop is disregarded in the application of the phonetic stop cluster 
devoicing rule. 
(v) If we were to regard the glottal stop as a segmental stop phoneme 
on a par with the oral stops we would need, in the formation of the future 
tense forms of verbs of class 1( cf. 2. 5. 3), to expressly disregard the glottal 
stop (but not the oral stops) for the purpose of determining the consonant 
to be repeated or inserted. Compare 
tu + FUT -+ tu + ra 
poto1 + FUT -+ po~o1 + ra 
~om + FUT -+ tom + ma 
rum? + FUT -+ rum? + rna 
yaw + FUT _, yaw + wa 
kaw1 + FUT -+ kaw1 + wa 
flawk + FUT _, flawk + ka 
(vi) A similar situation pertains with two suffixes -ka ~sg. POSS PRON' 
and -ta (of uncertain significance but very common, including in PERSONAL 
PRONOUN forms). Both these suffixes insert a nasal, homorganic with their 
initial stop where they are suffixed to stems without a final oral stop 
or nasal.-ta in fact may not be suffixed to a stem with a final stop. 
Again a segmental glottal stop would be disregarded here, and the nasal 
introduced immediately following the vowel or final liquid of the stem, 
irrespective of whether a glottal stop followed it. Compare 
malk + ka -+ malkka 
subsection 
kaf) a + ka _, kaf) af) ka 
belly 
pe~e1 + ka -+ peter:J 7ka 
shoulder 
1. 5. 2 
~a pur + ke ->- sa pup) ke 
"cousin" 
mopal? + ke + mopal~?ke 
knee 
nl?tawala + ta + ni?tawalanta 
3:>g + ABL 
tawa7 + ta + tawan7ta 
today 
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One point of similarity between the glottal stop and the oral 
stops should he mentioned here, even though it does not affect the balance 
of the evidence greatly. This concerns certain suffixes, an integral 
part of 1~hich is glottalisation of the fin01l syllable of the stem to which 
they are suffixed. These suffixes are -7ka1_ the allative suffix, and -?mifl 
the causative suffix for. adjectives (cf.2.2.4.3and2.2.5.4respectively). 
The allative suffix brings about no modification of the final syllable of 
the stem where this syllable ends with a phonetic glottal stop or an oral 
stop. Thus 
nimirili + ALL + nimirili?ka 7 
malpa~anak + ALL + malrarJ anakka 7 
589-87 + ALL 
A causative form with -?mifl exists only for adjectives with 
no final oral stop or phonetic glottal stop. Adjectives with a final 
oral or (phonetic) glottal stop have no causative forms with this suffix 
because these forms would be indistinguishable from the inchoative forms 
with a -mir: suffix, since again glottalisation does not apply to the stem 
final syllable if this has a final oral or glottal stop. Compare 
suppata + mifl + ;uppatamifl (INCHOAT) 
suppata + ?mip + 5uppata ?mi)l( CAUS) 
wu~a? ~ mifl + wula7mif\ (INCHQt,T) 
' 
wula? + ?miJI + *~vu~a?mifl (CAUS) 
plk + mi)1 + ralkmijl (INCHOAT) 
ralk + ?mi)l + *ralkmiJl (CAUS) 
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These facts are related to the morphophonemic (phonotactic) 
Rule A of 1.5.3 which prevents glottalisation of syllables which have 
a final [-sonorant] segment. Obviously double glottalisation of a syllable 
with a final sonorant is also impossible in the language. 
1.5.2.2 Glottalisation as a Syllabic Feature Earlier (1.2.1) I listed 
contrasts between the glottal stop and various other stops. It is 
equally possible, however, to find contrasting pairs of forms where the 
contrast is based on the presence or absence of the glottal stop. For 
example 
~arkka? 
taP 
f)ara?rorJara 
-yi1 
'(type paperbark tree]' ;arkka 
'to roast' ta:J. 
'tll try to go' f)ararorJara 
' (ergative/instrumental -yi 
suffix]' 
'water goanna' 
'cut bark from tree' 
'we will go' 
'(comitative suffix]' 
This fact is consistent with the interpretation which I wish 
to suggest for the glottal stop in Rembarnga - namely that it be considered 
15 
a syllabic feature of glottalisation or glottal closure. 
That the glottal stop be interpreted as a feature rather than 
as a segmental phoneme is suggested by a number of the points raised in 
comparing it with the oral stops - particularly is this true of the two 
cases where the glottal stop is 'disregarded' in the application of 
morphological rules ((v) and (vi)), of the fact that a new syllable pattern 
would need to be posited (iii) and of the failure of the glottal stop 
to be involved in the phonetic rule devoicing stop clusters (iv). Having 
a non-segmental feature, instead of a segmental phoneme would simplify 
these matters as far as the glottal stop is concerned. 
Two further considerations suggest interpreting final glottal 
closure as a feature on a whole syllable, rather than on an individual 
segment. 
15 This resembles what Pike termed 'sequential glottalisation'. He 
says rrhe combination into single phonemes of a glottal stop with 
other sounds in sequence might by the phonemicist be conveniently termed 
"sequential glottalization", in contradistinction to the pharynx-air type' 
(Pike 1943:96). However here I wish to posit glottalisation of a whole 
syllable, not of an individual phoneme. 
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(i) The glottal stop is completely restricted in occurrence to 
the end of the syllable. It may not occur initially or medially under 
any circumstances. Furthermore if we were to interpret it as a feature 
on a single segmen~notingthat it m8y occur with vowels, semivowels, 
liquids and nasals, we would then have to restrict its occurrence to the 
final segment in cases where there was a sequence of these potentially 
glottalised consonants and vowels as in eve and evee syllables (cf. 1.5.1). 
The syllabic feature interpretation, however, involves defining the 
feature as syllable final glottal closure, thus explaining why only one 
glottal stop is possible per syllable, and that always in final position. 16 
(ii) The most significant evidence for the syllabic interpretation of 
the glottal stop is provided by the phenomenon mentioned in point (vi) 
of the comparison given in 1.5.2.1 between glottal and oral stops. 
Under a segmental interpretation of the glottal stop we 1vould have to say 
that the nasal is inserted separating the last two segments of the stem 
or that the nasal is introduced between the suffix and the stem and then 
that the nasal and the glottal stop undergo metathesis. If, however, 1ve 
interpret the glottal stop as a feature of syllable final glottal closure 
then the nasal is introduced in the normal way between the stem and the 
suffix. The glottalisation feature is realised in the form of a glottal 
stop in syllable final position. The inserted nasal, however, now belongs 
to the stem final syllable instead of to the suffix in view of the impossi-
bility of syllable initial consonant clusters (cf. 1.5.1). Thus the 
glottal closure regul8rly follows rather than precedes the inserted 
nasal, being realised by a late rule at the new syllable final position. 
This "movement" of the glottal stop is thus covered by the definition of 
the glottalisation feature, rather than by separate rules. 
1.5.2.3 Interpretations eapellhas discussed the interpretation of the 
glottal stop in Rembnrnga, Gunwinjgu and, more particularly, in Dalabon-
all three adjacent languages in Arnhem Land - in his 'Dalabon Grammar' 
(1962:93) and in 'Sound Systems in Australia: (1967:91-2). In the earlier 
work he favours inte1:preting the glottal stop in Dalabon as a separate 
phoneme. In the latl'r discussion however (dealing with all three languages) 
16 See also note 18. 
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he favours some sort of interpretation involving glottalised consonants. 
This could be either "simple glottalised consonants, or a cluster of oral 
or nasal consonant vJith an added component of glottalisation." (1967:92) 
Hov1ever he :Lnterprets the post-vocalic glottal stop in Dalabon 
differently- "as a separate consonant" (1.967:92). By 'simple glottalised 
consonant' he appears to mean complete parallel inventories of plain and 
glottalised consonants. In Rembarnga this would almost double the size 
of the phonemic inventory (only the oral stops would have no glottalised 
counterparts) so it appears to me more useful to adopt an alternative 
interpretation if possible. Capell's suggested 'cluster of oral or nasal 
consonant with an added component of glottalisation' overcomes the problemof 
thesize of phonemic inventory needed to produce a complete series of 
glottalised consonants. It does this by interpreting the glottal stop 
as a type of (suprasegmental) feature. However it appears that this feature 
is on only single consonant segments. I have shown earlier why I believe 
this type of feature should be interpreted as a feature on the whole 
syllable rather than on single segments. 
This notion of syllabic feature, phonemically distinctive, and 
segmentally realised appears to be a rather unusual one. It cannot be 
termed 'suprasegmental' under the usual definitions because it is realised 
at only one point in the syllable, independent of the rest of the syllable 
except in terms of position. Pike, for instance, defines suprasegmentals 
as "some mOdification of a sound 1vhich does not change the basic quality 
or shape of its sound waves" (1947:63). Lehiste speaks of suprasegmentals 
as "a secondary, overlaid function of inherent [segmental] features" or 
a manipulation of inherent features and claims that suprasegmentals can 
only be found by syntagmatic comparison while segmental features are found 
by inspection or paradigmatic com1arison (1970:2). Under these definitions 
the Rembarnga glottalisation cann>t be considered to be a suprasegmental 
feature or phoneme. 
Firthian prosodies are so;newhat wider in scope than the above notion 
of suprasegrnentals as they may en·:ornpass a very large range of phonetic 
features and are not restricted t(l 'overlaid' features. The basic aim 
of this approach is to take account of the syntagmatic relationships of 
sounds in an utterance, as well as of their paradigmatic relationships 
~.r- I - •-r I 1 ,. 
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in thP. phonological system. Thus Prosodic An11lysis attempts to handle 
f~atureswith domains larger than the single segment. Syllable and word 
structure, assimilation, vowel harmon~ boundary signals and the like are 
important elements here. In this type of analysis the glottalisation in 
Rembarnga could easily be treated as a prosody of the syllable final 
(or of the syllable itself) in the light of its restriction to one 
occurrence per syllable, in syllable final position. This prosody would 
be operative for every syllable in the language, each syllable being 
marked for glottalisation, or unmarked for its absence. 17 (Compare the 
treatment of glottalisation in Scott 1956:155). 18 
17 Langendoen, in his analysis of the London School of Linguistics, 
maintains that "prosodic analysis may be considered to be a notational 
convention for indicating context sensitive phonological rules'' (1968:51). 
It is true that the features treated as prosodies in a prosodic analysis 
can be covered by morpho-phonemic and morpheme structure rules in a 
generative framework. Nevertheless Langendoen's generative treatment 
is less satisfactory than that of prosodic analysis in that he fails to 
give explicit formal recognition to the syllable as a unit, whereas the 
syllable is one of the most basic units employed in prosodic analysis. 
See my discussion of generative approaches below. 
18 Firth (1948:6, 17-18) and Robins (1953:139-40; 1957:197) mention 
glottalisation as a prosodic feature in German, Danish and Sundanese. 
However these treatments differ from the Rembarnga glottalisation in 
that the glottal stop is not phonemically distinctive but simply serves 
to mark various boundarles. Thus Firth (1948:18) speaks of the Danish 
'glottal stop' as if it were not at all distinctive, but rather a prosodic 
feature of syllable structure and word formation, completely predictable 
from these. This appears to be incorrect. Andre Martinet (1935:52-57 
and 1937:258-266) discusses the Danish glottalisation or st~d at length. 
He gives numerous minimal pairs to show its distinctiveness (1937:259) 
and proceeds then to give a number of reasons for considering it to be 
not a consonantal phoneme but a feature of whole syllables (parallel 
with tone in other Scandinavian languages). In his view the decisive 
argument is that, "dans une syllabe donnee, le St~d ne peut se trouver 
qu'a un seul endroit et que, par consequent, a l'interieur de la 
syllabe, la place du S t~d n' a aucune valeur phonologique." (19 37: 261) 
The similarity of this argument with the first of the special considerations 
advanced in 1.5.2.2 above concerning Rembarnga is apparent. Although I 
would not consider this argument decisive on its own (and for Martinet 
it is the culmination of a series of arguments) nevertheless in combination 
with other factors it bears considerable weight. Note that the Danish 
st~d is not always represented by a glottal stop but has a number of 
manifestations involving different states of the glottis (see Lauritsen 
1968. Martinet 1937:258-9 also mentions this point.) 
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Trubetzkoy (1939:243-246) similarly speaks of boundary 
signals (Grenzsignale) which may also have distinctive function. In 
Trubetzkoy's view boundary signals are any segments or features 
(phonemes or variants) which are restricted in occurrence to certain 
boundary positions. Their occurrence in those positions then signals 
the existence of a boundary there. He quotes an example from Finnish 
where a final glottal stop is both in distinctive opposition to its 
absence and also functions as a signal of a word final boundary 
(1939:245). This is again parallel to the Rembarnga situation where the 
distinctive function and the syllable final position of the glottal stop 
are both important. 
The main theories of generative phonology appear to make 
very little, if any, formal use of the unit syllable. The orientation 
is basically towards individual phonological segments and, in rules, to 
syntactic and morphological criteria. There are two possible ways of 
interpreting the glottal stop in fairly standard generative phonology 
terms. 
(i) The glottal stop could be treated as a segmental unit like all 
the other stops. In this case the movement of the glottal stop to 
follow an epenthetic nasal (1.5.2.1 (vi)) would be handled by a metathesis 
19 
rule. This would have as a target the surface syllable final position 
of the glottal stop. 
(ii) Glottalisation could be treated as a feature of the vowel . 
([+syllabic]) and shifted by a late rule to the end of the syllable, 
or rather realised by a late rule at the end of the syllable. This 
shifting rule would have the same target as (i) above. 
19 
To fail to attribute the existence of this rule to such a 
target would be, I think, to miss a valid statement of the motivation 
for the rule. It is not that a certain surface arrangement comes 
about so to speak by chance as the result of the application of this 
rule, but rather that the rule exists simply in order to bring this 
surface arrangement about. (For some general discussion of targets 
see Haiman 1971:797-799). 
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However, neither of these two approaches can avoid the need 
for the unit syllable. The syllable is needed as a unit in both cases 
to express the target involved and in the second case to formulate the 
rule for realising the glottalisation atthe end of the syllable. To 
be sure one can formulate these two things simply in terms of sequences 
of consonant and vowel - but this is precisely how we are able ~o define 
the placing of syllable boundaries, and hence the extent of the syllable 
as a unit (cf. 1.5.1). Why not recognise this fact and formulate our 
treatment of glottalisation (the glottal stop) using the syllable as 
a unit? Treating glottalisation (as in (ii) above) as a feature of the 
vowel is tantamount to recognising it as a feature of the syllable (there 
is only one vowel per syllable and no syllable without a vowel) but within 
a system where the syllable is not recognised. I have pointed out that 
the syllable must be recognised at least implicitly in order to formulate 
rules for the realisation of this feature~0 The syllable unit is further 
needed in Rembarnga for a number of other rules for phenomena such as 
the placing of stress (cf. 1.6) 21, and the rules of verb reduplication 
(cf.2.5.16.1 especially Rule A) as well as the target of these reduplica-
tion rules. 
In this section (1.5) I have argued for the interpretation 
of the syllable final glottal stop in Rembarnga as the phonetic 
realisation of a syllable feature of glottalisation. I have shown that 
the syllable is the most appropriate unit to be considered the domain 
of this feature, and that in any case the syllable will have to be 
recognised as a defined unit in order to adequately formulate the rules 
needed to handle the glottal stop. I have not, however, gone on to 
formalise this interpretation in detail as my purpose in this work is 
basically to outline the facts of Rembarnga, rather than to explore fully 
their theoretical implications. For the more practical purpose I 
have in view it will in fact be sufficient to symbolise (in examples etc.) 
the glottalisation of syllables by means of the symbol '7' placed at 
the end of a glottalised syllable. Two suffixes which involve 
glottalisation of the stem final syllable are cited with a morpheme 
20 For an interesting discussion 
as a unit in generative phonology see 
of the usefulness of the syllable 
Hooper 1972. 
21 However for rules defining 
to syllable peaks (vowels) and not 
stress patterns one needs only to refer 
to the boundaries between syllables. 
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initial glottal stop. Thus -?ka? '[Allative]' ,-?mif\ '[Causative+ 
Past Punctiliar]'. It must be borne in mind, however, that this 
notation is used for convenience and does not imply that I interpret 
the (phonetic) glottal stop as a segmental phoneme. Phonetically it 
has some segmental reality (and to this extent can be specified in a 
distinctive feature chart as in 1.4.3) but at the underlying level 
I interpret it rather as a syllabic feature as outlined above~ 2 
1.5.3 Morphophonemics (Phonotactics) of Syllable and Word 
In describing the morphophonemic (phonotactic) structure 
of syllables and words I will move from the more general to the more 
specific. This will mean starting from the syllable and moving to 
46 
the word as a whole. I will deal specifically only with syllable final 
consonants and consonant clusters in glottalised and unglottalised syllables 
since as is shown in 1.5.1 all syllables begin with the sequence CV 
(any consonant and any vowel) or rather [-syllabic] [+syllabic]. In the 
rules or constraints stated below 3 = syllable boundary and the variable X 
contains no 3. The symbol 7 is to be interpreted 'must be, if the syllable 
is to be well formed' - that is the rules are conditions for well 
formedness rather than rules for derivation of syllables. Glottalisation 
is a syllabic feature not a segmental glottal stop. The word 'segment' 
in the rules does not include reference to the phonetic glottal stop. 
The rules apply as a group an,d are not mutually exclusive. 
Rule A The final segment of a glottalised syllable must be [+sonorant], 
that is a nasal,liquid, semivowel or vowel but not an oral stop. 
segment 7 [+sonorant] I 3X 3 where the syllable is glottalised. 
22 Schebeck's very similar views on the glottal stop in north-eastern 
Arnhem Land languages were brought to my attention after I had written up 
this section. He interprets the glottal stop in these languages as a syll-
able "accent" for precisely the same types of reason as led me to the 
above conclusions (Schebeck n.d.:3-5). Schebeck proposes a phonetic 
hypothesis of syllabic "glottal rhythm" to account for the glottal stop 
in these languages, relating this also to syllable structure and the oral 
stops. These ideas are discussed in Schebeck n.d. (Pp.6ff.) and, I 
understand, in Schebeck 1972 (which I have not seen). I do not propose 
to examine his phonetic discussion here, but merely note the similarities 
between Rembarnga and the languages of north-east Arnhem Land. 
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Rule B In a syllable final consonant cluster the final segment must 
be [+consonantal], that is a nasal or an oral stop. Note that if the 
syllable is glottalised then the final segment must be a nasal by rules 
A and B together since nasals are the only ~sonorant J sounds. 
~consonantal 
[-syllabic] -+ [+consonantal] I X [-syllabic] '/, 
Rule C The first segment of a syllable final consonant cluster must 
be [-consonantal] (and also [+sonorant] in order to exclude the 
phonetic glottal stop). That is it must be a liquid or a semivowel. 
[-syllabic]-+ l+sonorant l I X_ [-syllabic] '/, 
l-consonanta~ 
RuleD Before a syllable final [-peripheral] stop (i.e. !• ~ or i) 
a [-syllabic] segment may only be a [+apical] sonorant (i.e. a liquid 
but not a semivowel). 
[-syllabic]-+ [+apical] I X l+consonan tal] -nasal -peripheral 
Rule E Before a syllable final apical stop (! 
agree with the stop in the feature HIGH. Thus we 
23 1~ or ~t. 
or t) a liquid must 
_,_ 
get ~t. lt but not 
[-syllabic] -+ [a. high J I X _ l+apical] '/, 
rhigh 
Rule F In a syllable final consonant cluster if the final segment is 
[+nasal] it must be [+peripheral]. That is, of the nasals only .2_ and 
m may occur as the final segment of a syllable final consonant cluster. 
[+ nasal J -+ [+peripheral] I X [-syllabic] _ '/, 
23 This rule may be too general as I have no examples of r 
followed by apical stop at the end of a syllable, although I do have 
examples with rt, but none with r~. 
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Rule G If the final segment of a syllable final consonant cluster is 
(+nasal] then the second fi~al segment of the cluster must be (+apical] 
(i.e. it may not be a semivowel but must be a liquid, by Rules C and G). 24 
(-syllabic] -)- (+apical] I X (+ nasal] g 
Rule H The final consonant of a glottalised syllable with a syllable 
final two consonant cluster must be the velar nasal Q (see also Rules 
A, Band F above). 
(-syllabic] -• (+high] I X (-syllabic] g where syllable is 
glottalised. 
The syllable final consonant clusters which have actually been 
found so far are tabulated in Table l.S(a) for unglottalised syllables 
and in Table l.S(b) for glottalised syllables. There are six clusters 
predicted by Rules A to H above which have not so far been found to 
occur. These are marked with O.For the purposes of the rules I have 
regarded them as accidental gaps due to insufficient data. The tables 
also set out the information available on the distribution of these clusters 
within the word, which will be discussed below. 
m Q p t t ~ k 
1 lm lQ (lp] (lt) (1~) (lk] 
f 0 1-rJ (fp) (ft) 0 1-k 
r 0 rr] (rp] (rt) (rS) (rk] 
r rm rr] (rp) 0 <rs> (rk] 
w 0 wk 
y (yp) (yk) 
Table l.S(a) Syllable Final Consonant Clusters 
(Unglottalised Syllables) 
24 Compare this rule with Rule D above. 
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I) 
1 11) 
1- ~I) 
r rl) 
r ~I) 
w 0 
y yl) 
Table 1.5(b) Syllable Final Consonant Clusters 
(Glottalised Syllables) 
Notes to Tables 1.5(a) and (b) 
0 = Cluster predicted by Rules A to H above but not actually found 
to occur in the data so far. 
() = Found only in non-final syllables (as a result of the geminate 
stop interpretation of voicelessness (cf. 1.2.2)). 
[] = Found both as a result of the geminate stop interpretation and 
independent of it. 
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Any consonant or vowel may occur as the final segment in CV 
and CVC syllables, glottalised or unglottalised except that oral stops 
may not occur finally in glottalised syllables. 
All those constraints or rules given above as applying to the 
unit syllable also apply to the extremities of the unit word. A syllable 
boundary is necessary to a word boundary which I will symbolise#. 
However two more constraints must be mentioned here as applying to the 
distribution of sounds in units larger than the syllable. 
Rule I A syllable final stop in a consonant cluster at the end of a word 
25 
final syllable must be [+peripheral] (i.e. ~or k). Note from Table 
1.5(a) that othec oral stops occur syllable finally only word medially 
Compare Rule F above. 
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1. 5. 3 so 
as a result of the geminate stop interpretation of voicelessness (cf. 1.2.2) 
!+consonantal] + [+peripheral] I X [-syllabic] 
[nasal 
II 
Rule J The apico-alveolar trill ~ may not occur syllable initially unless 
immediately preceded, v1ithin the same word, by a vowel ( [+syllabic]) 
segment. Thus the sound r never occurs word initially, nor within a 
word after a consonant. In this case, in the light of one particular 
form, this rule must be formulated as a derivation of a surface apico-
alveolar stop from an underlying apico-alveolar trill, rather than as 
a simple condition on well-formedness, although it performs that function 
too. 
[
-consonantal] 
+sonorant 
+ /-rconsonantall / 
L-sonorant J +apical -high 
-lateral 
The forms which give evidence for this interpretation of 
Rule J are (underlying) ra?na(wa) 'first' 'before doing anything else' 
and its incorporated forms in verb complexes. Phonetically the form 
on its own is realised with an apico-alveolar stop as [1da?na(wa)]. 
When incorporated (without its -na(wa) suffix) it is realised phonetically 
as [-ra?-] after vowels and as [-da?-] after consonants. (When incorporated 
the form is often rendered 'try'.) Thus 
[l)a - ra? ro - l)ara] 
lrnin.S - PRIOR - go - FUT 
= I'll try and go/First let me go. 
[I) iJ1 - da 7 ro I) ara] 
from underlying l)if1 - ra? - ro - l)ara 
. . 
2min.S - PRIOR - go - FUT 
= First you go/You try and go. 
In the Kaltuy? dialect, however, the [da?] form is generalised 
giving underlying ta?(na(wa)). In this dialect then Rule J no longer 
exists as a derivation of a surface phonetic form from an underlying form, 
but a well-forrnedness condition prohibiting word initial r would be needed. 
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l. 5. 4 Two Suffixal Morpho-phonemic Processes 
There are two important processes operating in Rembarnga in 
the case of certain of the suffixes discussed in 2.2, 2.5 and 2.6. Both 
of these concern stops and glottalisation but neither has been examined 
in detail as yet so it is only possible to set out the main facts fairly 
tentatively. 
(i) Three nominal suffixes cause glottalisation of the final syllable 
of the stem to which they are suffixed. These are -7ka? ALL (2.2.4.3) 
and -?ka OCCAS (2.2.4.5) and -7mip NCAUS (2.2.5.4). These suffixes do 
not have any overt glottalising effect if the stem final syllable is 
already glottalised or ends with an oral stop. 26 In the case of the 
NCAUS suffix -?mip no form with this suffix is possible if the stem final 
syllable is glottalised or ends with an oral stop since the resultant form 
would behomophonouswith the INCHOAT form, formed with the suffix -mip 
(PAST PUNCT) (2.2.5.2). See the examples and the discussion of this 
process in 1.5.2.1. 
(ii) The second process under discussion here has much wider implica-
tions. It applies with all case, number and time nominal suffixes with 
initial stops other than the velar stop. These are -ppara? and -ppulu 
(2.2.4.1), -ssa (2.2.4.3), ~ (2.2.4.4) and -tti (2.2.4.5). Similar 
rules operate for the REFLEX suffix -tta (2.5.7), an adverbial suffix 
-kkun? (2.6.1) and in the reduplication of verbs. It is likely that this 
process was also of considerable importance historically as there is 
evidence of something like it in a number of (reduplicated) roots. 
The process concerned is one of dissimilation with respect to gemination 
between sets of geminate stops. Schebeck (1972 and personal communication) 
mentions similar features in north eastern Arnhem Land, while Heath 
Cl915 chapter 2.3) reports a similar dissimilation in Ngandi 
26 Schebeck (n.d.) suggests that syllable final oral stops in north-
east Arnhem Land also involve glottal closure - that is that all syllables 
with a final oral stop in these languages are glottalised. This notion 
may be applicable in Rembarnga and would receive support from the fact 
that glottalisation introduced by suffixes has no overt effect on 
stem final syllables which are glottalised or have final oral stops, 
since this fact links glottalisation and oral stops. This is all 
speculation at this stage as far as the phonetic facts are concerned . 
. ·.· .. , ~ 
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(south east Arnhem Land) which he describes as dissimilation between 
fortis and lenis stops. In view of the fact that I have not as yet 
fully investigated this process I have not formulated the rules in full 
detail. In any case the notation used above does not lend itself very 
readily to a formulation of the type needed here. 
Firstly let us examine the nominal suffixes listed above. 
While it is not clear whether they should be cited with initial geminate 
stops rather than single stops, the geminate stop form has been used as 
the basic underlying form of these suffixes, since this allows a more 
straightforward statement of the rule involved. On the basis of the data 
so far examined the dissimilation process can be stated as follows: 
The suffix initial geminate stop becomes a single stop when suffixed 
to a stem with one of the following: 
A a stem final glottalised syllable; 
B a stem final nasal consonant; 
C a stem final oral stop; or 
D a stem final vowel (open syllable), where the closest preceding syllable 
initial stop is preceded by an oral stop segment 27 in the same stem, unless 
a closed syllable intervenes between the suffix and the stop. 
Elsewhere the suffix initial geminate stop is not modified. 
Environment D involves a suffix initial single stop replacing 
the geminate stop following (at any distance) a pair of adjacent oral 
stops unless a closed syllable intervenes. It is this environment which 
needs particular checking. 
27 If syllables with a final oral stop are considered glottalised, 
as mentioned in note Z6above the glottalisation feature may be the 
key to the statement of this environment. One could reformulate the 
relevant part of D as " ... where the closest preceding syllable 
initial stop is preceded by a phonetic [-sonorant] (i.e. oral or glottal 
stop) segment in the same stem •.. " However the data so far do 
not indicate which interpretation is needed. 
-- ·•· • )• • ' ' • • • • < J, • 
Environments A, B and C may be summed up by saying that 
a syllable initial geminate stop becomes a single stop when suffixed 
to a stern with 
E a stern final phonetic [ -sonorant] or [+consonantal] segment. 
The following examples show the surface forms of the LOC 
suffix -tta (underlined to the right of the arrows) in the various 
environments (listed in parentheses): 
pan? + ~ta 
here LOC 
po~o? + ssa 
tree LOC 
rjayaf) + ssa 
dead man LOC 
(tawal) ~uk + 5~a ~ 
(place) sacred LOC 
rnirasta - tsa 
[taY!QIQ narne]LOC 
(A) 
(A) 
f)ayaf)ta (B) 
(C) 
(D) 
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ku;para - t~a 
[place] LOC 
(D, open syllable intervenes) 
pa~ppatf)a + tta ~ 
[taworo name] LOC 
rnawura + s~a 
openly LOC 
panta + ssa 
there LOC 
~ 
pa~ppa~f)asta (D, closed syllabel intervene~ 
mawurassa (Elsewhere, cf. D) 
(Elsewhere, cf. D) 
ruwur + 55a 
black soil LOC 
+ 
1. 5. 4 
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(Else~·lhere, cf. A-C) 
With the REFLEX suffix -tta- the same rule applies but with 
some modification (see also Table 2.5(e) and the notes there). 
(a) 
with 
Verbs of conjugation 1 regularly form 
the suffix allomorph -tte- (irrespective 
reflexive/reciprocal forms 
28 
of root ) after the stem 
forming suffix -rna- or -wa- (TRANSVR). An alternative form exists for 
at least some verbs (all with root final phonetic glottal or oral stops) 
in which the allomorph -ta- with single initial stop is used. These 
verbs are pol? 'arrive', pawk 'speak' and wa!)7 'look/wait' with stem forming 
suffix -rna- and ka~uk 1 play 1 , kaw? 1 call out', pawk 'speak 1 , wak 'laugh' 
and wa!)? 'look/wait' with stem forming suffix -wa- (TRANSVR). Thus, for 
instance, all the following present tense forms are possible pawkmettan, 
pawkmeten, pawkwetten, pawkwatan. 
(b) The REFLEX suffix has the form -te- following the simple verb root 
~ 'hit', even though by the above rule one would expect -tte- since~ 
begins with a single stop only. However the regular rule applies for all 
compounds of~· Thus marpu 'pity' and warpu 'sing (magic)' have present 
tense reflexive/reciprocal forms marpettan and warpetten respectively, 
while suppu 'point at', keppu 'deprive of' and mif1Sippu 'know', all being 
examples of environment D, have present tense reflexive/reciprocal forms 
tuppaten, keppeten and mif15ippaten respectively. 
(c) In the case of conjugation SB there are two alternative stems for 
most verbs to which the REFLEX suffix may be added (see Table 2.5(e)). 
The stem forming suffix -Qe- in one of these alternatives blocks the 
application of the dissimilation rule, and all reflexive/reciprocal forms 
on this stem have the REFLEX suffix allmorph -tta- with geminate stop. 
The suffix initial cluster is reduced to give -ta- after the simple root 
mara 'spear'. Compare the two alternative present tense reflexive/reciprocal 
forms of this verb maraten and maraQattan. The rule applies regularly, on 
28 At present I know of no DR roots of conjugation 1 which have the 
appropriate form to cause reduction of the suffix initial geminate stop 
with or without the STEM suffix -me-. It is thus impossible to say as 
yet whether -rna- (like -Qe- in conjugation SB) blocks the application of 
the dissimilation rule to the REFLEX suffix. 
1. 5. 4 
the other hand, for reflexive/reciprocal forms of all other verbs in 
this conjugation. Compare muttutan (D) and wuntuttan from muttu 
'show' and wuntu 'hide' respectively. Compare also muttuQattan and 
wuntuQattan, the alternative forms. 
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The dissimilation rule applies in modified form to reduplicated 
forms of the non-compound verbs from conjugations5 and 6 which have 
initial stops, with the possible exception of kappa 'frighten' (5C) about 
which I have insufficient information. The relevant verbs, then, are 
pari 'hang (trans.)', poru 'hang (intrans.)', ta 'stand (trans.)', turu 
;:__.:._• - -- . 
'stand (intrans.)'. 
The underlying basic form of the verb root must have a single 
initial stop since the REDUPL (cf.2.5.16) copy of it and its unreduplicated 
forms have initial single stops. The verb root is, however, positionally 
equivalent to the suffix in the earlier form of the dissimilation rule. 
In the light of these facts the rule must be stated as the converse of 
that given earlier, since in the earlier case it was simpler to assume 
underlying forms of the suffixes with geminate initial stops. The 
appropriate rule here is: 
The root initial stop is geminated if the next closest syllable initial 
stop (in the preceding REDUPL morpheme) is not immediately preceded by 
an oral stop in the same stem. 
In these cases a closed syllable may never intervene and the gemination 
of the root initial stop always occurs. (Contrast the situation with 
compounds of these conjugations as outlined in 2.5.16.) By the above 
rules and the reduplication rules we get 
taQara taQa-t-taQara 
stand (trans.) + FUT 
tap -+ taya-t-tap 
stand (intrans.) +PAST CONT 
pariyi -+ pari-p-pariyi 
hang (intrans.) +PAST CONT 
1. 5. 4 
It is interesting to note here that a number of nominal 
roots have a clearly reduplicated structure in which something like 
these dissimilation rules has operated in the past. I have not 
examined this in detail as yet, but the following examples will give 
some idea of the situation: 
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pa\lappal).a 
pippi 
palppal 
pa~ppa~na 
palppalf)a 
'[shrub type]' (contrast pal).apal).a 'rib bones') 
'breast/milk/mother' 
29 
. . 
tart tar 
telttel 
~arantalttal 
kokko 
korowkkorow 
kukku 
ku~ppanpan7 
'fan made from bird's wing' 
'bird's wing' 
' [taworo name]' 
' [tree type (fires tick)]' 
'[ant type]' 
'middle of the day' 
'grandfather' 
'kookaburra' 
'[yam type29 J• 
'young emu' 
Diascorea transversa. 
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1.6 
1. 6 WORD STRESS 
Physiologically and acoustically stress is a rather complex phen-
omenon (see for example the discussion of stress in Lehiste 1970). Further-
more the linguistic use of stress varies from language to language in 
significant respects (see an interesting discussion in P. Garde 1967). 
In the present brief discussion I give an outline of the use of stress 
in Rembarnga only at the level of words and make no attempt to deal 
with sentence patterns of stress. Lehiste suggests (1970: 150) that word 
stress be seen as "potential for being stressed". This is the type of 
interpretation adopted here in view of the fact that in slow speech more 
stresses will be present than in fast speech where only the main stresses 
(i.e. the first stress in the root and/or the first stress in the word) 
are present. 
Word stress in Rembarnga is very largely predictable on the 
basis of word and morpheme boundaries, but not entirely. Put another way, 
we can say that each morpheme has its own particular stress pattern but 
that stress on a vast majority of morphemes follows a certain small number 
of patterns definable in terms of word and morpheme boundaries. The 
principal pattern involved is one of morpheme initial stress and in par-
ticular of primary stress on the first syllable of the root (in complex 
verbal and nominal forms). Two other patterns are also important: stress 
on alternate syllables,and antepenultimate (word) stress. I will deal 
with stress in three sections: 1.6.1 Root Stress, 1.6.2 Prefix stress, 
1.6.3 Suffix Stress, but the interaction of the three generalpatternswill 
be apparent. 
1.6.1 Root Stress 
For all major word classes the vast majority of roots have 
stress on the first syllable. The existence and position of stresses on 
other syllables of the root varies. In some cases the positioning of these 
extra stresses is obviously the result of compounding (marked (C)) or 
reduplication (marked (R)) (both special cases of the general mor.pheme 
initial stress pattern). Some roots have their first stress on syllables 
other than the first. I will give examples of all these patternsgrouped 
according to the number of syllables in the root. 
1. 6.1 
(i) One and two syllable roots have only one stress. This is 
normally on the first syllable of two syllable roots. 
e.g. 'kulppiJi 'ant bed' 
'satak 'cabbage palm' 
'tumpal? 'be at a loss to do anything' 
'yolyol 'tell a story' 
For a small number of two syllable roots (1 noun, 10 verbs) the stress 
is on the second syllable. 
e.g. pe'rer ' (type grass]' 
po':j.et 'turn over, round' 
ka'pur? 'bury' 
sa1)7 1 wop 'sneak up' 
One further noun appears to have varying stress, sometimes on first 
syllable, sometimes second. 
'meren7/me'ren7 'sand goanna' 
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(ii) Three syllable roots have only one Stress, normally on the initial 
syllable. 
e.g. '~aruttu 
'Pitil)al 
'yerere7 
1 pamku:j.ku:j. 
'female Agile Wallaby' 
'[type water plant]' 
'climb down 1 
'sit with head bowed' 
A few roots (one verb, 6 nouns) have stress on the second syllable. 
e.g. yu'wal7wut; 'not like to do' 
ka'taykka 'stringy bark tree' 
tu'walkka 'wet season' 
~ 
su'kere 'female black rock kangaroo' 
wa'ray71)u '(taworo name]' 
1. 6.1 
One root has been heard with stress either on the first syllable, or 
on the second (the second more commonly). 
'kuppuru/kup'puru '[type water plant]' 
(iii) Four syllable roots normally have stress on the first and third 
syllables (i.e. root initial stress, stress on alternate syllables) 
e.g. 'perer?'perer? ' [bird type]' 
I kiyaf) I kiyaf) 'long' 
'Sili' kuypi 'duck' 
'kamu' nUl) ku? 'white ochre' 
Six noun roots of four syllables have only an initial stess: 
e.g. 'yaputurwa 
'murppunku~a 
1 wur?wuruf) u 
' [ceremony name] 1 
'male rock kangaroo' 
'old' 'old person' 
Seven four syllable roots have initial and final stress only: 
e.g. 'meteme'te? 
'walppuruf) 'ku 
1 maneku 1 mal) 
1 f)u~u f)u 1 ~u? 
'butterfly' 
'plains turkey' 
1 type wooden spearhead 1 
1 flat tailed ~>7allaby' 
"left-handed kangaroo" 
Five roots of reduplicated form are stressed on the second and fourth 
syllables: 
e.g. pe'laf)7 pe'laf)7 
mu'rir mu'rir 
ka'tar ka'tar 
'[type tree J' 
"rails" 'small straight sticks' 
'adolescent emu' 
One root has second syllable stress only (ante-penultimate stress). 
e.g. ku'tawutti 'young boys seing ceremony for 
first time' 
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1. 6.1 
Two roots vary between first and second syllable (ante-penultimate) stress. 
The most common is listed first in each case. 
e.g. 'tawulukku/ta'wulukku 
ka'maQagoo/'kamaQagoQ 
' [fish type]' 
' [yam type]' 
(iv) Of nine known five syllable roots six have stress on the 
first and third syllables (giving ante-penultimate stress). 
e.g. 'tala'mu~uQu 
' 5awu' ;awukku 
'ku~um' paQ ala 
'[spear type]' (C) 26 
'small female saratoga 
fish' (R) 
' [spear type]' 
The other three five syllable roots have stress on the first and fourth 
syllables. 
'worC11)o 'molo 
'karawu' Qala 
'pa~aoa'lar55i 
27 
' [type grass]' (C) 
28 
' [taworo name]' (C) 
'small male Agile wallaby'(c) 29 
(y) Of the five known six syllable roots three have stress placed on 
the first, third and fifth syllables (stress on alternate syllables), and 
two on the first and fourth syllables (antepenultimate stress). In all cases 
the pattern is clearly determined by the derivation of the word (shown by 
reduplication of part of it, or by recognisable morphemes). 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
e.g. 'pararap'parara 
'kamomo'kamomo 
'Qaput'merme'titpilk 
'kuru'muQku'muQku 
'mala'wete'we~e 
' [club type]' (R) 
'all kinds of small 
animals' (R) 
' [type grass]' (C) 30 
'[type snake]' (R) 
'chicken hawk' (R) 
Appears to be compound of'tala 'mouth' 'mu~uQu 'murderer' 
Nay be related to 'molo 'tail' 
May be related to 'Qala 'mother's brother' 
May be related to 'pa~aQa 'hook spear' 
Known morphemes QaEu.t ' [type wallaby]' , merme 'eye' 
' .. ' 'l, 
1. 6.1 
Reduplication is a common productive process applying to 
verb roots. (Contrast here the non-productive reduplication exemplified 
in (i) to (v) above. In those cases no unreduplicated forms exist.) If 
a root of more than one syllable is reduplicated the normal root stress 
is repeated for each of the pair. 
e.g. po'tet po'tet 
'te?wa 'te?wa 
'turn over, round' 
'give' 
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If, howeve~ the root is monosyllabic only the first of the pair is stressed, 
rather than having two adjacent stressed syllables. 
e. g. 'tiS tiS 
11)e? l)e? 
1.6.2 Prefix Stress 
'return' 
'get up' 
While verbs have a very wide range of prefix possibilities 
nouns are very limited in this respect. In general monosyllabic prefixes 
have no stress at all while di- and polysyllabic prefixes have morpheme 
initial stress. In the light of these general principles the following 
modifications occur. 
(i) A noun incorporated before the verb root receives obligatory stress. 
(Root or morpheme initial stress pattern.) 
e.g. 0 - 'Quwa? 'tut mir 
3min. IMPL - guts - swell - PAST PUNCT 
- His guts swelled up. 
But if the noun incorporated is monosyllabic the verb root may lose its 
stress. 
e.g. ¢ - 'ku? - yuwer 
3min.IMPL- body - lie+ PAST PUNCT 
- His body lay there. 
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(ii) Prefixes are potentially stressed every alternate syllable forward 
towards word initial position. 
'ka - yi - 'kakku- 'puttan - '~iS - mir 
3min.S - yi - properly - night - return - PAST PUNCT 
- It got properly dark again. 
However this stress must be morpheme initial so that, if by this rule 
stress would fall on a syllable which is not morpheme initial, it is placed 
instead on the initial syllable of that morpheme and counting of alternate 
syllables for placing further stresses begins from the last allotted 
stress. (Roots underlined) 
'nara- 'tarama- ·~ut - ta 
'paran - pak - 'kun5i -'mar 
In a long prefix (4 to 8 syllables) normally at least the stress closest 
to word initial position will be realised. 
(iii) If a verb root and suffix together form a single syllable and the 
prefix is also monosyllabic, stress shifts from root to prefix 
'par - ~ur (<par'~ur) 
'~ar - pan (<~ar'pan) 
In one example this occurs also with a two syllable verb and monosyllabic 
prefix. 
'ka- turu (<ka'turu) 
1.6.3 Suffix Stress 
In general monosyllabic suffixes bear no stress (but see (i) 
below) while di- and polysyllabic suffixes bear morpheme initial stress. 
In (ii) below a situation is outlined in which a suffix determines stress 
placement on a preceding syllable, rather than taking stress itself. 
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(i) The vowel of a monosyllabic past tense suffix may be lengthened 
considerably in narrative to signify duration of action. In these cases 
it receives stress. If the verb stem is monosyllabic it loses its initial 
stress. 
'paran - wa~~a - wa - 'wi:r 
3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- tracks- follow- PAST PUNCT + DURAT 
~ - 'wa~a - yu'we:p 
3min.S - CONT - lie+ PAST CONT + DURAT 
• cf. ~ - 'wa~a - 'yuwep 
3min.S - CONT- lie- PAST CONT 
~ - ·~esi - ·~esi - 'ya: 
3min.O + 3min.A - REDUPL - tell story - PAST PUNCT + DURAT 
(ii) When the future tense suffix -~ara (conjugation 5) occurs the 
stress is placed on the syllable immediately preceding the suffix (producing 
an ante-penultimate stress pattern). If this stressed syllable is 
preceded in turn by the root initial syllable the latter must lose its 
stress, but this stress may move to a monosyllabic prefix (producing 
alternate stressed syllables). 
·~a - ma'ra- ~ara (FUT) 
(cf. ~a- 'miri- ya ~AST PUNCT)) 
'~ifl - pak - ·~esa - ~e'sa - ~ara (FUT) 
(cf. '~ip - pak - '~eSi - '~e5i - ya (PAST PUNCT)) 
(iii) A monosyllabic suffix may sometimes cause the root initial stress 
of a disyllabic root to shift to the root final syllable, preceding the 
suffix (the oenultimate svllable of the word). Thus 
- -
'tiyal~ but ti'yal~ - na or 'tiyal~na 
'kmve7 but ku'we7 - na 
'kutar7 but ku'tarSti _£E. 'kutarSSi 
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2 MORPHOLOGY 
2.1 WORD CLASSES 
In discussing morphology, and syntax too for that matter, 
it becomes necessary to put different types of words into different 
word classes. This, however, presents acute problems of definition and 
justification. My approach to Rembarnga in the early stages was to 
allow my expectations on the basis of English morphology some influence, 
but to begin as soon as possible reallocating words to different classes 
where morphological or other considerations indicated that this was 
appropriate or necessary. This process is not yet complete and there 
are numerous unresolved problems of classification involving, among 
others, particularly adverbs and particles. Many of these have not been 
discussed in Chapter 2 since lack of information precludes corning to any 
firm conclusion. Furthermore the classification set out in this chapter 
is open to considerable further refinement as more information comes to 
light. It must, therefore, be stressed at this point that the classifi-
cation given here is tentative and based to a considerable degree on 
considerations of convenience and on the influence of traditional approaches 
to other languages (except where the Rembarnga facts clearly show other-
wise). 
are 
The two basic word classes, Norninals (2.2) and Verbs (2.5) 
o.tf''" ,;..b definable on the basis of distinctive {a eeti nai possibilities, 
which are outlined in the respective discussions of these word classes. 
P . 1 1 di . . h . 1 . ~f_.f ·'r.-!-.r h b 1' . art1.cu ar y st1.nct1.ve among t e nom1.na ~lit± ct•";tS are t e ver a 1.s1.ng 
suffixes (2.2.5). The other nominal suffixes (2.2.4) including number 
and case may also be used elsewhere than on nominals. The decision to 
group together what one might on intuitive semantic grounds call nouns 
and adjectives is discussed in the introduction to 2.2. This step has 
not yet been thoroughly investigated and justified but I have as yet 
found no clear morphological or syntactic reasons to make a noun-
adjective division. This is an area requiring a great deal more work. 
Such a distinction may prove to be bound up with the notions of alienable 
and inalienable possession, the latter of which may include, for instance, 
both body part nominals and 'quality' norninals (i.e. 'adjectives'). 
----~ 
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is the key element !:ere sinc-e r:wrer car, cta:.ra..cte:::-ia>e: r~omiz::.alc; a.s well. 'l'\,o 
. -· 
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Pronouns (2.3) are defined 
on a classification according to perso 
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deictic words based 
number. Person categorisation 
is the key element here since characterise nominals as well. 
The Pronominal Verb (2.5.5) belong, under this semantic 
in 2.3 but being bound verbal affixes 
are discussed~ art of the verbal morphology (2.5). 
Demonstratives (2.4) form a class of deictic words not cate-
gorised according to person at all. Some of these forms are predominantly 
nominal in syntactic function and inflection (those beginning with ~) 
while others which parallel them almost exactly in form (but have initial 
£:) are used as sentence modifiers (adverbs). It is the parallelism in 
form which induced me to group these words as Demonstratives in spite of 
the differences in function. 
Adverbs (2.6) form a class of sentence modifiers which specify 
the action of whole sentences in terms of time, location, manner or degree, 
to use traditional terminology. Unlike nominals adverbs may not be verbal-
ised. Nevertheless morphological and syntactic justification for this 
class is slight as yet. 
Pronouns, demonstratives and some adverbs could be classified 
together as deictics. Deictics are elements which, in the words of Lyons 
(1968:275), "handle the 'orientational' features of language which are 
relative to the time and place of utterance." Other elements such as 
tense affixes are also deictic1 (Lyons 1968:304-305 Comp~re Lyons' dis-
cussion of deixis (1968:275-279)). While the functional and semantic 
similarity as deictics of the three word classes under discussion here 
should be recognised, I have discussed these three classes separately 
for the reasons outlined above. 
1 
Some nominals also must be considered deictic. These are the 
relationship terms used by a speaker to address or refer to other people. 
This set of terminology in Rembarnga goes under the general title tenuy. 
Thus, for instance, koroQ7ke (younger brother+ 2 min. DAT PRON) ~s 
used by a man or woman adressing his/her son and referring to this son's 
younger brother. mururQene (younger brother+ 1 min. DAT PRON),on the 
other hand, is used by a man or boy in reference to his own younger brother. 
I have barely begun to investigate the complexities of the terpuy 
terminology. 
= 
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2.1 
Interjections (2.8) are quite simply defined as (normally 
invariant) words which most commonly occur as single word utterances 
or at least single word sentences. They are discussed in this chapter 
as word forms, but could equally well be considered in Chapter 3 as a 
separate sentence type. 
The class of Particles (2.7), on the other hand, is not 
easily defined at all. Particles are invariant forms, taking no 
inflections. The class includes a number of elements with largely 
grammatical functions such as marking of sentences for negation, 
purposive, conjunction. It is possible that some of these should be 
considered to belong in other word classes. At present they are all 
grouped together because of uncertainty as to what better to do with 
them. 
2.2 NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY 
2.2.1 Noun Phrases (NP) 
Noun phrases (NPs) are those units which may fulfil the three 
main non-verbal sentence functions in Rembarnga - A, 0/S and IMPL 
(see 3.1.1) -and as such may be cross-referenced in the pronominal 
verb prefixes. Appropriately they may also perform various local and 
other sentence-modifying functions, or be verbalised and stand as pred-
icates. The various affixes discussed in 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 are, 
in the main, affixed to whole noun phrases. I propose here to give a 
very brief outline of the main possible components of a noun phrase. 
I should emphasise at the outset that I have not exhaustively examined 
the composition of noun phrases and the limitations on this. 
There are four possible units which may stand alone as a NP 
in Rembarnga: a nominal, a pronoun, a demonstrative, or a relative clause. 
The term 'nominal' includes a number of different types of words and 
is discussed in 2.2.2 below. Not all pronouns and demonstratives may 
stand alone as NPs but details are given, with examples, in 2.3 and 
2.4 below. Relative clauses are discussed in detail in 3.7. 
(2.2-1) to (2.2-4) exemplify these types of NPs. Full NPs are under-
lined in the examples and in the glosses throughout 2.2.1. Where two 
separate NPs occur in a single example, one is double underlined, the other 
is single underlined. 
- ·- . ' 
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(2.2-1) wurppa~- ~ ta-kur?war-mi~ [29/101] 
emu - NOM 3 min.O + 2 min.A - shoot - PAST PUNCT 
- You shot an emu. 
(2.2-2) ku~umpa~ala-yi7 par-miri-ya [38/12] 
[type spear]- INSTR 3 min.O + 3 aug.A- spear- PAST PUNCT 
- They speared him with a ku~umpa~ala. 
(2.2-3) yanta-yi7 nanta-ma yar-na-~ [33/57] 
1 aug. PRON - ERG that + NOM - rna 3 min.O + 1 aug.A - see 
PAST PUNCT 
- We saw that [place]. 
= 
(2.2-4) pan7 mani~krita ye-wu~-mi~-yi7 
here Maningrida 3 min.S + REL - die - PAST PUNCT - ERG 
~an - pak-yini~ [cf.38/108] 
1 min.IMPL + 3 min.S - IMPLIC - say+ PAST PUNCT 
- The man who died here at Maningrida spoke to me. 
A nominal and a demonstrative may combine together to form 
a NP. This is further discussed in 2.4.1. Demonstratives normally 
precede the nominal in a NP. 
(2.2-5) nakan? kantana- ~ ~a-yolyol-la [30/1] 
this story - NOM 3 min.O + 1 min.A - tell - FUT 
- I'll tell this story. 
A nominal may stand in a NP together with another nominal 
as its possessor. The possessor may be marked by means of a Dative 
Pronoun suffixed to the possessed nominal and/or by the DAT suffix added 
to the possessor nominal. (2.2-6) to (2.2-9) show various possible 
ways of marking possession in a NP. 
(2.2-6) ::t:=aw::;u:=r=:u:::-====~~a=t=a - yi? 
older sister - 3 min.f. DAT PRON - ERG 
::~·-·:_.·-~\.-.~~::.L _- -~---- ---· -~---_-' .-~:-·.·-~- _:~:~·~:~:::··:-':-i>~>- :·-_:_::___·:·.-·: . .:<.- :-- _·:.-. ___ ,. _-:-·.~~-:-~·:··:·:-c_:·_~_-;-:-::-_:_: 
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takoror? - oate - ?ka? 
younger sister - 3 min.f. DAT PRON - ALL 
~ - pak - yinip [42/49-50] 
3 min. IMPL + 3 rnin.S - IMPLIC - say +PAST PUNCT 
- The (he~ older sister spoke to the (her) younger sister. 
(2.2-7) piyaotuoka7 yalu - na - ?ka? [43/80] 
Wedge-tailed eagle nest - 3 min. DAT PRON - ALL 
-next to the Wedge-tailed eagle's nest 
(2.2-8) nenta- rna yar-~i-~ey?pu- wa 
that - rna 3 rnin.O + 1 aug.A - yi - finish - PAST PUNCT 
~ire - rna ,;=.O::,ay!...:a:::.:!o __ -_k~a:.:.:.n - rna [3 7/146-14 7] 
trouble - rna dead man - DAT - rna 
-We finished the dead man's trouble (revenge). 
(2.2-9) tot - kan para - nawe 
~~--------~------~-
George - DAT father - 3 rnin.DAT PRON 
- George's father 
[38/29 J 
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Two or (rarely) more norninals may be directly combined, 
without marking of possession, in a single NP, This includes norninals 
in a (from the English point of view) noun-adjective relationship as 
well as the whole-part relationship and others. I do not separate 'nouns' 
and 'adjectives' in this description. For discussion of this point see 
2.2.2. This type of composite NP has not been fully checked but the 
examples should give some idea of the range of possibilities. The nominal 
denoting a quality or part normally follows the nominal to which this is 
attributed. (2.2-10) to (2.2-13) involve 'adjectival' qualification of 
norninals. 
(2.2-10) kuwep turana- ~ ~ -yaw- miP [43/11] 
kangaroo alive - NOM 3min. 0 + 3rnin. A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
- He speared a live kangaroo. (Contrast his brother who just 
picked up a rotting carcase.) 
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(2.2-11) katana ta8Ufl [42/1] 
old story 
- an old story 
(2.2-12) rotto [37/41-42] 
[grass type]REDUPL - short - COMIT 
- with short grass (i.e. 'when the grass was short') 
(2.2-13) mana wula? 
- wala yiri 
- ra - ~ ... [7 /22 J . 
wind good 
- ABL 1 aug.S + REL- go- PRES 
- When we approach from the good wind ~ide] (i.e. the leeward 
side in hunting) ... 
Examples (2.2-14) to (2.2-19) involve 'noun' qualifying 
'noun' but in Rembarnga appear to be exactly parallel to NPs like those 
in (2.2-10) to (2.2-13). 
(2.2-14) pa - tumu 8arkka par - miri - ya [43/107-108] 
------------~~--
(2.2-15) 
on - small of back bone 3 min.O + 3 min.A - spear -
PAST PUNCT 
-He speared him in the small of the back (on the bone). 
8 i fl - pa tta - .:.:w.:.:a!..;.fl _____ p.._u-'l::.:k_k=a - y i - ~ 
2 min.S - with - armpit hair - COMIT - STAT PRES 
- You've got armpit hair. 
(2.2-16) kiya palkku- ~ toror? 8a - ka- 8ifl [9 I 20 J 
nose string - NOM pull 3 min.O + 1 min.A- take - PAST PUNCT 
- I pulled the reins (lit. 'nose string') 
(2.2-17) 5a~e murumpi~ [33/75] 
camp/place [Mainoru Station] 
- Mainoru Station 
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(2.2-18) - Wal)a - mafl mara - mutika rut - ka7 D/111-112] 
3 min.S - CONT - went like vehicle road - ALL 
- He kept going as far as to the (motor vehicle) road. 
(2.2-19) tampakku ~ira- ma7 [36/14] 
tobacco 
- strong 
malevolence - first rate 
2 ("cheeky") tobacco 
When asked to translate a sentence containing three nominals 
in one NP (for instance an English noun qualified by two adjectives) 
informants often would simply omit one of the nominals altogether, or they 
might put two of them together in the normal position before the verb, 
adding the other as an (optionally uninflected) 'after-thought' -quite 
a common practice with all non-verbal sentence elements since all 
essentials are marked within the verb complex. Thus (2.2-20) was given 
as a translation of "Let's go to the big red truck." 
(2.2-20) mutika 
truck 
~ara~ar - yi - ?ka7 
be red - NOMLSR - ALL 
ralk - ka? 
big - ALL 
~ara - ro - ~ara 
1/2 aug. - go - FUT 
- Let's go to the red truck, the big one. 
However long strings of nominals may form a single NP on very rare 
occasions such as the following text example. 
(2.2-21) yaraman kanta kurkur ter7ter7 
I I I - ~ana 
horse leg muscle/tendon strong/hard - 1 min. DAT PRON 
~a - mi - ya ~/31-32] 
3 min.O + 1 min.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
[ •• ~ +-h ] W..L.I.o I. strong leg 
muscles'). 
2 
This refers to cut tobacco which is contrasted here with 
tampakku Quf-yi (tobacco be black- NOMLSR) 'black tobacco' or 'plug 
tobacco'. 
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While, as in the above examples, inflections such as 
case suffixes are normally added to the whole NP at its extremities 
(i.e. prefixes before the first word and suffixes following the last 
word), nevertheless where a NP consists of more than one nominal it 
appears that the suffixes at least may be added to any or all of the 
nominals, or may be divided among the nominals. This has not been 
tested for all types of NP but only for 'noun plus adjective' 
combinations. Thus the six sentences of (2.2-22) all have the same 
meaning: "A big [estuarine] crocodile bit the cow/bull." 
Full glosses are given only for the first. 
(2.2-22) (a) mokko ralk - yi? puliki - ~ 
crocodile big - ERG cow/bull - NOM 
~ - )lam? - mi)l 
3 min.O + 3 min.A - bite - PAST PUNCT 
(b) mokko - yi7 ralk puliki - ~ ~ - )lam? - mi)l. 
(c) ralk - yi7 mokko £Uliki - ~ ~ - )lam? - mi)l. 
(d) ralk mokko - yi? £Uliki ~ ~ - )lam? - mi)l. 
(e) ralk - yi? mokko 
- yi? puliki ~ ~ - )lam? - mi)l. 
(f) ralk - yi? £Uliki - ~ ~-)lam?- mi)l mokko- yi?. 
Note that where, as in (2.2-20) and in (2.2-22)(f), two parts of 
a NP are separated by other words then both parts of the NP are 
marked for case. The freedom of occurrence of the case suffixes on 
the different nominals of a NP is a fact used to argue for the 
suffixal nature of some morphemes. See 2.2.4.6(vi) and 2.3.3. 
Finally one must mention the combination of demonstrative, 
nominal and relative clause together into a single NP. This is rather 
rare, partly due, no doubt, to the adjoined' nature of Rembarnga relative 
clauses (see 3.7). One example will suffice. 
(2.2-23) wamut nenta ki - nura - ~ 
[subsection nam~that 3 min.S + REL- sit+ PRES- NOM 
par - TJeti - ya [z 7 I 105-106 ] 
3 min.O + 3 aug.A - tell about - PAST PUNCT 
- They told [me] about that wamut who is sitting there. 
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2.2.2 Nominals 
Under the heading 'Nominal' I include most of the words 
which one would expect, by comparison with their English equivalents, 
to be nouns and adjectives in Rembarnga. This classification in 
languages generally has occasioned a good deal of discussion over the 
years in view of the frequent possibility either of classifying 
adjectives with nouns because of surface inflection, or of classifying 
them with verbs because of deep functional similarity as predicates 
(see, for instance, Lyons 1968:323 ff.). In this discussion my 
grouping of 'adjectives' and 'nouns' together is on account of their 
similar inflectional possibilities in Rembarnga. This is particularly 
evident in the case of some of the verbalising suffixes which are used 
with nominals of all kinds, includjng de-verbal nominals (2.5.15), but 
not with verbs. The verbalising suffixes concerned are (i) the 
stative inflections -~ PRES and -ni PAST (2.2.5.1) and (ii) the 
inchoative inflections~ PRES etc. (2.2.5.2 and Table 2.5(a) 
Conjugation 7). These verbalising suffixes (note particularly-~ STAT 
PRES) permit all nominals, not just 'adjectives', to occur as predicates, 
while on the other hand all nominals, not just 'nouns' may stand alone 
in the functions A, 0, S and IMPL, only marked with appropriate case 
suffixes. Verbs require pronominal and tense/aspect affixes, as well 
as case suffixes, to be used in these functions (as relative clauses). 
On the basis of stem forms (citation forms) one finds three 
groups of nominals in Rembarnga: those with no suffix, those with -na 
suffix, and those with -yi suffix. These last are derived from intransi-
tive verbs of conjugation 1 as discussed in 2.5.15. This group includes 
nominals derived from a number of 'adjectival' verbs such as Qu~ 'be black', 
mur 'be hot', pikyar? 'be skinny', ~ay? 'be broken', Qar 'be sick/sore' 
as well as from verbs like par? 'die' and po~op 'cross over (river)'. 
The ~ suffix appealS to be the short form of the third 
person minimal (non-feminine) dative pronoun and where appropriate the 
3 dative pronouns of other persons and numbers can be substituted for -na. 
3 
when 
Contrast the parallel -no suffix in Dalabon which appears to remain 
a possessive pronoun of another person is added (Capell 1962:103). 
-
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The~ group includes body part terms, terms for parts of 
•,;holes generally and kin terms, as well as a number of seemingly 
'adjectival' words such as takkuna 'small', tar~na 'bad', pulkkuna 
'cooked/ ripe', yamna 'fallen (tree) ' , katpurna 1 wounded 1 , munu~una 
'having just carried out a particular (judicial) murder/a murderer', 
poyna 'left untouched (of game)', melena 'liquid' and ku?na 'dead/raw/ 
4 
unripe/ corpse'. 
Of the nominals without suffix, words like~ 'fish', 
~ura? 'fire', pata~a 'hook spear' and kataykka 'stringy bark tree' 
may appear to stand more often alone as a NP, while others such as ralk 
'big', rna~~ 'female', tupul 'many' and~ 'different' are perhaps more 
frequent as modifiers of other nominals. However all nominals may 
stand alone as a NP while some which are not at all 'adjectival' (e.g. 
body part nominals in the ~ group) may modify other nominals 
(see 2.2.1). Thus any attempted classification into adjectives (modifiers) 
and nouns (heads) on this basis appears doomed to failure. Much work 
still needs to be done to check whether I am fully justified in 
classifying both 'nouns' and 'adjectives' together as 'nominals' in 
Rembarnga. 
2.2.3 Nominal Prefixes 
While verbal prefixing in Rembarnga is extensive and 
complex, nominal prefixing is very limited and, in the main, restricted 
to small groups of nominals including kinship terms and clan (taworo) 
names. 
(i) ta- is an apparently non-productive prefix which derives 
feminine forms of perhaps half of the kinship terms from their masculine 
counterparts. Compare, for instance 
ke 'nephew' take 'niece' 
walkkur 'son' tawalkku~'daughter' 
~ala 'mother's brother'ta~ala 'mother' 
4 
In Dalabon words marked with the ~ (3sg. Possessive) suffix 
cover a similar range including parts of a whole and some 'adjectives' 
(Capell 1962:104). Capell maintains (1962:104~105) that these 'adjectives' 
(including yawurno 'small', we?no 'bad', woluno 'ripe') are really nouns. 
----> 
I 
r • • .. , • ' , ,. 
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ta- is also prefixed occasionally to the feminine forms of the subsection 
names (which are marked as feminine by the non-productive suffix -tan -
cf. also 1.2.2). The forms with and without ta- are in free variation. 
Thus kottan varies freely with takottan. 
(ii) nayik- , Qalik- are masculine and feminine prefixes 
respectively. They are prefixed to the names of clans (taworo) to give 
the meaning 'a ... man' 
' ' or a ... woman . Sometimes the shorter forms 
~(masculine) and oal- (feminine), which are identical with the Gunwinjgu 
masculine and feminine noun class prefixes (Oates 1964:24), are used 
instead. Thus 
nayik 
-palo ara } A 12aloara man. na 
-paloara 
Oalik -palQara 
J A Ealoara woman. Oal -paloara 
(iii) Ea- 'on' is used with body part nominals to indicate 
the point at which the object of a verb is affected. The nominal to which 
Ea- is prefixed is marked also with a dative pronoun (agreeing in person 
and number with the object of the verb) but this is often deleted or omitted. 
The one exception so far to the restriction of pa- to use with body part 
norninals is with te~e 'camp' in (2.2-26). 
(2.2-24) 
(2.2-25) 
nalanala - yi? par - pu - wa 
club - INSTR 3 rnin.O + 3 min.A - hit ·· PAST PUNCT 
pa - tara oarkka 
on - head bone 
[43/110] 
- He hit him on the head with a club. 
pa - oer? yara pa - pippikaram oa - rniri - ya [37/73-74] 
on - heart above on - breast 3 rnin.O + 1 min.A- spear -
PAST PUNCT 
- I speared her right on the heart, right on the breast. 
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2.2.3 
tamu - ~ oan - pak- pol? - mir 
dog- NOM lmin.IMPL + 3S - IMPLIC- arrive- PAST PUNCT 
pa - sa~a - oana 
on - camp - lmin. DAT PRON 
Some dogs came to my camp. (Context indicates that the 
dogs were a nuisance and I had to chase them away.) 
pa- appears to be used also as a part of some adverbs. See 2.6.1.2. 
(iv) patta-· 'with' is a prefix used (optionally) with NPs 
marked with either the COMIT suffix -yi(nta) or the PRIV suffix -tta 
(cf. 2.2.4.2). It is possibly related to the verbal prefix -patta-
(see 2.5.6). 
(2. 2-27) yara- pa~ta- munaoa- tta- ni [37/111] 
laug.S- with- white man- PRIV- STAT PAST 
- He had no white men (in our area in those days). 
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(2.2-28) 
... namorara- ~ ka- toto? patta- tamu - yinta [32/8] 
[name] 
(He 
- NOM 3min.S - descend with - dog - COMIT 
saw) namorara coming down with his dog. 
(v) mara 'like' is prefixed5 to nominals which may or may 
not bear the suffix -purk 'like' (2.2.4.6). ·mara is also prefixed to 
adverbial demonstratives and the indefinite pronoun yana7 (2.3.5). The 
examples (2.3-19) and~.2-29) to (2.2-31) will give some idea of the 
range of use of this prefix. 
(2.2-29) 
5 
ka - ool - oara - oar - ~ kara mara - oura7 - purk [11/14] 
3min.S - sky- REDUPL- red -PRES above like- fire - like 
- Up there the sky is going red like a fire. 
This may be a free particle, most frequently preposed to the noun, 
as is shown by a phrase heard from one informant describing some item as 
pinat- purk mara 'like peanuts'. 
-.....,., 
I 
(2. 2-30) 
(2.2-31) 
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~ - waqa - maJ1 mara -mutika rut - ka? [3/111-112] 
3min.S - CONT- went like -vehicle road -ALL 
- He kept going as far as to the road. (In describing 
the distance the narrator compares it with the distance 
from where he is sitting to the road two hundred yards 
away.) 
mara - panta ~a - yuwa - rna 
like - here lmin.S - like + PAST PUNCT - rna 
mara - panta nere - yappa? - nura - rna 
. ' 
like - there 2aug.S + REL - UAUGM- sit+ PRES - rna 
panta - tta ka - yi - ta -~a - tti - r 
there- LOC 3min.S - yi - stand(CAUS) - STEM- REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
~anapparu- ~ -rna [29/52-54] 
buffalo - NOM - rna 
Say I was sleeping here. Well the buffalo stopped just 
about (as far away as) where you two are sitting. 
(vi) Finally it should be noted that the pronominal verb 
prefixes (2.5.5) may be u~ed with nominals when they are verbalised and 
in predicate function. See, for instance, example (2.2-27) and (2.2-32). 
(2.2-32) ~inta ~a - mappun - ~ [42/62] 
lmin. PRON lmin.S- [type caterpillar/fly]- STAT 
- I am mappun. (Mythol.) 
2.2.4 Nominal Suffixes 
There area number of important suffixes added to NPs in 
Rembarnga to mark number, case, location, time and other things. Some 
of these suffixes also occur on demonstratives or verbs, but these facts 
are noted in individual cases. A number of the suffixes listed here have 
(suffix) initial geminate .s.tops, ... These have allomorphs with single 
initial stops, the use of which is governed by dissimilation rules discussed 
in 1.5.4. Suffixes which verbalise nominals will be discussed separately 
(2.2.5). The relative ordering of all nominal affixes is discussed in 
2.2.4.7. 
---.-~ 
2.2.4 
2.2.4.1 Number Suffixes (UAUGM, DEF AUGM COMPL AUGM) The two most 
important number suffixes to be mentioned here are -ppara? the Unit 
Augmented (UAUGM) suffix and -kappul the Defined Augmented (DEF AUGM) 
suffix. The system of number categories underlying these suffixes is 
expounded in 2.3.1. Both these suffixes are used with nominals, 
pronouns, demonstratives and verbs. 
(2.2-33) yappan7 - para? polo? - ~ yar - yappa? - ~e~ - mip 
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two - UAUGM tree - NOM 30 + laug.A - UAUGM - cut - PAST PUNCT 
(2.2-34) 
(2.2-35) 
po+o?- para? [37/90-91] 
tree - UAUGM 
- We ~wo) cut down two trees. 
mu~i - Qana - ppara? nayik - pu!kpu!k -
grandfather - lmin. DAT PRON - UAUGM MASC - [taworo name] -
para 7 [38/ 105] 
UAUGM 
- my two grandfathers, two pu!kpu!k men 
paya - pak - re - pol? - mip 
3aug. IMPL + 1/2 min.A IMPLIC - CON TRANSVR - arrive -PAST PUNCT 
wur?wuruQu - kappul 
old person - DEF AUGM 
[29/114] 
- We brought it back for all the old people. 
The suffix -ppulu6 appears to replace -kappul (to which it 
may well be historically related) following Dative Pronouns. Its use 
has not been fully checked. 
(2.2-36) nara - ~ana - ppulu - yi? ... 
6 
(Capell 
father - lmin. DAT PRON - DEF AUGM - ERG 
~anpa - te?wa - nip yaQ - ~ [23/24] 
lmin. l}WL + 3 aug.A - give - PAST CONT story NOM 
[Among others] my fathers gave me the story. 
Compare the third person plural object pronoun bulu in Dalabon 
1962:103). 
~ ·~ . . . . . ) . . _, -~---·' . 
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The suffix -QoQ (COMPL AUGM) again refers to the augmented 
number category and a defined group, but often appears to signify 
completeness of the group and is translated 'all the ... ' 
(2.2-37) parappa1 - trapum7 - mir pakhot - ~ 
30 + 3uaug.A - drive* - PAST PUNCT pack horse* - NOM 
yaraman - QoQ [33/20-21] 
horse - COMPL AUGM 
They (two) drove the pack horses, all the horses. 
2.2.4.2 Syntactic Case Suffixes (NOM, ERG, DAT, INSTR) There are three 
syntactic case suffixes in Rembarnga representing the three principal 
non-verbal sentence functions (see 3.1.1). These case suffixes are 
nominative (NOM) -~ representing 0 and S, ergative (ERG) -yi7 representing 
A, and dative (DAT) -kan representing IMPL. Furthermore there is an 
instrumental (INSTR) case whose suffix -yi? is identical to the ERG 
suffix. That the INSTR case is to be considered distinct from the ERG 
case is shown by the fact that, while both may occur in the one sentence, 
only the ERG nominal (the A) may be cross-referenced by a pronominal 
verb prefix element (cf.2.2-40). 
The division between 'syntactic' and 'local' cases is supported 
by the distribution of the two different forms of the indefinite pronoun 
(2.3.5): yana? is used with syntactic case inflections, yene? with local 
case inflections. 
The syntactic case suffixes are not always used with NPs in 
the various functions, particularly if context indicates clearly which 
NP is in which function. On the other hand the ERG suffix -yi? is 
occasionally used to mark the NP which is represented by the Y prefix 
element of a di~eferentialpronominal prefix, irrespective of whether it 
is the A or the S (with extended intransitive verbs) of the verb. See 
example (2.2-39), and the discussion in 3.2.7. The syntactic case 
suffixes may mark nominals, pronouns and demonstratives. These cases 
will be discussed further in chapter 3. 
(2.2-38) 
(2. 2-39) 
(2.2-40) 
(2.2-41) 
(2. 2-42) 
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... piri- rut- ma~ip?- mif1 
3min.O + 3aug.A + REL - road"' - build - PAST PUNCT 
munaQa- yi? [37/55] 
white man - ERG 
... where the white men built a road. 
walaQ kela - yi? 
then [subsection name] - ERG 
Qan - pak- yinif1 [37/18] 
lmin. IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC - say + PAST Pu~CT 
- Then kela said to me. 
yukkan?ta narappa? - tat - ta 
ahead 30 + 2 uaug. A - poison - FUT 
mapar - yi1 [32/ 89] 
[Itchy tree7J- INSTR 
You (two) go ahead and poison [the water for fish] 
lvith the Itchy tree. 
Qa - pak - yinip 
3min. IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC - say+ PAST PUNCT 
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wamut - kan na - miratta - kan [37 I 34-35] 
[subsection name] - DAT MASC - [taworo name] - DAT 
I spoke to wamut, the miratta man. 
rJ inta pikkaQ - ~ 
lmin. PRON fish hook - NOM 
l)a - war? - war? - mip [29/84] 
30 + lmin. A - REDUPL - throw - PAST PUNCT 
I went fishing. -
Barringtonia acutangula ('Itchy tree') 
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2.2.4.3 Local Case Suffixes (ALL, ABL, LOC, PERL) There are four separate 
local case suffixes in Rembarnga. These are 
-7ka7 ALLative 
-wala ABLative 
-~~a(m) LOCative 
-we PERLative 
The functions marked by these various case suffixes can be defined 
according to three features: (i) EXTERNAL versus INTERNAL; (ii) POSITION 
(REST) versus MOTION; and (iii) TO versus FROM. There is little clear 
evidence for the relative markedness of either pole of any of these 
oppositions with the exception of the TO - FROM opposition. It is 
frequently the case that a NP may stand in allative function without case 
marking, while the ABL suffix appears to be obligatory for all NPs in 
ablative function. Thus a feature [± From] could be adopted for this 
particular opposition. For the others, however, I use a separate term 
for each pole of the opposition. (2.2-43) sets out the various case 
suffixes in terms of these features. There appear, however, to be some 
inconsistencies in use. 
(2.2-43) LOCAL CASES 
INTERNAL EXTERNAL 
-------~ POSITION MOTION POSITION MOTION8 
I I I 
-~ta LOC 
-we PERL -na7 ALL 
- TO (-FROM) FROH (+FROM) 
I I 
-?ka? ALL -wala ABL 
1\LLATIVE Note that the ALL prefix -7ka7 appears twice in view of its two 
functions. In one case it indicates position 'close or adjacent to' (e.g. 
(2.2-44)) and in the other it indicates motion 'towards', 'to', or 'into' 
(e.g. (2.2-45)). 
8 
With both External Motion 
motion should begin (with TO) or 
cases the important thing is that the 
end (with FROM) externally. 
~ 
I 
(2.2-44) 
(2.2-45) 
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panta kara po~o? - ka7 ¢ - ku7 - yuwep, 
there up tree - ALL 3min.S - body - lie+ PAST CONT 
yalu-na - ?ka? [ 43/79-80] piyaf)tw)ka? 
wedge-tailed eagle 
Up there in the 
eagle's nest. 
nest - 3min. DAT PRON - ALL 
9 
tree the body lay, next to the wedge-tailed 
puwa- ?ka? yarakku? para- toto}- mip [37/58-59] 
river - ALL downwards 3aug.S - descend - PAST PUNCT 
They went down to the river. 
Sometimes the ALL suffix is used where the DAT -kan might be expected 
for an implicated NP as in (2.2-46). Compare also (2.2-62) and (2.2-63) 
below. 
(2.2-46) 
(2. 2-47) 
par - tit - titmi - ya puliki - f)akora - ¢ 
30 + 3aug. A - REDUPL - steal - PAST PUNCT cattle - l/2aug. DAT 
yurppunti- kappul- 7ka7 [9/58-9] 
PRON-NOM [name] - DEF AUGM- ALL 
They stole our cattle- from yurppunti's men (i.e. from us). 
tampakku - 7ka7 ¢ - mar [38/25] 
tobacco - ALL 3min. S - went 
He went for [to gea tobacco. 
Furthermore, if the 0 of a sentence is to be stressed or clarified, then 
the relevant NP may be marked with the ALL suffix -7ka? instead of the NOM 
suffix -¢. 
(2.2-48) paran - pu - wa wiripmal - kappul - ?ka7 
3aug. 0 + 3min. A - hit - PAST PUNCT young men - DEF AUGM - ALL 
- He hit the young men. 
ABLATIVE The basic meaning of this case is 'motion away from'. 
9 
The ALL suffix is used probably because 'in the tree' does not 
mean 'inside the trunk' but only 'adjacent to the trunk'. 
. . 
(2.2-49) patte?- wala - rna 
there - ABL - rna 
pere - map - rna 
2.2.4 
talma - wala - rna 
10 [yam type ] - ABL - rna 
[37 /101-102 J 
3aug.S + REL- went -rna 
They were coming from there, from [collecting] yams. 
The ABL suffix is used to mark the language spoken. 
(2.2-50) rempar~a - wala yar - ~e - rna - ~ 
Rembarnga - ABL 3min. IMPL + laug. A - name - get - PRES 
kir? [23/13-14 J 
[type stone] 
In Rembarnga we call it kirl. 
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The ABL suffix -wala is added to the word la~e 'hand' to express the 
numbers 'five' and 'ten' ('one hand', 'two hands'). Alone laf)e yappanl 
means 'two fingers', but see (2.2-51) 
1?.2-51) kur~a kafina- yi? ti~l - ~ 
moon big - ERG wife - NOM 
la~e yappan? - wala 
PAST CONT hand two - ABL 
~ - mot - men 
. . 
30 + 3min. A - have -
[43/2-3 J 
The big [brother] moon had ten wives. 
The phrase kerpperpatta?wala means 'to/on the other bank of the river', 
not 'from the other bank'. 
(2.2-52) kerpper patte?- wala f)a - ro - f)ara 
bank there - ABL lmin. S - go - FUT 
I'll go to the other bank. 
10 
Dioscorea sativa (In Aboriginal English 'cheeky yam') 
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The ABL suffix is sometimes used to mark the (normally unmarked NOM) s 
of a reflexive verb, sometimes distinguishing reflexive from reciprocal 
meanings. Often -nta or the PERL suffix ~ follows the ABL suffix 
in this function. With (2.2-53) compare the part-English (2.2-54). 
(2.2-53) 
(2. 2-54) 
ni?ta- wala - wa ~ - pa - ti - f1 
3min. PRON - ABL - PERL 3min. S - hit - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
- He hit himself. 
you did it tanta - wala - nta 
2min. PRON - ABL - nta 
- You did it off your own bat (i.e. without telling or 
being told by anyone else; without external influence). 
LOCATIVE The primary meaning of the locative case (marked by LOC suffix 
-tta(m)) is 'position within' or 'at'. (There is no apparent difference 
in function between forms of this suffix with and without a final~.) 
(2. 2-55) 
(2.2-56) 
tuf') - ta yarappa7 - tur7 - mip [37/87] 
shade - LOC luaug. S - sit - PAST PUNCT 
- We (two) sat down (INCHOAT) in the shade. 
panta yar - magip7 - mip - kappul 
there 30 + laug. A - build - PAST PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
pulmun - ta 
[place] - LOC 
[33/ 26 J 
- We built [a yard] there at pulmun. 
The LOC suffix also signifies location when suffixed to the name of 
something found at a place. Thus 
(2. 2-57) yira? pattanta f')attu - ta ma1kun pol? [29/116-117] 
dmm river there cycad nut - LOC again arrive 
[We] came down river to the place [where we had left] the 
cycad nuts [soaking] (Lit. 1 to the cycad nuts 1 ) 
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The LOC suffix is also suffixed to words like l)ayal) 'dead man' and the 
names of ceremonies to indicate the motivation of some activity in terms 
like 'on a revenge mission', 'at/for the rJulmark ceremony' etc, 
(2. 2-58) paran - pak - l)e? - mir - para? 
3aug. IMPL + 3S - IMPLIC - get up - PAST PUNCT - UAUGM 
I) ayal) - ta 
dead man - LOC 
[38/14] 
They set out after those two in revenge for the dead man. 
There is some overlap in use between the LOC suffix and the ALL suffix. 
Example (2.2-57) above shows the LOC case being used to indicate motion 
into an area. On the other hand a comparison of (2.2-44) with (2.2-59) 
will show the ALL and LOC cases being used (in the same text) with no 
evident distinction of meaning to describe adjacence or external position. 
(2.2-59) ni?kagel kara po~ol - ta ~- waga- yuwer [43/76] 
3min. EMPH up tree - LOC 3min. S - CONT - lie - PAST CONT 
He stayed up in the tree all the while. 
PERLATIVE The PERL suffix -we indicates 'motion within the bounds/area 
of 1 , 'along 1 • Thus 
(2.2-60) 
(2. 2-61) 
par - yaw - yuma[! 
3min. 0 + 3aug. A - spear - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
ruwur - we [12/51-52] 
black soil - PERL 
They were spearing him [again and again] all the way along 
the black soil area. 
melak pan? -we r.Jipi - ro - l)ara [33/53] 
NEG here - PERL 2min. S + REL - go - FUT 
Don't you come around here! 
The PERL (like the ALL) case is used sometimes instead of the more usual 
DAT, for the object of a hunt. 
' 
' 
.a 
.-
(2.2-62) 
2.2.4 
kuwe[l - ?ka? yiri - ra - ~ 
kangaroo - ALL laug. S + REL - go - PRES 
yiri - ta:J. - ~ kuwer- wi'l [7/2] 
laug. S - go hunting - PRES kangaroo - PERL 
When we go hunting for kangaroo ... 
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The use of the PERL suffix following the ABL suff:Lx on the S of a 
reflexive verb has been exemplified above (2.2-53). The PERL suffix 
(again like the ALL suffix) is also used for naming 'after' something. 
Thus 
(2. 2-63) yara - f) e - turu ter - wa ... 
laug. IMPL - name - stand + PRES fish - PERL 
... natte? pa:j.af) u - ?ka 7 
that one shark - ALL 
We are named after fish ... that man [is named] after the 
shark. 
2.2.4.4 Having/Lacking Suffixes (COMIT, PRIV) A common feature in 
Australian languages is the existence of a suffix which derives 'adjectival' 
stems from nouns, with the meaning 'having ... ' , 'accompanied by 
... 
(See, for example, the papers on 'The. Derivational Affix "Having'" in 
Dixon ed. forthcoming). Privative suffixes (meaning 'without') are also 
widespread (Dixon 1972:12). Rembarnga has both a comitative (COMIT) and 
a privative (PRIV) suffix. 
-yi(nta) 
-tte 
COMITative 
PRIVative 
In conjunction with both of these the prefix pa~~a is often used (see 
examples ( 2. 2-2 7) and (2. 2-28)~ The shorter form of the COMIT suffix 
(-yi) is only possible when pa~~a is prefixed to the stem, otherwise 
-yinta is always used. The PRIV suffix -tte is sometimes followed by 
-na. 
-
~ 
r 
I [ 
' ~ , ... -:.\-~' · .. ,· • .'IJ" ,.-
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Dixon (forthcoming) states that in some Australian 
languages the 'having' affix appears to be a reflex of.*Pir- or 
*Diri- and, furthermore, that it is sometimes identical or similar 
in form to the reflexive affix. It is interesting to note in this 
connection that the Rembarnga privative suffix (not the comitative) 
has exactly the same form -tta as the reflexive/reciprocal suffix (2.5.7). 
-tta could well derive from:*Dir(i). 11 
The COMIT and PRIV suffixes are stem-forming suffixes. The 
resultant stems may bear case and verbalising suffixes. 
(2.2-64) 
(2.2-65) 
(2.2-66) 
(2.2-67) 
(2.2-68) 
11 
ko:j.ppo~ pa~~a - ku~ku~ - yi [37/21] 
[type dilly bag12J with - feathers - COMIT 
a dilly bag ~ecorated] with feathers 
su:J.a- tte - ~~a yara - yappa? - rum? - mir [27/67-68] 
water - PRIV - LOC laug. S - UAUGM - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
We camped at a place where there was no water. 
l)ura? - te - ni [J0/4 J 
fire - PRIV - STAT PAST 
There was no fire (in the country at that (mythol.) time). 
~ - l)ura? - yi - 1 - wa - ~ [30/28] 
3min. 0 + 3min. A- fire- COMIT- STEM- TRANSVR- PASTPUNCT 
He gave [the country] fire./He caused it to have fire. 
me - tte - na l)a - rum? - mir 
food - PRIV - STEM lmin. S - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
I slept without food/without having eaten. 
The privative suffix in Ngalagan, to the south of Rembarnga, has 
the form -ti (my own field notes) which, on the basis of very limited 
information, I would say shows regular phonetic correspondence with the 
Rembarnga form -tte. Compare too the Gunwinjgu comitative suffix 
-dorel) (Oates 1964:30). 
12 
weave. 
ko:j.ppo~ is a dilly bag, made of pandanus leaves, with a very close 
It is waxed and used to carry water or honey. 
-.......... 
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In one text example the object of the verb ka 'take' is marked with the 
COMIT suffix. 
(2.2-69) panta - wala na - ka - na [33/71] 
race horse* - COMIT here - ABL 30 + 2aug. A -take - FUT 
Take the race horses from here. 
It is interesting at this point to sum up the semantic uses 
of the COMIT and PRIV suffixes with reference to Dixon's list of 
common 'having' functions (Dixon forthcoming). The Rembarnga COMIT and 
PRIV suffixes occur in similar positions but with opposite meanings ('having' 
vs. 'lacking'). The COMIT (or PRIV) suffix indicates a human, whether 
moving or at rest, with (without) or accompanied (unaccompanied) by the 
animate or inanimate object so marked. See, for instance, examples 
(2.2-27), (2.2-28), (2.2-68) and compare (2.2-69). The COMIT (PRIV) 
suffix is also used to describe the characteristics of a place or an 
object. See examples (2.2-64) to (2.2-67). The COMIT (PRIV) suffix 
appears not to occur with words such as those for 'hunger', 'thirst', 
'sickness' etc. It is used with the word kimir 'shame (at being found 
out for wrongdoing)'. Thus 
(2.2-70) ~i0 - kimifJ - ta - ~ 
2min. S - shame - PRIV - STAT PRES 
You are not ashamed./You've got no shame. 
No parallels to this are known to me at present. Dixon mentions 
instrumental and time use of the 'having' suffixes in some languages, 
but in Rembarnga the main responsibility for this is borne by the 
INSTR (2.2.4.2) and TEMP LOC (2.2.4.5) suffixes respectively (but 
see examples (2.2-40) and (2.2-12) for instrumental and time use of 
the COMIT suffix). The object of fear is an implicated NP marked with 
the DAT suffix (cf. 2.2.4.2). It is not impossible that the nominalis-
ing suffix -yi which derives nominals from verbs of conjugation l 
(2.5.14) and the COMIT suffix -yi should be syntactically identified . 
Jt-
-•' ~ 
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2.2.4.5 Time Suffixes (TEMP LOC, DAT, OCCAS) There are three time 
suffixes used with nominals in Rembarnga: 
-tSi TEHPoral LOCation 
-kan DATive 
-?ka OCCASion 
-~ti TEMP LOC means 'at the time of', 'when' and may be 
used with a wide range of NPs, including clauses (see 3. 7.11). 
-kan DAT, on the other hand, indicates a period of time or 'time 
during which' and can only be used with nominals denoting periods 
of time (see examples (2.2-73) and (2.2-74)). 
(2. 2-71) kekku wo - tti [38/211] 
long ago war* - TEHP LOG 
long ago, at the time of the war 
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(2.2-72) nenta- tti yarappa7 - pofo? - teS- mip [37/89-90] 
that - TEMP LOC 30 + luaug. A - tree - cut - PAST PUNCT 
At that time (then) we both cut trees. 
(2.2-73) 
(2.2-74) 
suwalkka - kan ka - wor7tol - ~ [8/27-28] 
wet season - DAT 3S - walk around - PRES 
In the wet season ~oannas] walk around (but in the 
hot weather ... ) 
ko~kkofk -. kan yara - pata - ti - fl [38/67] 
night - DAT laug.S- rub - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
- We rubbed ourselves [with white ochre] at night. 
The OCCAS suffix -7ka is used only with cardinal number 
adjectives (numerals) and ,~ith t,upul 'many'. It means 'on ... 
occasion(s)'. 
(2.2-75) yarappa 7 - wu~up - mi)l waJ) ki)l - 7ke [32/20] 
luaug. S - wash - PAST PUNCT one - OCCAS 
We had one wash./He washed once. 
·.}, ::::; _~/ .. ~ ·.· ·:::.,_ .. ~: ·-~: ,~j·;~~ ~~ ::S\-s;;K ·~::~ --~~: ::~:~~->;:·:~~-.::·~ ... -: r~;~~-: ~-,;~r-7~-~~ ;; :~d·.· :~)~:~ :.:.: -{ --'~-2~·-·_:~.~:;:s~~~::~~~ ·-;/;~~·':,_::_;~:·:?t:;~~~:,: -~ =~ ~:~~"'7 :.~. -·: :_~:~~~-:~~·- ': ~~{.~_.; 
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2.2.4.6 Other Nominal Suffixes There are a number of other nominal 
suffixes with a variety of functions. The verbalising suffixes are 
discussed in 2.2.5 below while the reaminder are listed and commented 
upon here. 
(i) -purk is a (case?) suffix, meaning 'like', used in comparisons. 
It appears in combination with the prefix mare (2.2.3) but I am not 
certain whether -purk may be used without mare. I have not checked 
whether -purk may co-occur with other suffixes. See examples 
(2.2-29) and (2.2-76). 
(2.2-76) Qa- roQa - ro - Qara mare - pi - purk [3/190-191] 
lmin. S - REDUPL - go - FUT like - man - like 
"I'll walk just like a man," (said the emu.) 
(ii) -n is a vocative (VOC) suffix used with only two words: 
para 'father' and oala 'mother's brother'. 
(iii) -papi appears to mean something like 1 as well', 'also 1 , 'even 1 , 
as the examples show. 
(2.2-77) 
(2. 2-78) 
parppu7 yarappa7 - na - 6 
"nail fish" - NOM soon 30 + luaug. A - see - PAST PUNCT 
;etpe~e - 6 ' tawulukku - rapi [32/107-108] 
archer fish - NOM [fish type]- too 
Soon we saw nail fish (eel-tailed catfish), archer fish 
and also/even tawulukku. 
para- map kuwer- 7ka7, kalitma me- papi 
3aug. S - went kangaroo - ALL others tucker - too 
par - pe~e? - ra 
30 + 3 aug. A - carry - FUT 
- They went hunting kangaroo, the others will bring tucker 
and all. 
-> 
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(iv) -Qere? means 'only'. Sometimes it appears to lose its final 
glottalisation but I have not checked this extensively. 
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(2.2-79) re - ~ere? ya- me? - ~unu- ~u- n [32/30] 
(2.2-80) 
meat - only 30 + 1/2 min. A - lest - REDUPL - eat - PRES 
- We might have nothing but meat to eat. (This is a bad 
thing since vegetable food is considered essential for 
comfort and good health.) 
ani pi - ~ere? par -~u- nip- rna [37/116] 
only* man - only 30 + 3 aug. A - eat - PAST CONT - rna 
Only men used to eat [the ceremony food]. 
(v) There is some justification for considering the Dative Pronoun a 
(nominal) suffix. This is discussed in detail in 2.3.3. 
(vi) Two adjectives -rna? 'good' and -kana? 'small' must also be considered 
suffixes for a reason similar to one of those advanced in 2.3.3 for the 
suffix status of the dative pronouns. I have not yet fully checked -kana? 
but it appears to have the same characteristics as -rna?. Compare the 
two phrases of (2.2-81) with those of (2.2-82). 
(2. 2-81) 
(2. 2-82) 
ten - rna? - para? 
fish - good - UAUGH 
*ten - para? rna? 
fish - UAUGH good 
two good fish 
ten wu~a? - para? 
fish good - UAUGH 
ten - para? wula? 
fish - UAUGH good 
two good fish 
The fact that rna? 'good' may not follow the suffix -ppara? while ~a? 'good' 
may do so indicates that rna? is a suffix ordered before -ppara? while 
: ... :...:::--~.~ .... ·, - • ·.'· • •• ~-· ~ ·"-·~ ·~· : 1 1·-~ .J ,,..,- '. \' .' .• •• ,_ •. - ' • 
--:-. ··- ... '~ . .. . . -
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wula? is a free nominal. The phrase ter wu~a? thus consists of two 
nominals, to either of which -ppara? may be added, while ~er - rna? 
is a single nominal derived by the use of the bound morpheme -rna?. 
-ppara? is suffixed directly to the whole nominal only. 
9l 
The -wa TRANSVR suffix (see 2.2.5.3) may occur with -rna? 
(e.g. Qa- rna?- wa- na 'I'll make it better/good.~ but not with 
-kapa?. In this form rna? need not be suffixed to a nominal. Compare 
the dative pronoun which is a root form when overtly verbalised but a 
suffix elsewhere (2.3.3). 
(2.2-83) 
(2.2-84) 
~ila ~ur - rna? 
axe cutting edge - good 
sharp axe 
takku- kaJ1a? - yi? malak ye- f)u- na [cf.37/ll4-ll6] 
child - small - ERG NEG 30 + 3A + REL - eat - PAST CF 
- Little children didn't eat [ceremony food]. 
Sometimes -kara? has the alternative form -karao?. 
(2.2-85) puwa kapao? yarappa? - potop - mir [32/3] 
river - small luaug. S - cross - PAST PUNCT 
- We crossed over a small river, 
2.2.4.7 Ordering of Nominal Affixes The relative ordering of nominal 
affixes has not been exhaustively explored in the course of fieldwork, 
and the ordering given in Table 2.2(a) should be taken as a tentative 
and approximate statement only. Most of it has been checked only with 
suffixes in pairs, rather than in larger combinations. Three points 
require mention here: (i) -ooo cannot co-occur with the dative pronoun; 
(ii) -rapi immediately follows the nominal root and does not co-occur with 
other affixes; and (iii) -?ka occurs alone with numerical nominals. 
Jt: 
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Table 2.2(a) sets out the ordering of nominal affixes. 
In this table the different affixes within each column are mutually 
exclusive, with the exception of -wala ABL and ~ PERL, which can 
occur together in one construction (see example (2.2-53)), and of 
-~ere7and the case suffixes, which have been found to co-occur in 
either order. Ordering of -purk has not been checked. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Pronominal 
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patta 
. . 
ROOT DAT PRON UAUGM COMIT Case suffixes 
(Verb) (ppara 7) (yi(nta)) 
Prefixes ma7 Time suffixes 
kana? DEF AUGM PRIV 
ta (ppulu, (tte) Verbalisers 
nayik kappul) 
~alik DAT 
pa COMPL AUGM (~o~) (kan) 
mare 
Table 2.2(a) Approximate Ordering of Nominal Affixes. 
2.2.5 Verbalising Suffixes 
NPs in Rembarnga, like those in many other languages, may 
stand in predicate position. There are four sets of suffixes which 
verbalise NPs in Rembarnga and permit them to stand as predicates. These 
are the Stative (STAT), Inchoative (INCHOAT), Transitivising (TRANSVR) 
and Nominal Causative (NCAUS or -7mip Causative). These may verbalise 
nominal stems inc.luding deverbal nominals, dative pronouns, and those 
sterns derived by means of the COMIT, PRIV and DAT suffixes. 
Appropriate pronominal verb prefixes (2.5.5) are used with 
verbalised nominals. Note, however,that the i (unmarked) third person 
rtu1uinal prefix is used in both past and present tenses in stative 
inflection, whereas ka- is used in the present tense with other verbs. 
' r 
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In discussing nominals (2.2.2) I divided nominals into 
three groups on the basis of their stem forms: Those with no suffix, those 
with ~ suffix, and those (deverbal nominals) with -yi suffix. There is 
a certain amount of irregularity and variation in the nominal stems to 
which the verbalising suffixes are added. This is presented in detail 
below, but certain very general patterns can be discerned: 
(i) the verbalising suffixes are added directly to the root of nominals 
with no regular STEM suffix; 
(ii) with ~ nominals the verbalising suffixes are added either follow-
ing the ~ suffix, or directly to the root (omitting ~) except in the 
present stative form where the verbalising suffix is -~; 
(iii) the verbalising suffixes are added following the STEM suffix -yi 
to deverbal nominals. In the case of the past stative form the suffix 
~ may optionally occur between the STEM suffix -yi and the STAT PAST 
suffix -ni; and 
(iv) the verbalising suffixes immediately follow derivational suffixes 
such as COMIT and PRIV. 
In the detailed discussion which follows here the examples 
given are mainly to show something of the range of use of verbalised 
nominal predicates, rather than to show morphological detail. It must 
be noted that the morphological details presented are incomplete since 
only a very limited amount of testing of these STEM suffixes and verbalising 
suffixes was done. This was limited almost entirely to testing with 
nominals which translate English adjectives. 
2.2.5.1 Stative (STAT) The stative is unmarked (-~) in the present 
tense in Rembarnga but is marked by the suffix -ni (perhaps -niyi, 
since vowel length is not 1 r, ., 1\) ·- ~'-- ---~ "- -~ua' C ear \.Le.Je ) J..u. I..UC iJc10:,L. .LdC.L 1. tense (cf.2.5.2). 
This suffix form -ni or -niyi may in fact be derived from (or the same as) 
the PAST PUNCT form of the verb nura 'sit' (2.5.3). No stative forms 
exist for the future and past counterfactual tenses, but the respective 
inchoative suffixes are used in these cases. For the future at least 
this is easily explained by saying that what 'will be' must first 'become'. 
The examples give some idea of the use of stative forms, first present, 
then past. 
(2.2-86) 
(2.2-87) 
(2. 2-88) 
(2. 2-89) 
(2. 2-90) 
(2. 2-91) 
(2.2-92) 
2.2.5 
nenta - rna mas;i? ¢ - pi - ~ [33/55] 
that - rna also 3 min. S - aborigine - STAT PRES 
- That man is an aborigine too. 
melak l)iri- supul- ~ [27/56] 
NEG l/2aug.S + REL - many - STAT PRES 
- There are not many of us. 
melak ye - l)inta - kan - ~ 
NEG 3 min. S + REL - 1 min. PRON - DAT - STAT PRES 
It is not mine. 
ya- me- tte- ~ [32/29] 
1/2 min. S - tucker - PRIV - STAT PRES 
- We haven't got any tucker (vegetable food). 
wurppa~ ~ - wurlwurul)u - ni, 
emu 3 min. S - old person - STAT PAST 
p - pi - ni [3/ 3] 
3 min. S - person - STAT PAST 
- The emu was an old person (woman), she was a person 
(aboriginal). (Hythol. context) 
yara- wa~a - tire -mal - ni D7/112] 
1 aug. S - CONT - malevolence - first rate - STAT PAST 
- We were "cheeky"/wild men (in those days). 
... l)e- wapa- ni- t;i [23/22-23] 
1 min. S + REL - nothing - STAT PAST - TEHP LOC 
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... when I was nothing. ( ... when I hadn't yet been born.) 
Compare also examples (2.2-27) and (2.2-66). 
--
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Testing of the use of STEM suffixes with stative 
inflection was carried out only with nominals which translate English 
adjectives. Hence the narrow range of nominals mentioned here. 
Tv1o nominals with ~ stem forms lose this -na in the 
STAT PRES form. These are ka~ka~ 'skinny' and tuppa~a 'small (hole)'. 
For some others the -na is always present in STAT PRES form - tarna 
'overdiluted', tarona 'bad', ku?na 'raw/dead/corpse', purkna 'dry (of 
tree without bark, of throat without tobacco)', kal?na 'base part 
of tree/rock immediately below ground', yamna 'fallen (tree)'. A 
number of other nominals of this group has not been tested in STAT 
PRES form. In STAT PAST form the -na appears to be optional for all 
nominals of this group. 
With deverbal nominals the -yi suffix is normally retained 
for stative forms of both tenses, but sometimes -na also is added before 
the -ni past stative suffix. Thus ~ay7yi '(it is) broken', tay7yinij 
~ay?yinani 'it was broken'; mur?muryi '(it is) warm', mur?muryini/ 
mur?muryinani 'it was warm'. There are exceptions to this general 
pattern: 
(i) the verb oar 'be sick/sore' may suffix -ni directly to the verb 
-- --
root or to a nominalised stem (i.e. oarni/oaryini 'he was sick'); 
(ii) the verb ou~ 'be black' adds the STAT PAST suffix directly to the 
verb root and not to a nominalised stem (i.e. ou~ni 'it was black', 
*~u~yini); 
(iii) the verb terk 'be hard' has as its nominal form ter?ter? which 
functions as a STAT PRES form, or to which a variety of STEM suffix 
combinations are added with the -ni STAT PAST suffix (i.e. ter?ter? 
(yi)(na)ni); and 
(iv) tel? 'be soft' and mur 'be warm' are optionally reduplicated in 
. . 
- --
nominal form (as tel?tel?yi and mur?muryi) but have regular stem forms 
as set out in the introduction to 2.2.5. 
-
!•. 
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2.2.5.2 Inchoative (INCHOAT) Inchoative forms have the meaning 'become'. 
The various tense/aspect forms of the INCHOAT suffix are listed as 
conjugation 7 in Table 2.5(a). These suffix forms are similar in many 
ways to those of conjugation 6 which includes all intransitive positional 
verbs. The examples are straightforward. 
(2. 2-93) 
(2.2-94) 
(2.2-95) 
(2.2-96) 
(2. 2-97) 
(2. 2-98) 
13 
13 ~ - pak - ralk - mip [43/ 59 J 
tree - NOM 3 min. IMPL + 3 min. S - IMPLIC - big - INCHOAT 
- The tree got big (swelled) on him (as a result of being 
'sung', thus preventing him from climbing down). 
rJa - f)er? - &arf) - mir (32/96] 
1 min. IMPL - heart - bad - INCHOAT PAST PUNCT 
- Ny heart is (has become) bad. 
f)i?ka\).e? f)a - yi - wurppa\). - miyana [3/ 192 J 
1 min. EMPH 1 min. S - yi - emu - INCHOAT FUT 
"I' 11 become an emu," (she said). (Context mythol.) 
ka - yi - walaf) - ma+wuru - mip [38/171] 
3 min. S - yi - then - "cold weather" - INCHOAT PAST PUNCT 
- Then it became the early dry season ("cold weather"). 
... ye- f)ulpiS- man- Si [38/95] 
1/2 min. S + REL - cold - INCHOAT PRES - TEMP LOC 
- •.. when we get cold (general statement). 
ka - kiyaf) - miyana 
3 min. S - long - INCHOAT FUT 
_ {He will be tall [at that time. ] 
He will get tall [by that time.] 
According to the nominal hierarchy discussed in 2.5.5.1 the prefix 
form expected here is par- not ~-. The form in this example is unexplained. 
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The sterns to which the INCHOAT suffixes are added are 
exactly as outlined in the introduction to 2.2.5 for all three classes 
of norninals, with two individual exceptions among the deverbal norninals. 
These are ~er?~er? (< terk 'be hard') which may not carry the norninalis-
ing suffix -yi when inflected for IN CHOAT, and tel? tel? 'soft 1 where the 
nominalising suffix -yi is only optionally present when followed by the 
INCHOAT suffix. However testing of stern forms with the INCHOAT suffix 
was only carried out for a limited range of 'adjectival' norninals. 
2.2.5.3 Transitivising Suffix (TRANSVR) This suffix, -wa, is discussed 
at length in 2.5.9. With norninals it has causative meaning, forming a 
denominal transitive di-referential verb. The examples (2.5 -62) 
to (2.5 -70) show its function. 
The nominal sterns to which the -wa TRANSVR is suffixed are 
those listed in the introduction to 2.2.5. However this TRANSVR may not 
be used with the following: -kapa? 'small' (cf. 2.2.4.6), kal?na 'base 
part, just below ground level', kafiwar?kan 'very big', yamna 'fallen 
(tree)'. Again the use of this suffix was only tested with a limited 
range of 'adjectival' norninals. 
2.2.5.4 Nominal Causative (NCAUS) This form which I have elsewhere termed 
the '-?rnip Causative', glottalises the stem final syllable and is 
conjugated according to conjugation 1 (see Table 2.5(a)). It forms 
denominal transitive di-referential verbs with the meaning 'cause to 
be(corne) I 
. . . ' apparently like the TRANSVR ~ (2.2.5.3). I have not, 
however, been able to determine whether there is any difference in 
significance between NCAUS and TRANSVR. In the PAST PUNCT tense the NCAUS 
is phonologically distinguished from the INCHOAT only by stem final 
glottalisation. The NCAUS may not be used, as a result, with stems having 
a stem final oral stop or their own stem final glottalisation. See also 
1.5.2.1 and the examples there, and 1.5.4. Compare too 
(2. 2-99) palkku ¢ - kofo? - na - mip 
string 3 min. S - short - STEM - INCHOAT PAST PUNCT 
The string is (became) short. 
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(2.2-100) palkku ~ - koto? - na - ?mip 
string 3 min. 0 + 3 min. A - short - STEM - NCAUS PAST PUNCT 
- He made the string short. 
(2.2-101) ~a - kiya~ - ?~a 
3 min. 0 + 1 min. A - long - NCAUS FUT 
I will make it long. 
In fact the NCAUS has not occurred in text material I have collected, 
but has all emerged from elicitation of 'adjective' inflections. It 
is not commonly used and its use with the full range of nominals has not 
been tested. 
The stems to which the NCAUS suffix is added are as set out 
in the introduction to 2.2.5 with some major exceptions. The phonological 
restriction on its use has been noted above (esp. 1.5.4). I have not 
tested any of the deverbal nominals with this suffix. A number of the 
nominals which have the -na STEM suffix may not carry the NCAUS suffix, 
but the range has not been fully tested. The following have been rejected 
by informants with NCAUS: tarna 'overdiluted', tar8(na) 'bad', ku?na 
'dead/raw/ corpse', purkna 'dry', totttotna 'bare', yamna 'fallen (tree)' 
and ka!iwar7kan 'very big'. No 'non-adjectival' nominals have been tested 
with this NCAUS suffix. 
2.2.6 Comparison 
There are two types of comparison which I intend to mention 
here, not so much because of their importance in Rembarnga as because of 
their importance in other languages. This reveals something of Rembarnga 
semantics. 
(i) The first type of comparison involves judgements of sameness or 
similarity and is summed up in the English 'like', In Rembarnga the 
prefix mare and the suffix -purk are used in the making of this type of 
comparison. These two morphemes are discussed and exemplified in 2.2.3(v) 
and 2.2.4.6(i) respectively. 
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(ii) The second type of comparison involves the notion of 'grading'. 
Grading has been discussed at length by Sapir (1944), who introduced 
the term in this sense, and by Lyons (1968:460-470, l963:62ff.) among 
others. Lyons writes (concerning gradable antonyms such as big, small): 
"In Greek, as in English, grading is commonly made explicit in 
what is traditionally described as the 'comparative degree' of the 
adjective, this being regarded, from the point of view of morpholog-
ical analysis, as an extension from the base-form, or 'positive 
degree'. Sapir has pointed out that, although the 'comparative 
degree' expresses the grading when it occurs in a sentence in which 
two objects or persons are compared with respect to a particular 
property, the formally ungraded term is psychologically no less 
relational,being implicitly dependent on a comparison with some 
norm relevant for the particular universe of discourse: 'such 
contrasts as small and large, little and much, few and many, give 
us a deceptive feeling of absolute values within the field of 
quantity comparable to such qualitative differences as ~ and 
green within the field of color perception. This feeling is an 
illusion, however, which is largely due to the linguistic fact 
that the grading which is implicit in these terms is not formally 
indicated, whereas it is made explicit in such judgements as "Theri
4 were fewer people there than here" or "He has more milk than I" ... " (Lyons 1963:63-64) 
In Rembarnga all grading is apparently implicit and there 
appears to be no 'comparative degree' of an adjective with which to make 
the grading explicit. Two antonymous terms are thus treated as absolute 
polar values in comparisons. Thus, for instance 
(2. 2-102) 
14 
takkuna- kapa?, nan? ~epri ralk, ~inta - rna 
small - small this Jeffrey big, 1 min. PRON - rna 
ralk . 
. 
also big. 
[He is] a small man, smaller than Jeffrey here, and smaller 
than me too. (lit. He is small, Jeffrey is big, and I am 
big.) 
Lyons' reference for this quotation is to Sapir 1944:122-123. 
·•. ·' .. •' 
2.2.6 
(2.2-103) milmilkama wur?wuruDu , yirappara? 
marne J 
wirirmal - pparal 
15 
100 
old (man) 1/2 min. PRON young man - UAUGM 
- Milmilkama is older than us two. 
(lit. Milmilkama is (an) old (man), we two are young men.) 
2.3 PRONOUNS 
2.3.1 Pronominal Categories 
The forms of pronouns (whether free or bound) in Rembarnga 
vary according to three intersecting categories or classes of features: 
person, number and gender. 
The traditional, largely European-based divisions within the 
categories of person (first person (inclusive and exclusive), second per-
son, third person) and number (singular, dual, trial, plural - based upon 
the exact number of persons/items referred to) are rather unsatisfactory 
for the description of the Rembarnga pronominal system as Table 2.3(a) shows, 
using the Dative Pronoun forms, as the clearest example (cf. 2.3.3). 
Singular Dual Trial Plural 
1 incl. 
- yekke f)akorppara? f)akore 
\. 
~ 
1 excl. qene yarppara7 yare 
2 ke nakorppara7 nakore 
3 masc. nawe -
parppara7 pare 
3 fem. f) ate 
"' 
Table 2.3(a) Traditional Person/Number Classification-
Dative Pronoun Forms. 
15 
wiriDmal refers to 
late middle.age when they 
Compare Latin iuuenis 
--'--'--'---'- . 
,J \ - ...... ·~- ·-· < ' . . ..... ' .. 
all able-bodied men from adolscence up to 
become ~vurlwuru~ 'old men' with grey hair· 
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Thisclassification is unsatisfactorily asymmetrical in 
three respects: (i) There is a gap in the singular column; (ii) only 
in the first person inclusive does a separate trial form exist and this 
in turn means that 'Plural' has two meanings- 'four or more in the 
case of first person inclusive, and 'three or more' elsewhere; and 
(iii) the first inclusive trial form has the same suffix as all forms 
in the Dual column with the exception of the first person inclusive dual 
form which (like the Singular forms) bears no obvious suffix. 16 All 
these problems could be dealt with simply by closing up the table, 
placing yakka at the head of the Singular column, oakorppara? at the 
head of the Dual column, and eliminating the Trial column. This, however, 
calls for a redefinition of the classifications of number (since yakka 
refers to two persons, and Qakorppara? to three) and of person (to allow 
the inclusive/exclusive distinction to apply in the 'Singular'). Very 
similar conclusions have been drawn for Hanun6o (Phillipines) by Conklin 
17 (1967:134-135) and for Burara (Arnhem Land) by K. Glasgow (1964:109-110). 
I adopt for Rembarnga a classification of person and number based on that 
suggested by Conklin. 
Person The person classification can be adequately handled by means of 
a componential analysis, as suggested by Conklin, based on two binary 
features indicating whether speaker, hearer (addressee), both or neither 
are referred to. For convenience I use the terms 'First person' (1), 
'Second person' (2), 'First plus second person' (1/2) and 'Third person' (3) 
to refer to the.various combinations of values of these features as set 
in Table 2.3(b). For example 'Second person' (2) refers to the hearer to 
16 
In the Cardinal Pronoun forms (Table 2.3(d)) the form called 
in traditional terms first person dual inclusive has the same dual suffix 
~ppara? as the first person trial inclusive in that paradigm, thus 
somewhat weakening this argument. On the other hand, in the Pronominal 
Verb Prefix forms (Table 2.5(c)) with (unmarked) third person 'singular' 
X prefix the so-called first person dual inclusive form ya- clearly 
belongs in the 'Singular' column with Qa-, ~. ka- rather than in the 
Tiual' where the suffix -ppara? is used. 
17 
See too the papers by Austerlitz, McKaughan and Thomas referred 
to by Conklin (1967). 
the exclusion of the speaker. 
where the proposed system is 
1 
1/2 
2 
3 
2.3.1 
Compare Table 2.3(a) with Table 2.3(e) 
18 adopted. 
Speaker Hearer 
+ 
-
+ + 
- + 
-
-
Table 2.3(b) Pronominal Person Categories. 
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This feature system for person categories makes an implicit 
claim that the 
than the other 
third person (3) is in some way a less marked category 
19 
persons. There is some evidence from the morphology 
that this is, in fact, the case and thus that the proposed feature 
system is superior for Rembarnga to the three traditional person 
categories (apart from its greater symmetry). 
(i) In the pronominal verb prefixes (Tables 2.5 (c) and 2.5(d)) some 
forms of the third person 'singular' prefixes are unmarked while prefixes 
of all other persons (and of third person 'plural') have overt forms. The 
third person can thus be considered less marked than the other persons by 
18 
This pattern of person categories is a feature (in at least some 
areas of the grammar) of a number of Arnhem Land languages, e.g. Alawa 
(Sharpe 1972:57), Burara (K. Glasgow 1964:109-110), Dangbon (my own field 
notes), Gunwinjgu (Carroll 1969), Nunggubuyu (Hughes and Healey 1971:48) 
and Roper Pidgin (Sharpe 1974:6). The Tiwi language of Bathurst and 
Melville Islands has the same person system (Osborne 1974:37, Osborne's 
Jourth person being the same as my 1/2 person), and the Ba~di language 
of northern Western Australia also appears to have it (Metcalfe 1972:72. 
Metcalfe does not, however, adopt this system in formulating his rules for Bardi). 
19 
Benveniste (1946:228ff~ argues that in language in general the third 
person be considered, not a 'personne' like the first and second persons, 
but rather 'la non-personne' (equivalent to the maximally unmarked person 
category in feature terms), and he cites as evidence; among other things, 
the zero expression of the third person in many languages. 
'qr 
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the criterion referred to by Greenberg (1966:26) as 'zero expression nf 
the unmarked category'. 
(ii) The gender distinction between feminine and non-feminine (see 
below) exists only in the third person 'singular' forms of the 
Cardinal and Dative Pronoun (cf. Tables 2.2(d) and 2.2(e)). This 
formal gender distinction is neutralised in all other persons and 
numbers. Greenberg calls this criterion of unmarkedness 
'syncretisation' (1966:27). 
Number Given the person categories or features presented abov~ approp-
riate features must be found to cover the number system of Rembarnga 
pronouns. The problem of the traditional terminology (that it is based 
on simple numerical reference) has been mentioned. I therefore propose 
to follow Conklin (1967) again and use the term minimal (min.) rather 
than 'singular' since this permits appropriate differences in actual 
numerical reference between 1/2 person, and the other person categories. 
I will use the term augmented (aug.) for the non-minimal numbers. The 
arguments (i) and (ii) presented above for the unmarkedness of the 
third person relative to the other person categories apply equally well 
in showing the unmarkedness of the minimal number relative to the augmented 
number ... at least in the third person. Furthermore, with nouns and 
third person pronominal verb prefixes, the minimal form is often used with 
augmented reference, showing itself to be the unmarked term. Greenberg 
calls this criterion of unmarkedness 'facultative expression' (1966:28). 
In view of these points it is appropriate to use a feature AUGMENTED 
as the basis of the description of the Rembarnga pronominal number 
20 
system. 
The so-called 'dual' (with -ppara? suffix) can simply be 
termed unit augmented (uaug.) with the meaning 'minimal plus one' in 
numerical terms. That this category is relatively more marked than the 
20 
Benveniste (1946:233-236) makes some very useful con®ents on the 
nature of plural number in relation to various person categories, especially 
to the inclusive/exclusive distinction within the first person plural. 
He maintains in particular that "Dans le verbe comme dans le pronom 
personnel le pluriel est facteur d'illimitation, non de multiplication." 
(1946:235). He relates this notion to such features as the 'royal plural' 
and the polite' second person forms of some European languages. 
The defined augmented number refers to a group exhaustively 
defined or definable in cent ext, numeric:J,ly of a:ny size above unit augmented 
number. Groups such as 1empa.I'!}a.- kappul 'all the Rembarnga people' 
(defined qy tribal affiliation) or yanta - kappul •we' (defined qy context) 
vary in size from three persons to some hundreds. 
T 
I 
-:, 
I 
e 
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augmented category is shown (again using the criterion of 'zero expression 
of the unmarked category') by the derivation of unit augmented forms from 
simple augmented forms by the use of the suffix -ppara?. The appropriate 
feature, then, would be UNIT AUGMENTED. 
Finally a further number category must be mentioned. This 
is what one might call defined augmented (def. aug.). It is marked by the 
suffix -kappul, in conjunction with the augmented pronominal forms. As 
far as our example paradigm is concerned (Dative Pronouns Tables 2.3(a) 
and 2.3(e)) -kappul is suffixed to the full augmented form rather than 
occasioning deletion of the stem final a as with -ppara?. The defined 
augmented category, like the unit augmented, is more marked than the 
simple augmented, but there is no apparent reason for considering either 
21 
unit augmented or defined augmented more marked than the other. An 
appropriate feature would be DEFINED AUGMENTED.~ 
The various number categories as defined by the three number 
features are set out in Table 2.3(c). For the application of the system 
see Table 2.3(e) and compare with Table 2.3(a). Note that neither of the 
derived augmented categories is more marked than (or dependent on) the 
other. 
Minimal 
Augmented 
Unit Augmented 
Defined Augmented 
AUGMENTED 
+ 
+ 
+ 
UNIT 
AUGMMED 
+ 
Table 2.3(c) Pronominal Number Categories 
DEFINED 
AUGMENTED 
+ 
21 
Rembarnga comforms very closely with the universal aspects of 
markedness in number categories discussed by Greenberg (1966:31-37) · 
2.3.1 
Gender Rembarnga has two pronominal genders which can be described 
using a single binary feature FEMININE. The feminine (f.) forms 
refer only to female animate (human(?)) beings, while the non-feminine 
(m.) forms refer to everything else. The gender distinction occurs 
only with third person singular pronouns, and then not with pronominal 
verb prefixes (Tables 2.5(c) and 2.5(d)) but only in the Cardinal and 
Dative Pronoun paradigms (Tables 2.3(d) and 2.3(e)). 
2.3.2 Cardinal Pronouns (PRON) 
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Table 2.3(d) sets out the Rembarnga cardinal pronoun (PRON) 
forms. 
1 
1/2 
2 
3m. 
3f. 
Minimal 
l)inta 
{ 
yirappara 1 
yintappara?a 
tanta 
• 
ni ?tanta 
~ Oa\i?tant.' 
l)ayi ?tanta 
-' 
Notes to Table 2.3(d) 
Augmented Unit Augrnentedc Defined Augmentedc 
yanta yantappara? yantakappul 
l)akunta l)akuntappara? l)akuntakappul 
nakunta nakuntappara? nakuntakappul 
punta puntappara? puntakappul 
Table 2.3(d) Cardinal Pronoun Forms 
a 1intappara? is the form used in the kaltuy? (south-western) dialect. 
h l)a~i?tanta is the most common of these two 3min. f. forms for 
all speakers. Both feminine forms are rare. 
c Unit augmented and defined augmented forms are clearly derived 
by means of number suffixes (2.2.4.1) from the augmented forms. 
2.3.2 
There is considerable similarity between the cardinal 
pronoun forms and the pronominal verb prefix forms (Tables 2,5(c), 
z.S(d)). The suffix -(n)ta which appears in these PRON forms is of 
unknmro significance but is very widespread in the language on a 
variety of words ( cf. 1. 5. 2.:0. Occasionally the 3 min. m. form is 
found without the -nta suffix, especially when inflected (e.g, 
ni?ta- kan = 3 min, m. PRON- DAT). It is likely that the third 
person minimal forms are related to the gender prefixes na(yik)-
'masculine 1 and l)al (ik)- 'feminine 1 (2. 2. 3). 
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The cardinal pronouns are inflected as ordinary NPs (2.2). 
Since the principal syntactic functions are regularly 
marked by pronominal prefixes to the verb the PRON forms are not necessary 
in most sentences, They are used normally for emphasis or clarity, 
like the emphatic pronouns. The PRON forms are more common than the EMPH 
forms and may be inflected, unlike the EMPH forms. A few examples 
will suffice, 
(2.3-1) l)ara - rum? - mi0 . nakunta - ~ 
1/2 aug. S - sleep - PAST PUNCT 2 aug, PRON - NOM 
nara - yi - rum? - mip ' l)inta - ~ - rna 
2 aug, S - yi - sleep - PAST PUNCT 1 min. PRON - NOM - rna 
l)a - yi - rum? - mip 
. ' 
ni7kaiJ.e7 l)anapparu 
1 min. S - yi - sleep - PAST PUNCT 3 min. EMPH buffalo 
l)an - ku?pi -
1 min. IMPL + 
- lve slept, 
mi - ya [29/46-48] 
3 min, A - sweat - get - PAST PUNCT 
You all slept, and I slept, but the buffalo, he 
caught my scent, 
(2.3-2) 
(2.3-3) 
(2.3-4) 
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2.3.2 
yanta - ppara? - rna ke - kkuwa? - ¢ 
1 aug. PRON- UAUGM- rna nephew- [reciprocal relationship] 
yaranpa - yappa? - yaw - mip [37 /135-136 J 
- NOM 1 aug. 0 + 3 aug. A - UAUGH - spear - PAST PUNCT 
They threw spears at us two, uncle and nephew (to each 
other). 
yanta - yi? nanta - ¢ - rna yar - na - ¢ [33/57] 
1 aug. PRON - ERG that - NOM - rna 3 min. 0 + 1 aug. A - see 
- PAST PUNCT 
- We saw that [place]. 
malak ye - ~inta - kan - ¢ 
NEG 3 min. S + REL - 1 min. PRON - DAT - STAT PRES 
kori? - ~ana [42/24 J 
self/alone - 1 min, DAT PRON 
It's not mine on my own. 
2.3.3 Dative Pronoun (DAT PRON) 
Table 2.3(e) sets out the Rembarnga dative pronoun (DAT PRON) 
forms. 
-
Minimal Augmented a Unit Augmented 
1 ~ana yare yarppara7 
1/2 yakka ~akora ~akorppara? 
2 kab nakora nakorppara? 
-3m. c nawa 
pare parppara? 
3f. c I ~ate • 
Table 2.3(e) Dative Pronoun Forms 
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2.3.3 
Notes to Table 2.3(e) 
a Defined augmented forms are produced by suffixing -kappul to the 
augmented forms (e.g. ~akora- kappul). 
b Under certain conditions dealt with below in discussing the status 
of DAT PRON forms an epenthetic nasal precedes ka. 
c It is at present completely unclear under what conditions the 
feminine form of the DAT PRON is used. In fact it appears that 
it may be the gender of the possessed object, not of the possessor 
which is decisive. For instance,on one occasion in the course 
of conversation an informant used the phrase tayappa? - ~ate 
(sister - 3 min. f. DAT PRON) in the sense 'his sister'. In 
the kaltuy7 dialect, on the other hand, the non-feminine form 
appears to be at least optionally appropriate in all situations. 
A certain amount of similarity of these forms with the 
pronominal verb prefixes (Tables 2.5(c), 2.S(d)) is apparent. The 
3 min. forms, like their cardinal pronoun counterparts, resemble the 
masculine and feminine gender prefixes (2.2.3). 
phrases. 
The DAT PRON may be suffixed to verb complexesor noun 
22 It serves to mark an implicated NP (see 3.2) . DAT PRON 
may bear case and other suffixes when suffixed to NPs. For relative 
ordering of different NP suffixes see 2.2.4.7. 
The status of the DAT PRON as a surface morpheme is some-
what ambiguous in that it appears to be treated as a suffix in some 
situations and as a free form in others. Two facts suggest that it 
be interpreted as a suffix. 
(i) In combination with a nominal and the UAUGM suffix -ppara? 
the -ppara? suffix must follow the DAT PRON which must follow 
the nominal. Thus 
22 
Compare the forms and syntax of the 'oblique' pronoun in Dalabon 
(Capell 1962:103-104). 
2.3.3 
pofo? - Qana - ppara? 
stick - 1 min. DAT PRON - UAUGM 
- my two sticks 
* poio? - para? Qana 
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On the other hand with two nominals the -ppara7 suffix may be attached 
to either. Thus, both with the same meaning, 
po~o? ralk - para? 
stick big - UAUGM 
- Big stick 
poio? - para? ralk 
This suggests that the DAT PRON is not a free possessive adjective 
(nominal), but a bound suffix. 
(ii) The second person minimal form ka has a variant Qka which is 
suffixed to a stem whose final phonological segment is [-consonantal]-
that is liquid, semivowel or vowel. The velar nasal -Q- introduced 
epenthetically in these cases becomes the final segment of the stem final 
syllable, as is shown by the realisation following -Q- of any stem 
final glottalisation (see 1.5.2.1 (vi)). After a stem final 
[+consonantal] segment the ka form is used. Compare 
kutiSin + ka 
elbow 
mal).ak + ka 
forearm 
laQa + ka 
hand/finger 
kuruppif + ka 
short-necked turtle 
-+ 
-+ manakka 
+ laQaQka 
-+ kuruppiiQka 
)in?kal? + ka 
stone for spear 
2.3.3 
llO 
~in?kalf)?ka 
This morpho-phonemic variation suggests that the second person minimal 
DAT PRON is a suffix rather than a free form. 
On the other hand the DAT PRON can be used predicatively 
when appropriately inflected. 
(2.3-5) pot:i ·· ~ mit~inta? ~ - ka - ni 
spear - NOM long ago 3 min. S - 2 min. DAT PRON - STAT PAST 
The spear was yours before. 
Furthermore the third person minimal non-feminine DAT PRON has been 
encountered used as a free form with the -(n)ta suffix. 
(2.3-6) ~ - karul - to?wa - ¢ 
3 0 + 3 min. A - group - mix together - PAST PUNCT 
tif)? - ¢ , ni?tanta - kan nawa - nta [ 43/68-69] 
woman - NOM 3 min. PRON - DAT 3 min. DAT PRON - nta 
- He put all the women/wives together in one group -
both his [brother's]wives and his own. 
These facts militateagainst a suffix interpretation of the DAT PRON, 
leaving the interpretation ambiguous. A similar ambiguity exists in 
the status of the adjective rna? 'good' (2.2.4.6(vi)). 
The following examples give some idea of the variety 
of uses of the DAT PRON. Fuller treatment of the implicative relation, 
which may be marked by the DAT PRON, will be found in 3.2.1. 
(2.3-7) takku- oana -. ppara7 [33/8] 
nephew - 1 min. DAT PRON - UAUGM 
- my two nephews 
··. ' ;· ~~· ::·~~-· y~:: 1 ~:;~:~~/~: ::fr.·:( :~::~: ,~:~<~~/:~-~~"-,:·: 7,~ ,_:. :.~:~:·.-~ ... ;·:~?~': .: ,;:' :~.~\_;~ ~-i~···~J~':':~~<~~,·~~~ '--~· . .':""• ~·>_-: .. : ,--.~--~·:.:·:~·. < ': ~ ~'/f't~~~~~:j::'~'".~~ 't:·~~·~·:~;·~~;~, .. ~:~-;: .. ::_:1~~~:~ ;"i-. ~:~:,.~:'·· 
--., ' ~, .. 
• 
-
i 
I 
• 
(2.3-8) 
(2.3-9) 
(2.3-10) 
(2.3-11) 
(2.3-12) 
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2.3.3 
me:ren7- ~ ~ - pu - wa - yarppara? (32/17] 
sand goanna - NOM 3 min. 0 + 3 min. A - kill - PAST PUNCT -
1 uaug. DAT PRON 
- He killed a sand goanna for us (to eat). 
rJa - tu:J.a - rar? - mip - nawa [ 32/3 7] 
1 min. S - water - die - PAST PUNCT - 3 min. DAT PRON 
I got thirsty on him. (i.e. I got thirsty, he did not, 
but we both had to detour to water so that I could drink.) 
par - tit - titmi - ya 
3 0 + 3 aug. A - REDUPL - steal - PAST PUNCT 
puliki - rJ akora 
cattle - 1/2 aug. 
yurppunti - kappul - 7ka7 
DAT PRON (name] - DEF AUGM - ALL 
[9 I 58-59 J 
- They were stealing our cattle, from yurppunti's men. 
mappun - ~ 
[grub type] 
f)a - f)eta - f)eta - oara - nako.rppara? 
- NOM 3 min. 0 + 1 min. A - REDUPL - tell 
ke - kkuwa? [42/4] 
story of - FUT - 2 uaug. DAT PRON nephew - ~eciprocal 
relationship]. 
I'm going to tell you, uncle and nephew to each other, 
the story of mappun. 
ma1ak yiri - wa~? - rna -. nawa 
NEG 1 aug. S + REL - look/wait - PAST CF - 3 min. DAT PRON 
- We didn't wait for him . 
2.3.4 Emphatic Pronoun (EMPH) 
The forms of the emphatic pronoun are set out in Table 
2.3(f) . 
.,.=:~~ ... !~ ... ~ ' •.-
:::\~ '-~~f·: ,::--r \?~': :_;_~;.:!Fl_:,:?:: .. .- :~--:: r-':·:; ~.!:~~~l ~rr ~:.~ (~- :\5i~~-2 ,~· :)(:~,:~~·-_:.:~;~(.:!?;:.::··:~-: :.~~,:_:''~ -~:~. 07~;~~->~·:-,:~ ~:~.;)::'~:.::,,~·-:,:I>.., ·i··~;~.~ .-:~:~:~: .::: :~~~~:-::c::~--:~ ::~~ :·0:_;~.:.<_, .-;~-~~-~--;: -~ ~: 
2.3.4 
Minimal Augmented a 
1 l)i7kar,te7 yarkar,te7 
1/2 yi7kal)e7 l)akurkal)e? 
2 IJ i rkar,te 1 nakurkar,te? 
3 ni7kane1b purkar,ta7 
Table 2.3(f) Emphatic Pronoun Forms 
Notes to Table 2.3(f) 
a Unit augmented and defined augmented forms are derived by 
suffixing -ppara? and -kappul respectively to the augmented 
forms. 
b I omitted to check whether a third person minimal feminine 
form of this pronoun exists. One would predict something 
like l)ati7kar,te7 if it does. 
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The distinguishing mark of the emphatic pronouns is clearly 
23 
the suffix -kane?, the exact significance of which is unknown to me. 
The minimal forms are clearly related to the relative pronominal prefix 
forms (2.5.5) while the augmented forms are just as clearly related 
to their corresponding DAT PRON forms (Table 2. 3 (e)) with some 
unexplained vowel changes. 
Attempts to elicit the EMPH with the -yi7 ERG suffix met 
Wl'th . 1 24 reJection and generally these pronoun forms are uninf ected. 
23 Besides itsoccurrence in pronoun forms -kane? has been found on 
an adverbial form tapararJ ?kane? 'again and again i, 'frequently' (with 
past reference). This is apparently derived from taparal) 7 'yesterday I 
recent past'. Compare the use of -gan with personal pronouns for 
emphasis in Dalabon (Capell 1962 :102). 
24 In one text example [37 I 15 7] ni 7kar,te'/ occurs with the LOG 
inflection -tta. 
I 
I 
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EMPH is used for. emphasis or clarity, especially in 
contrastive situations such as those in the examples (2.3-1~ to 
(2.3-15). 
(2. 3-13) 
(2.3-14) 
(2.3-15) 
~ipka~a? nan? - we ~ip - ta~ - yo~ara 
2 min. EMPH here - PERL 2 min. S - hunt - PROGR + FUT 
kura? r)a - ta~ - yo~ara [43/9-10] 
and 1 min. EMPH that way lmin.S - hunt - PROGR + FUT 
- You go hunting this way and I'll go that way. 
ni?ka~a? ~ - mot - mip 
3 min. EMPH 3 min. 0 + 3 min. A - hold - PAST PUNCT 
watawata - ~ , ~i?kana? watawata - ~ 
spear - NOM 1 min. EMPH spear - NOM 
~a - mot - mi11 [37 /98-99] 
3 min. 0 + 1 min. A - hold - PAST PUNCT 
- He had a spear and I had a spear. 
purka~e7 kura? 
3 aug. EMPH that way 
!jampal - ?ka? 
[place] - ALL 
para - yi - ~iS - mip , yarka~a? ma~Si7 
3 aug. S - yi - return - PAST PUNCT 1 aug. EMPH and 
yara - tit - mip panta - ?ka? 
1 aug. S - return - PAST PUNCT here - ALL 
pumunu1 - ka? bS/154-156 J 
[place] - ALL 
- They went back that way to tampal and we came back here 
to pumunu?. 
'I • -' '_,....!._ .-
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2.3.5 Indefinite Pronouns (INDEF) 
' pronouns 
'what?~. 
Rembarnga has a set of forms which might be termed 'indefinite 
(INDEF). They are used as interrogative pronouns ('who?',' which?', 
as indefinite pronouns 
and, in conjunct ion with 
' ' h. ') 25 
the NEG 
('someone', 'something', 'anyone', 'anything') 
particle malak, as negative pronouns 
(' no-one not ~ng . 
(i) There are two basic INDEF forms, yana? and yene?, distinguished by 
their respective reference to specific objects on the one hand and space, 
time or activity on the other. Used as an NP, yana? (which may not refer 
to humans) may only be inflected for syntactic cases (2.2.4.2) while 
yene? may only be inflected for local cases (2.2.4.3). In addition 
yana? may stand with a nominal in an NP with the sense 'which X?'. Example 
(2.3-16) shows the contrast in reference between yene? and yana? (activity 
versus objects). 
(2.3-16) nan? - rna yene? tan - pak - yinir 
this- rna INDEF 1 min. IMPL + 2 min. S- IMPLIC- do+ PASTPUNCT 
... nanta - rna ~ir - pak - po!o? - warpu - wa 
this - rna 2 min. IMPL + 1 min. A - IMPLIC - tree - sing -
yana? - kan. ti~? - kan, ~inta - yi? 
PAST PUNCT INDEF - DAT wife - DAT 1 min. PRON - ERG 
pa~a - ka - na [43/61-63] 
3 aug. 0 + 1 min. A - take - FUT 
-"What's this you've done to me?" ... "I've sung this tree 
on you (to prevent you climbing down)." "What for?" 
"For [your] wives. I'm going to take them." 
Compare the use of yana? in (2.3-17) and (2.3-18). 
25 
A large number of Australian languages have a single form or a 
series of closely related forms for this range of functions. See, for 
example, the Tiwi (N.T,) Interrogative, Negative and Impersonal Pronouns 
(Osborne 197 4: 56-57), the Thargari (W .A.) Indefinites 
(Klokeid 1969:17)' the Dalabon (Arnhem Land) Interrogative Pronoun (Capell 
1962:106) and the Djirbal (N. Qld.) Interrogatives (Dixon 1972:265). The 
same occurs in Bandj a lang (N, s. w,) (T. Crowley personal communication)· 
<r~<:·:: ~~~~~;: .. · :; L. -~-~_:_,_ ... · . .;;-:-·~-·L. __ ..- ~.:._., _.;,_ lt.__ !._·._____!_~ • •• :~ 1:. ·~: -··· ·. ~··,! . . •. ·I- ... -. ••• •• :" •. • ~·I II • : • ·., • -·- , •••• ' , -·. 
• • • 7 •• • •. , ... ::·,·-·- :;:~.~J '·,~-~~.~~~i- .=":...~.'~ .~ ....... l:-: .. ~-:·.·:~~.c. ~·.:~:;:::\~:~~ -::~-. -~~:\~::~~:~-,~;.~~:·.::~~{~ .. ::::~~~~;:~ .i!~~ ~~.,-.·7~;~\··-.!~;vt~·::~~:::~-,<:%~:,<~.-,~~~,~,1?~::<:::~---~~:·~:.~;·· 
(2. 3-17) 
(2. 3-18) 
ll5 
2.3.5 
nanta- rna yana7. yana7 ka- ~uru- pop-¢ [43/27] 
that - rna INDEF INDEF 3 min. IMPL + 3 min. S - stink -
waft around - PRES 
- What's that? What does that stink come from? 
yana? po:).o? ma"9-~uru - ¢ ni - rna\)ip? - ¢ 
INDEF tree wornrnera - NOM 3 0 + 2 aug. A + REL - make - PRES 
- Which wood do you use to make wornrneras? 
There is somewhat idiomatic adverbial expression mara-yana7 ('like anything') 
with intensive meaning. Thus 
(2.3-19) kok - ¢ - rna ka - ~u~ - ¢ 
bark hut - NOM - rna 3 S - stand in a big group - PRES 
mara - yana7 
like - INDEF 
[38/98-99] 
- Bark houseswere standing all over the place. 
yene? can be used with local or temporal suffixes as in (2.3-20) and (2.3-21). 
(2. 3-20) 
(2.3-21) 
ta - yaw - rnip [27/50-51] ~anapparu - ¢ yene? - ta 
buffalo - NOM INDEF - LOG 3 min. 0 + 2 min. A - spear -
PAST PUNCT 
- Where did you spear the buffalo? 
yene? - ti rnutika - ¢ ka - pol? - ¢ 
INDEF - TEMP LOC truck - NOM 3 min. S - arrive - PRES 
- When will the truck arrive? 
}'_ene? also refers to activities as in (2. 3-22) 
(2. 3-22) yene? ~iJl - yina? I)Ura7 - ¢ ti - ler? - ¢ 
INDEF 2 min. S - do + PRES fire - NOM 3 0 + 2 min. A+ REL -
light - PRES 
- How do you light a fire? (lit. 'Hhat do you do to · · · ') 
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2.3.5 
(2, 3-23) and (2. 3-24) exemplify the negative use of yene?, 
(2.3-23) 
(2.3-24) 
melak yene? - wala yi - ro - Qe [35/3] 
NEG INDEF - ABL 3 min. S + REL - go - PAST CF 
- He didn't come from anywhere. (i.e. He was there all the 
time.) 
melak yene? pere - yine? - me , 
NEG INDEF 3 aug. S + REL - do - PAST CF 
pere - rna - rJe [38/141-142] 
3 min. 0 + 3 aug. A + REL - pick up - PAST CF 
- They couldn't do anything. They couldn't pick him up. 
(ii) A human form of yana7 (i.e. 'who?', 'someone') is derived by means 
of the suffix -kun, 26 giving yana?kun. (2. 3-25) to (2. 3-27) exemplify 
the positive uses of this form. 
(2.3-25) 
(2.3-26) 
(2.3-2'7) 
26 
yana?kun - ~ ka - kun~i - ro - Qa~a [3/ 30] 
INDEF - NOM 3 min. S - stalking - go - FUT 
- Who's going to sneak up [on him]? 
munku yana?kun - yi? ¢ - "9-e - fl 
maybe/don't know INDEF - ERG 3 min. 0 + 3 min. A - cook -
kalaQna - ¢ [10/14-15] 
PAST PUNCT egg - NOM 
- I don't know who cooked the egg./I wonder who cooked the egg. 
yana?kun - ¢ piri - pak - Qe7 - ra ' 
INDEF- NOM 3 min. IMPL + 3 min. S + REL- IMPLIC- get up -FUT 
kuwa ~ - war? - me 
PURP 3 min. 0 + 3 min. A - throw - PAST CF 
- If anyone gets up (and goes) with him, he would like to/ 
have liked to go fishing. 
This -kun suffix bears slight resemblance to the Dalabon interrogative 
suffix- genii)?,"" sometimes -gen (Capell 1962:106) · 
2.3.5 
~na?kun too may be used with the NEG particle. 
(2.3-28) malak ta8U~- ~ yana?kun yi- pak- 8e~a- 88 (12/24] 
NEG story - NOM INDEF 3 min. IMPL + 3 min. A + 
REL - IMPLIC - tell - PAST CF 
- No-one told him the story. 
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(iii) Two forms are available for use when an appropriate word does not 
come to mind. We would translate these forms as 'what's- its- name', 
or something similar. yene?kura has strictly local reference ((2. 3-29) 
(2. 3-30)) while yana ?pukara refers to people or objects ( ( 2. 3-31)). 
(2.3-29) 
(2.3-30) 
(2. 3-31) 
ya - pol? - mip yene?kura ... 
1/2 min. S - arrive - PAST PUNCT INDEF 
kaS~ankari 
(place] 
(29 I 7 J 
- We came to what's-the-place? ... to kattankari. 
puwa - ?ka? yarakku? para - toto? - mip 
river - ALL down 
yene?kura - ?ka? 
INDEF - ALL 
... 
3 aug. S - descend - PAST PUNCT 
tukulere- ?ka? [37/59-60] 
[place] ALL 
- They went down to the river, to what's-the-place? .•. 
to tukulere. 
ni?ka~a7 kunpala~a - rna ~ - niyi 
3 min. EMPH and (Oenpelli ]- rna 3 min. S - sit + PAST PUNCT 
yana?pukara- ~ .•• mi?teya (38/203-204 J 
INDEF - NOM Mr. Dyer 
and what's-his-name was at Oenpelli ... Mr. Dyer. 
~na?pukara is also used as a verb substitute, conjugated as a member of 
the first conjugation class (Table 2. 5 (a))· 
(2.3-32) 
2.3.5 ll8 
para - pak - yana?pukara - ya, 
3 aug. IMPL + 2 min. A - IMPLIC - INDEF - FUT 
para - pak - kappa - ~ara [9/27-28] 
3 aug. IMPL + 2 min. A - IMPLIC - frighten - FUT 
- You go and what-do-you-call-it [the cattle] on them. Go 
and frighten [the cattle] for them. 
As a verb substitute yana?pukara has a variant yana?kara with the same 
meaning. 
(2. 3-33) pan? - ~a takku ki - yana?kara - 0 
here - LOC baby 3 min. S + REL - INDEF - PRES 
[32/72-73] 
3 min. IMPL - dreaming place - lie + PRES 
- Here's where the baby what-do-you-call-its, where the 
baby dreaming is. 
2.4 DEMONSTRATIVES 
An important group of deictic words in Rembarnga is the 
demonstratives. Several attempts to clarify the significance and 
function of these words have proved rather unsuccessful. As a result 
a number of forms is known but nothing specific can be confidently 
stated about most of them. 
It appears that the demonstratives can be roughly divided into 
two groups depending on whether their initial consonant is n- or p-. The 
forms with initial .E.:. are exclusively adverbial in function, modifying whole 
clauses. They may be inflected for local cases. The forms with initial n-, 
on the other hand, are predominantly nominal in function. That is they may 
stand as NPs or may combine with other nominals to form NPs. They may take 
nominal suffixes of all types. There are, however, some exceptions to the 
above generalisations characterising n- and .E.:. demonstratives. An attempt 
is made in 2. 4.1 and 2. 4. 2 to outline and exemplify the role of these 
demonstratives. 
An unsucessful attempt was made to determine exactly what 
Parameters 1~ere marked by different demonstratives, whether it was distance, 
I 
-' 
2. 4 .. 
visibility, or something else. For a small group of demonstratives 
there seems to be some justification for setting up the following 
ordering from most distant (1) to least distant (3). 
1. 
2. 
patte?} 'there' 
pent a 
pakan7 'here' 
natte7} 
nenta 
nakan? 
'that' 
'this' 
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3. panta \ 
pan? J 'right here' 
nanta} 
nan7 
'this (ve;.y close)' 
This must be interpreted as a rough guide only. The examples in 
2.4.1 and 2.4.2 will help to show the difficulties of interpretation. 
The parellelism in form between nominal and adverbial 
demonstratives should be noted. This is evident right through the 
lists given in 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. This formal similarity is the main 
reason for defining a separate class of demonstratives. 
2.4.1 Nominal Demonstratives 
nan? 
na7ma 
na7ma 
nanta 
nanta 
The nominal demonstrative forms encountered so far are: 
natte7 
nattenta 
natten7 
nakan7 
nakkun7 
nakkunta 
.nerkkunta 
As noted earlier insufficient is known about most of 
these to say. anything very definite about their use. Only the main 
forms are touched upon here. 
(i) ~is used normally as a nominal. See (2.4-1) and (2.3-16). 
(2.4-1) nan7 po~o7 mayppip7 [37/91] 
this tree ironwood 
This tree (i.e. the one which we cut) was an ironwood. 
T 
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(ii) nanta is used nominally too. 
(2.4-2) nanta - rna masti? pi [33/ 55] 
this - rna also aborigine 
- This [man] is an aborigine too. 
(iii) nakan? is exclusively nominal. 
(2.4-3) nakan7 kantana - ¢ Qa - yolyol - la [30/1] 
this story - NOM 3 min. 0 + 1 min. A - tell - FUT 
I'll tell this story. 
(iv) nanta is principally a nominal. Its reference is normally to 
something more remote than that to which the forms (i) to (iii) refer, 
but this is by no means clear. 
(2.4-4) 
(2.4-5) 
(2.4-6) 
27 
nanta - rna yana? ... ka - ~uru - pop - ¢ [cf.43/27] 
that - rna INDEF 3 min. IMPL + 3 min. S - stink - waft 
around - PRES 
- What is that, which is giving off a stink? 
mawura - ssam yarappa? - ku7 - po~o7 - mir 
in the open - LOG 3 min. 0 + 1 uaug. A - body - put - PAST 
nanta- rna [37/177] 
PUNCT that - rna 
- We (two) killed that [woman] quite openly. 
walaQ nanta - kan Qa - pa - wa [28/27] 
then that - DAT 3 0 + 1 min. A - leave - PAST PUNCT 
So (then) because of that27 I left [(shooting) the 
buffalo]. 
that refers to the 
the buffalo he might have 
confusion. 
speaker's fear that if he had tried to shoot 
accidentally hit a person in the prevailing 
. ., ' ·. . ' . ·. ' . .. ". ~ . ··,. \ 
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nenta frequently occurs with the TEMP LOC suffix -1;t;i with reference 
to a point in time just referred to in the text. 
(2.4-7) nanta- Sti yara- pol? ~min [38/96] 
that - TEMP LOC 1 aug. S - arrive - PAST PUNCT 
That 28 was the time when we arrived. 
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nenta occasionally appears in adverbial function, giving locational 
modification of a clause. 
(2.4-8) nanta - rna Qa - tit; - min pattanta - t;Sa 
there - rna 1 min. S - return - PAST PUNCT there - LOC 
[37 /172] 
I went back there. 
(v) natta? appears to mean the same as nanta but is used as an 
adverb. It is included here with nominal demonstratives in view of 
its initial n-. 
(2.4-9) yene? - t;a na - na - 6 
INDEF - LOC 3 min. 0 + 2 aug. A - see - PAST PUNCT 
natta? - ka? [3/65] 
there - ALL 
"Where did you see it?" "There." 
(vi) nattanta has much the same meaning as natta?,being most commonly 
an adverb but sometimes a nominal. 
pawura?, mara - panta- wala nattanta, rutna- 6 
distant like - here - ABL there road - NOM 
ke - yut - yut - 6 [37 I 54 J 
3 min. S + REL - REDUPL - run - PRES 
... a long way 
to there where 
off, like from here (where I am sitting) 
the road runs (about 200 yards away). 
28 The informant has just described the characteristics of the small 
hours of the morning _ deep sleep, cold, very dark etc. This is the time 
chosen for his party's arrival (attack)· 
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(2.4-11) nattanta wurppag, ~ - tiQ7 - ni 
that emu 3 min. S - woman - STAT PAST 
nanta - rna [3/91] 
that - rna 
That emu, she used to be a woman. 
(vii) nakkunta appears to have augmented reference. It is freely translated 
"that mob". 
(2.4-12) ... piri - karul - tiyana nakkunta, 
3 aug. S + REL - group - stand + PAST CF those 
re pu7 re pu? 
animal different animal different 
kikkik - QOQ nanta [3/144-145] 
small bird - COMPL AUGM this 
... (she couldn't see) where they all were, all the animals 
and birds. 
2.4.2 Adverbial Demonstratives 
Forms encountered so far are: 
pan? patta7 pakan? 
pant a pattanta pakku? (~am) 
pant a pattakunta pakkun7 
pakkunta 
parkkunta 
Once more the state of my knowledge of these forms does not 
allow much to be said with any certainty. All these forms are used almost 
exclusively as adverbs. 
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'. ' (i) pan? means nere 
(2.4-13) kat a pan? - wala tawa? para - Qe7 - mir [43/95-96] 
Oh here - ABL today 3 aug. s - leave - PAST PUNCT 
- Oh. They left this place today (judging by the fires 
still smoking here). 
pan? may be opposed to patta? as 'here' versus 'there'. 
(2.4-14) (ya - pol? - mip) f) i rkal)a 7 patta? - Hala 
1/2 min. S - arrive - PAST PUNCT 2 min. EMPH there - ABL 
f) i ?kana? pan? - wala [29/17] 
1 min. EMPH here - ABL 
(We came,) you from that side, me from this side. 
(ii) panta is very much the same as pan? in significance. (See also 
example (2.4-10).) 
(2.4-15) panta - tta para - niyana , yirappara? - p 
here - LOC 3 aug. S - sit + FUT 1/2 min. PRON - NOM 
ya - ;a~ - ~a [43/7] 
1/2 min. S - hunt - FUT 
- They can stay here and we'll go hunting. 
(iii) pakan? also means 'here' and is very similar in use to pan? and 
panta. 
(2.4-16) kata pakan? wurppal) ka - tom - ¢ [32/27-28] 
Oh here emu 3 0 + 3 min. A - drink - PRES 
- Ah. This is the emu's [regular] drinking place. 
(iv) pant~ is an adverbial demonstrative meaning 'there', referring to 
something more remote than pan 7, pant a or pakan? · 
• • l....,._.,.L 
(2. 4-17) 
2.4.2 
panta ka - nura manawukan [36 I 6 J 
there 3 min. S - sit+ PRES ~lace - Maningrida] 
[The white man] is there at manawukan (i.e. some 
50(?) or more miles away). 
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The distinction between the demonstratives mentioned is sometimes rather 
hard to draw. Thus pan? and panta each appear to have roughly the same 
meaning in (2. 4-18) . 
(2. 4-18) karakku7 ... pan? 
here on high ground 
yara - yuwa 
pa~akanan, panta 
[place ] there 
[38/16-17 J 
laug.S - lie+ PAST PUNCT 
Up there at pa+akanan, it was there we camped. 
panta with ABL inflection may have time reference (i.e.= 'then' ,'after 
that') or may even mean 'as a result', rather than having purely local 
reference ('from there'). 
(2.4-19) ~al - ku~umpiS - yi? ka - yi - wala~ - ~u r ' 
FEM - taworo name - ERG 3 min.O + 3min.A - yi - then - eat -
panta - wala - rna ~inta 
PAST PUNCT there - ABL - rna lmin.PRON 
~an - ~i - wala~ - te?wa - 0 [37/22-23 J 
lmin.IMPL + 3 min.A- yi- then- give -PAST PUNCT 
The ku~umpit woman ate [the ceremonial honey], then 
[the man responsible for the ceremony] gave me [the 
wa~pol, or instruction to execute her]. 
In example (2.4-20) panta is apparently combined with a nominal in a NP, 
in a manner characteristic of nominals. Compare (2 • 2-17) · 
.. 
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(2. 4-20) ~ - pet - mif1 ni?ka~e? te~e pent a [35 I 2 J 
3min.S - grow up - PAST PUNCT 3min.EMPH place there 
-
He grew up at that place. 
(v) patte7 is very similar in meaning to penta, apparently. It contrasts 
with pan? - see (2.4-14). As an adverb patte7 indicates either motion 
(2.4-21) or position (2.4-22) 
(2.4-21) 
(2. 4-22) 
~ - kuwan - tit - mif1 patte7 
3min.S - afraid - return - PAST PUNCT there 
- Frightened, he went back there. 
patte7 mar yanta - ¢ put - t;a 
there still laug.PRON - NOM bush* - LOC 
yara - niyi [36/2] 
laug.S - sit +PAST PUNCT 
- We were still living there in the bush. 
[3/ 59] 
(vi) pattenta means much the same as patte?. 
(2.4-23) pattenta mor?katarQ yara - yuwa - rna [37/61] 
there place laug.S - lie + PAST PUNCT - rna 
- We camped there at mo~?katarQ. 
2 · 5 VERBAL MORPHOLOGY 
Verbs in Rembarnga form morphologically the most complex 
word class and occupy the central position in sentences of the language. 
Verb complexes frequently form whole sentences since they are usually 
marked with affixes for subject, object, implicated NP, tense and aspect, 
among other possibilities. Furthermore nominals and adverbs may be 
incorporated into the verb complex also. In the light of !:his complexity 
(cf. Table 2.5(f)) it may be seen that the morphology of the verb complex 
represents the core of the syntax of the sentence. Sentence syntax is 
dealt with in detail in Chapter 3, while the discussion in the present 
section is mainly concerned with morphological detail . 
. : . -~1 '•' 
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z. 5.1 Verb Classification 
There are three intersecting methods of classifying 
Rembarnga verbs. I will first outline each classification separately 
and briefly show their relationships to one another. In the subsequent 
sections I will outline features of relevance to these types of 
classification. 
2.5.1.1 According to Tense/Aspect Suffixes Verbs may be classified on 
purely morphological grounds according to the form of suffixing for 
tense and aspect. The verb classes defined by differences in tense/ 
aspect suffixes I will call 'conjugations'. Membership of these 
conjugations and their tense/aspect suffixes are set out in detail in 
2.5.3. This classification is of no more than morphological significance. 
2.5.1.2 According to Pronominal Prefixing Rembarnga verbs can be divided 
without remainder into two classes according to whether there are one or 
two pronominal elements prefixed to the verb. 29 Following Margaret 
Sharpe's terminology for Alawa (Sharpe 1972:79) I will call these two classes 
'Mono-referential' (MR) and 'Di-referential' (DR) respectively. 30 These 
two classes are defined solely on morphological, not syntactic, grounds. 
Thus the decisive criterion is the number of pronominal elements 
actually marked in the verb complex, not the number or functions of 
NPs obligatorily associated with the verb. This latter is called the 
'case frame' of the verb and gives the third possible classification of 
Rembarnga verbs (cf. 2.5.1.3). The distinction between actual 
pronominal marking in the verb complex and obligatory association of 
NPs with the verb is important here. For instance a verb such as te?wa 
'give' has three NPs obligatorily associated with it in the deep 
functions A, 0 and IMPL (cf. 3.1.5). Only two of these, A and IMPL, are 
pronominally marked in the verb complex (although the noun representing 
0 may be incorporated in full into the verb complex). Thus this verb 
is classed as di-referential. 31 A verb like poto7 'put down' is also 
29 
One verb is either mono-referential (cross-referencing one NP) or 
di-referential (cross-referencing two NPs) depending on transitivity. This 
~s.lalapu, a compound of tala 'urine' and~ 'hit', which means either 'to 
nnate (INTR)' or 'to urinate on (TR) '. 
30 
31 
since 
Indicating the number of cross-referenced deep structure NPs. 
Or sub-classified as 'Dative-di-referential' (DDR) in Sharpe's terms, 
the IMPL (or dative) NP is pronominally marked rather than the 0 . 
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di-referential since it, too, has two NPs pronominally marked in the 
verb complex. However, in this case these are A and o, the only two 
NPs obligatorily associated with the verb. Some examples of mono-
referential and di-referential verbs are given in Table 2.5(b). Under 
certain circumstances (as discussed at various points in Chapter 3) 
pronominal prefixes are deletable. The classification into mono-
referential and di-referential verbs is based on the underlying 
situation, before such deletion. Various affixes (see 2.5.6 to 2.5.9) 
convert verbs from mono-referential to di-referential or vice versa 
under various conditions. 
2.5.1.3 According to Case Frames There are three NP functions which 
may be obligatorily associated with a simple verb complex, depending on 
the verb (see 3 .1). These are (with the typically associated case in 
parentheses) IMPL (DAT), A (ERG) and O/S (NOM). Verbs can be classified 
according to which of these NPs are obligatory for each root. This 
classification is intended to give very broad, general classes, unlike 
the more detailed case-frame classifications proposed by Fillmore (1968). 
My proposals deal principally with surface phenomena rather than with 
semantic case relationships. 32 For example the roots ~iS 'return' and 
~ar 'burn' are associated obligatorily only with one NP - an S. The 
verbs~ 'cut' and tat? 'roast' are each obligatorily associated with 
two NPs- A and Q, Finally the verb roots muttu 'show' and keppu 'deprive 
of' are each obligatorily associated with three NPs - IMPL, A and 0. 
Each simple verb associates with at least an obligatory S or 0 NP. 
Actually occurring case frames with the title given to each are 
ditransitive (DITR) 
transitive (TR) 
IMPL A 0 
A 0 
intransitive (INTR) S 
Intransitive verbs are mono-referential; verbs of the other two types 
are di-referential. The phenomena treated in 2.5.6 to 2.5.11 all have 
the effect of modifying the surface structure case frames of verbs. 
32 
See, for instance, the variety of implicated NPs discussed in 
3
· 
2
·1 which are all similarly marked in surface morphology· 
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All the three NP functions are possible candidates for 
being marked by pronominal verb prefixes. However, as we saw in 
2,5.1.2, a maximum of two may be marked for DR verbs, one for MR verbs. 
Thus in the event of there being three NPs involved only two of them may 
be pronominally marked in the VC and one must be omitted. In extended 
sentence types involving the -pak- prefix (see 3.2) there may be 
up to four obligatory NPs involved (in an extended ditransiti ve sentence) 
but only two may be pronominally marked in the VC. Taking into account 
also the pronominal marking found with noun incorporation into the 
verb complex (see 3.5) the following patterns have been observed (where 
NPs which are obligato~y but not pronominally marked are in parentheses): 
With DR VC: 
With MR VC: 
IMPL2 
IMPL 
A 
A 
0 A 
IMPL S 
(S) IMPL 
s 
We can see from this that (i) A is always pronominally marked; (ii) IMPL 
is always pronominally marked except where two IMPL are present 
(cf. also 3. 2. 6); and (iii) S and 0 are only marked where there 
is space left after all marking of A and IMPL. On this basis we 
can deduce a hierarchy of markedness of NP functions with respect to 
pronominal verb prefixes. Higher functions have precedence over lower 
functions in being marked (1 is highest, 4 is lowest). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 0 and S 
This hierarchy appears to be completely natural in that the 0/S, being an 
obligatory function of every sentence is thus the least marked sentence 
function and appears at the bottom of the hierarchy while the more marked 
functions A and IMPL take precendence. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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2.5.2 Tense/Aspect Categories 
Most Rembarnga verbs have five distinct tense/aspect suffixes 
as is clearly shown in Table 2. 5 (a). There is a number of different 
facts, both morphological and syntactic, which give some indication of 
the internal structure of relationships between the categories represented 
by these suffixes. 
(i) -ka (CAUS) suffix (conjugation 3) has a single form -kap for both 
present and future where other verbs have two separate forms (see 
Table 2.5(a)). 
(ii) For verb forms with 3min. MR pronominal prefix or both X and Y 
elements of a DR prefix 3 min. (cf. Tables 2.5(e), and 2.5.(d)) there 
are two tense-determined variant forms ka- and ¢- (opposed to par-
whose use is determined by a nominal hierarchy (2.5.5.1)). ka- is used 
in conjunction with the future and present suffixes while ¢- is used 
with the other three suffixes. This distinction is lost with the REL 
forms of the prefix where yi- or ki- is used with all tenses (2.5.3). 
(iii) The definition of 'identical' tense required to handle the 
interpretation of adjoined relative clauses in Rembarnga (3.7) 
classes past punctilia:~;, past continuous and past counterfactual 
(when following NEG) as 'identical' tenses. 
(iv) Following the NEG particle melak the only possible tenses are 
future, present and past counterfactual (aovering all past time). 
See 2.7(vi) and 3. 7.12. 
These morphological and syntactic facts, taken together, 
suggest that there is a basic division in the Rembarnga tense/aspect 
system between past and non-past tenses. A feature PAST would handle 
this. Within the non-past category there is a further division into future 
and present tenses. A suitable feature would be FUTURE. Both these 
features are supported by the fact that the present tense seems to be 
the most unmarked tense (see for instance its use with the prefix me? 
(2.5.13.1)). Within the past tenses, according to point (iv) above, 
the first split is between the non-factual past counterfactual tense on 
the one hand, and the two factual tenses, past punctiliar and past contin!lous, 
~---· . . 
' ' ~. ·' . '
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on the other. A suitable feature would be NON-FACTUAL. 33 Finally, 
there is the opposition between continuous and non-continuous 
{punctiliar) in the last two tenses mentioned. The past punctiliar 
appears to be the unmarked past factual tense in that it can often be 
used (especially with a lengthened final syllable (1.6.3(i)))to mark 
durative or continuous aspect. In the light of this a feature 
CONTINUOUS is appropriate. 
The relationship of the feature NON-FACTUAL to the non-
past tenses will be discussed in 3. 7. 3. 
(2.5-1) sets out the structure of the Rembarnga tense/aspect 
system as presented here. 
(2.5-1) 
+ 
NON-FACTUAL 
+ 
CONTINUOUS 
Past counterfactual 
tense 
+ 
I 
Past continuous 
tense 
PAST 
+ 
Future 
tense 
FUTURE 
Past punctiliar 
tense 
Present 
tense 
33 I have very little reason for selecting non-factual as the most 
marked (by calling the feature NON-FACTUAL). At this.p~int_of my . 
understanding of Rembarnga there is no syntactic just~f~cat~on for th~s 
view. The fact, however, that the CONTINUOUS feature divides the ~Non-factual] category into two but does not affect the [+Non-factual] 
category suggests the unmarkedness of [-Non-factual]. 
2.5.3 
z. s. 3 conjugation Classes 
- Tens" and aspect suffixes on Rembarnga verbs provide one 
criterion for the classification of verbs. However if every small 
difference in tense/ aspect inflection is taken as marking a separate 
conjugation class, it would be necessary to posit almost a score of 
conjugation dasses, some with only a single member. It is possible, 
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however, to group these numerous classes into seven more general dasses 
based upon considerable, but not total, similarity. Of the seven conjugations 
postulated only the second has just one verb, the third and seventh 
being verbs derived with a single suffix in each case. Formal similarities 
between various conjugations are observable throughout Table 2. 5 (a), 
and division into two groups of similar conjugations (l to 4 and 5 to 7) 
can be seen. The conjugations 5 and 6 are related together as stative 
and causative, derived from the same roots. As some verbs in each of 
the two conjugations have no counterpart in the other I have called them 
separate conjugations for ease of exposition. Table 2. 5 (a) sets out 
details of the verbal tense/aspect inflections but must be read in connection 
with the notes (grouped by conjugation) to the table. The INFIN form, 
which is also given, is the same as the root in two conjugations and as 
the past counterfactual in the rest. It is used as a stem for a number 
of suffixes. Table 2.5(b) sets out the membership of each conjugation 
class with special reference to the mono-referential/ di -referential 
distinction and to compounding . 
. ;. . . -
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PRES FUT PAST PUNCT PAST CONT PAST CF INFIN 
-~ a 1 -Ca -mif\ -mal). -ma -~ 
2 yin a? yin?na yinifl yinamaQ. yina?ma yin a? 
a a 
3 -J;a -ra -pa -pa~ -pa -pa 
4A -n -na -wa -nifl' -na -na 
4B -n -na -~ -nifl -na •na 
4C -n -na -wif\ -nir -na -na 
\_._- : . 
4D -n -na -f) if\ -nifl -na -na 
4E -n -na -fl a -nifl -na -na 
SA -~ f -f)a:ra a -efl -f) if\ -f) a -f) a 
5Bb -~ -f)a:raf c { -rd -ya -f) a -f) a 
. e 
-f) l fl 
6A -if) ana .a -if)anifl -if) ana -if) ana pOJ;"U -iyl. 
6B -if) ana .a { -if)~nifl -if) ana -if) ana { -uru -iyl 
b c 
-af)an ' -a [I 
6C 
-if) ana .a -if) a nip -if)ane -if) ana { -ura -iyl. 
-af)an c 
6D 
-if) ana t -if)an!fl d -if) ana -if) ana {-uru 
-af)an c 
-uwa -uwefl 
7 -miyane a -man -miyana -mifl -miyani[l 
Table 2.5(a) Verbal Tense/Aspect Suffixes. 
fu>tes to Table 2. 5 (a) 
(Referring to each conjugation class separately.) 
~onjugation 1 Roots are mainly mono- or di-syllabic with final vowel or 
consonant. The class is open and contains all loan words from English. 
' ,.,'- . l 
I I I '• ~_.:j.~~~ -~::Y.<-'···:· :~: :~ .. ·~ :,:~~ ·:·-.~~~-:: -;, ~ .. -~ :.: .. ::;· .~·-~, . .- ·,;~.~:: :- ·. ~~-·: ::.: ·'~~:~~-;-·.:":·-.. ~~~~--:;~~-:-,·-~!:: ~~;-~--~- .:,··:::·;;~~- :~~rA~=\ ~:~_: ~·:>:::~-/:,:-~_ .. :::;~ :;,~~:/:;;~~- :·", _:;~,--}:,:·; ·~:~~::~:::~·~ ... :~::~: \ ·~=\. ::~·~:. 
~~~ 
la 
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In the kaltuy? dialect the FUT suffix is regularly -ra. In the 
north-eastern dialect -ra is suffixed only to roots with a final 
vowel or apical trill (!), whether or not the final syllable is 
glottalised. In all other cases the stem final consonant 
(irrespective of glottalisation - cf. 1.5.2) is repeated as the 
suffix initial consonant and followed by a. If the root final 
syllable is glottalised, the glottalisation is not realised 
phonetically until after formation of the FUT form. 
e.g. tu + Ca 
poto? + Ca 
tom 
yaw 
tet 
rawk 
rum? 
kaw? 
+ Ca 
+ Ca 
+ Ca 
+ Ca 
+ Ca 
+ Ca 
+ tu + ra 
+ poto? + ~a 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
tom 
yaw 
:rum? 
kaw? 
+ rna 
+ wa 
+ ta 
+ ka 
+ rna 
+ wa 
Conjugation 3 The CAUS derivational suffix is -ka to which the tense/aspect 
suffixes are added. For details of the use of these forms see 2. 5. 8. 
3a That -ka~a is a present tense form is shmm by its use with 
the prefix me(ne)? ~est' (2.5.12) where normally only a present 
form may be used. That ~kara is also a future form is shown by 
its use after the negative imperative particle mikka?(2.7) where 
present tense forms are not permitted and only future forms are 
used. 
~onjugation 4 All roots in this conjugation have a final vowel (~ or u). 
All mono-morphemic verbs in this conjugation are monosyllables. The 
only reason for separating the conjugation into five sub-classes is the 
variation in PAST PUNCT forms. 
4a The REFLEX suffix -tte- changes to -tti- before the PAST PUNCT 
~ suffix. 
::~.?}:>.~.:~ .'· ~:~.-/.~.:~·:_::.:~·-~\~~\-:h,:~/i::::.·~::. -~~:: ·::;;:::::,:~•.-.: :1':~~~:~ ... -.\?~: ~.:"_~:·~:~~-: .. -~~:~::: -~··, :2·-,:!c -.~:~ :::~·~ . .-.~-~~>::;~ ~;·· :::~--~·~: · .. ·~;~>~·:'/?·· :.:<·; ~---··. ~--~)~:~~~:>-~-~J ·?_-:· ~~:~,. ~~~·---~~-~ ;;_:·:-~~-~~~~~---~-~~~:: 
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Conjugation 5 All roots in this conjugation have a final vowel. All 
vowels except~ occur. 
Sa The two roots in conjugation SA undergo the following changes 
before suffixing -ep PAST PUNCT: 
wuraya- + wuray-
J;liya- + l!-
Sb The stem of the verb ra 'go' is rain the PRES but ro elsewhere. 
ra has an alternative form wa only in the PRES. After the 
proniminal prefix Qip- the initial r of ra, in tenses where the 
stem vowel is ~,changes to y. See 1.4.1. 
Sc The stem final vowel is raised and/or fronted to -i before the 
-ya PAST PUNCT suffix. For one verb only, mara 'spear', both 
stem vowels are raised to i before ~· Thus 
rna 'get' -+ mi - ya 
wuntu 'hide' -+ wunti - ya 
mara 'spear' -+ miri - ya 
Sd The same raising and fronting of the stem final vowel to i as in 
Sc occurs with the PAST CONT suffix -p. Here, however, ~ does 
not undergo change of both vowels but only of the stem final 
vowel. This PAST CONT form is not possible with monosyllabic 
stems, or with compounds of rna. In these cases the PAST CONT 
fonn in -Qip is used. 
Se The PAST CONT form with the ~ suffix (without change of stem 
vowel) is said by informants to exist in the two dialects of 
Rembarnga for some verbs (pulttu, ta, ~· ~eta} but to exist only 
in kaltuy? for some other verbs (~, muttu, nette, rokta, ra, 
wuntu), This means that in the north eastern.dialect some verbs 
(e.g. turu 'stand', ra 'go') have no PAST CONT form at all 
(cf. Note Sd). 
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Sf It is unclear whether this FUT suffix has the form -~era or ~ara. 
~onjugation 6 The verbs in this class will normally be cited using the 
PRES forms. The stem upon which the forms in the table are based (except 
for the PRES of poru) are par- (6A) and the initial consonant only of the 
mono-morphemic verbs in 6B to 6D. 
The verbs in 6A and 6B all have causative counterparts in 
SB. Particularly interesting here is the fact that, although the compounds 
of -turu in 6B are all conjugated in the same way, their counterparts in 
SB have one of two different stern vowels. Thus turu corresponds to ta, 
. -
~apturu to tapta, but pultturu to pulttu and wunturu to wuntu. See note 
a to Table 2. 5 (b) . 
The suffixes with -iga- as their first three segments have 
an alternative form with -iya-. This latter form does not occur for yu~u 
$D) and was accidentally omitted from elicitation for poru (6A) and for 
the PAST CONT of 6B. 
6a The interpretation of what sounds like a final [i:] as ~yi is adopted 
to simplify the statement of the derivation of reduplicated forms 
such as niyiniyi ([niyini:] or [ni:ni: l see 2.5.16), and to parallel 
the PAST PUNCT form of conjugation 5B (-(i)ya). The regular 
reduplication rules would derive niyiniyi from niyi (or even niyiniy 
from niy) but would derive something like *ni:ni:ni: from ni:. 
6b These forms exist only from the mono-morphemic verb turu of this 
6c 
6d 
conjugation. 
Compare the Ngalagan present tense forms na~an 'sit' and para~an 
'hang up' (my own field notes). 
The -uweo alternative appears to be used for a single continuous 
state, while the -ioanir form signifies continual repetition of 
the state, The evidence for this comes only from one informant. 
Informants denied that this type of contrast distinguished the two 
PAST CONT forms of verbs in conjugation 5. 
Coniuoatl'on 7 1h · 1 f S 2 2 5 2. ~ ~ ' e stems for this set of suffixes are nom1na arms. ee . · · 
la 
An INFIN form is not known to me for this nnjugation. 
-~·~;>.::·;:' ·::<::..·;_<~.: ·.:;·-~~-'-· .. :~>· :·<\:~: .... ;···:·~ .:,: :.-: ·:·_.t .. :. ·=-:' .. : :·.·-.. .... <~.-: :.~.:_, ''~': ·,::. ( ,' ;;·.:~.·; ~~- ~ ..... · .. ~.· ..... ·: .. _:,·.:.',-':_·_, ·-,>: .: . . 
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Mono-morphemic Verbs 
Mono-referential Di-referential 
1 Open class Open class 
2 yin a? 'say' 'do' 
3 
4A pu 'hit' 
pa 'leave' 
4B na 'see''perceive' 
4C wa 'follow' 
4D ka 'take' 
4E ~u 'eat' ru 'weep ' ' cry ' 
SA q.iya 'cook (generiq' 
wuraya 'find' 
SB pat~a 'hit' ra 'go' 
pari 'hang up' 
ta 'stand (CAUS)' 
~~~ear' 
kotto 'put (in bag)' 
rna 'get' 
mara 'spear' 
muttu 'show' 
natta 'keep' 
~e~a 'tell about' 
'name' 
sc kappa 'frighten' 
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Verbs derived 
and compounds 
-ka (CAUS)(DR) 
(see 2.5.8) 
from 
of ..• 
pu 'hit'(DR, MR) 
na 'see' 'perceive' 
(DR) 
-wa TRANSVR (DR) 
(see 2.5.9) 
ka 'take'(DR) 
-tta REFLEX (MR) 
(see 2.5.7) 
ta 'stand (CADS)' 
(DR) 
ma'get' (DR) 
(-tV a (DR)) 
b 
' ~ .. 
' ' "• ·'· 
~~--~-~-i2\~- :~_.;:':~T: _ .. ,',< ..... ;·:. '~~:~:~~~± ·~:- ~,: ~ ~ _:~ ,·:·: :·::;; ./~-t~t;:.~t_~~:-;· ~.'::~~,~~~~:~ .. ~~-t -(_-: :~ . -~:·,.~ ~'':,:. , .}~;·-;~:: :~::~7 :i'). ~-:.; ;t::::_ .. -;,~:;~ ~,·,·,;:: i: ~·~;;,:'.~ :~ :/:.<~~~·~{~ -~ ~;;~/~S·~ ;.:~~:lc:. ~-
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Mono-morphemic Verbs Verbs derived from 
Mono-referential Di-referential and compounds of .•• b 
6A poru 'hang up' 
6B turu 'stand' (tu~u 'stand'· (MR)) 
pultturu 'be covered 
for cooking' 
wunturu 'stand hidden' 
6C nup 'sit'· 
6D yuru 'lie' 
Table 2.S(b) Membership of Verb Conjugations 
Notes to Table 2.S(b) 
a The morpheme -tV appears to have been historically the 
compound-forming equivalent of ta 'stand (CAUS)'. V 
represents a vowel which varies according to the vowel 
of the preceding syllable of the compound stem. The 
fact that two DR verbs of SB, pulttu 'cover for cooking' 
and wuntu 'hide' have MR counterparts in 6B, pultturu 
and wunturu, and comparing this with the relationship 
between ta and turu suggests compounding, at least with a 
- . 
morpheme tu. The varying vowel interpretation is suggested 
by the vowel pairs of natta 'keep', muttu 'show' and 
kotto 'put ~n ba~'. There is a regular rule in Rembarnga 
assimilating apico-alveolar stops or nasals to adjacent apico-post-
alveolar (retroflex) stops or nasals (1.5.3). These tV compounds 
are listed in full in the table since they form a small fixed 
class and this historical derivation is only a tentative 
suggestion. A comparison of l)esa 'tell a story about',' name' , 
and pat~a 'hit' indicates the possibility that ta may be 
historically another compound-forming verb root, especially since 
~e(na) is the Rembarnga nominal for 'name'. These two ta 
' -
verbs are listed in their own right since this suggested 
derivation is very tentative. 
2.5.3 
b In this column is noted for each type of derivational suffix 
whether it forms MR or DR verbs. Compounds of the various 
compound-forming verb roots in this column are either MR or 
DR as when used as verbs on their own. This is true with the 
sole exception of compounds of~ 'hit'. Most compounds of 
~are DR like~ itself but some are MR as, for instance, are 
patpu 'climb, go uphill' and tamepu 'yawn'. talapu is MR 
with the meaning 'urinate' but DR with the meaning 'urinate on 
something' . 
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2.5.3.1 Further Analysis of Tense/Aspect Suffixes There are a number of 
possibilities for further analysing the tense/aspect suffixes listed 
in Table 2.5(a). These may be of importance in analysing the historical 
development of Rembarnga tense/aspect marking. I will mention three 
points briefly here, pending a more detailed examination. 
(i) At a number of points in 2.5 we make use of a STEM suffix identical 
with the PAST CF suffix in each conjugation. (e.g. 2.5. 7, 2.5.8, 2.5.9, 
2.5.12). Note that in conjugations 3 to 6 I call the root plus STEM 
suffix form the INFIN form. Furthermore we note that where the REFLEX 
suffix -tte is followed by ~ PAST PUNCT its vowel is raised and fronted 
to .!. (i.e. tte + fl + -ttip Tab"ie 2. 5 (a) Note 4a). Furthermore where a 
stem vowel ~ precedes the PROGR suffix with initial 1.. the stem vowel 
is raised to -i (see 2. 5 .12). Bearing these two facts in mind it appears 
possible to analyse the past tense suffixes of conjugation 1, for instance, 
as STEM plus suffix. The PAST PUNCT form would be -me + [l, the PAST CONT 
-rna + n and the PAST CF as -me+ ~. The PAST CONT form of conjugation 3 
is analysable as STEM+~ in the same way. For conjugations 4 to 7 the 
suffix -r , added following the appropriate STEM suffix, marks PAST CONT, 
not PAST PUNCT. The variant forms for the PAST CONT in conjugations 5B, 
. 6B and 6D may be explained as derived in one case with the STEM suffix and 
in the other without it. 
(ii) FUT forms can be analysed as one of two types. The first is the 
~ type which occurs in conjugation 1 (Table 2.5(a) Note la). This 
is also the form in conjugation 3 since -::-a is the regular form of the 
~suffix following a stem with a final~vel. It is possible, too, that 
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the FUT forms of conjugation S are of this same form, suffixed to the 
STEM suffix mentioned above, rather than directly to the verb root. The 
uncertain quality of the first vowel of the -~ara suffix (Note Sf, 
Table 2.5(a)) might allow this interpretation. The other FUT form, of 
course, is ~ as it appears in conjugation 4 suffixed to the root, 
in conjugation 6 suffixed (perhaps) to a STEM suffix, and also in 
conjugation 7. 
(iii) Note that the two verbs of conjugation SA have PRES forms with 
final -ya like PAST PUNCT forms of verbs of conjugation SB. It might 
be suggested that in conjugation SA the PAST PUNCT form has taken on 
PRES function instead, and that one of the two alternative PAST CONT 
forms (the one without STEM suffix) has moved to take its place in 
PAST PUNCT function. 
2. 5. 4 Anomalous Verbs 
Rembarnga has two verbs which are anomalous in not having a 
full set of tense/ aspect inflections. Each has only a single form -
pat 1 pick up 1 and mar 'went 1 • 
(i) pat is invariant. 34 It is used without pronominal prefixes and 
·A,O and tense are defined by context. Although this morpheme has almost 
none of the features of ordinary Rembarnga verb roots except its use with 
an auxiliary verb, it is better to call it a verb in view of its meaning, 
rather than to set up a separate word class to accommodate it. 
(2.5-2) 
34 
penta - wala - rna kaSa7 - ~ pat, 
there - ABL - rna paperbark - NOM pick up water - NOM 
pat 
pick up 
[4/40-41] 
Then [they (two)] get paperbark and water. 
1 
There is a separate verb pat (conjugation 1) which means 
take bark off a stick by chipping away at it 1 • With the anomalous 
verb~ compare theGupapuyngupat 'hold' (Lowe n.d.:21). 
(2. 5-3) 
(2.5-4) 
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wag~a - ¢ paran - wag~a - mi - ya [43/89] 
track- NOM pick up 3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- tracks - get -
PAST PUNCT 
- [He] picked up (found) [their] tracks. (Repeat) 
kutta yirppe 
- ¢ pat [32/3,4 J 
35 that way "desert" - NOM pick up 
- Further on [we (two)] came to the "desert". 
pat is also used with rna 'get' acting as an auxiliary 
--·. -
(cf. 2.5.10) with any tense/aspect inflection. The meaning is the same. 
(2.5-5) 
(2.5-6) 
~ila - ¢ melak pa~ l)e - rna - I) e 
axe - NOM NEG pick up 3min.O + lmin.A + REL - get -
PAST CF 
I did not pick up the axe. 
walal) kuwefl - ¢ pat par - yappa? -rna - ¢ [4/36] 
then kangaroo - NOM pick up 3min.O + 3aug.A - UAUGM - get -
PRES 
Then they (2) pick up the kangaroo. 
(ii) mafl is invariant but may bear pronominal prefixes, unlike pat. 
map is used as a verb meaning 'went' (PAST PUNCT). In this capacity it 
is much more common than the regular PAST PUNCT form of ra 'go'. Forms 
of p are used in all other tenses. 
(2.5-7) 
(2.5-8) 
35 
paran - pak - kunti - mafl 
3aug. IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC - sneaking -went 
kolkkolk- kan [43/105] 
. . 
night - DAT 
- He sneaked up on them at night. 
tokpoy - ¢ watte - wala para - mafl mutika - yinta [33/45] 
stockmen* - NOM behind - ABL 3aug.S -went truck- COMIT 
The stockmen came up behind, bringing the truck. 
yirppe refers to a stretch of land without suface water (rivers, 
creeks' billabongs) of any kind. 
.. 
\_?i'~> : .. '!{ · · :. < ,- ;. :>· , . ::'.~·:;···. :·I. '_c.<;·:_.·>. ·.· :,; .. ::: ·,; :. ·: ·~ .. · :. ',· ·:~:': ~ , . ~·; ... :. -~ ... ':. · .; ·~ .·~ ·., ',.. ~;::: 1'" :~· ·.'. ·;.., ~. : ·.; <_.~ :-- :0 ·:~: ·: -·~. 1 :,.'·-: . • .. ·:. :o\,F:,; _:_J. ~, ::~ ~: . ~ ;~ ·.-__: 
.. 
(2.5-9) 
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Qara - tanir - mar - kappul, Qara - sa~ - mir - kappul 
l/2aug.S - morning - went - DEF AUGM l/2aug.S - hunt - PAST 
PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
This morning we all went off. We went hunting. 
mar may be used with a 1/2 person MR pronominal prefix of 
any number as a hortative form. In this case it is distinguished only by 
context from the identical PAST PUNCT form. The hortative is impossible 
with prefixes of any other than 1/2 perso.n. 
(2.5-10) ya - mar 
l/2min.S -went 
Let's go! 
mar is used as an auxiliary (cf. 2.5.10), particularly with 
verbs of motion. 
(2. 5-11) 
(2.5-12) 
(2.5-13) 
pol? paQar - pak - yappa7 - mar 
arrive 3aug. IMPL + l/2aug.S- IMPLIC- UAUGM- went 
- We came up to those two (caught up with them). 
torop yara - kara - mar 
climb down laug.S - all -went 
- We all got off [the truck]. 
rum? yara - yappa7 - mar 
fall asleep laug.S- UAUGM- went 
He both \~ent to sleep. 
[28/ 4] 
PROGR suffixes may be formed with mar. See 2.5.12. 
2.5.5 Pronominal Verb Prefixes 
Rernbarnga verb complexes normally contain pronominal reference 
to one or two NPs associated with the verb, depending on whether the verb 
is mono-referential (MR) or di-referential (DR). See 2. 5 .1. 2. The NP 
functions which are marked by these prefixes depend on the hierarchy 
discussed · 2 5 1 ·3 1n • • • • In view of the variation in the NP functions 
marked by these prefix forms the term W will refer to the pronominal 
element signalled by a MR prefix (irrespective of function), while X 
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and r will refer to the two pronominal elements marked by a DR prefix. 
X and Y elements are marked in that order in those cases where the 
prefix forms are analysable and the identity of X and Y in the other 
forms is deduced from their use, in comparison with the analysable 
forms. A nominal hierarchy operates in the choice of form for a 
prefix where both X and Y elements are third person minimal. This 
hierarchy is defined in 2.5.5.1. A separate series of relative prefixes 
(REL) is derived from the cardinal series as shown in 2. 5. 5. 2. The 
system of person and number categories used for all Rembarnga pronouns, 
including the pronominal verb prefixes, has been discussed in 2. 3 .1. 
Tables 2.5(c) and 2.5(d) set out the mono-referential and 
di-referential pronominal verb prefixes. 
1 1/2 
~a ya 
Minimal Augmented 
2 3 1 1/2 2 
I) ijl { ~b yara l)ara nara 
Table 2.5(c) Mono-Referential (W) Pronominal 
Prefix Forms 
3 
para 
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Y Prefix 
Minimal Augmented 
1/2 2 3 1 1/2 2 
tan f) an yana 
yan 
ff)ifl 
lnan 
a , G ~~ 
ya ta r kab yar f) ar na 
</J 
par 
yara yaran yaranpa 
f) a ran 
a d 
{ naran nayar naf)ar 
nan 
pay a para par an payar paf)ar pana 
. •!(*-···.. : "'..... ! . .t. r:·: . 
: __ =.\t-t~;:_.... ..=.;;·, -~ ., ...... . 
3 
f) anpa 
yanpa 
f) ippa 
par 
yaranpa 
f) aranpa 
{ naranpa 
nanpa 
{ paranpa 
panpa 
I 
i 
' 
I 
1-' 
~ 
w 
Table 2.5(d) Di-Referential (X+ Y) Pronominal Prefix Forms 
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Prefix fonns with 3min.X element are glossed in two separate 
wa;ys in examples throughout the thesis: (i) as 3min.o, 3min.IMPL 
etc. signifying that the number of the NP cross-referenced by the 
prefix is minimal number; and (ii) as 30, 3IMPL etc. signifYing 
that, although the fom of the prefix implies cross-referencing 
of a NP of minimal number, the context indicates that the Np so 
cross-referenced is of augmented number. In these latter cases 
distinctions of number are neutralised in the X pronominal prefix 
element. Such neutralisation of number distinctions does not 
occur in the Y pronominal prefix element, nor with any person 
category other than third person • 
2.5.5 
Notes to Tables 2.5(c) and 2.5(d) 
a The top form is used in the north-eastern dialect, the lower 
form in the south-western (kaltuy?) dialect. 
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b The top form is used with verbs in non-past tenses, the second 
with verbs in past tenses. The third form (par-) in Table 
2.5(d) is used instead of both the others under hierarchically 
defined conditions set out in 2.5.5.1. 
;I' I see no reason why some form should ~exist for this 
ronouns. Such a form has not yet been 
or elecited. 
d This prefix has been encountered twice, once in REL form. 
~e. 
Its validity is not entirely certain in view of the fact 
that its existence has been denied by two informants (including 
the one who gave the REL form in a translation from English 
of the sentence "We don't see you."). 
Unit augmented and defined augmented forms are derived using 
the UAUGM verb prefix yappa? (2.5.13), the UAUGM suffix -ppara? (2.2.4.1) 
or the DEF AUGM suffix -kappul (2.2.4.1). Both these suffixes are suffixed 
to the whole VC. Furthermore an alternative set of unit augmented MR 
prefixes is derived by adding -ppa? to the MR augmented forms (giving 
yarappa?- etc.). A set of unit augmented DR prefixes with 3min. X element 
is formed by adding -appa'l to the foms with 3min. X element and 
au~ented Y element (giving yarappa?- etc.). The prefix of this type with 
3min. X and 2uaug. Y is narappa 7-. 
2.5.5.1 Nominal Hierarchy The variation between par- on the one 
hand and ka- or i on the other in DR prefixes marking both X and Y as 
third person minimal is defined according to a nominal hierarchy. 36 
36 
For more 
see Silverstein 
forthcoming. 
detailed discussion of nominal hierarchies in language 
forthcoming, Heath forthcoming a, and McConvell 
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(Extra note to Tables 2.5(c) and (d) Pal44) 
Note on Analysis of DR Prefix Forms 
As noted above, further analysis of many of the DR pronominij . 
prefix forms is possible. Comparison of the forms \d. th one another · 
I 
particularly of the 3min.X row \-d th the 3augeX row, of the 3min,Y colll!ll 
with t·he 3aug.Y column, and of the 3min.X row with the 3min.Y col1lllill
1 
shows clearly the sequential relationship of X and Y elements
0 
The full range of Y element forms appears alone in the 31Din,! 
roW· (coupled with R. X element) except that the 3aug.Y element has no fin( • 
elsewhere in the table. These Y elements compare also with the ldR prefix 
forms in Table 2,5(c). Note that where the Y element is 3 person (:J. 
01
,: 
the X element has an ·~ suffix. This -n is suffixed to an X element oftu · 
- - ' form of the MR pronominal prefixes (Table 2.5( c)) except in the 2rnin.fon : 
where there is a final nasal, Where the Y element is not 3 person the fol: . 
elements occur as X element: ~ lmin. and laug, 1 ~ 2aug. and~ 3aug, I · 
the alternative forms in three cases, 
These general comments on analysis fail to account fully for; 
number of the forms in Table 2,5(d), namely~ lmin.X + 2min.Y
1 
ff/~ . 
2min.X + 3min.Y, yaranpa laug,X + 2aug.Y 1 !::!/U,par 3min.X + 3min.Y1 and ~ 
:qippa 2min.X + laug.Y. I have no comment to make on these forms, f 
Finally note that comparison of~ (3minsX + 2min,Y), ~ 
(laug.X + 2min.Y) and para (3aug.X + 2min,Y) shows an example of the 
application of Rule J (1.5.3) which derives a stop from the apico-alveolu 
trill ! in word initial position, It is stated in 1.5.3 that this ruleil 
simply a well-formedness condition in the kal tuy'?. dialect and that the stil · 
stands in all positions where the alternation occurs in the other dialect. 
These pronominaL prefix forms, existing as they do in both dialects, se!llli · 
show that Rule J actively derives t from r even in the kaltu,y? dialeol• 
- - I This is 1 however, certain only if it can be shown that the prefix fo!1DS~ 
~~ analysed into their component parts by speakers of the language, rather , 
being simply learned and used as unanalysed wholes. 
fnr 
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The hierarchy involved appears to be, in descending order 
(i) human 
(ii) non-human animate 
(iii) inanimate 
The general rule is that if the X pronominal element of the 
verbal prefix is lower on the hierarchy than the Y pronominal element 
then ka- or ~- is used. If, however, the Y: element is lower on the 
hierarchy than the X element then par- is used. Furthermore if both X 
and Y elements are human there is, for some informants, a fluctuation 
between par- and ka- or t/J-. These general rules are exemplified in 
examples (2.5-14) to ~.5-17). 
(2.5-14) 
(2. 5-15) 
{ 
*~ } - flam? -
par 
~amu waQkifl - yi? pi - t/J mi)l 
dog one - ERG man- NOM 3min.O + 3min.A- bi~- PAST 
37 
- A dog bit the man. 
samu - ~ { *~ ( - pu 
parJ 
po~.o? - yi? 
PUNCT 
- wa 
stick - ERG dog - NOM 3min.O + 3min.A - hit - PAST PUNCT 
- A stick hit the dog. 
(2.5-16) para - Qene - yi? wurppa~ waQki)l - t/J 
father - lmin. DAT PRON - ERG emu one - NOM 
{:,.J yaw- mip 
3min.O + 3min.A- spear - PAST PUNCT 
- My father speared one emu. 
37 
Note that the sentence 
samu waQkipyi? pi jlam?mi)l 
145 
was accepted but was translated as 'The man bit the dog', completely dis-
regarding the ERG case marking on tamu waQkiJl in favour of the hierarchically 
determined interpretation of the pronominal prefixes. 
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(2.5-17) til)? - yi? takku - ¢ - pu - wa 
woman - ERG child - NOM 3min.O + 3min.A - hit - PAST PUNCT 
The woman hit the child. 
h h f . f 38 h h In t e speec o one 1n ormant, owever, t ere are some 
interesting variations from this generalisation. Firstly he normally 
admits only par- where human X pronominal element occurs, rather than 
allowing the variation found among other speakers, of both dialects of 
the language, when Y is human. Secondly he appears to allocate the 
domestic dog to a separate and higher hierarchical level from other 
animals' including the wild dog or dingo' even though the same \•lOrd samu 
--
can refer to both types of dog. For instance he accepts both sentences 
(2.5-18) and (2. 5-19). 
(2.5-18) 
(2.5-19) 
palkki~ - yi? 
male agile wallaby - ERG dog - NOM 
par - na - ¢ 
3min.O + 3min.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
The wallaby saw the dog. 
palkkiS - yi? samu - ¢ ¢ - na - ¢ 
male agile wallaby - ERG dog - NOM 3min.O + 3min.A -
see - PAST PUNCT 
The wallaby saw the dog. 
The difference, he maintains, lies in the type of dog referred to: 
(2.5-18) refers to a domestic dog (tamu pimulu) while (2.5-19) refers 
to a dingo (ka~teken/ka~tuppal). This indicates that the domestic 
dog is higher on the hierarchy than the wallaby while the dingo appears 
to be on the same level. 39 
38 
This 
work with. 
dialect, 
39 
is Fred milmilkama, the oldest informant I have done regular 
He is about seventy years old and is a speaker of the kaltuy? 
The reason for the non-inclusion of the domestic dog in a general 
class of non-human animates is uncertain but the following points can be 
noted: 
(i~ Such dogs are described by the term pimulu (translated "countryman") 
wh~ch is clearly related to the term£! 'human, man'. This term distin-
guishes domestic dogs (and occasional other pets) from all other animals. 
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The same informant allows either par- or ka-/~- occasionally 
where X is non-human animate and Y is level or lower on the hierarchy. 
Thus, for instance,in (2.5-20) both par-
would expect only ~- by the rules above, 
and ~- are possible where we 
(2.5-20) r]up? - yi? kuwep - ~ ~:aJ kuwan - yu~ - ka - pa 
fire - ERG kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + 3min.A - afraid -
CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
The fire frightened the kangaroo away. 
run -
I would suggest tentatively that the above variations of this 
one informant are compatible with a reinterpretation of the hierarchy. 
Under this interpretation par- signals human X element and ka-/~- signals 
non-human X element (whether animate or inanimate). Nevertheless the 
hierarchical split between animate and inanimate still applies sometimes 
in cases where X is not human. It appears (but this needs checking) that 
the domestic dog may be included in the human category. 
2.5.5.2 Relative Pronominal Prefix Forms (REL) The relative (REL) pro-
nominal verb prefix forms are derived from the forms listed in Tables 2. 5 (c) 
and 2.5(d) by a set of simple rules. 
Firstly closed monosyllabic prefix forms have an unspecified 
vowel added following their final consonant. 
Rule A ~ -+ [+syllabic] / II [-syllabic] [+syllabic] [-syllabic J _ II 
where II = morpheme boundary. 
Secondly all vowels of a prefix are raised to i. This rule 
applies to all prefix forms, not only those derived by Rule A. In the 
kaltuy? dialect these vowels are raised only to e. We can express the 
rule for the north-eastern dialect as Rule B. 
(ii) As far as I know each domestic dog belongs to one of the full range 
of s~bsections according to parentage, just like human beings. The sub-
sectlOn or moiety classification of other animals is determined by features 
such as species, size and stage of development, rather than by descent. 
Rule B ;;c.---
2.5.5 
[+syllabic] -~ [3
1 
peripheral] 
high 
148 
[2 high] should be substituted for [1 high] in the kaltuy7 dialect rule. 40 
For example Rules A and B apply in that order to the following 
prefixes to give the derivations shown. 
A parV B piri· par + -~ 
B 
rJ irinpi f)aranpa + 
f)ifl !!; f) i[lV B fJ ipi + 
Finally prefix initial k becomes y optionally in the REL 
prefix form of ka- (i.e. ki + yi). Note that this is an assimilation of 
the consonant to the following i of the REL form in the features SONORANT, 
CONSONANTAL, PERIPHERAL and APICAL (bearing in mind the vowel and 
consonant feature equivalences discussed in 1. 4. 2. 2). 
Rule C -sonorant 
+consonantal + 
+peripheral 
+sonorant 
-consonantal 
-peripheral 
-apical 
l -syllabi +high 
+syllabic 
+sonorant 
-consonantal 
peripheral 
-apical 
1 high 
For the kaltuy? dialect the [+syllabic] segment in the description of 
the environment for the application of the rule will be marked [2 high] 
not [1 high J. 
The use of the relative (REL) pronominal prefix forms is 
discussed in detail in 3. 7 below. 
40 
This kaltuy? rule rightly lowers the vowel of the prefix form 
.'li~ to give a REL form I) e [le-. 
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z.5.6 Syntactic Prefixes (IMPLIC, COM TRANSVR, COM EXTVR) 
There are three important syntactic prefixes used with 
Rembarnga verbs. In this sense the term 'syntactic' refers to the 
function of these prefixes in modifying the ease frame and/or the MR/DR 
classification of verb roots (see 2.5.1). See 2.5.14 below for a 
brief discussion of the relative ordering of the various types of 
prefixes. The three prefixes under discussion here are -pak-,-pa~ta-
41,42 
and -re. 
(i) -pak- (IMPLIC) can be called the 'implicative prefix'. The syntax 
of implication is discussed in 3. 2 below. pak is used \·lith any verb to 
indicate the pronominal marking of an implicated NP in the verb complex. 
Mono-referential verbs become di-referential when pak is used. pak 
introduces an 'extended' case frame to a verb (3.2.3). The following 
examples give some idea of the range of uses of pak but see 3. 2 for more 
detail. It appears that pak may only be used when the implicated NP is 
animate (normally human) . 
(2.5-21) 
(2. 5-22) 
yaran - pak - yappa7 - wa~? - wa~? - mir [32/49] 
laug. IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC- UAUGM- REDUPL- look/wait-
PAST PUNCT 
He was waiting for us (two). 
nanpa - pe? - yappa? - mara - ~ 
2aug.O + 3aug.A - lest - UAUGM - spear - PRES 
pa~a - pak - yinir - para? [38/124-125 J 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC - say +PAST PUNCT- UAUGM 
"They might spear you (two)," I said to them. 
41 
All these three prefixes occur with virtually the same form and 
function in Ngandi, a language spoken to the sout~-east of Rembarnga 
(Heath 1975 chapter 8.8 and 8.ll). 
42 
The relationship of these syntactic 
reciprocal forms is discussed in detail in 
prefixes with reflexive/ 
3.3.4. 
(2.5-23) 
(2.5-24) 
(2.5-25) 
(2.5-26) 
(2. 5-27) 
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nawork- ~ walampala ~aran - pak- pol? - ra [38/70] 
"soldier" -NOM south+ ABL l/2aug.IMPL + 3S - IMPLIC-
arrive - FUT 
"Soldiers" will come out after us from the south (in 
revenge). 
matayin - ~ r)an - pak -· r)u - f\ [37 /19] 
(food from) ceremony - NOM lmin.IMPL + 3min.A- IMPLIC-
eat - PAST PUNCT 
She ate the ceremony food on me. (i.e. The speaker was 
responsible for the ceremony, the woman was not permitted 
to eat the food, so the speaker is responsible for her 
punishment.) 
paya - pak - sar)a - poto? - rna - tta 
3aug.IMPL + l/2min.S- IMPLIC- foot 
- na [37/81] 
- put - STEM - REFLEX -
FUT 
- We'll leave (put) our tracks for them (so that they can 
recognise us and follow). 
patar:Ja - ~ par - pak - wurk - mif\ [43/114 J 
hook spear -NOM 3min.IMPL + 3aug.A- IMPLIC- pluck-
PAST PUNCT 
They pulled the hook spear out of him. 
nanta?na paran - pak - wa~a - ka~ter? - rna~ [38/152) 
No matter 3aug.IMPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC- CONT- limp-
PAST CONT 
It didn't matter that he was limping on account of them 
(their having speared him). 
(ii) ' 
-re- (COM TRANSVR) may be called a 'comitative transitiviser . 
It is used only with intransitive MR verb forms, converting them into 
transitive DR verbs. Thfs prefix marks not simple accompaniment but 
normally some level of control by the A .C<S) over the 0 (or accompanying 
entity), which is cross-referenced by the X pronominal prefix element. 
Examples (2.5-28) to (2.5-35) will show something of the range of use of 
re. 
-
(2.s-2B) 
(2. 5-29) 
(2.5-30) 
(2.5-31) 
(2.5-32) 
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tampakku - ~ par - re - patpu - ni0 [cf.38/101-l02] 
tobacco - NOM 30 + 3aug.A - COM TRANSVR - climb - PAST CONT 
- They used to bring tobacco up (from Milingimbi). 
nanta - ~ - rna yanta - rna 
that - NOM - ma laug.PRON - rna 
yar- re - kuwan - yut - mir [38/150] 
3min.O + laug.A - COM TRANSVR - afraid - run - PAST PUNCT 
- We ran away, carrying that [wounded man]. 
yar - 5i - re - work - mir [33/ 63-64 J 
3min.O + laug.A- yi - COM TRANSVR- work - PAST PUNCT 
- He was working with us./We had him working with us. 
par - ku? - re - kaw? - rna~ [37/103] 
3min.O + 3aug.A - dead - COM TRANSVR - yell - PAST CONT 
- They were yelling over their dead [mother]. 
parkka? - ¢ par - re - ka~uk - rna~ [11/7 J 
green plum - NOM 30 + 3aug.A - COM TRA.NSVR - play - PAST CONT 
- They were playing while holding or having eaten green plums. 
(In this mythological story they had been instructed n~to do 
this.) 
Examples (2.5-33) and (2.5-34) show how this same prefix re 
can vary in signifier.nce from 1 carrying .. , 1 to 1 accompanied by. , . 1 • See 
the paraphrases contained within each example. 
(2.5-33) 
(2.5-34) 
panta - tsa paran - re - yuwa, 
there - LOC 3aug.O + 3min.A - COM TRANSVR - lie + PAST PUNCT 
paran - mutul - re - yuwa [23/17-18 J 
3aug.O + 3min.A - contents of stomach - COM TRANSVR - lie + 
PAST PUNCT 
- He (Rainbow) slept there with [the people] inside hfustomach. 
paran - re - yuru, ret - ka? 
3aug.O + 3min.A - COM TRANSVR - lie + PRES side - ALL 
par- pak - yuru [8/18-19] 
3min.IMPL + 3aug.A - IMPLIC - lie+ PRES 
[The emu] sleeps with them (its young). They sleep at its side. 
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Finally note example (2.5-35) which shows that re may 
-·-
transitivise verbs which are surface intransitive (MR), derived by means 
of the REFLEX suffix from deep DR transitives. Compare 3.3.4. 
(2. 5-35) par- re- wuntu- tti -r ... 
30 + 3aug.A - COM TRANSVR - hide - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
... par-Si-re- rom- mir [3/122-124] 
30 +3aug.A - yi - COM TRANSVR - disappear - PAST PUNCT 
- They hid (themselves) taking [the mead with them... They 
disappeared with it. 
(iii) -patta- (COM EXTVR) can be termed a 1 comitative extended transitivi-
ser1. It is used only with deep transitive· (DR) roots and converts them to 
extended transitives. The NP marking the accompanying entity in this case 
is not cross-referenced by the pronominal prefix. I will term this NP 
an IMPL but its function is unclear. In some cases it apparently implies 
simple accompaniment of the 0 as in (2.5-36) but generally it appears to 
imply 1 to the detriment of ... 1 The examples below will explain the use of 
this prefix, the use of which I find unclear. The verbal prefix -patta-
has the same form as the nominal prefix patta- (2.2.3) which is used in 
conjunction with both the COMIT and PRIV suffixes. Nominal and verbal 
pa~~a should perhaps be considered a single morpheme. 
(2.5-36) 
(2.5-37) 
pa~a - yappa? - patta - na - ¢ 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- UAUGM- COM EXTVR- see- PAST PUNCT 
takkuna 
child 
I saw the two of them with the child. 
na - patta - pu - n - kappul 
3min.IMPL + 2aug.A- COM EXTVR- kill -PRES - DEF AUGM 
- Get [the puppy]away from her (bitch) and kill it! 
(2.5-38) 
(2.5-39) 
(2.5-40) 
(2. 5-41) 
(2.4-42) 
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ma?kun yaran - yappa7 - patta - kunwa - ~ 
again laug.IMPL + 3min.A- UAUGM- COM EXTVR- chase- PAST 
PUNCT 
po~o? waf)kir [29/66 J 
tree one 
- Again she chased the two of us to one tree. (All wanted 
to climb up to escape a buffalo but there was no room for 
three.) 
naf)a - yappa? - patta - pa - wa 
2aug.IMPL + lmin.A - UAUGM - C.OM EXTVR - leave - PAST PUNCT 
"I left you two working while I went hunting." 
((?) =I left [the work] to you two.) 
munaf)a f)ar - patta - wa - n 
white man 3min.IMPL + l/2aug.A- COM EXTVR- follow- PRES 
- We follow the white man (in using the word work for 'work'). 
--
paf)ar - patta - wa - n pamili 
3aug.IMPL + l/2aug.A- COM EXTVR- follow- PRES Bamyili 
43 
sawur - kan 
[Dj a wan] - DAT 
- We all bludge off the Djawan people at Bamyili. (i.e. 'We 
use the resources of their country instead of our own, and 
make no contribution to them in return.') 
tampakku paf)a - patta - rna - r:Jara 
tobacco 3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- COM EXTVR- get - FUT 
I'll get/take some tobacco from them. 
A verb derived by use of -patta- may then be made reflexive 
or reciprocal. This is discussed in detail in 3. 3. 4. Two text examples 
Will be given here. 
43 
Note here the use of the DAT suffix to mark the IMPL NP, in support 
of my interpretation of the pronominal prefix marking with patta. 
~:. ,1-"-' . 
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(2.5-43) para - pat:ta - vmntu - tta - ni - yumap 
3aug.S - COM EXTVR - hide - REFLEX - INFIN- PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
(2.5-44) 
taramana, ma~akna ... [3/122] 
leg arm 
They hid (themselves) with/taking the legs, the arms ... 
(of a kangaroo). 
para - patta - rna - ~a - tta - n [38/228 J 
3aug.S - COM EXTVR - get - STEM - REFLEX- PRES 
They take women from each other. (The sentence was 
used to state that several men all try to get the one 
. 1 44) gu . 
2.5. 7 Reflexive/Reciprocal Forms (REFLEX) 
Reflexive/reciprocal forms may be derived from Rembarnga di-
referential verbs (and from some mono-referential verbs) by means of 
the reflexive/reciprocal (REFLEX) suffix -tta. This suffix has a variant 
form -ta. This variation occurs in accordance with the dissimilation rules 
discussed in 1.5.4. There is some additional irregular variation noted in 
the Notes to Table 2. 5 (e). The reflexive/reciprocal suffix converts a 
verb form from di-referential to mono-referential because of referential 
identity between the two NPs pronominally marked in the VC. The syntax 
of reflexive/reciprocal verbs is discussed in detail in 3. 3. I will 
henceforth use the term 'reflexive' alone for the sake of brevity. 
Table 2.5(e) sets out, by conjugation class, the stem-
forming (STEM) suffixes which are added to the root forms (on which Table 
2 45 
.S(a) was based) and to which the REFLEX suffix is added. The notes to 
Table 2. 5 (e) give further essential details. 
44 
The situation described is a modern one where the old law is 
breaking down. In the traditional system each girl would already 'belong' 
t~ someone, but these days, according to the informant, each man takes 
(l.e, steals) whichever woman he wants, no matter who she rightly belongs 
to,. Hence the expression 'take from each other' as in this example· 
45 
The stem forming suffix used here is identical with the past counter-~~~tual suffix in conjugations 1, 3, 4E and 5. Contrast the distribution of 
i 18 STEM among the verb conjugations in Table 2. 5 (e) with its distribution 
n the INFIN forms listed in Table 2. 5 (a). 
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Conju- Verbs STEM gat ion 
1 All mea 
2b 
3c,d All r pe1 
l¢ 
4A pa 'leave' wa 
pu 'hit' and . d e J.ts compoun s ¢ 
4B Allf ¢ 
4C All ¢ 
4Dc All ¢ 
4Ed f)u 
t:e} 
ru weg 
SA Both rJ e 
SB rAll n All except mono-syllabic roots and compounds 
of rna 'get' 
1.. -
sch ? ? 
6b 
7b 
Table 2.5(e) Stems for REFLEX Suffix 
I 11 ot 
: .. ~~<~-:·:!, '·',~-~~-~~.0 : .. -'··:~-~-::· -~~,~: -:~~·:;~~~~T_-~·''---. -.-":--: ·_;.,:. :~.~:.~,: ' .... :;{::;;:~~~~·; -~· .~~:~:;~~ ,: -~<-.=-~. ·:- ·,:;: ~;: :~~-, .. :·~~·~~tf,'·.::~ :~j~~:~~~~~~ !,:~.-:;:~-::-~ :\~:i;:' r~~~::·?::.:,\~~'::··~·::·:~' -~~-~-: ·'~-;~_~; ... 
.. 
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Notes to Table 2. 5 (e) 
a Reflexives formed on MR stems of the first conjugation have 
been obtained only with pol? 'arrive', pu8ku7 'nod one's head', 
kaw? 'shout', rawk 'talk', pok 'bark (of dog)'' rerek 'stir, move' 
wa~? 'look around, wait'. ~and pawk are the only two of these 
verbs found to occur fairly readily in reflexive form, meaning 
'to come together/to meet' and 'to talk to each other' respectively. 
Both allomorphs of the REFLEX suffix (tta and te) have been found 
with verbs pol?, pawk and wa~?. This phenomenon has not been 
investigated. Compare 1.5.4. DR forms of all the above listed 
verbs and ka:j.uk 'play', 8al7 'rise 1 and wak 'laugh', derived 
by means of the TRANSVR -wa of conjugation 4B, may also form 
reflexives. See note f below. 
b Verbs of conjugations 2, 6 and 7, being all MR, have no reflexive 
forms. Related DR forms (with -wa TRANSVR for yina7 (2); causative 
verbs of conjugation 5 for conjugation 6) do have reflexive forms. 
c Compare the shorter alternative reflexive form of ka CADS (conjugn. 
3) -with~ STEM- with the reflexive form of the verb ka 'take' 
(conjugation 4D). The fact that these are identical, coupled 
with the use of the verb ka 'take' (4D) as a causative or transi-
tivising auxiliary (see 2.5.10) suggests some historical relation-
ship between ka 'take' (4D)and ka CAUS (3). 
d Note that conjugations 3, 4E and 5B all have alternative reflexive 
forms with and without a STEM of the form of the past counter-
factual suffix. 
e For pu and its compounds the stem final vowel becomes centralised 
to a before the REFLEX suffix. 
pu REFLEX· PRES ~ pa ta n 
~ ~1~- ~,·_"-~:-:. :~·,;:: ~::-,;· :.":<:1.~~- .·:. :-~~:·?~~\~~~·::;~~: . i ~: --.·;:!,~~~ ,i ·~·~·~:·:~--~~:~>~- ~--:~ -~-----:.~-~ -~:-~.':.~-.:- ~~,~-: -~~.- ~~ >~:_;_,· :~~) ---~~:.·,l::~:::~:L~~~-~:~-+:~ ~;::- -.:~:~.:-~~--,t- ~~~_:.~;:~ -Ii.~:;·:::tr ··:~ >;fi:;~: 
... ~-: -, - -' -
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f In conjugation 4B the stem final vowel is centralised from a to 
a before the reflexive suffix for the verb Sirewa 'be angry at' 
and for all transitives derived by means of -wa TRAliSVR from 
verbs of conjugations 1 and 2. Of these last transitive forms, 
reflexive forms of those of ka~uk 'play', kaw? 'shout', rawk 
'speak', wak 'laugh' and wa~7 'look, wait' have been found with 
the suffix allomorph tte alternating with ta. The conditioning 
factors, if any, are unknown to me. 
g It is not clear whether this STEM has the form wa or wu. If the 
latter is the correct form, ~ could conceivably be interpreted as 
the same suffix as for~ 'leave' in conjugation 4A. This suffix 
would have the form wV where the unspecified vowel is identical 
with the root final vowel. 
h I accidentally failed to elicit reflexive forms for the one verb 
in conjugation 5C. 
2.5.8 Causative Verb Forms (CAUS) 
The causative (CADS) suffix -ka- derives di-referential verbs 
from mono-referential intransitive verb roots. The A of such a derived 
causative verb form causes (by force,persuasion etc.) the 0 to carry out 
the activity marked by the verb root. Thus 
(2.5-45) l)attu l)ar - tu - ka - pa [29/107] 
cycad nut - NOM 30 + l/2aug.A- be immersed - CAUS -PAST 
PUNCT 
We immersed the cycad nuts in the water (to soak). 
The CADS suffix -ka may only be used with MR intransitive verbs. It can 
be contrasted with the TRANSVR -wa, for discussion of which see 2.5.9 . 
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The CAUS suffix -ka is added to a stem which consists of 
the INFIN form for conjugation 1 and, as far as can be judged, of the 
INFINforrn with its final syllable glottalised for the other conjugations. 46 
The stem to which -ka is added is identical to that used with the -wa 
TAANSVR (2.5.9) and the auxiliary constructions (2.5.10). In fact 
there appears to be a close relationship between the -ka CAUS suffix 
and the verb ka ! take 1 , used as an auxiliary. See note c to Table 
2.5(e). 
For tense/aspect inflection of -ka CAUS which forms 
conjugation 3 see Table 2. 5 (a). 
The examples (2.5-46) to (2.5-48) are based upon verbs of 
conjugation 1. 
(2. 5-46) 
(2. 5-4 7) 
kulppip - ~ 8a - tay? - ka - pa (9 I 41 J 
ant bed - NOM 30 + lmin.A - be broken - CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
I broke off (a piece of] ant bed. 
sopoy yara - yappa? - yinip, 
Shoo! laug.S - UAUGM- say +PAST PUNCT 
yar- yappa? - kuwan- yut- ka- pa ~8/28] 
3min.O + laug.A - UAUGM - afraid - run - CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
"Shoo!" we said, We frightened (the buffalo] away. 
46 
No CAUS form of this type was obtained for the verb yine? 'say/ 
do; (conjugation 2). CAUS forms of this pattern were rejected for 
ru 'weep/cry' (4E), for ~a 'go' (5B), for nu~a 'sit' (6C) and for 
yuru 'lie' (6D), the only mono-morphemic intransitive verbs in conjugations 
~. 6C and 6D. The following was offered as a translation of 
'I made them cry' : 
pa~a - ru - pol? - ka - pa 
3aug.O + lmin.A- cry - arrive/come - CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
The generalisation regarding the stem form in conjugations other than 
conjugation 1 is based partly on the observed similarity with the 
stem used with the -wa TRANSVR (2.5.9) and with auxiliary verbs 
(2.5.10). In fact forms with -ka CAUS are very rare (and only available 
so far by elicitation) for ver~in all but conjugation 1. 
(2. 5-48) 
2.5.8 
mala? takkutakku yana- pak- Qe? - ka- ra [3/86] 
try children lmin.IMPL + 2aug.A- IMPLIC- rise-
CAUS - FUT 
- "Children, try and lift it up for me." 
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The examples (2.5-49) to (2.5-51) are derived from 
verbs of other conjugations (number in parentheses after the root 
gloss) . 
(2.5-49) 
(2.5-50) 
(2. 5-51) 
Qa - pariQana - ? - ka - pa 
3min.O + lmin.A - hang up (6A) + INFIN - STEN - CAUS - PAST 
PUNCT 
I made him climb up./I hung it up. 
Qa - tamepu - na - 7 - ka - ra 
3min.O + lmin.A - yawn (4A) - INFIN - STEM - CAUS - FUT 
- I'll make him yawn .. 
Qa - tiyana - 7 - ka - pa 
3min.O + lmin.A- stand(6B) + INFIN- STEM- CAUS - PASTPUNCT 
I stood it up. 
That the causation involved can consist of physical force 
or some other inducement is shown by the two examples (2. 5-52) and 
(2. 5..;53) both of which employ the same verb root, but different 0 NPs. 
(2.5-52) 
(2, 5-53) 
kawarkka7 - sa ~ - Qal7 - ka - pa [43/22 J 
outside the camp - LOG 3min.O + 3min.A - climb - CAUS -
PAST PUNCT 
- He hung [the kangaroo carcase] up outside the camp. 
paran - Qal7 - ka - pa [27/92] 
in the morning 3aug.O + 3min.A - climb CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
He loaded [the people] up [onto the trucks] in the morning 
{to give them a lift back from the ceremony ground). 
2.5.8 
The verbs petetka 'miss' and puluka 'find' of 
conjugation 3 appear to be derived by suffixing -ka CAUS to the 
adverb pete~ 'almost' and the unrecognised root pulu. However the 
use of -ka CAUS appears to be productive only with verb roots. 
A number of the verbs in conjugation 5B are causative 
forms of morphologically related verbs in conjugation 6 (see 2.5.3). 
(2.5-54) takkutakku - ~ paran - ti - ya 
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children - NOM 3aug.O + 3min.A - stand (CAUS 5B) - PAST 
PUNCT 
natta?- ka7, para- tiyi [3/ 78 J 
there - ALL 3aug.S - stand (6B) +PAST PUNCT 
- He stood the children there. They stood. 
Compare ( 2. 5-55) 
(2.5-55) sok - l)ere? - ~ l)a - ti - ya [9 I 48 J 
socks* - only - NOM 30 + lmin.A - stand (CAUS 5B) - PAST PUNCT 
I wore only socks (no boots). 
2. 5. 9 Transitivising Suffix (TRANSVR) 
Investigation of this suffix has not produced a firm 
conclusiou as yet as to its nature but it appears that the TRANSVR 
suffix ~ performs two distinct but complementary functions which I 
will discuss separately below. In both these functions the -wa 
transitivising suffix derives di-referential verbs from mono-referential 
verb roots (see (i) below) and from nominal stems (see (ii) below). 
For tense/ aspect inflections of -wa TRANSVR, which belongs to conjugation 
4B, see Table 2. 5 (a). 
(i) With a small number of intransitive MR verb roots 
from conjugations 1 and 2 the -wa TRANSVR suffix derives transitive DR 
' 
verb forms which are not causative. The A of the derived TR sentence 
performs the activity denoted by the verb root, implicating the 0 by 
means of this activity. These verb forms differ from those formed with 
CAUS ~ (2.5.8) and from those with TRANSVR -wa discussed in (ii) below 
. ~ ~. . ', -
: :·::~~~:·,;::~ ·.~·~1 -:Y~{' >:~::~<· ·~;:d~::~~~3>: -.~ ~:~. {~<~}~~:!~~;,·::-·;;~~-: .~~~;~;~~;j~~"l~- .. :·: ;;;, ·::;::-:: .. ~~~:~. :·:~~·.:_·~:::~~ 0~ ·'~:~2~~~-<- ~.--:/~~-:~~~:;:.-_~·~; ... '.;:;:': .·7::".::~~~.:t~~~~: .'·:·~:.~-~:: :~.:~.~ 
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in that the deep S of the verb root is the same as the A of the derived 
transitive in the cases being discussed here (-wa(i)), but the same as 
the 0 for the other two { -ka, ~ (ii)) . 
For conjugations 1 and 2 the stem to which -wa TRANSVR 
is added is the INFIN or simple root form. A list of some of such verbs 
has been given in the notes to Table 2.S(e) since a majority of the 
If available examples are in reflexive form. However the following non-
1!: reflexive exampes are representative of this type of transitive formation 
I 
-
' . 
1 ' 
f ' 
> 
' ' 
i 
i'· 
f ' 
.!-:,, ...__, __ •• 
with~· 
(2.5-56) 
(2. 5-57) 
(2. 5-58) 
ta -me? - ka~uk - wa - n, 
3min.O + 2min.A - lest - play - TRANSVR - PRES 
nan - me? - pam? - ~ 
2min.O + 3min.A - lest - bite - PRES 
- Don't play with [the dog]. It might bite you. 
~ir - merme - wak - wa - n 
2min.IMPL + 3min.A- eye- laugh- TRANSVR- PRES 
wamut - yi? 
[subsection name]- ERG 
- Wamut is laughing at your (swollen) eye. 
korowkkorow - ~ par - yine? - wa - ~ 
kookaburra - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A- say - TRANSVR- PAST PUNCT 
wawa? . • . [3/ 63-64] 
brother 
- They told (said to47 ) the kookaburra, "Brother ... " 
Compare also example (3. 2-8) 
47 
par - yine? - wa ~ here is the exact equivalent of 
~--~-----------
par - pak - y1n1p 
3min. IMPL + 3aug.S - IMPLIC - say+ PAST PUNCT 
Which can also introduce direct speech. 
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(ii) ~ TRANSVR may be suffixed to a number of other 
stems, with all of which it has a causative function analogous to that 
of~ CAUS (2.5.8). The A of the resulting DR verb causes the o to 
perform the activity of the simple intransitive verb root, or to be in 
the state denoted by the nominal stem. That is, the deep S of the MR 
verb root becomes the 0 of the derived causative verb stem. The 
examples given below will make this clear. 
-wa is used in this causative sense with intransitive 
verb roots of conjugations 4 to 6. The stem is the INFIN form with the 
final syllable glottalised. 48 Compare (2.5-59) to (2.5-61) with (2.5-49) 
to (2. 5-51). 
(2.5-59) 
(2.5-60) 
(2. 5-61) 
Qa - pariQana - ? - wa - na 
3min.O + lmin.A- hang up(6A) + INFIN - STEM- TRANSVR- FUT 
I 1 11 make him climb up. /I 1 11 hang it up. 
paQa - tamepu - na - ? - wa - ~ 
3aug.O + lmin.A- yawn(4A) - INFIN- STEM- TRANSVR -PAST PUNCT 
I made him yawn. 
Qa - tiyana - ? - wa - ~ 
3min.O + lmin.A- stand(6B) + INFIN - STEM - TRANSVR- PAST 
PUNCT 
I stood it up./I got him up [on his feet]. 
-wa is used in causative function with forms of intransitive 
verb roots of conjugation 1 nominalised by means of the -yi NOMLSR suffix 
(2.5.15). These include colour verbs and a number of others whose English 
translations are adjectives. The verb root with the -ka CAUS suffix and 
48 
It may be noted that this is the same stem for these verb conju-
gations as that to which -ka CAUS is added, and as that used in auxiliary 
constructions. However it is clear that, as far as -wa is concerned, these 
particular stems are treated more as nominal in nature on analogy with 
its use with nominalised verb roots of the first conjugation. Thus it 
may be true to say that verbal roots derive simple transitivised forms 
with ~ while nominal stems derive causatives with ~· 
' - -
:··~· ~-e~~· ·:j~-:~:~ ~~---~:.·::-~ ~:~:~~Y ~~: ~;.~·:~:: ~; ·? :_ ~~--~~:~~~~~~.- :~;:.~:;._~ :. ~:·:': ~:~1;.~;~r~~: ;~?.t~:~.~~t-~:': .. '~\~~.::;~<.,::~·. :.~~: .. '·:~~'~: :.~ ':~,-- ~~;: ~:~~~ ~, .:-;;_.::.:t :.:-.~~~·.-)i<~:~::;~:~q~~~~~~-=;-~7·~:;~· ··: .. :.':; 
' ... 
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the nominalised verb root with the -Iva TRANSVR suffix appear to be para-
phrases. The final syllable of the nominalised form of the verb appears 
to be optionally glot tali sed when -wa is suffixed. This, however, has 
not been fully investigated. 
(2.5-62) 
(2.5-63) 
(2. 6-64) 
mutta - yi? su~a - ~ 
sun - ERG water - NOM 
ka - mur - yi - (?) - wa - na 
3min.O + 3min.A - be warm - NOMLSR - STEM - TRANSVR - FUT 
ka - mur - ka - ra 
3min.O + 3min.A - be warm - CAUS - FUT 
The sun will warm the water. 
~a - ~ar - yi - wa - na 
3min.O + lmin.A - be sick/sore - NOMLSR - TRANSVR - FUT 
~a - ~ ar - ka - ra 
3min.O + lmin.A - be sick/sore - CAUS - FUT 
I will make him sick. 
~a - ~ara~ar - yi - wa - na 
3min.O + lmin.A - be red - NOMLSR - TRANSVR - FUT 
~a - ~ara~ar - ka - ra 
3min.O + lmin.A- be red - CAUS - FUT 
I will make it red. 
Note that in all cases it is not possible to use the -ka CAUS suffix 
on the -yi- stem, nor is it possible to use the -wa TRANSVR suffix without 
the -yi- stem. 49 
49 
Apparently the verb ~u~ 'be black/dark' is an exception to this 
generalisation in that a form ~a - ~u~ - wa - na (3min.O + lmin.A- be 
black - TRANSVR - FUT) has been found alongside the· more normal 
~- ~u~ - yi - wa - na and ~a - ~u~ - ka - p. *~a - oul - yi - ka - ra 
18 
• however, unacceptable as the generalisation would predict· 
f ·,~_~·.~.,:·?L'l ~~\~10;~~~~~=~~~ · ~~-: <~~ :~~~7~:0,~--~<?: ~~~:/i~:~~,.,-<·~: ·~.· :/~ ~t:,:~:. ,_-:;·_' -:~::: l~C~c·· ·~,~:~~~~ .. : ~~~i;··~ : \;~~ ;~,: .. :~ ~: ~.\:::~ ;~ ~;~~{~\·_:< :~t~ 8~ -~~=~~- .:;:~~-<~ ·~~: ~~ -· 
. -.' -
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-wa TRANSVR is used in a causative function with nominals 
but this has not been fully investigated. I have concentrated mainly 
on nominals which translate English adjectives. The final syllable of 
the nominal stem to which ~ is added is most commonly glottalised. 
Some of this morphological variation is shown in (2.5-65) to (2.5-67). 
(2.5-65) 
(2.5-66) 
(2.5-67) 
~a - pu? - wa - na 
3min.O + lmin.A - different - TRANSVR - FUT 
I'll alter/change it (i.e. cause it to be different). 
~a - takku - (na) - ? - wa - na 
3min.O + lmin.A - small - (STEM) - STEM - TRANSVR - FUT 
-I'll make it smaller./I'll make a small one, 
~a - sar~ - (na) - wa - na 
3min.O + lmin.A - bad - (STEM) - TRANSVR - FUT 
I'll damage it./I'll make it bad. 
There are a few text examples of the TRANSVR suffix with 
nominals, such as (2.5-68) and (2.5-69). 
(2.5-68) 
(2.5-69) 
yar - tura - wa - ~ [33/58] 
3min.O + laug.A - alive/safe - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT 
- We saved him. 
~aran - me? - ~ap - wa - n [6/9] 
l/2aug.O + 3min.A - lest - wet - TRANSVR - PRES 
[The rain] might wet us (if we don't have shelter). 
' 
The TRANSVR suffix may also be added to nominal stems with the 
COMIT suffix as (2.5-70) makes clear. 
(2.5-70) ~ - tura - wa - ~ 
3min.O + 3min.A - safe/alive - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT 
tawal - ~ - rna ~ - !JUra? - yi - ? - wa - ~ [30/28] 
• 
pant a 
country - NOM - rna here 3min.O + 3min.A- fire - COMIT -
STEM - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT 
- He saved this country. He gave it fire (lit. 'He caused it 
to be having fire'.) 
~<tLt.~:~i1 '~.~~;/~. ~· ~-~:.·'.:~::·:~.~,"·-;~,~~ _:~~:c\ ~· :~~:;:~~.-c~ ·:.· .. : ,:~";~.?' .. :~.·',; ·, ·; c::~~:t?:· .~~·'~:.::: ::~~:.:. ·:.E.·~·:·,:;+ ~;~~~t: ·:~:.: .... :·~.~~~~:~"~J.~~>~~;I~~·:.~;:~:;.~·~:L':~~;.s·.,::·j;. _;: .. ;·{j·:i:t -.:~~,: · 
-·.~:.-· 
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2.5.10 Auxiliary Verb Constructions 
A small number of Rembarnga verbs may be used in an 
auxiliary capacity with other verbs. I Hse the term auxiliary in a 
somewhat narrower sense than Dixon (1972:15) and Capell (forthcoming) 
who both use the term to include compounding verbal elements as well 
as independent auxiliaries. I do not include verb compounding in my 
discussion of auxiliaries. A verb used in an auxiliary capacity in 
Rembarnga is fully inflected for person, number, tense/aspect and so 
on, and is used in conjunction with an uninflected verb stem. This stem 
takes the INFIN form for conjugation 1, and the INFIN form with the stem 
final syllable glottalised for conjugations 3 to 6. This is the same 
stem as is found with the suffixes -ka CAUS (2.5.8) and -wa TRANSVR (2.5.9). 
Three verbs only are commonly found in the auxiliary function, but a 
number of others appear to be permitted rarely. 
(i) The anomalous verb mar 'went' (2.5.4) is a very common 
auxiliary. It is used only with MR intransitive verbs and has no effect 
on their case frame. It is used largely, but not exclusively, with verbs 
of motion, and appears not to be permitted with some MR verbs. Details 
of this restriction are unknown at present. Note in passing the use of 
map 'went' in the formation of PROGR suffixes (2.5.12). See also the 
examples (2.5-11) to(2.5-13) in 2.5.4. 
(2.5-71) 
(2.5-72) 
(2.5-73) 
I) e 1 para - yappa? - mar 
3aug.S - UAUGM- went 
(two) got up. 
[38/127 J 
get up 
They 
l)inta - 6 - rna t,orop nanta - tV 
that - TEMP LOC lmin.PRON - NOM- mn climb down 
l)a - mar [9/19-20 J 
lmin.S - went 
That was when I climbed down. 
rum? yara - yappa7 - mar 
fall asleep laug.S - UAUGM - went 
We both went to sleep. 
[28/4 J 
i<-,t~- :_~~-;;::t~·;:: ~~-··:<t~·;~~- ::-~ ·-~~:-~· ·-~~~~"::. -~ 7~·. :~~~~~~.-~(::~~-. :S .-·:·~~:-~ _·:·~-:~_:'=.'_~·:·::-: .:."-_,:~~;~~~~,~-~ ~-.,: ;~_.: '.~. :.~·''c:>.~~-·-JL,'-:: ';:,::-·:F~:t::'~:·~ / ·:: ~ .~ .. ~·.: :\ ~·~::.:~~. ~~-~~~-·.--.. : ··~:?·~:< ·~:_. 
(2.5-74) 
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tiyana - 7 yar - pak - mar 
stand (INFIN) - STEM 3min.IMPL + laug.S - IMPLIC- went 
- We stopped (came to a standstill) next to [the dead 
buffalo]. 
(ii) ka 'take' (conjugation 4D) is also a very common 
auxiliary. ka is a DR transitive auxiliary and as such is used with DR 
verbs, not affecting their case frames in any way. Used with MR 
intransitive verb roots as an auxiliary ka produces a causative construc-
tion similar in meaning to those discussed in 2.5.8. The morphological 
and functional similarity between the auxiliary ka and the CAUS suffix 
-ka have been mentioned above (2.5.8). 
(2.5-75) 
(2.5-76) 
(2. 5-77) 
so 
f)e 7 ka .. ka - n, poto? 
get up 3min.O + 3min.A - take - PRES put down 
ka- ka- n ka- poto? - ~ [4/22] 
3min.O + 3min.A - take - PRES 3min.O + 3min. A - put down -
PRES 
- He lifts [the kangaroo carcase] up, and then puts it 
down. He puts it down. 
walaf) tamu 
then dog 
par - ka - f) ir 
te7wa - na - 7 
give - INFIN - STEM 
[43/32] 
30 (?IMPL) + 3aug.A - take - PAST PUNCT 
- Then they gave [the meat] to the dogs. 
kiya palkku - ~ toror7 f)a - ka - f)ir [9 I 20 J 
face string - NOM pull 30 + lmin.A - take - PAST PUNCT 
- I pulled the reins 50 (lit. 'the face string'). 
In an attempt to ascertain 1vhether this Rembarnga sentence was 
. ' lnterpreted as translated here or as 'I took the reins and pulled them I 
quoted the sentence to Fred :t-filmilkama and 
inary to his reply, obviously intending to 
he said 
asked what it meant. As a prelim-
repeat the sentence to himself, 
kiya palkku - ¢ f)a - toror7 - mir. 
face string - NOM 30 + imin.A - pull - PAST PUNCT 
This and other· 11 1 para e utterances in text (such as (2,5-75) and 
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(2.5-78) p u 1 - ·wala ka-ka-n ... 
different - ABL turn over (INTR) 3rnin.O + 3rnin.A-
... nanta- tti- rna wer 
take - PRES that - TEMP LOC - rna take off 
ka - ka - n [4/24-25 J 
3min.O + 3rnin.A - take - PRES 
- He turns [the kangaroo carcase] over from (? to) the 
other side ... then he takes it off (the fire). 
In one example the INFIN form of a derived reflexive 
form occurs with the reflexive form of ka as auxiliary. 
(2.5-79) tiritti? - ~ - rna wuntu - tta - na - ? 
[type dove51 J- NOM- rna hide -REFLEX- INFIN- STEM 
~ - ka - tti - f1· ~ - wuntu - tti - f1 G/142] 
3rnin.S - take - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 3min.S - hide - REFLEX-
PAST PUNCT 
Then the dove hid himself. He hid himself. 
(iii) With the anomalous verb pat 'pick up' (2.5.4) rna 'get' 
is commonly used as an auxiliary. See also examples (2.5.-5) and {2.5-6). 
(2. 5-80) sotkan - ~ pat oa - mi - ya [28/ 23 J 
shotgun* - NOM pick up 3min.O + lmin.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
I picked up the shotgun. 
(2.5-79)) indicate that auxiliary constructions are equivalent to 
simple verb forms, rather than indicating sequences of actions. 
51 
Informants say tiritti? is a Gunwinjgu and Gune word. The 
Rembarnga equivalent is Sirppa7. The bird has not been identified 
b:y~nd the information that it is a ground pigeon and belongs to the 
rlrl~Sa moiety. Both the above names are based upon the bird's call. 
(2. 5-81) 
(2.5-82) 
2.5.10 
¢ - mi - ya [27/41] 
fire - NOM pick up 3min.O + 3min.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
He got fire, 
kut:artSi munku wa-gta - ¢ pat 
tomorrow perhaps tracks - NOM pick up 
l)ar - rna - l)ara 
30 + 1/Zaug.A - get - FUT 
- Maybe tomorrow we'll find the tracks. 
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(iv) . In attemphng to elicit auxiliary c.onstructions with 
other verbs I cam across a small number of interesting examples which I 
will quote here. Note the alternative auxiliaries in the sentences of 
(2.5-83) to (2.5-85). In (2.5-85)(c) note how the verb root may be 
incorporated into the auxiliary VC forming what amounts to a compound 
verb. 
(2. 5-83) (a) pot ta - I) a - 7 
stand upside down (TR) - INFIN - STE:t-1 
l)a - ka - l)i)l 
3min.O + lmin.A- take - PAST PUNCT 
I put [the billy can] upside down. 
(b) potta - l)a - 7 l)a - poto7 - mi)l 
stand upside down - INFIN - STEM 3min.O + lmin.A - put - PAST 
PUNCT 
I put [the billy can] upside down. 
(2 · 5-84) (a) tiy7 52 I) a - ka - I) ip 
52 
hit/chop 3min.O + lmin.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
I hit/chopped it. 
(b) tiy7 l)a - pu - wa 
hit/chop 3min.O + lmin.A - hit - PAST PUNCT 
I hit/chopped it. 
The phonemic interpretation tiy7 for this verb root is 
the fact that its future tense form is [ti: 7ya J not [p: 7ra J · 
conjugation l. 
suggested by 
See 2.5.3, 
(2.5-85) (a) pette? 53 
carry in arms 
2.5.10 
par - ka - na 
3min.O + 3min.A - take - FUT 
- He will carry [the baby] in his arms. 
(b) pette? par - mi - ya 
carry in arms 3min.O + 3min.A- get - PAST PUNCT 
He picked up [the baby] in his arms. 
(c) ta - pette? - rna - ~ara 
3min.O + 2min.A - carry in arms - get - FUT 
Carry (pick up)[the baby]! 
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This relationship between auxiliary constructions and compounding as seen 
in (2.5-85) was found again with the (DR) verb talkma 'to split' which 
has been found, apart from example (2.5-86), only as a compound. All 
four sentences of (2.5-86) are said to have the same meaning. Note the 
use of the presumably MR intransitive root talk in (b) and (d) and note 
the variety of auxiliary constructions available. All four sentences mean 
'I split it' . 
(2.5-86) (a) Qa - talkmi - ya 
3min.O + lmin.A - split - PAST PUNCT 
(b) talk Qa - mi - ya 
[split] 3min.O + lmin.A- get- PAST PUNCT 
(c) talkma - Q& - 7 Q a - ka - Q if1 
split - INFIN - STEH 3min.O + lmin.A - take - PAST PUNCT 
(d) talk I) a - ka - Q i[1 
[split] 3min.O + lmin.A- take- PAST PUNCT 
(v) Having seen in a number of elicited examples ((2.5-83) to 
(2.5-86)) a possible relationship between auxiliary constructions of the 
type outlined in (i) to (iii) above and verb compounding (or incorporation 
of a verb root into the VC) we should note the examples (2.5-87) to (2.5-90). 
All of these were spontaneous utterances of informants. 
sr---
patte? means in full 'to carry against one's own body in one's arms'. 
. .. 
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(2.5-87) 
(2. 5-88) 
(2. 5-89) 
(2.5-90) 
2.5.10 
ka - ro - f)ara 
go past 3min.S - go - FUT 
He'll go past. 
ya - toto? - mar 
l/2min.S - descend -went 
Let's go down. 
ka - kapur? - turu 
3min.S - to set in the ground/bury- stand+ PRES 
It's underground. 
yanpa - wa~ta - kapur? - na - na 
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l/2min.IMPL + 3aug.A tracks - set in ground - see - FUT 
They will see our tracks on (in) the ground. 
2.5.11 Incorporation of Words into Verb Complexes 
A common and very important feature of Rembarnga morphology 
and syntax is the incorporation of nominals, adverbs, and some verb roots 
(see 2. 5 .10) in to the verb complex. This is a very complex phenomenon 
and the principal features of the incorporation of nominals into the VC 
will be discussed at length in connection with the syntax (3.4). At this 
.Point I will outline morphological details of this incorporation and a 
number of minor types of incorporation which will not be mentioned further 
in 3. 4. 
All incorporated words have the same form as their unincorpor-
ated counterparts with some exceptions: 
(i) case and similar suffixes are lost, with the exception of the 
comr suffix and the suffix -f)ere? 'only'; 
(ii) those nominals which have a -na STEM suffix in citation form lose 
this suff · . . 54 lX upon 1ncorporat1on; 
(iii) three adverbs have special incorporated forms. These are 
54 
Compare the loss of the -no suffix from nouns upon incorporation in 
Dalabon (Capell 1962: 101) . 
2.5.11 1]1. 
~u~artti(na) 'tomorrow (in the morning)' whose incorporated form is 
~taniP- (2. 5 .13); taparal) 7 (na) 'recent past (in the afternoon)' whose 
incorporated form is -tappa- (2.5.13) and tinir7 'authentically' whose 
incorporated form is -kakku- (2. 5 .13). 
The ordering of incorporated words in relation to other 
prefixes to the verb is discussed in 2. 5.14 below. It should be noted 
that a number of the prefixes discussed in 2.5.13 and 2.5.14 should 
probably be re-classified variously as free nominals or adverbs which 
may be incorporated into the VC. However uncertainty as to status has 
led me to list as prefixes in 2. 5.13 all those morphemes which rarely 
or never occur outside the VC. 
Nominals bearing the COMIT suffix -yi(nta) may be incorporated 
as such into the VC. It is not possible to use the PRIV suffix -tta in 
this way. 
(2. 5-91) 
(2. 5-92) 
l)a - poti - yinta - ~ul)1 - mir 
lmin.S - spear - COMIT - fall - PAST PUNCT 
I fell with a spear (sticking into me). 
l)a - pikkal) - yinta - mi - ya 
fish - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A- hook - COMIT - get - PAST PUNCT 
I caught a fish which already had an old hook in its mouth. 
Example (2.5-92) was rejected by the informant when -yi was substituted 
for -yinta as COMIT suffix. 
There are a number of other examples involving a -yi-, 
following an incorporated nominal, which may be a COMIT suffix. This 
is not INSTR -yi 7- the informants assert, nor.· may it take the form -yinta · 
Unlike the Nominal+ yi combinations in (2.5-91) and (2.5-92) the 
!!_ominal + yi combinations in(2.5-93) to (2.5-95) may not occur unincorpor-
ated. 55 
55 
One informant, in discussing sentences like (2.5-93) to (2.5-95) 
offered 
patta - yal) - yi 
with - words - COMIT 
para - map 
3aug.S -went 
as equivalent to para - yal) _ yi - map (cf. (2. 5-94), but he rejected as 
completely impossible patta - mo~o - yi para - yappa7 - patpu - wa 
(cf. (2.5-93)). 
(2.5-93) 
(2.5-94) 
(2.5-95) 
2.5.11 
para - yappa? - mota - yi - patpu - wa 
3aug.S - UAUGM- path - [yi] - climb - PAST PUNCT 
They (two) climbed up the path/by the path. 
para - ya~ - yi - pol? - rna~ 
3aug.S - story/words - [yi]- arrive- PAST CONT 
They shouted as they arrived. 
8a - kuwa? - yi - wa~? - min tawal - ~ 
lmin.S - eye - [yi] - look - PAST PUNCT country - NOM 
Qa - na - ~ 
3min.O + lmin.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
I looked around and saw the place. 
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On one occasion I have heard a noun inflected with -Qere? 
'only' incorporated into the VC inS function. This was (2.5-96) 
(2.5-96) muna~a ka - wa~ta - ~ere?- yuru 
white man 3min.IMPL- tracks- only- lie+ PRES 
Only the white man's tracks are here (not the 
white man himself). 
In addition combinations of 'noun' and tribal name have been 
found incorporated in the VC in text material as in ~· 5-97). 
(2.5-97) ... ke- tawal - ya~man - yut - ~ - ka? [19/130] 
3min.S + REL - country - [tribe] - run - PRES - ALL 
(They came) to where the yaQman country is (runs). 
Nominals which may be incorporated are normally either 
inflected or in S or 0 function in the sentence. Two examples with the 
word ~uta 'water' appear not to fit this pattern. 
-
(2. 5-98) ~a- su+a- ra~? -min [cf.32/37] 
lmin.S - water - die - PAST PUNCT 
I was thirsty. 
(2.5-99) 
2.5.ll 
~ar - 5ufa - rna - ~ara ~attu - ~ 
30 + l/2aug.A - water - get - FUT cycad nuts - NOM 
- We'll take the cycad nuts from the water. 
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It is not clear what interpretation of the syntactic function 
of each of these would be valid. In (2. 5-98) tufa may be in IMPL 
function 
56 
and in ~.5-99) it may be in ABL function, but I will 
interpret both examples as idiomatic phrases since no parallels have 
yet been found. 
A number of apparent cases of nominal incorporation into 
the VC with the verb ~ 1 hit 1 should rather be considered types of 
compounding. The 'incorporated' nominal appears not to be in one of 
the major sentence functions A or 0. 
(2. 5-100) 
. (2. 5-101) 
56 
yar- prk - pu - wa littu~? 
30 + laug.A - cross-hatching - hit - PAST PUNCT didgeridoo 
supul - ~ 
many - NOM 
- We painted a lot of didgeridoos. 
t. k 1 57 . par- 'Jl - a.awu- ppu - n1p [38/159 J 
3min.O + 3aug.A - yi - platform - hit - PAST CONT 
- Theyput [the body] on a platform (to decompose). 
Although this is a 
if ~uta is clearly marked 
indiCates actual dying. 
possible interpretation it should be noted that 
as IMPL and not incorporated then the sentence 
suta- kan ¢ - par? - mip [cf.43/77] 
water - DAT 3min. S - die ·· PAST PUNCT 
- He died for lack of water. 
57 
The vie1v that these combinations of nominal plus ~ are compound 
verbs might be supported by the fact that gemination of the initial stop 
of ~occurs by a rule which must be similar to the dissimilation rules 
outlined in l. 5. 4. This has not been explored in connection with 
compounding. 
(2. 5-102) 
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2.5.11 
kulppifl - ~ oa - tay7 - ka - pa 
ant bed - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - be broken - CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
ku1pi - ~ane - lka1 oa - po~o? - mi[l, 
sweat - lmin.DAT PRON - ALL 3min.O + lmin.A- put - PAST PUNCT 
k 1 . 58 oa - u p1 - ppu - wa (9/41-42] 
3min.O + lmin.A - sweat - hit - PAST PUNCT 
I broke off a piece of ant bed, put it in my armpit and 
rubbed it in my sweat. 
The fact that a further nominal may be incorporated before ~arkpu tends 
to support the view that rarkpu at least may be a compound verb since 
multiple incorporation is not common. 
(2.5-103) oanpa - kok - ~arkpu - nifl 
lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- bark- paint- PAST CONT 
They used to paint bark for me. 
Finally the incorporation of adverbs into the VC should be 
mentioned. The examples given for the prefixes walao and petet in 
2.5.13 exemplify this. A number of the other prefixes listed there 
should perhaps be interpreted as incorporated adverbs. Ordering is 
somewhat different from that for incorporated nominals. See 2. 5.14. 
Compare also (2. 5-104) 
(2.5-104) panta- wala- rna ya- wa~a- ma7kun- ro- oara (19/117] 
here - ABL - rna 1/2min.S - CONT - again - go - FUT 
Let's leave here again. 
58 
See note 57. 
2.5.12 
z.S.l2 Progressive Suffix (PROGR) 
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Rembarnga has a series of verbal suffixes formed on the basis 
of the verbs ra 'go/come' and man 'went'. These progressive (PROGR) 
suffixes have two or three overlapping functions. They often indicate 
durative aspect, or the fact that the activity is in progress at the 
time in question, or that it takes place while the subject is in motion. 
The examples below will give some idea of this. 
The PROGR suffix forms are modified forms of the appropriate 
tense/aspect forms of the principal verbs of going - ra 'go/come' 
(with its present tense variant wa) and map 'went'. The following 
modifications to these forms occur~ 9 
(i) -yi- or -yu- (in apparent free variation) are prefixed to mono-
syllabic forms of these verbs of going to form the PROGR suffix 
(e.g. -yimap, -yumap, -yira). 
(ii) y is substituted for the initial ~ of di- and tri-syllabic forms 
of the verb ra to form the PROGR suffix60 (e. g. -yof)ip( < rof)ip), -yof)ara 
(< fOQara), -yiya ( < riya)). There are, however, numerous examples where 
the initial r remains and no modification takes place . 
. (ii) For some verbs at least (this has not been fully checked) E:. 
may be prefixed also to di- and tri-syllabic forms of the verb ra 
(e.g. -yirof)ara, -yirof)if\). 
The stem to which the above PROGR suffixes are added is the 
INFIN form for all verb conjugations. In conjugations 4 to 6 where the 
INFIN form has a final a this is raised and fronted to i, being assimilated 
to the suffix initial y in the features HIGH and BACK. The conjugation 
7 61 stem for this suffix is unknown at present. 
59 
Is there any relationship between these Rembarnga PROGR suffixes 
with initial z: or E:.- and the Dalabon continuative suffix -i (Capell 1962: 
117)? 
60 . th The change from r to y here parallels the change from r to y 1n e 
FUT form of ra following the pronominal prefix gir- (2min.S) Tsee Note 5b.to 
Table 2.S(a):-and 1.4.1). That assimilation is progressive while regresslve 
assimilation occurs with the PROGR suffixes. 
61 
I seem to remember hearing a seventh conjugation stem -miyani-
(<-miyane) before a PROGR suffix but have not been able to confirm this 
from my notes. 
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In the examples which follow to illustrate the use of these 
PROGR suffixes it may be seen how difficult it is to define exactly 
which of the three uses mentioned above occurs in each case. There is 
considerable merging. In (2.5-105) to (2.5-109) the PROGR suffix 
tends to express the motion of the subject but particularly in (2.5-108) 
and (2.5-109) the durative aspect is also expressed. 
(2.5-105) ~ - f)awa - ~ 
(2.5-106) 
30 + 3min.A - hear - PAST PUNCT animal - NOM 
ka pawk - yiya [17 I 1 J 
3S - speak - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
- He heard the animals talking/chattering as they went. 
yaran- me? - ku7pi - popna - ni - yuwa [7 I 21 J 
laug.IMPL + 3min.O- lest- sweat -smell- INFIN- PROGR + 
PRES 
[The kangaroo] might smell our sweat "along" (as we 
try to sneak up on it). 
(2.5-107) narappa? - tat - yof)ara warikku [32/90] 
30 + 2uaugm.A - poison water - PROGR + FUT immediately 
- Poison the water quickly! (This is done to kill fish. 
The process involves dragging pounded bark through the 
water.) 
(2. 5-108) yanpa - te?wa - ni - yumafl 
l/2min.IMPL +3aug.A- give - INFIN- PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
- They gave us [breakfast] on the way ("all the way" from 
Darwin to Katherine on the plane). 
(2.5-109) karakku? par - yaw - yaw - yumafl [12/32 J 
on high ground 3min.O + 3aug.A - REDUPL - spear - PROGR + 
PAST PUNCT 
- On high ground they speared him repeatedly as they chased 
him. 
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The notion of activity in progress is more clearly evident 
in (2.5-110) to (2.5-112). 
(2.5-110) yara - rum? - yumap, ~ - yip - yumap 
laug.S - sleep - PROGR +PAST PUNCT 3min.S - get dark -
yara - ~urn? - mir (29/44-45] 
PROGR +PAST PUNCT laug.S - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
- We slept. While it was g.etting dark we slept. 
(2.5-111) ka - yi - pane - wa~? - mip 
3min.S- yi - pane - look- PAST PUNCT 
ka - ro - Qi - yira (27/35-36] 
3min.S - go - INFIN - PROGR +PRES 
- He caught sight of (the buffalo] walking along. 
(2.5-112) para - yappa? - niyani - yumap 
3aug.S - UAUGM- sit+ INFIN- PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
kalaQ - na kotorko ~ - pok - mip (10/12-13 J 
egg - 3min.DAT PRON brolga 3min.S - burst - PAST PUNCT 
- They were sitting there when the brolga's egg (which 
they had put on the fire to cook) burst. 
Example (2.5-113) is one in which the PROGR suffix retains 
suffix initial r (point (ii) above) while example(2.5-114) has the zh 
of the PROGR suffix prefixed to a disyllabic form of the verb of going. 
(2. 5-113) ~ - kuwam? - mip, ta~uppu? - ~ 
3min.S - set off - PAST PUNCT didgeridoo - NOM 
k 62 . . 63 a - ~ls - rlya 
30 + 3min.A - seek - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
- He went off looking for (hollow trees to make) didgeridoos. 
62 
One might expect ~ instead of ka as the prefix here (see Table 
2
·5(d)) since the VC is marked for past tense. 
63 
Compare examples (2.5-88) to (2.5-90) and the associated remarks 
concerning compounding and auxiliaries. 
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(2. 5-114) yar - tumuk.a - ni - yi fOI)ifl 
3min.O + laug.A - light fires for hunting - INFIN - PROGR t 
PAST CONT 
- We lit fires (for hunting) all the way along. 
As well as its regular PROGR forms the verb ru 'cry/weep' 
of conjugation 4E has alternative progressive forms with unmodified 
forms of ra 'go' suffixed to the stem ruyi?- as in (2.5-115). 
(2. 5-115) para - ruyi? - ra ~ut - wa 
3aug.S- cry(STEM) - PROGR +PRES road*- PERL 
- They are crying as they go along the road. 
2.5.13 Other Verb Prefixes 
Apart from the syntactic prefixes (2.5.6), the pronominal 
prefixes (2.5.5) and incorporated words (2.5.11) there are a large 
number of prefixes or incorporated elements used in Rembarnga VCs. Owing 
to the complexity of this miscellany it has not been possible to classify 
them fully and it is quite likely that some should be reclassified as 
nominals or adverbs, albeit most frequently incorporated ones. The best 
that can be done briefly is to give an annotated list of some of these 
prefixes with examples of their use and (in 2.5.14) some indication of 
relative surface ordering within the VC. Detailed discussion will have 
to follow further investigation. For ease of reading I will divide 
up the prefixes somewhat arbitrarily into four semantic groups: prefixes 
marking time (2.5.13.2.), manner (2.5.13.3) and number ~.5.13.4) and a 
miscellaneous group of aspectual prefixes (2.5.13.1). An asterisk 
following the listing of a prefix indicates that it has not been found 
to occur outside a VC (i.e. it is a bound form). 
1.5.13.1 Miscellaneous Aspectual Prefixes The following are to be 
discussed under this heading: 
(i) pete~ (v) la7pa 
(ii) pane (vi) ma7/pa7 
(iii) ~ira? (vii) wa-g a 
(iv) kakku (viii) yi 
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(i) pe~es, which may occur also outside the VC, is normally translated 
'almost' 'just about' and in some cases appears to have the sense 'begin 
to ... but without success' or 'begin to ... before being prevented'. 
(2.5-116) yara - pete; - pete - pe - ti - fl [9/69] 
laug.S - almost - REDUPL -hit -REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
- We almost had a fight (developing out of an argument). 
(2.5-117) ka - yi - pane - pete;- l)e( - mifl warkka 
3min.S - yi - pane- almost - get up -PAST PUNCT NEW SUBJECT 
nalanala - yi? par - pu - wa [ 43/109-110] 
club - INSTR 3min.O + 3min.A - hit - PAST PUNCT 
(After being speared) he almost got up, but [his brother] 
hit him with his club. 
(2.5-118) yulam? ka - yi - pete; - kuwan - yut - mip 
southwards 3min.S - yi - almost - afraid - run - PAST PUNCT 
tawkkari - yi? par - miri - ya 
[name] - ERG 3min.O + 3min.A- spear - PAST PUNCT 
pa- kanta [38/144-145] 
on - leg 
- He almost ran away to the south but tawkkari speared him 
in the leg. 
(ii) pane* is a prefix of unknown meaning. It may have something of 
the sense of 'manage to ... 1 or 'happen to ... 1 With verbs of perception 
it tends to mean 'catch sight/sound of'. See (2.5-117) and (2.5-119) to 
(2.5-121). It follows the prefix 1.!_. 
(2.5-119) parppu? ka - yi - pane - l)awa - ~ 
soon 30 + 3min.A- yi - pane - hear- PAST PUNCT 
tapararJ 7na para - kaw7 - 6 [43/97] 
in the afternoon 3aug.S - shout - PRES 
- In the afternoon he heard them shouting (after tracking 
them for several days). 
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(2.5-120) ka - yi - yirara? - rna parppu? 
3min.S - yi - climb down- PAST CF soon/until 
ka - yi - pane - wa~? - mir yara (43/58-59] 
(2. 5-121) 
3min.S - yi - pane - look - PAST PUNCT downwards 
- He was about to climb down, until he looked down ~nd 
saw that the tree trunk was swollen). (Mythol.) 
l)inta - ~ l)a - tit; - mir 
lmin.FRON -NOM lmin.S - return- PAST PUNCT 
l)a- yi -pane - wa~? - mir par - tal? (27/48] 
lmin. S - yi - pan a - look - PAST PUNCT 30 + 3aug. A - roast 
I cameback and saw them roasting something. 
(iii) tira?* appears to mean something like 'just' or 'already in the 
process of' although it is not possible to be certain. See (2.5-156) 
and compare (2.5·-122) to (2.5-124). 
(2.5-122) l)a - 5ira? - pol? - ~ 
lmin.S - just - arrive - PRES 
- I'm just about there./There's not far to go. 
(2.5-123) l)a - Sira? - na - ~ 
30 + lmin.A - just - see - PAST PUNCT 
I've already seen it./(?) I can see it. 
(2.5-124) kata ka - tira? - l)om? - ~ [32/ 108 J 
Oh 3S - just - float to surface dead - PRES 
"Oh! [The fish] are starting to die and come to the 
surface (as a result of poisoning the water)." 
(iv) kakku* is the equivalent of the unincorporated adverb tinir? 
(2.6.3) and means 'genuinely', 'authentically' 'really' and sometimes 
tends towards an intensive significance. 
(2.5-125) ~ - kakku - tel? - mip 
• 
[43/17 J 
3min.S - genuinely - go soft - PAST PUNCT 
It went really soft (instead of hard as intended). 
(2.5-126) 
2.5.13 
ka - yi - kakku - puttan - tiS - mir [43/102] 
3min.S - yi - genuinely - night - return - PAST PUNCT 
It got fully/properly dark again. 
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(v) la?pe* means 'just as', 'at the same time', 'as soon as'. Because 
of its implication of temporal comparison with some other sentence it 
is normally found only in a relative clause (i.e. in a VC with a REL 
pronominal prefix). 
(2.5-127) 
(2.5-128) 
ki - la7pa -soto? - mir 
in the morning 3min.S + REL - as soon as - dawn - PAST PUNCT 
yara - tiS - mir [9/50] 
laug.S - return - PAST PUNCT 
In the morning, as soon as daylight came, we went back. 
ki -la?pe - peteS - yarat - me~ 
3min.S + REL - as soon as - almost - grow up - PAST CONT 
nenta - S~i par - te?wa - nir 
that- TEMP LOC 3min.IMPL + 3min.A- give- PAST CONT 
- As soon as ~he promised wife] was just about grown up, 
he would give her to him.(Custom) 
(vi) rna?*, mane?*, ~*, pane?* 'lest' is roughly equivalent to 
English 'lest', ~or fear that', or 'might' where the possible occurrence 
is considered undesirable. Only the PRES or PAST CF tense/aspect 
inflections are possible with a verb bearing this prefix. The different 
forms of the prefix appear to be in free variation. Examples (2.5-129) 
to (2.5-131) exemplify the use of this prefix with verbs in PAST CF 
tense/aspect inflection. 
' . . , 
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(2.5-129) l)anapparu - ~ l)i - pe~eSka - pa 
buffalo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A + REL - miss - PAST CF 
matti?, pi-~ 
but person - NOM 
pal)a- me? - kur?war -me - kappul (28/25-26) 
3aug.O + lmin.A- lest - shoot - PAST CF - DEF AUGM 
- But if I had missed the buffalo I might have shot the 
people (so I did not shoot at all). 
(2.5-130) sok - !)ere? l)a - ti - ya 
socks* - only 30 + lmin.A - stand(CAUS) - PAST PUNCT 
l)anpa- mana? - tal)a- na- na - kan [9/48-49) 
lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- lest - foot- see- PAST CF- DAT 
- I wore only socks (not boots) so that they would not be 
able to recognise my tracks. 
(2.5-131) yaranpa - pa? - yaw - me - kan 
laug.O + 3aug.A - lest - spear - PAST CF - DAT 
yara - kuwan - wi - mir [38/73) 
laug.S - afraid - fear - PAST PUNCT 
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- We were afraid that they might spear us (in the course of our 
projected raid on them). 
Examples (2.5-132) to (2.5-134) show this prefix used with present tense 
verbs. 
(2.5-132) l)aran - me? - pam? - ~ l)a - na - ~ 
l/2aug.O + 3min.A- lest - bite - PRES 30 + lmin.A- see - PAST 
PUNCT 
lal) a plk - ~ 
claw big - NOM 
[3/36-37) 
- He might bite us. I saw his big claws. (Mythol.) 
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(2.5-133) yelekyelek ta- poto? - ra, 
very slowly 3min.O + 2min.A - put - FUT 
~ - pane? - kun - pok - ~ 
3min.IMPL- lest- fat- burst -PRES 
- Put it (fat goanna) [on the fire] slowly, otherwise its fat 
might burst. 
(2.5-134) nattan? - rna pelenta? tawal suk - sa 
there - rna close place sacred - LOC 
ya - kur?war - kur?war - rnip 
30 + l/2rnin.A - REDUPL - shoot - PAST PUNCT 
yan - rna? - ku?pi - wa - n [32/44-45] 
l/2rnin.IMPL + 3rnin.A- lest - sweat - follow- PRES 
- We've been shooting close to the sacred place. 
[The rainbow] might follow our scent. (Implying: 
'Let's leave the area to escape that .. ') 
One informant sometimes used this prefix in translating negative imperatives 
as in (2.5-135). 
(2. 5-135) samu - ~ ta - rna? - ka+uk - wa - n 
dog - NOM 3rnin.O + 2rnin.A- lest - play - TRANSVR- PRES 
- Don't play with the dog! 
(vii) wa~a* (CONT) means 'still', 'continuously', signalling sometimes 
continuation, sometimes duration. Compare mul)uy? (2. 6. 2. 3). It has been 
found outside the verb complex in one text example [33/42] but the 
informant concerned and two others have all maintained on various occasions 
that it may only occur within the VC. See example (2.5-163) and (2.5-136) 
to (2.5-138). 
: ~ ·, • . .. . ~ '• ~· 1- • 
(2. S-136) 
(2. 5-137) 
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~an - wa~a - ku?pi - wa - ni - yumap 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.A- CONT- sweat - follow- INFIN- PROGR·+ 
~anapparu - ~ 
PAST PUNCT buffalo - NOM 
~ - wal)a - petpu - ni - yumap [29 I so-s1 J 
3min.S - CONT.- climb hill - INFIN - PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
[The buffalo] followed my scent all the way along. It 
came all the way up (to the camp from the water). 
keral - rna pla~kit - yinta ~ - Par - rar - mir. 
Carol- rna blanket*- COMIT 3min.S - REDUPL- burn- PAST PUNCT 
~anapparu - ~ til ~ - Wal)a - tiyi - tiyi [29 I 6 7-68 J 
buffalo - NOM still* 3min.S - CONT - REDUPL - stand +PAST PUNCT 
Carol's blanket was burning. The buffalo (cause of the 
confusion) remained standing there. 
(2. 5-138) malak yene? wala yi - ro - Qe, 
NEG INDEF - ABL 3min.S + REL - go - PAST CF 
ni?kar;e? penta - ssa ~ - wal)a - pat - mip [35/ 3-4] 
3min.EMPH there - LOC 3min.S - CONT - grow up - PAST PUNCT 
- He didn't come from anywhere, but grew up there the whole 
time. 
(viii) yi* with its variant form t,i* is a complete mystery to me as far 
as meaning and function are concerned. This prefix may not stand word 
initially and thus the pronominal prefix form ka- (3min. Wl3min.X + 3min. Y) 
replaces i_ before z.:!:. with past tense verbs. The form l(ji is often used 
following a nasal or .E.• the form z.:!:. being used elsewhere. In the kaltuy? 
dialect 2:, is common in all environments. Capell (194 3: 37) speaks of -i-
or -dji- as .an '~nfix for the negative". It is, however, used in very many 
non-negative VCs and omitted in many negative VCs, so negative marking is 
apparently not its function. The examples (2.5-139) to (2.5-142) cover 
a range of different verbs and tenses but do not really clarify the 
o't ul Uation. 
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(2.5-139) penta - sta ni?tanta - ~ ka - yi - niyi, 
there - LOC 3min.PRON - NOM 3min.S - yi - sit+ PAST PUNCT 
~inta - ~ - rna ~a - yi - kuwam? - mi0 
lmin.PRON - NOM - rna lmin.S - yi - set off - PAST PUNCT 
yulam?. .. ~a- yi- pa- wa (37/160-161] 
southwards 3min.O + lmin.A- yi - leave- PAST PUNCT 
- He stayed there and I set off southwards ... I left him. 
(2.5-140) pon? ka - yi - 0ar? - me~ na ralk - ~ 
then 3S - yi - die - PAST CONT now* big - NOM 
na yar - Si - na - ni0 (32/110] 
now* 30 + laug.A - yi - see - PAST CONT 
- Then they were dying. We were seeing big (fish] now. 
(2.5-141) melak mani - ~ yirin - yi - te?wa - ne [36/26-27] 
NEG money* NOM laug.IMPL + 3min.A + REL- yi- give-
PAST CF 
- He didn't give us money. 
(2.5-142) kuwa tawa7 - rna ka - yi - yaw - me 
PURP now - rna 3min.O + 3min.A - yi - spear - PAST CF 
warkka kantayala - ~ - rna tol7 
NEW SUBJECT male plains kangaroo - NOM look up 
~ - ma0 
3min.S - went 
[3/32-33] 
- He was just about to spear the kangaroo when it looked up. 
2. 5.13. 2 Time Prefixes There are four time prefixes to be discussed here: 
(ix) tappa 
(x) tani0 
(xi) ra 7 
(xii) wala~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I . 
• 
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(ix) tappa* is the incorporated equivalent of taparaf) Ina 'in the after-
noon', referring to that part of the afternoon when the sun is no long'er 
very high overhead (i.e. from about 2 or 3 o'clock until sunset). Like 
!aparaf)?, tappa also refers to 'yesterday' or the more distant past. See 
also 2. 6. 2. 2 · 
(2.5-143) 
(2.5-144) 
f)ara - tappa - ro - f)i - yumap [29/19] 
l/2aug.S - in the afternoon - go - INFIN - PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
- We all walked there in the afternoon. 
wo - ~~i tapa- taparaf)? para - tappa- map [38/217] 
war* - TEMP LOC REDUPL - past 3aug. S - past - went 
In the war (World War II)., quite a while ago, [white 
men ] carne . 
(x) tanip* is the incorporated equivalent of kutart,;tina 'in the morning', 
referring to that part of the morning from dawn but before the sun gets 
high overhead (i.e. dawn to about 10 or 11 o'clock). See 2.6.2.2. tanip 
also means 'next morning' or 'tomorrow morning' . 
(2.5-145) ~ - tanip - toto? - mip [43/46] 
3min.S - in the morning - dawn - PAST PUNCT 
- Daylight came in the morning. 
(2.5-146) kutart~i f)an - tanip - pa - na 
tomorrow lmin.O + 3min.A - in the morning - leave - FUT 
muti - kapa7 - f)ana - yi1 
grandson - small - lmin.DAT PRON - ERG 
- My little grandson is going to leave me tomorrow morning. 
(xi) ra? (PRIOR) has a variant form, phonetically [ta7] whenever it is 
not immediately preceded by a vowel within the same word (1. 5. 3) · It 
appears to be related to the unincorporated form ta7nawa (2. 6. 2.4) which 
should as a result be interpreted phonologically as /ra7nawa/. ra7 when 
incorporated is often translated by informants as 'first' or 'try'· In 
general it seems to mark an aim or a desired or preferred course of action, 
when used with the FUT PRES or PAST CF tenses. With the factual past tenses 
' ' the sense iS 'first'' 'before doing anything else' or 'before anyone else did . 
. ''""' ~. 
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That is ra? (like ta?nawa) marks the first of a series of actions which 
have occurred or the first preference out of a number of actions which did 
not yet occur or are to occur in the future. The examples may help to 
clarify this. The prefix ra? occurs frequently in c.onjunctionwith the 
particles mala 7 'try 1 , kuwa PURP and kuya 1 should have' , (2. 5-14 7) indicates 
a sequence. 
(2. 5-14 7) f)a - ra? - mar 
lmin.S - PRIOR- went 
I went first (he came after). 
Both (2.5-148) and (2.5-149) indicate a hypothetical preference with past 
reference. 
(2. 5-148) 
(2.5-149) 
kuya f)a - ra? - potop - rna 
should have lmin.S - PRIOR - cross river - PAST CF 
warikku 
immediately 
I should have crossed immediately (before the others - now 
I've missed out). 
kuya map f)an - pak - wa~? - rna , 
should have still lmin. IMPL + 3min.A - IMPLIC - wait - PAST CF 
Qa - ra? - yaQ - na - na, kuwa 
3min.IMPL + lmin.A- PRIOR- story- see- PAST CF PURP 
f)a - ra? - suy? - rna 
3min.O + lmin.A- PRIOR- send - PAST CF 
- He should have waited for me. I wanted to hear what he had 
to say and send him off. 
(2.5-150) to (2.5-152) refer to aims and preferences as yet unrealised. 
(2. 5-150) I ya - ra? - po~op - ~ kmva mala? 
try l/2min.S -PRIOR- cross river-PRES PURP 
- Let's try to cross over . 
' ·' ,: 
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(2.5-151) mala? ma7kun paya - ra7 - wa~ta - wa - na [32/ 61 J 
try again 3aug.IMPL + l/2min.A- PRIOR- tracks - follow-
FUT 
- Let's try following their tracks again. 
1 ~ ?64 k . [ I J (2.5-152) me a. nara - ta - uns1 - :ro - l)a:ra 3 51 
try 2aug.S - PRIOR- stalking- go - FUT 
- You lot try stalking it (- I'm frightened). 
(xii) walal), which also occurs unincorporated (2.6.2.4), means primarily 
'then', 'after that', next', but occasionally it appears to signify some-
thing like 'as a result', 'so'. Sometimes the meaning is less tangible. 
(2.5-153) par - ku? - poto7 - mifl penta - ~~a 
3min.O + 3aug.A - dead - put - PAST PUNCT there - LOC 
ka - walal) - ku? - yu:ru [12/36-37 J 
3min.IMPL - then - body - lie+ PRES 
-They killed him there and his body is still there. (Mythol.) 
(2.5-154) suJ.a Wal)kiJ1 - ~ yar - ka - l)ifl , 
64 
water one - NOM 3min.O + laug.A- take - PAST PUNCT 
ka - yi - walal) - mafwuru - miJ1 [38/171] 
3min.S - yi - then - "cold weather" - INCHOAT PAST PUNCT 
- We had one wet season (water) and then the "cold weather" 
(early dry season) started, 
It appears that the form ta 7 may occur also ·after disyllabic prefixes. 
In the kaltuy? dialect the form ta7 is generalised and occurs in all 
environments. 
... '~·... . . ' . . ' '":'": · . .,,_~-
(2. 5-155) ... yara - walaf) 
laug.S - then 
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- toto? - man 
. . . 
-· descend - PAST 
tampakku- ?ka? milif)impi- ?ka?. 
tobacco - ALL Milingimbi - ALL 
milif)impi - ?ka? muf)uy? 
Milingimbi - ALL all the time 
yara - walaf) - toto? - rna~, 
CONT 
rnalak 
laug.S - then - descend - PAST CONT NEG 
maSSi? yene? - tam 
but INDEF - LOC 
. [38/194-196 J 
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- (We settled the fight.) (? Then) we went (?used to go) down 
to Milingimbi for tobacco. We always used to go down to 
Milingirnbi, nowhere else. 
2.5.13.3 Manner Prefixes Four manner prefixes are to be discussed here: 
(xiii) kunti 
(xiv) kuwan 
(xi) moni5 
(xvi) f) ere 
(xiii) kunti* means 'stalking', 'sneaking up with the purpose of killing'. 
This prefix has so far been found only with MR verbs of motion. The person 
or animal stalked can be pronominally cross-referenced in the VC only if 
pak is used to convert the verb to a DR verb. In this case the victim is 
the IMPL. See examples (2.5-156) to (2.5-158) and (2.5-168). 
(2.5-156) f)a - Sira? - kunti - pol? - rna~ [37/69] 
lmin.S - Sira? - stalking - arrive - PAST CONT 
- I carne up close to her (with spear ready). 
(2.5-157) f)a - pak - kunsi - tem?tern? - mif\ [29/87-88 J 
3IMPL + lrnin.S - IMPLIC - stalking - sneak up - PAST PUNCT 
- I sneaked up to [the buffaloes] (to shoot one)· 
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(2.5-158) f)ara - kunSi - ro - f)ara f)ar - yaw - wa 
l/2aug.S - stalking - go - FUT 3min.O + l/2aug.A- spear - FUT 
tatpa - ~ 
snake - NOM 
[12/12-13] 
- Let's stalk that snake and spear it. (Mythol.) 
(xiv) kuwan* 'afraid' has been found only in combination with MR verb 
roots although these combinations may then become DR as a result of the 
use of other affixes as, for instance in (2.5-161) and (2.5-29). See 
also example (2.5-131). 
(2.5-159) takkutakku - ~ para - kuwan - yut - mip [28/20] 
children - NOM 3aug.S - afraid - run - PAST PUNCT 
- The children ran away in fear. 
(2.5-160) kuwan - tit ~ - map [3/34] 
afraid - return 3min.S - went 
- He went back frightened. 
(2.5-161) yar - kuwan - yu~ - ka - pa [29/69] 
3min.O + laug.A - afraid - run - CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
- We frightened [the buffalo] away. (lit. 'We made the 
buffalo run away in fright.') 
The object of the fear may be pronominally marked as the IMPL if the IMPLIC 
prefix pak is used to render the verb DR. This is shown by example 
(2. 5-162) which follows on immediately in the original text from (2. 5-161). 
(2.5-162) yaran - pak - kuwan - yut - mip [29/69-70] 
laug.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC- afraid- run- PAST PUNCT 
[The buffalo] ran away for fear of us. 
(xv) manit*• meaning 'unobserved', 'unseen', is a prefix which rarely 
occurs outside the VC and appears normally to be inflected for ALL case 
if it does. The identity of the person/animal which fails to observe 
the activity appears to be determined by the cont~xt, rather than being 
any particular NP (function) in the sentence. Thus the ones who fail to 
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observe are the 0 in (2.5-163), the A in (2.5-164) and persons not 
mentioned in the sentence in (2. 5-165). 
(2.5-163) pa')a - waga - monit - nana - na - ~ [9/16] 
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3aug.O + lmin.A- CONT - unobserved - REDUPL - see - PAST PUNCT 
I kept watching them all the while without their seeing me. 
(2.5-164) Qanapparu - ~ yar - moniS - kuwan - yut - ka - pa 
buffalo - NOM 3min.O + laug.A - unobserved - afraid - run -
CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
- We frightened a buffalo away without knowing it. (We only 
saw the tracks next morning.) 
(2. 5-165) tawal suk - sa yara - moni~ - pat a - ti - Jl 
place sacred - LOC laug.S - unobserved - [rub] -
REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
- At the ceremony place we rubbed ourselves with ochre 
and the wooen did not see. 
(xvi) f) ere may be a nominal meaning 'asleep' or 'sleepy' . It is used 
outside the VC only in the phrase merme f)ere (eye sleepy) which is trans-
lated 'tired' or 'sleepy'. When incorporated into the VC f)ere means 
'asleep' with reference to the S or 0 of the sentence, never to the A 
or IMPL. 
(2.5-166) yara ka- yi- f)ere- yuwe[l [c£.43/107] 
inside 3min.S - yi - asleep - lie+ PAST CONT 
- He was sleeping inside [the hut]. 
(2. 5-167) penta - Sta par - f) ere - yaw - mi[l [42/13 J 
there - LOC 3min.O + 3aug.A - asleep - spear - PAST PUNCT 
- They speared him there while he was asleep . 
.£. 5.13. 4 Number Prefixes There are four number prefixes, to be dealt with 
here as follows: 
(xvii) taltti, sark 
(xviii) karul 
(xix) yappa? 
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(xvii) taltti(na), tark(na) are each incorporated into the vc without 
their~ STEM suffix, which appears only when they stand as free forms. 
Both have the same meaning- 'a group' 'a unit'. The incorporation of 
either, then, indicates something like 'together' in reference (apparently) 
only to the A or the S of the sentence, not to the 0 or IMPL. 
(2. 5-168) 
(2.5-169) 
yara - Si - yappa? - ~ark - kunti - ti - ya [37 /65] 
laug.S - yi - UAUGM- together - stalking - go - PAST PUNCT 
- We both sneaked up [on her] together (one in front of 
the other). 
yarappa? - Saltti - kunti - ti - ya [37/65 Note] 
luaug.S - together - stalking - go - PAST PUNCT 
- We both sneaked up together (from different sides to the 
65 
same quarry ) . 
(xviii) katul meaning 'a large number' or 'a large amount' refers only 
to the S or 0 of the ser,tence. When unincorporated this word usually 
has the form katulma, but this is rare. In (2.5-170) and (2.5-171) katul 
refers to number and mass respectively, both in 0 function. (2.5-172) 
shows katul in S function. 
(2.5-170) 
(2. 5-171) 
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~ - karul - tolwa - ~ til)? - ~ [43/68] 
30 + 3min.A - many - mix together - PAST PUNCT woman - NOM 
- He put all the [fifteen] wives together (and took them 
all for himself, including his brother's wives). (Mythol.) 
rara - l)ene - yi? ma~ar - ~ 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - ERG red ochre - NOM 
~ - karul - poto7 - mir 
30 + 3min.A - much - put down - PAST PUNCT 
- My father put down a lot of red ochre. 
It is not clear to me whether the two somewhat different meanings 
of (2.5-168) and (2.5-169) are due to a difference between tark and ~alt~i 
or whether both morphemes can take either meaning. 
. ' . . 
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(2.5-172) 
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... piri - karul tiyana [3/144-145] 
3aug.S + REL- many- stand (INTR) +PAST PUNCT 
(She was looking around to see) where they might all have 
been standing. 
(xix) yappa?* (UAUGM) is the precise equivalent of the suffix -ppara? 
(UAUGM) (2.2.4.1) and serves to further define at least one augmented 
pronominal prefix element of the VC as unit augmented (uaug.). Where two 
augmented pronominal prefix elements are marked in the VC yappa? (or -ppara?) 
may define either or both of them - the interpretation is contextually 
determined. yappa? and ~ppara? may be used separately or together as UAUGM 
with exactly the same significance. yappa? appears to be related to the 
numerical nominal ( 1 adjective 1 ) yappan 1 1 two 1 • 
(2.5-173) payar - yappa? - moniS - na - ~ [37 /51] 
3aug.O + laug.A- UAUGM- unobserved - see - PAST PUNCT 
- We (two) had a look at them (many) without being seen. 
(2.3-174) yaranpa - yappa? - kunwa - ~ ma?kun [37/145] 
laug.O - 3aug.A- UAUGM- chase - PAST PUNCT again 
- They (many) chased us (two) again. 
(2.5-175) kamukna yara - wava - yappa7 - maf1 
unhurt laug.S - CONT - UAUGM- went 
- We (two) went away unhurt. 
2.5.14 Order of Verbal Affixes 
[37/143] 
It is necessary here to give some idea of the relative order 
of the various verbal affixes which have been discussed. 
It has not been possible to test large numbe~of affixes within 
a single VC, nor has it been possible to define a unique position (relative 
to other affixes) for each affix - and in any case one might expect some 
variation, In normal speech a limited number of affixes will occur in each 
VC, It has been possible to sort the affixes into groups. Ordering of the 
prefixes within individual groups varies, but in general the relative order-
ing of the groups of affixes is fixed. Thus, for ,example, the order of 
prefixes of group 4 (Table 2, 5 (f)) varies within the group, but all group 
4 prefixes are o~dered after groups 1 to 3 and before groups Sff. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Pronom. yi pane pak petet tappa N patta re ROOT ka tta PROGR Tense/ -ppara7 
Prefix CAUS REFLEX Aspect 
la?pa !jira7 sark tani[l karul 
-kappul 
rna? wav.a walaf) tallJSi kun!)i 
ra7 yappa7 manit;, kuwan wa 
TRANSVR 
!)ere 
Table 2.5(£) Approximate Ordering of Verbal Affixes 
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Table 2.5(f) sets out the approximate ordering of verbal 
affixes by groups. The symbol N in group 7 represents incorporated 
nominals. Case suffixes are added to VCs in some REL clauses. This 
table still requires extensive checking and should be taken as a rough 
guide only. 
2.5.15 Nominalising Suffix (NOMLSR) 
Some intransitive verb roots of conju~ation 1 can be 
nominalised by suffixing -yi. I have not tested this nominalisation with 
a large number of verb roots in this conjugation. It is most commonly 
encountered with a number of verbs which translate English adjectives 
such as par 'be white/light', flil 'be cool', tar? 'be dry', tel? 'be 
soft', warwar 'be light (weight)' .. See also the discussion in 2.2.2. 
Nominalised forms of a small number of other verbs have also been elicited. 
Note that the nominal STEM suffix~ (see 2.2.2) is sometimes suffixed 
to a nominal derived by means of the -yi NOMLSR suffix. 
(2.5-176) (a) flar- yi - (na) 
burn - NOMLSR - (na) 
'hot one' or 'burning wood' 
(b) flar? - yi - (na) 
die - NOMLSR - (na) 
- dead man 
(c) war - yi - tta 
swim - NOMLSR - LOG 
at the place for swimming over the river. 
Some verbs of this conjugation nominalise a reduplicated 
root. Thus tel7tel7yi 'soft one', mur?muryi 'warm one'. Compare the 
nominal form ter?ter?, without -yi suffix, derived from the verb terk 
'be hard/strong'. 
-·· 
'-.. I • i", :. :• • 
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2.5.16 Reduplication of Verb Forms (REDUPL) 
Reduplication is a relatively common productive feature of 
Rembarnga verb inflection. It is common in many Australian languages. 
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2.5.16.1 Reduplication - Form The formation of reduplicated verb forms 
is rather complex. It is based to some degree on the different verb 
conjugations, and for many verbs there is a variety of alternative forms. 
There are, however, some general principles which seem to underly most 
of the different types of verb reduplication, as may be seen from the 
general discussion below. These general principles are: 
(i) the repetition of the first two syllables of a verb form before 
that verb form; 
(ii) the repetition of a whole verb root before that verb root; and 
(iii) the repetition, before the stem, of the root morpheme only from 
a compound formed from a root morpheme plus a stem-forming verbal affix 
or compounding verb. 
I will first give an informal but detailed statement of the 
rules which are needed to deal with the reduplication of verb forms. In 
this discussion the term 'root' refers to a verb root without inflection 
of any kind including stem-forming suffixes like wa TRANSVR and ka CAUS 
and compounding verbs such as~ or rna. Thus the verb talkma 'to split' 
is formed from a root talk (virtually unknown as a free form) and a stem-
forming, compounding verb rna 'get', while petetka 'to miss (a target)' 
is formed from a root pete~ (an adverb meaning 'almost') and the stem-forming 
CAUS suffix ka. The term 'form' in the following discussion refers to a 
verb stem plus its inflection for tense and aspect. The symbol REDUPL refers 
to the repeated element of a verb form. 
Rule A The first two syllables of a form are repeated before that 
form. 
Rule A applies to verbs of conjugations 2 and 4 to 6. It also 
applies optionally to some verbs of conjugation 3 for which Rule F below is 
the main reduplication rule. Certain modifications will be needed to this 
rule, some general and some particular to certain verbs or classes of verbs. 
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(2.5-177) shows the application of the rule in clear cases. Note 
the inclusion of the compounding verb ~ in the REDUPL (b) but not' in 
(c) and note the inclusion of the tense marking in the REDUPL in (d). 
(2.5-177) (a) f)awanip + f)awa - f)awanifl 
hear(4B) + PAST CONT REDUPL 
(b) tey?puwa + ~ey?pu - ~ey?puwa 
finish(4A) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL 
(c) tamepuwa + tame - tamepuwa 
yawn(4A) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL 
(d) riya + riya - riya 
go(5B) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL 
Some very general modifications to this rule are now required, 
and these may be achieved by means of additional rules applying to the 
repeated element (REDUPL) introduced by Rule A. The rules B to E are 
required to handle monosyllabic REDUPL elements and those which are 
disyllabic but have a final nasal consonant. 
Rule B Any final consonant of a disyllabic REDUPL element is deleted. 
(2.5-178) shows the application of this rule after the 
application of Rule A. 
(2.5-178) (a) panip ~ panifl - B panifl + pani - panifl 
leave(4A) + PAST CONT REDUPL REDUPL 
(b) popnan ~ popnan - popnan ~ popna - popnan 
smell(4B) + PRES REDUPL REDUPL 
(c) wawip ~ ,.;awifl - wawifl ~ wawi - wawifl 
follow(4C) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL REDUPL 
.............. 
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Rule B does not apply to mono-syllabic REDUPL elements 
which, rather than having segments deleted,require augmentation in 
order to be able to prepose a REDUPL element of two syllables before 
the original form. Rule E alone or Rules C and E or Rules D and E in 
sequence (depending on the REDUPL element generated by Rule A) achieve 
this. 
Rule C A final laminal nasal (r) in a mono-syllabic REDUPL morpheme 
becomes a laminal semivowel (y). 
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Rule D If the REDUPL morpheme generated by Rule A is an open mono-
syllable then its initial consonant is repeated after its vowel. 
Rule E Between a mono-syllabic REDUPL morpheme and the original verb 
form a vowel is introduced which is identical with the vowel 
in the verb form. 
Rules C to E are obligatory where appropriate. Rules C and D must 
apply, where appropriate, before Rule E. 
(2.5-179) presents examples of the application of Rule E 
alone to the output of Rule A. 
(2.5-179) (a) A E run+ u -run run -+ run - run -+ 
. . . . 
cry(4E) +PRES REDUPL REDUPL 
(b) nan A -+ nan - nan E -+ nan + a - nan 
see(4B) + PRES REDUPL REDUPL 
In (2.5-180) we see the operation of Rule C followed by Rule 
E, on the output of Rule A. 
(2.5-180) (a) rup A C E 
-+ rur - rur -+ ruy - rur -+ ruy+u - rur 
cry(4E) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL REDUPL REDUl:'L 
(b) ~ep ! ~e)l - ~er ~ ~ey - ~er ~ ~ey+e - ~er 
cook(5A) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL REDUPL REDUPL 
2.5.16 
Finally the application of the rule sequence A,D,E is shown 
in (2.5-181). 
(2. 5-181) (a) rna ~ rna - rna ~ ma+m - rna ~ mam+a - rna 
get(5B) +PRES REDUPL REDUPL REDUPL 
(b) na ~ na - na ~ na+n - na ~ nan+a - na 
see(4B) + PAST PUNCT REDUPL REDUPL REDUPL 
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As noted above Rules A to E apply to verbs of all conjugations 
except conjugation 1 (and possibly conjugation 7 about which insufficient 
information is to hand). I will now examine individual deviations from 
this pattern conjugation by conjugation. Verbs of conjugations 1 and 3 
will be discussed in detail in connection with Rule F below. 
Conjugation 2 The one verb in this conjugation, yina? 'say', 'do: 
reduplicates according to the general rules A to E but in the past tense 
forms the final syllable of the REDUPL morpheme is glottalised. 
(2.5-182) (a) yin?na -+yin?na - yin?na 
say + FUT REDUPL 
(b) yinifl -+yini? - yinifl 
say + PAST PUNCT REDUPL 
(c) yinama-g -+ yina? - yinama9-
say + PAST CONT REDUPL 
Conjugation 4A Verbs of this conjugation reduplicate by means of the Rules 
A to E quite regularly. Three verbs of this conjugation, all compounds 
of~. also have alternative reduplicated forms in free variation with the 
regular forms. In one of these the alternative form is an example of the 
repetition of the verb root without the compounding verb ~· In the other 
two cases the final syllable of the irregular REDUPL morpheme is glottalised. 
The irregular forms are listed with their regular counterparts in (2.5-183). 
• :• • <>"~ I, 
(2.5-183) (a) patpun 
climb + PRES 
(b) pimpun 
write + PRES 
(c) mirSippun 
know + PRES 
2.5.16 
{
pat - patpun 
patpu - patpun 
REDUPL 
f pi? - pimpun 
lpimpu - pimpun 
REDUPL 
[ 
mir? - mif!Sippun 
mirti - mif!Sippun 
REDUPL 
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Conjugation 4B All verbs of this conjugation regularly reduplicate by 
means of Rules A to E. One verb in this conjugation (wina 'forget'), 
after undergoing the appropriate rules, glottalises the final-syllable 
of the REDUPL morpheme. 
(2.5-184) winan wina? - winan 
forget + PRES REDUPL 
Conjugations 4C, 4D and 4E Verbs of these three conjugations derive 
reduplicated forms solely by means of Rules A to E. It should be noted, 
however, that very little information has been.collected as yet on tumuka 
1
light fires for hunting', a compound of ka 'take' (4D). 
Conjugation SA Reduplication is regular, by means of Rules A to E. 
£onjugation 5B Reduplication occurs according to Rules A to E with two 
exceptions and a number of optional alternatives in the cases of individual 
verbs. The first exception concerns the verb wuntu 'hide'. Reduplicated 
forms of wuntu resulting from Rules A to E are acceptable only if the 
original form has more than two syllables. (There is an alternative series 
of reduplicated forms for all tenses of wuntu to be discussed below.) Thus 
the regularly derived form in (2.5-185)(a) is impossible,being derived from 
a di-syllable, while that in (2. 5-185) (b) is possible, being derived from 
a tri-syllable. 
(Z.5-185) (a) wuntu 
hide + PRES 
(b) wuntiya 
hide + PAST PUNCT 
2.5.16 
+ * wuntu - wuntu 
REDUPL 
wunti - wuntiya 
REDUPL 
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The second exception concerns the mono-syllables ta 'stand (CAUS)' 
and ra 'go', both PRES tense forms. Rules D and E do not appear to apply 
as expected to these two PRES tense forms, and the monosyllabic form is 
simply repeated (the dissimilation rule discussed in 1.5.4 applying to 
the initial stop of ta), giving rara and tatta. In fact rara is phonetically 
very unclear on some occasions and may undergo rules D and E, the middle 
syllable of the resulting rarara being very indistinct. This requires 
checking. 
-.,,' ,, 'I' • " o ''I 
Two verbs in conjugation 5B (ta 'stand(CAUS)' and pari 'hang 
up (CAUS)') along with their counterparts in conjugation 6, have initial 
stops ~nd undergo a phonetic dissimilation rule. This is discussed and 
exemplified in 1.5.4(ii). Application of the dissimilation rule 
follows the application of Rules A to E where these apply. 
A number of verbs in conjugation 5B have irregular reduplicated 
forms which are optional alternatives to those derived by Rules A to E. 
(i) wuntu 'hide' has an alternative reduplicated form in which wun7-
is preposed as REDUPL to the inflected form of the verb. 
(2.5-186)(a) wuntu wun7 - wuntu 
hide + PRES REDUPL 
(b) wuntiya wun7 - wuntiya 
hide + PAST PUNCT REDUPL 
(ii) The compounds palkma I catch in hand I' salkma I split I' ~i~ma I steal I' 
iapta 'lean against' (but not the compounds rokta 'bark at (of dog)', ~irma 
'aim at') may repeat the root only (without the compounding verb) before 
the verb form as REDUPL. Compare Rule F below. In (2.5-187) the two 
alternative reduplicated forms on the right of each arrow are in free variation. 
The second in each case is derived by Rules A to E, the first by Rule F. 
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(2.5-187) (a) palkmiya 
catch + PAST PUNCT 
(b) saptar:wra 
lean + FUT 
+ 
+ 
{
palk - palkmiya 
palkmi - palkmiya 
REDUPL 
{
sap - ;aptal) ara 
sapta - taptal)ara 
REDUPL 
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one isolated reduplicated form of tapta has been found in which the final 
.E. in the REDUPL root is lost. 
(2.5-188) . saptiya 
lean + PAST PUNCT 
+ ;a - saptiya 
REDUPL 
(iii) A group of verbs in this conjugation has root medial geminate stops. 
These verbs are muttu 'show', natta 'keep', pulttu 'cover for cooking' and 
ko~~o 'put (in bag)'. These verbs have reduplicated forms based either 
on their normal underlying forms with medial geminate stop or on an 
alternative underlying form with only a single medial stop. 
(2. 5-189) (a) muttif1 
*muti[1 
show + PAST CONT 
(b) pulttur:Jara 
*pultuf)ara 
cover + FUT 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
mutti - muttif1 
muti - mutif1 
REDUPL 
pulttu - pulttUI)ara 
pultu - pultUI)a~a 
REDUPL 
Unlike the underlying form with a geminate stop, the alternative with 
a single stop is not permissible as a surface form (see the asterisks in 
(2.5-189)) except in the PAST PUNCT form of muttu 'show' and pulttu 
'cover for cooking', giving surface forms muttiya or mutiya, pulttiya or 
E._Ultiya. The alternative reduplicated form of kotto is only possible 
where the final syllable of the REDUPL morpheme is glottalised. 
(2. 5-190) 
put + PAST PUNCT 
2.5.16 
+ 
{ 
koto? - kotoQ i)l 
*koto - kotoQif1 
REDUPL 
Conjugation 5C No information is to hand regarding reduplication of 
kappa 1 frighten 1 • 
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Conjugation 6 Rules A to E apply regularly to reduplicate verbs of 
conjugation 6. Following application of Rules A to E the dissimilation 
rule discussed in 1. 5 ,lf (ii) applies to reduplicated forms of poru 'hang 
up (6A)' and turu 1 stand (6B)'. 
Verbs of conjugations 1 and 3 regularly reduplicate by 
means of Rule F instead of Rules A to E. The application of this rule 
will be discussed separately for each conjugation. 
Rule F The verb root (without stem-forming suffixes, tense/aspect 
suffixes or compounding verbs) is repeated before the verb 
form. 
Conjugation 1 Note that for the very common di-syllabic verb roots of 
conjugation 1 ~nd conjugation 3) Rule F generates the same REDUPL 
morpheme as Rule A would do. This is not so for mono-syllabic roots 
where Rule F, unlike Rule A, does not apply to a whole di-syllabic tense-
marked form. 
(2.5-191) (a) toto?mi)l 
. . 
descend + PAST PUNCT 
(b) ta:j.?mi)l 
roast - PAST PUNCT 
(c) tomma 
drink + FUT 
(d) kur?warmi)l 
shoot + PAST PUNCT 
F 
+ 
F 
+ 
toto? - toto7mi)l 
REDUPL 
~a:j.? - ~a:j.?mi)l 
REDUPL 
tom - tomma 
. . 
REDUPL 
kur?war - kur?warmi)l 
REDUPL 
. , 
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pamku:}.ku:}. 'sit with head bowed', the only known tri-syllabic 
root in this conjugation, and yolkyolk or yolyol 'tell a story' both 
have no reduplicated form by Rule F (unless yolkyolk is to be understood 
as an obligatorily reduplicated form of *yolk). 
tay7 'be broken' does not reduplicate according to Rule F. 
Its reduplicated form is taYttatay7 which may be some form of two-
syllable reduplication resembling the output of Rules A to E. 
The verb tet 'cut', 'graze' has not only a reduplicated form 
derived by Rule F, but also one derived by Rules A, C and E, provided we 
reformulate Rule C to change all final laminal consonants to y, rather 
than just laminal nasals. Thus tettet and teyetet, are in free variation 
·as reduplicated forms of the verb. root tet. 
Two verbs of conjugation lose root final consonants from 
the REDUPL morpheme. These verbs are paJ.ar 'to rub something onto 
something else' and tumpal7 'to be at a loss to do anything' . 
(2.5-192)(a) paJ.armip 
rub + PAST PUNCT 
(b) tumpal?mip + 
paJ_a - paJ.armifl 
REDUPL 
be at a loss + PAST PUNCT 
tumpa - tumpal?mip 
REDUPL 
Note finally the 
for a stem consisting of the 
two possible reduplicated forms discovered 
COM TRANSVR prefix re (2.5.6) and a 
-·-
mono-syllabic root of conjugation 1. The two alternatives, in free 
variation, are given in (2.5-193). 
(2.5-193) re - tiS - min 
COM TRANSVR - return 
+ )retiS- retiSmir 
- PAST PUNCT Lre - tiS - tiSIDiP 
Conjugation 3 This conjugation consists of transitive verbs derived using 
the ka CAus· suffix (2.5.8). The general rule for reduplication in this 
conjugation is Rule F. The root only, without the CAUS suffix, is repeated 
heforr.~ the form. 
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(2.5-194)(a) titkara + tiS- ti~kara 
return + CAUS + FUT REDUPL 
(b) pu~ukapa + pu~u - pu~ukapa 
find + PAST PUNCT REDUPL 
(c) tukara -+ tu - tukara 
be immersed + CADS + FUT REDUPL 
If, in a verb of conjugation 3, a di-syllabic root ends with an oral stop 
this stop may be optionally deleted upon reduplication. Thus two freely 
varying alternatives occur to the right of each arrow in (2.5-195). 
(2.5-195)(a) pete;kara 
miss + FUT 
(b) yirekkapa 
be untied 
-+ f petes - pete~kara 
LPete - peteskara 
REDUPL 
-+ {yirek - yirekkapa 
+ CAUS - PAST PUNCT yire - yirekkapa 
REDUPL 
An alternative form of reduplication exists for verbs of con-
jugation 3 derived from mono-syllabic roots (plus the CAUS suffi~ with 
the exception of mono-syllabic roots with a final oral stop. This 
alternative involves application of Rule A rather than Rule F. These 
two alternatives are set side by side in (2.5-196) with the relevant rule 
number in parentheses. 
(2. 5-196) (a) 
{ 
tuka - tukara (A) 
-+ • 
tu - tukara (F) 
tukara 
be immersed + CAUS + FUT 
REDUPL 
(b) 
-+ { ~u! 7ka - ~u! ?ka;-a (A} 
tul? - tul?kara (F) 
. . . . . 
tul?kara 
. . . 
catch fire + CAUS + FUT 
REDUPL 
In (2.5-197), however, Rule A may not apply since the root tiS has a final 
oral stop. 
', ......... ·. 
(2. 5-197) tiSkara 
return + CAUS + FUT 
2.5.16 
-+ 
{ 
*tiSka - tiSkara (A) 
tiS - tiSkara (F) 
The treatment of exceptional cases above has been rather 
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ad hoc. The nett result of Rules A to E is the preposing of exactly 
two syllables, the second an open syllable, before the verb form. This 
is the predominant pattern of reduplication for conjugations 2,4,5 and 
6. Rule F, the preposing of the verb root alone without inflection 
before the verb form, predominates in conjugations 1 and 3, Each pattern, 
sometimes in modified form, appears in some of the exceptions to the 
other. Glottalisation of the final syllable of the REDUPL morpheme and 
loss of final consonants from the REDUPL morpheme to produce an open 
syllable are recurrent features of the exceptional and alternative 
formations. 
2.5.16.2 Reduplication - Function The function of verb reduplication is 
something which was very difficult to elicit from informants. Most of 
the comments made below are thus based fairly heavily on my own 
(admittedly unreliable) intuitions, and upon deductions from the context 
of textual occurrences of reduplicated verb forms. 
The frequency of use of reduplicated forms relative to the 
total number of verb forms varies from text to text and from informant 
to informant, Normally less than a tenth of the verbs in a given text 
are reduplicated. 
The various functions of verb reduplication listed here are 
by no means clearly distinguishable from one another, and there is 
considerable overlap between them. Verb reduplication seems to serve much 
the same purpose as the PROGR suffix (2.5.12). The marking of durative 
aspect appears to be the main function of verbal reduplication. 
(i) Durative - Reduplication of a verb form seems to indicate that 
an activity continued for some time, or it makes reference to an activity 
as in progress, rather than as completed. It should, in this sense, 
perhaps be called 'imperfective' aspect, 
• ' • • -r •• "' • '• 
. . ~- ' . . 
. . 
. .., \ . 
. . ..: • .:.........= 
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(2.5-198) yara - yappa? - niyi [:] 
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laug.S - UAUGM - sit +PAST PUNCT 
yara- yappa?- rawk- rawk- mi[:]r 
laug.S - UAUGM - REDuPL - talk - PAST PUNCT 
tal)ur- ~ yar- yappa7- l)eti- l)eti- ya[:] [28/1-2] 
story - NOM 30 + laug.A - UAUGM - REDUPL - tell - PAST PUNCT 
- We sat there [all evening] talking and telling stories. 
(2.5-199) l)anapparu - ~ - rna ~ - wa~a - sa~?wop - ta~?wop -
buffalo - NOM - rna 3.min. S CONT - REDUPL - sneak up 
yumar ~ - wa~a - ta~?wop - sa~?wop - yumar 
PROGR + PAST PUNCT (Repeat) 
~ - wa~a - ~a~ ?wop - sa~ ?wop - Ylllllafl warkka ni7kane7 
(Repeat) NEW SUBJECT 3min. EMPH 
natte7 woli ~-!)ere- yuwe[:]r [28/10-12] 
there Wally 3min.S - asleep - lie + PAST GONT 
- The buffalo sneaked around all over the place, and there 
67 lay Wally, fast asleep. 
(2. 5-200) namo~ara - yi 7 malk 
66 
verbs 
67 
[name] - ERG at random 
~ - kur?war - mir - yarppara? 
30 + 3min.A - shoot - PAST PUNCT - luaug.DAT PRON 
yaran- pak- yappa? - wa~? - wa~? - mir [32/49] 
laug.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC- UAUGM- REDUPL- wait - PASTPUNCT 
namorara fired a shot into the air [as a signal] for us. He 
was waiting for us. 
The phonetic lengthening of the verb final vowel in this and other 
signifies durative aspect. 
The use of the durative aspect and of repetition here helps to build 
up suspense. 
. . · 
. : 
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(2.5-201) Simtoti? - ~ ya - mal).iJ1? - mal).iJ1? - miJ1 
head for fish spear - NOM 3min.O + l/2min.A - REDUPL - make -
ya - Wal).a - miri -
PAST PUNCT fish - NOM 30 + l/2min.A - CONT 
miri- ya ya - wana -
REDUPL - spear - PAST PUNCT 30 + l/2min.A - CONT -
ta:J.kuku - mip ya- ~uyu- ~u - J1 [29/129-131] 
-roast- PAST PUNCT 30 + l/2min.A- REDUPL- eat- PASTPUNCT 
- We made a head for. a fish spear (by sharpenin~ a steel 
bar). We speared a lot of fish, cooked them and ate them. 
(ii) Iterative - This is really a form of durative, determined by the 
semantic nature of the individual verbs. It indicates, for instance, 
plurality of objects or repetition of activity. See (2.5-201) above 
and (2.5-202) to (2.5-204). 
(2.5-202) ~a - kur?war - miJ1 lit - yi? 
3min.O + lmin.A- shoot - PAST PUNCT lead* - INSTR 
w~ kip ~ - kuwan - yut - mip. 
one 3min.S - afraid -run- PAST PUNCT 
~a - kur?war - kur?war - yumaf1 [29/104-106 J 
3min.O + lmin.A - REDUPL - shoot - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
- I shot [the buffalo] once with a lead and it ran away. 
I shot it several more times as it went. 
(2.5-203) rukurpulu - ~ ~a - mi - ya 
[type stone for spears] -NOM 30 + lmin.A- get- PASTPUNCT 
pek- ka? ~a- poto? - poto? - miJ1 [27/32-33] 
hag>'< - ALL 30 + lmin.A - REDUPL - put - PAST PUNCT 
- I got some rukurpulu and put it (many pieces) in a bag. 
(2.5-204) ~attu - ~ yar - miya - mi - ya [29/99 J 
cycad nuts - NOM 30 + laug.A - REDUPL - get - PAST PUNCT 
- We collected cycad nuts. 
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. ' h '1 ' (iii) Connect1ve w 1 e - Reduplication of a verb form may perform 
an important function connecting two clauses. It indicates that one 
event occurs while the other (with reduplicated verb) is in progress. 
Again this appears to be simply an extension of the notion of durative 
or imperfective aspect. This is the only function of verbal reduplication 
that it has been possible to check satisfactorily by elicitation. Contrast 
(2.5-205) and (2.5-206). 
(2.5-205) l)a - potop - potop - miJl 
lmin.S - REDUPL - cross (river) - PAST PUNCT 
I) a - petet - tUIJ? - mip 
lmin.S - almost - fall - PAST PUNCT 
- While I was crossing the river I almost fell over. 
(2.5-206) l)a - potop - mill I) a - petet - tUIJ? - mip 
lmin.S - cross - PAST PUNCT lmin.S - almost - fall - PASTPUNCT 
- I crossed the river and nearly fell over [on the other side]. 
See also the text examples (2.5-207) and (2.5-208). 
(2.5-207) Sin?kal? - ~ l)a - mi - ya 
[stone type] - NOM 30 + lmin.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
ni?tanta 
lmin.S - REDUPL- return- PAST PUNCT 3min.PRON 
yukkan?ta ¢ - re - tit - me~ [27/45-46] 
in front 30 + 3min.A - COM TRANSVR - return - PAST CONT 
- I got some stone and was coming back. Meanwhile he brought 
[the buffalo meat] back before I got there. 
(2.5-208) yarappa? _ wo; _ wos- mill yukka?, 
luaug.S - REDUPL - hurry - PAST PUNCT ahead 
namorara - ~ ni ?kaQ.e? ¢ - kaw,? - mijl [32/65] 
[name] - NOM 3min.EMPH 3min.S - shout - PAST PUNCT 
- we (two) were hurrying along when namorara called out 
[to attract our attention]. 
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(iv) Emphatic - In an example such as (2. 5-209) it may be possible 
to interpret the use of reduplication as some sort of emphatic or 
intensifying device. 
(2.5-209) kuwa ~a - ma~ip? - me lit - r/J 
PURP 30 + lmin.A - make - PAST CF lead* - NOM 
~a - kur?war - me 
3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST CF 
~a - tumpa - tumpal? - mip tin- kan [29/38-39] 
lmin.S - REDUPL- be ·at a loss -PAST PUNCT tin*- DAT 
I wanted to make a 'lead' (by melting shotgun pellets 
into a solid bullet) and I would have shot [a buffalo] 
but I simply couln't do anything at all on account of 
[my lack of] a tobacco tin (in which to melt the lead pellets 
over a fire) . 
Finally it is appropriate to note that the same durative 
functions are sometimes performed by reduplication of other words in the 
sentence, or of elements prefixed to verbs. This has not been investigated 
but the following examples give some idea. 
(2. 5-210) 
(2. 5-211) 
(2. 5-212) 
~a - mOfO - mOfO - Wa - Wip [33/16] 
3min.IMPL + lmin.A- REDUPL- track- follow- PAST PUNCT 
I followed its track (all the way down to the billabong) . 
watte . 68 "j-paya - monl - monlJ - na -na [3 7 I 46 J 
behind 3aug.O + l/2min.A - REDUPL - unobserved - see - FUT 
- [After the others have gone] we'll be able to watch them 
without being seen. 
yirppe yirppe yarappa? - ro - ~i- yumap [32/4] 
"desert" "desert" luaug.S- go- INFIN- PROGR + PASTPUNCT 
- We·were walking along a dry place ("desert"). 
68 . 
I am uncertain whether this REDUPL morpheme has the form monl or ~· 
but I would predict moni on the basis of the observed reduplicated verb 
forms to date, The informant speaks rather indistinctly. 
·,., : .. '- -~~. ·.,..: 
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(2. 5-213) yukka? yukka? yukka7 
ahead ahead ahead 
yarappa? - wa~a - ro - Qi - yumap yukka? (32/2~26 
luaug.S - CONT - go - INFIN - PROGR +PAST PUNCT ahead 
- We kept on walking. 
2. 6 ADVERBS 
Adverbs are largely uninflected words which modify clauses 
and define location, time, manner etc. There is as yet little clear 
formal justification for setting up this class, and the limits of the 
class are rather uncertain. One .can say, however, that adverbs (like 
some pronouns and like demonstratives) are distinguished from nominals 
by being unable to be verbalised. NPs inflected with local or time 
suffixes perform similar adverbial functions to the words discussed 
below. Adverbs can be divided (on an intuitive semantic basis) into 
Local, Temporal and Other Adverbs. What follows is, in effect, an anno-
tated list of adverbs. 
2.6.1 Local Adverbs 
2.6.1.1 Spatial Orientation (i) The first group of local adverbs to 
be discussed consists of six adverbs signifying various spatial orienta-
tions. The reason for distinguishing this group of six adverbs is that 
each of the adverbs of this group has varying forms based upon the MOTION-
POSITION and TO-FROM features postulated in discussing the (external) 
local case suffixes (2.2.4.3). The basic forms of these six adverbs refer 
to position while motion from is marked by the ABL suffix -wala (with 
modifications in two cases to stem or suffix) and motion to is marked 
by a prefix ~ coupled with glottalisation of the stem final syllable. 
Modification of the stem occurs in one or maybe two cases. The six 
position adverbs are listed followed by a gloss, and then by the ALL 
(motion to) and ABL (motion from) forms in that order. 
pe 'north' yupe7 pewala 
karip 'west' yukarip? karipwala 
walam 'south' yulam7 walampala 
wura 'east' yura? warawala 
(?yuwura7) 
kara I Up I yukara? karawala 
watt a 
'behind' yuwatta7 wattawala 
r ..................... .: .......... ~~= 
\uppv~.J..I..t:: V.L 
'in the lead') 
'17, ~ "":·· .·- :··:.,,_._,_~, ;: - .. ' ' t . ,, ' 
' ~-- • + I I ' ·~ .... ,. • 
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contrast, for example, (2.6-1), (2.6-2) and (2.6-3) 
(2.6-1) 
(2.6-2) 
(2.6-3) 
mara nan? karir ka - yi - tiyi 
like this west(LOC) 3min.S - yi - stand - PAST PUNCT 
mutta - ~ - rna 
sun - NOH - rna 
[37 /88-89 J 
- The sun was standing like this (pointing) in the west. 
(i.e. a measure of the time of day) 
~ - pututup - yumar yukarip? [28/30] 
3min.S - gallop - PROGR + PAST PUNCT west (ALL) 
- [The buffalo] galloped off westwards. 
karirwala mana - ~ - rna 69 ka- yi- pu- nir [37/41] 
west(ABL) wind - NOM - rna 3min.S - yi - hit - PAST CONT 
The wind was blowing from the west. 
(ii) There is a small group of adverbs referring to vertical orientation, 
one of which has already been listed in (i) above. These are 
kara 'up' 'outside' 
yara 'down' 'inside' 
yira? 'down-river' 
cf. yara?wala 'down-river (ABL) I 
kara has different forms for position, motion to and motion from as listed 
in (i). The limited number of examples of yira? which are to hand all 
involve motion towards. yara, on the other hand, can be used to indicate 
either motion or position. yara most commonly occurs in combination 
69 
I am not certain whether this should be considered a transitive 
or a (very unusual) intransitive use of~ 'hit'. If the former then the 
gloss for the prefix should read 3min.O + 3min.A, but there is no clear 
object NP. Other informants maintain that the use of~ to mean 'blow' 
of the wind (mana) is impossible. Contrast the TR verb ~ of conjugation 
1 (PAST CONT Pti?ffian) which means 'to blow' with didgeridoo or fire as 0. 
In any case this dispute does not affect the point here which is the use 
of karirwala. 
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with another adverbial form (such as a case inflected NP) which makes 
explicit whether position or motion is involved and the direction of 
any motion. Sentences (2.6-4) to (2.6-7) exemplify the varying uses 
of yara. Compare also (2. 2-25). 
(2.6-4) 
(2.6-5) 
(2. 6-6) 
(2.6-7) 
yara ka7ta ka - yi - I) ere - yuwep [43/Hi7] 
inside (?) well 3min. S - yi- asleep - lie + PAST CONT 
Well he was sleeping inside [the bark hut]. 
parppu7 ka- yi- pane- wa~7 - mip yara [43/59] 
soon 3min.S - yi - pane - look - PAST PUNCT down 
Then he looked down (from up in the tree). 
yara wila - ~Sa ka - l)ere - yu~u [8/ 3 7] 
inside hole - LOC 3min.S - asleep - lie+ PRES 
[Flying fox] sleeps inside a hole. 
kata7 - wala panta - wala 
paper bark [hut]- ABL there- ABL 
para - yappa? - pol? - mip 
3aug.S - UAUGM- come out -PAST PUNCT 
kok - wala yara [38/130-131] 
stringybark [hut]- ABL inside 
They [two] came out from inside the bark hut. 70 
kara and yara may be used with verbs of speaking or of shouting in the 
senses 'loudly' and 'softly' respectively. 
(iii) A number of secondary forms are derived from the orientational 
adverbs listed in (i) and (ii). There are two basic means of deriva-
tion - reduplication or the suffix -kkun? (subject to the suffixal stop 
dissimilation rules (1.5.4)). Reduplicated forms appear to have the same 
meaning as the forms from which they are derived, but clear information 
is lacking. Those reduplicated forms found so far are: 
70 The use of both kata7 and kok to refer to th~s hut may.indicate 
that the distinction between the two types of bark lS neutrahsed when 
in the form of a hut. The hut follows the same design, only the material 
differs. 
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peppe 
'north' 
karkkarifl 'west' 
wal?walam 'south' 
wur?wura 'east' 
karkkara 'up' 
Forms derived by means of the -kkun? suffix appear to indicate either 
position or motion towards. They may carry the ABL suffix -wala to 
indicate motion from. Forms encountered so far are 
karinkun? 'west' 
wurakkun? 
karakkun? 
yarakkun? 
'east' 
'up' 
'down' 
These last two are said by informants to exist only in the kaltuy? dialect. 
In the north-eastern dialect they take the form 
karakku? 
yarakku? 
'up' 
'down' 
The use of ~kkun? with the points of the compass, as noted above, appears 
to be equally possible in both dialects, but does not occur in any text 
material so far. 
karakku? and yarakku? and their kaltuy? counterparts are often 
used with a meaning narrowed down to· topographical reference to rivers. 
Thus karakku? often means 'on high ground', 'away from the water', 'in 
the yirppa 71 ("desert") country'. yarakku? means 'by the water/river'. 
(2.6-8) kappun- ?ka? karakku? yara- yi- patpu- wa [38/161-162] 
place - ALL up 1aug.S - yi- climb -PAST PUNCT 
We went up [-hill] to kappun. 
yirppa means 
area without surface 
"desert" in the informants' English and refers 
water such as creeks, billabongs, rivers. 
to any 
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(2. 6-9) yarakku? yara - yappa? - rum? - mip [29/78] 
down laug.S - UAUGM- sleep -PAST PUNCT 
- We slept down [by the river]. 
These forms, like kara and yara,occur frequently in combination with 
other adverbials, particularly case-marked NPs. See (2.6-8) and (2.6-10). 
(2. 6-10) yarakku? puwa - ssa ka - turu 
down river - LOC 3S - stand + PRES 
metul? - ~ l31/16] 
[type spear tree] - NOM 
- Down at the river there are metul? trees. 
(iv) Five adverbs, in addition to the points of the compass mentioned 
in (i), deal with horizontal orientation. These are 
ku~uppu? 
kura? } 
kutta7 
yukka7 
watt a 
'this way' (toward speaker) 
'that way' (away from speaker) 
(=kaltuy? {kuta? 72 
kutta?) 
'ahead' 'in the lead' 'forward' 
'behind' 'subsequent' 
ku:j.uppu? and kura? /ku tta? are deictic adverbs which normally indicate the 
direction of motion. Both have been elicited with verbs of position and 
in these cases. mean something like 'on this side (of something else)' and 
'over there' respectively. These forms are not inflected, but a form 
kuttanta does exist with the same meaning as kutta?. 
72 
kaltuy? kuta? corresponds to the northern dialect kura?. This is 
the same phonological correspondence as was noted between ra?(nawa) 
and kaltuy? ta?(nawe) where theE>! rule is context dependent in the 
northern dialect but general in all environments in kaltuy? (1.5.3). 
(2. 6-11) 
(2.6-12) 
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kura? yulam? nara - yappa? - pol? - ra [38/123-124] 
that way southwards 2aug.S - UAUGM - go out - FUT 
- Emerge [from the hut] towards the south! (Attackers 
were surrounding the other three sides.) 
kuwer - ~ kura? ka - turu 
kangaroo- NOM over there 3min.S- stand+ PRES 
- A kangaroo is standing over there. 
yukka? and watte, by virtue of their reference to a sequence, 
h 1 i 1 . . 73 . h also ave tempora mp 1cat1ons as 1s s own by examples (2.6-13) to 
(2.6-15). An alternative form yukkan?ta is very common. watte may be 
inflected as set out in (i) above. See also examples (2.5-211) and 
(2.5-213). 
(2. 6-13) 
(2.6-14) 
(2.6-15) 
til)? - ~ watte para - niyi [43/47] 
woman - NOM behind 3aug.S - sit +PAST PUNCT 
- The women stayed behind. 
l)inta - yi? yukkan?ta l)a - yi - kun~i - yut - mir 
lmin.PRON - ERG in the lead lmin.S - yi - stalking - go 
ni?ta - rna watte- 1•ala [37/64] 
on foot - PAST PUNCT 3min.PRON - rna behind - ABL 
I sneaked up [on her] in front, he came behind me. 
yukkan?ta narappa? - sat - ta 
in the lead 30 + 2uaug.A - poison water - FUT 
marar - yi? [32/ 89] 
. h 74 1tc y tree - ERG 
- You two take first turn poisoning the water with the mapar. 
73 Compare the temporal adverbs nayukka?(kan) and nayu?yul)ki, both 
' ' · h "D T · e" ' meaning 'a long time ago', 'in the old days, 1n t e ream 1m · 
74 
Barringtonia acutangula (Itchy tree). 
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(v) The form kumur 'towards' stands before directional (motion towards) 
adverbs, the combination meaning, 'facing in •.. direction' or • [move] in 
the direction of ••. ' 
(2. 6-16) 
(2.6-17) 
malpa~a~ak - wala pan? - wala ~ - worowk - mip 
[place] - ABL here- ABL 3min.S -jump -PAST PUNCT 
kumur yura? [13/22-23] 
towards eastwards 
- [The saratoga fish] jumped from here, from malp~a~ak, 
towards the east. 
parappa? - kunwa - nip ;ulu? - wala 
30 + 3uaug.A - chase - PAST CONT [tree type] - ABL 
kumur yarakkun? [9/12-13] 
towards down 
They (two) were chasing each bull in turn downwards 
from the (?) lancewood tree(s). 
2.6.1.2 Spatial Separation There is a group of local adverbs specifying 
horizontal separation or distance •. These are 
palay 
payukka? 
pawupa? } 
wupa? 
pelenta? 
pult;a~ 
ko~owoy? 
'far' 'already' 
'far' 
'far' 
'close' 
'in the middle' 'among' 
'on the way' 'part way' 
Notice the apparent use of the nominal prefix pa- (2.2.3) in the 
derivation of the first three of these forms. papelenta? has been 
encountered once but seems to be less acceptable tnan pelenta?. The 
first five of this list are either allative or locative in sense while 
the remaining two, pult;$a~ and ko~owoy?,are locative only. 
~ayukka? can take the ABL suffix -wala. palay appears to be primarily 
a temporal adverb meaning 'already' or 'long since', but in a few 
examples it appears to refer to distance in space rather than time. 
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No order of magnitude of distance between palay, payukka?, pawu0a? and 
wupa? has been ascertained, There is considerable variation in the 
reference of each. 
(2.6-18) 
(2.6-19) 
(2.6-20) 
(2.6-21) 
kok - kan takku - ~ pawu0a? 
bark hut - DAT child - NOM far 
para - kafuk - men [37/51-52] 
3aug.S - play - PAST CONT 
- The children were playing some distance from the hut(s). 
ma?kun ~ara - ro - ~ara ~ar - ku? - tes - sa. 
again l/2aug.S - go - FUT 3min.IMPL + l/2aug.A- body 
payukka? [27/53] 
cut - FUT far 
"We'll go back with you and cut [the buffalo] up." 
"It's too far away." 
~ - r&r - yimar polu~ - ~ 
3min.S - burn - PROGR +PAST PUNCT Rainbow- NOM 
pelental [10/31-32 J 
close 
- The Rainbow came closer, burning [like a fire] as it went. 
parppul ka ~ yi - pane- wa~? - mip 
then 3min.S - yi - pane - look - PAST PUNCT 
ka - turu l)anapparu - ~ [28/16 J 
in the middle 3min.S - stand +PRES buffalo - NOM 
- Just then he caught sight of the buffalo standing in 
the middle [of the camp]. 
i 
I 
I 
I. 
' I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
""" I 
s 
!I 
I 
(2. 6-22) 
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Sin?kal? - ¢ par -yappa? - po~o? - mip 
[stone type] - NOM 30 + 3aug.A- UAUGM - put - PAST PUNCT 
kolowoy? 
on the way 
... par - yappa? - re- ~o!- mip [31/10-12] 
30 + 3aug.A - UAUGM - COM TRANSVR - go past -
PAST PUNCT 
They (two) put Sin?kal? down there (on their way) ,,, 
but [the ma~ar (red ochre)] they carried further on. 
By extension pultta~ 'in the middle' is used with time reference in the 
phrase ko!kko!k pultSa~ (=night middle) 'in the middle of the night'. 
2, 6. 2 Temporal Adverbs 
2.6.2.1 Temporal Deixis An important group of temporal adverbs consists 
of deictic time adverbs, so called because they relate· the content of 
the clause in which they appear to the time of utterance. Some of these 
will be mentioned again in non-deictic contexts below. 
(i) tawa? 'today' 'now' 
(ii) taparar)? 'yesterday' 'in the recent past' 
kekku 1 in the recent past' 
miSSinta? 'in the distant past', in the "Dream 
nayukka?(kan) Time"' , 'in the old days' 
nayu ?yUI) ki 
(Hi) ku~ar;~i 'tomorrow' 
kutar? 'in the near future' 
warikku 'immediately (FUT)' 
wate 'afterwards (FUT)' 
(i) tawa7 is the only one of these adverbs which may occur with verbs 
in both past and non-past tenses. It has the meanings 'earlier today' 
and ~ater today' respectively with these groups of tenses. Compare also 
the use of taw a 7 in (2. 6-35). 
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(2. 6-23) kata pan? - wala tawa? para- ~e? - mir [43/95-96] 
Oh here - ABL today 3aug.S - get up - PAST PUNCT 
"Oh. They left here just today." (i.e. 'earlier today' 
to judge by the still-smoking camp fires there) 
(2.6-24) tawa? parppu? ~a - mara - ~ara [43/100] 
today soon 3min.O + lmin.A - spear - FUT 
"I' 11 spear him today." (i.e. 'later today') 
(ii) tapara~?, kekku, mittinta7, nayu?yu9ki and nayukka?(_kan} are 
all used only with past tense verbs. tapara9? may mean 'yesterday' 
as in (2. 6-25) but it can indic.ate quite a wide range of past times 
provided these are not seen as very distant or associated with the 
beginnings of the world or of traditions. In this tapara~? contrasts 
with mittinta?, nayukka? and nayu?yu9ki. tapara9? is the equivalent 
of the incorporated adverb (verb prefix) tappa (2.5.13.2). See particularly 
example (2.5-144) in which tapara91 is reduplicated and used to refer to 
the past of thirty years before, 
(2.6-25) tapar~? nantakkan? para - 9e? - mip. 
yesterday here 3aug.S - get up - PAST PUNCT 
kulkkuwal saga [43/92-93] 
new camp 
"They left here only yesterday. It's a new camp." 
kekku appears to cover the same range of meaning as tapara~7 with the 
exception of the specific meaning 'yesterday'. Compare examples (2.2-71) 
and (2.5-·144). 
The terms mittinta?, nayukka7(kan) and nayu7yll9ki mean 'long 
ago', 'in the old days', 'in the "Dream Time"' and have a definite aura 
of history about them. They refer to a conceptually more distant and 
more traditionally orientated past period than tapara~7 or kekku. They 
refer also to the world-creative period commonly referred to by white 
people as 
the world 
the 'Dream Time' or the 'Dreaming'. This is the period when 
.. 
'1 ' · To see the as it is now known was set up and the aw g1ven. 
contrast between these two groups of past temporal adverbs compare (2.6-26) 
to (2.6-29) \'lith (2.2-71), (2.5-144) and (2.6-25). 
(2.6-26) 
(2.6-27) 
(2.6-28) 
(2. 6-29) 
2.6.2 
por?por? - yi? par an - ~iy? - me"9-
possum - ERG 3aug.O + 3min.A - hit - PAST CONT 
nayu?yUI)ki, mi55inta? [11/29-30] 
long ago long ago 
- The possum killed them (people) long ago. (Mythol.) 
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malak mit5inta? yana?kun- yi? ye- ~u-na [37/114-115] 
NEG long ago INDEF - ERG 30 + 3min.A + REL - eat -
PAST CF 
- No-one (i.e. no women or children) would eat [ceremonial 
food] in the ala days (or 'under the old law'). (Custom) 
yarka"9-a? mi55inta? wur?wur~u nayukka?kan 
laug.EMPH long ago old people long ago 
kantana yar - mi - ya [38/78-79] 
law 30 + laug.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
- Long ago we old people got/had the law. 
munaQa - ~ para - yappa? - tur? - mir 
white man- NOM 3aug.S - UAUGM- sit (INCHOAT) -PAST PuNCT 
miStinta?kan, nayu?yUI)ki [38/199-200] 
long ago long ago 
- In those days, long ago, these two white men came to 
live [at Milingimbi]. (The reference is, I think, 
to some time in the 1920s - fifty years before the time 
of utterance.) 
(iii) kutartSi, kutar?, warikku, wata are all used with future tense 
verbs, warikku 'immediately' has also been found to occur with the hortative 
' ' . ht use of the anomalous verb, mar 'went' (e.g. warikku yamar Lets go stra1g 
away.' cf. 2. 5 .. 4). warikku is generally used only in a hortative or imper-
ative sense and may not be incorporated into the verb· 
(2.6-30) 
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6 - mana? - yip warikku 
3min.S - lest- get dark immediately 
paya - wa~ta - wa - na [32/61-62] 
3aug.IMPL + l/2min.A- tracks - follow- FUT 
It might get dark (Before it gets dark ... ) Let's follow 
their tracks straight away. 
wata means 'later on', 'afterwards' and always appears with the adverb 
parppu? 'until' and with a FUT tense verb. 
(2.6-31) pan? ma;~inip? 'parppu7 wata 
here too until afterwards 
Qa - ma~ir? - ra [33/28-29] 
3min.O + lmin.A - build - FUT 
- Here too. Later on (next time) I'll build [a yard] here. 
kuparSSi means strictly 'tomorrow' and may not refer to the more distant 
future. (Contrast taparap? which can have wider reference than just 
'yesterday'.) kutar? refers to a more distant, or rather more indefinite 
point of time in the future. Both occur only with a FUT tense verb. 
(2.6-32) kata kutartti wawa? Qa - pak- mirSippu- na [43/38] 
Oh tomorrow older brother 3min.IMPL + lmin.A- IMPLIC-
know - FUT 
Oh. I'll let my brother know tomorrow. 
(2.6-33) wamut - ~ munku kutar7 
[subsection name] - NOM perhaps in the near future 
ka - ro - Qara panta - ?ka? [27/113-114] 
3min.S - go - FUT here - ALL 
-. Perhaps wamut will come up here in the next couple of days. 
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2.6.2.2 Temporal Location The following words indicate location in time 
irrespective of the relation to the utterance in which they occur. Three 
of these words appear to be nominals (marked '(N)') but are included here 
because they are both semantically related to the adverbs and also 
commonly used in adverbial function. (i) and (ii) are perhaps more like 
sentence connectives or particles. 
(i) parppu? 
(ii) mi5Sinta? 
(iii) kekkupur? (N) 
(N) 
(iv) tapara~?na 
kutar~~ina 
5arantalttal(N) 
'until' 
'long before' 
1 day time 1 
'night time (dark)' 
'in the afternoon' 
'in the morning' 
'middle of the day' 
(i) parppu? indicates a point in time, relating it to what precedes. 
Hence the translation 'until' which, however, is not really satisfactory. 
In farewelling someone the forms parppu? kutartti 'until tomorrow' and 
parppu p~aytetti 'until Friday' would be the equivalent of English 
'See you tomorrow' and 'See you (on) Friday' respectively. Examples 
(2.6-34) to (2.6-36) will clarify the use of this adverb which frequently 
occurs modifying other adverbs. See also (2. 6-24) and (2. 6-31). parppu? 
may not be incorporated into a VC. 
(2.6-34) ya - rum? - ma 
l/2min.S - sleep - FUT until tomorrow 
ya - ro - ~ara [28/3-4 J 
l/2min.S - go - FUT 
- Let's go to sleep and tomorrow we'll go [away]. 
(2. 6-35) 
(2.6-36) 
2.6.2 
kuwa tawa? - rna ~ura? - ~ 
PURP now - rna fire - NOM 
ka - yi - rna - ~a, parppu? 
30 + 3min.A - yi - get - PAST CF until 
ka - yi - pane - wan? - mir puls~a~ 
3min.S - yi- pane- look- PAST PUNCT in the middle 
ka - turu ~anapparu - ~ [28/ 15-16 J 
3min.S - stand+ PRES buffalo -NOM 
- He was just about to get fire (make up a fire) when he 
caught sight of the buffalo standing in the middle 
[of the camp]. 
paran - wa~ta - wa - wip parppu? 
3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- tracks- follow- PAST CONT until 
ka- yi- pane- ~awa- ~ tapar~?na 
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30 + 3min.A - yi - pane - hear - PAST PUNCT in the afternoon 
[43/96-97] 
3aug.S - shout - PRES 
- He followed their tracks [all day] and/until he heard 
them calling out [to each other] in the afternoon. 
(ii) miSSinta? sometimes occurs in non-deictic use. In this case it 
means 'long before' instead of the more usual 'long ago'. Compare (2.6-37) 
with (2.6-26) to (2.6-29). 
(2. 6-37) watte ~ - so~o? - mir, mi~~inta? 
behind 3min.S - dawn - PAST PUNCT long before 
yara- yappa? - ~o~o? -me~ [27/69] 
laug.S - UAUGM- descend - PAST CONT 
- Dawn came behind us. We had been going down long before. 
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(iii) The day (24 hours) is divided into two parts ko~kko:p~ 'night 
time' (when it is dark) and kekkupur? 'day time' when the light of the 
sun is available (including twilight). Both these words may well be 
nominals and are often inflected with the DAT suffix -kan. 
(2. 6-38) 
(2. 6-39) 
melak kekkupur? - kan yere - pa~a - te - ne 
NEG day time- DAT laug.S + REL- rub -REFLEX- PASTCF 
wapa, kolkkolk - kan 
. . [38/ 68 J 
no night time - DAT 
It wasn't day time when we rubbed ourselves [with white 
ochre], it was at night. 
yara - yappa? - pol? - mip ko+kko+k [27/19] 
laug.S - UAUGM- arrive - PAST PUNCT night time 
- We arrived at night (after dark). 
(iv) The daytime kekkupur? is divided into three: tarantalttal (a 
nominal) refers to that part of the day when the sun is high overhead 
and one feels its heat on the top of the head. The word kekkupur? 
itself is sometimes used as the equivalent of tarantalttal. The time 
concerned would be from about 10 or 11 a.m. to 1 or 2 p.m. The time 
prior to that, especially the very early hours of daylight, is rendered 
by the adverb ku~arSSina, while the time following tarantalttal, 
especially the late afternoon, is rendered by the adverb taparW]?na. 
Both these term3 are clearly derived from the deictic adverbs for 
'tomorrow' and 'yesterday' (2.6.2.1). With a FUT tense verb ku~arttina 
often means 'tomorrow morning' while with the past tense taparaQ?na 
often means 'yesterday afternoon'. Both ku~arttina and taparaQ?na 
have equivalent incorporated (verb prefix) forms - tanip and tappa 
respectively (2.5.13). See examples (2.6-36), (2.6-40) and (2.6-44). 
(2. 6-40) [37 /145 J 
in the morning 3min.S - dawn - PAST PUNCT 
In the morning (next morning) dawn broke. 
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&arantalttal is a nominal, being able to be verbalised, but it often 
functions as a temporal sentence modifier as in (2.6-41). 
(2.6-41) mamir)a sarantalttal tina - ~ - rna 
[place] middle of the day lunch* NOM - rna 
yar - l)u - p [33/35] 
30 + laug.A - eat - PAST PUNCT 
- At mamil)a we ate our lunch in the middle of the day. 
2.6.2.3 Duration and Iteration A number of adverbs refer to extent 
of time, number of occasions etc. These include 
map 'still' 'not yet' 
mUI) uy? CONTinuous 
ma?kun 'again' 'once more' 
All these adverbs could be classed as indicating some sort of continu-
ous aspect. map indicates continuation in a certain course instead 
of a potential change of course. Compare (2.6-42) and (2.6-43). 
(2.6-42) map malak yere - yappa?- ro -I) a, 
still NEG laug.S + REL - UAUGM - go - PAST CF 
map yara- yappa?- niyi [27/64-65] 
still laug.S UAUGM- sit+ PAST PUNCT 
- We didn't go yet. We still stayed there. 
(2.6-43) map. l)a - pawk - ~ [43/23] 
not yet lmin.S - speak - PRES 
"Just a minute! I'm [in the middle of] talking." 
.l!!_UI)uy? and ma?kun can both be used alone as single utterances meaning 
'Keep going! • mul)uy? is so used where the activity referred to is seen 
Where the activity is repetitive in as a continuous process, ma?kun occurs 
nature, ma?kun refers only to a single repetition while mUI)uy? may have 
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iterative force, referring to continuous repetition. mu~uy? may refer 
to continuous action or repetition throughout a given time span as in 
example (2.6-44). m~uy? appears to be equivalent to the CONT verb 
prefix (incorporated adverb) wa~a (2.5.13.1). 
(2.6-44) 
(2.6-45) 
mu~uy? ~ - war;a - taP - yimap [43/18] 
in the morning CONT 3min.O + 3min.A - CONT - roast -
PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
He roasted it right through the morning. (Context 
indicates that he roasted it several times during the 
morning.) 
ma?kun yara - yuwep. ma?kun 
once more laug.S - lie+ PAST CONT once more 
yara - yuwep [33/ 40 J 
laug.S - lie+ PAST CONT 
We slept two more nights there. (lit. 'We slept once 
more. We slept once more.') 
Also to be discussed here are adverbial uses of some nominals, 
particularly numerals: 
wal)kip 
yappan? 
ku~ppur 
supul. 
'one' 
'two' 
'three' 
'many' 
'other' 
Apart from kaliS these nominals are used to indicate the 
b f t . 'ty A comparison of (2.6-46) num er of separate occurrences o an ac lVl • 
and (2.6-47) shows that this can refer to the number of occurrences 
with a single subject, or to single occurrences with each member of a 
multiple subject. 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
(2. 6-46) 
(2.6-47) 
2.6.2 
supul Qara - rum? - mir 
many l/2aug.S - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
- Many of us camped. (i.e. many individual acts of 
camping) 
~upul Qa - rum? - mip 
many lmin.S - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
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I camped several nights. (i.e, many individual acts of 
camping) 
A sentence containing kalit. indicates an alternative to what has previously 
been mentioned. The implication is 'sometimes ... , other times ... ' 
(2.6-48) tif)? - 1/J marampa? pere - ri - ya 
woman- NOM eloping couple 3aug.S + REL - go - PAST PUNCT 
payar - yappa? - yaw - me~ 
3aug.O + laug.A - UAUGM - spear - PAST CONT 
... kaliS- rna waf)kir- t/J yar- yaw- me~ 
yappan? - ta 
two - (n)ta 
other - rna one - NOM 3min.O + laug.A - spear - PAST CONT 
pi- 6 [38/219-221] 
man - NOM 
- When a man ran off with someone else's wife we used to 
spear the two of them (man and woman), other times we 
used to spear only the man. 
2.6.2.4 Sequence Finally there is a small group of temporal adverbs 
which mark sequential relationships. These are 
palay 
'f ra?na(we) 
\_ ta?na(we) 
walaf) 
'already' 
'first' 
'then' 'next' 
2.6.2 
ra?nawe and wala~ occur most frequently incorporated into the vc. 
ra?na(we) loses its - na(we) suffix upon incorporation. wala9 
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and ra?(na(we)) have been discussed at length and their use exemplified 
in 2.5.13.2. Note that the unincorporated form of ra?nawe is 
phonetically [ta?nawe] as the result of a rule discussed in 1.5.3. I 
therefore normally use the form ta?nawe in writing examples. walCU) 
may never follow the VC of the clause it modifies, but must always 
precede the VC or be incorporated. 
palay appears to mean 'already' with past tense verbs 
and 'on the point of •.. ing' or 'just beginning to •.. ' with future 
tense verbs. It also sometimes has the meaning 'a long v1ay off' (see 2, 6 .1. 2) 
but it is not clear what is involved in this distinction. See the examples 
(2.6-49) to (2.6-53), which set out the problem. I can offer no solution 
here. 
(2.6-49) 
(2.6-50) 
(2.6-51) 
(2. 6-52) 
(2.6-53) 
na - yine? - wa - ~ wo? 
3min.0+2aug.A- say- TRANSVR- PAST PUNCT yes 
palay yar - yine7 - wa - ~ [3/99] 
already 3min.O + laug.A- say - TRANSVR- PAST PUNCT 
"Have you told her?" "Yes, we've already told her 
long ago." 
palay l)a - ro - ~ara 
long way lmin.S - go - FUT 
I'll go a long way away. 
palay ~a - ta~ - ~a 
already lmin.S - go hunting - FUT 
I'm just going hunting. 
palay ~a-~u-na 
long way 30 + lmin.A - eat - FUT 
I'll eat it outside the camp/a long way off. 
palay ~a - pawk - ka 
already lmin.S - speak- FUT 
I'm going to speak now. 
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2.6.3 Other Adverbs 
Four adverbs must be mentioned in this group. This list 
may be enlarged at some future date but at present I have insufficient 
information to discuss or even classify as adverb or nominal a number 
of other forms which I will therefore omit from consideration. The 
four adverbs are as follows: 
'almost' 
pulkki~ 'thoroughly' 'properly' 
'authentic(ally)' 'genuine(ly)' 'proper(ly)' 
'empty-handed' 
peteS may be incorporated into or precede or follow the VC. Its meaning 
and function have already been outlined and exemplified in 2.5.13.1 and 
need not be discussed again here. 
pulkkit has occurred so far in my material only modifying verbs of spearing 
and indicates that the spearing results in death, not wounding. In 
example (2.6-54) the two men involved had intended to revive the woman 
but had speared her too thoroughly for that. pulkki; may precede 
or follow the VC but may not be incorporated. 
(2.6-54) malak ke - Qe7 - ~a - nawa. 
NEG 3min.S + REL - get up - FUT - 3min.DAT PRON 
pulkki~ ya - miri- ya [37/84] 
thoroughly 3min.O + l/2min.A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
"She won't be able to get up again (? for him). We 
speared her thoroughly (killing her) . " 
tinip7 modifies either nominals or clauses. It must follow the nominal 
or the VC of the clause it modifies. It has an incorporated equivalent 
kakku which is discussed in 2. 5.13 .·1. t;inip7 and kakku mean 
'authentic (ally)' 'genuine (ly)' or 'real (ly)' , sometimes bordering on 
intensive use as in (2.6-55). 
(2. 6-55) 
(2.6-56) 
2.6.3 
ka - yi - kakku - male - ~u~ - mip 
3min.S - yi - really - water - get black - PAST PUNCT 
Sinifl? 
genuinely 
[32/101-102] 
The water became really black (dark). 
turana polul) [10/24] 
body/alive genuine Rainbow 
- The real live Rainbow/the Rainbow in the flesh. 
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The following opposites should further help to define the meaning of 
tinifl?: 
(i) the opposite of kotorko Sinip? 1 genuine brolga' is put in terms 
such as kuyala? kotorko 'I was under the false impression that it was a 
brolga' ; 
(ii) the opposite of ralk tinip? 'genuinely big' is takkuna 'small'; 
and 
(iii) the opposite of ;u~a tinip?_ 'genuine water' is Sit;tork 'water 
obtained from the trunks of paperbark (Melaleuca) trees'. 
mara describes a hunter's or fisherman's return to camp empty-handed after 
_,__ 
he has hidden what he has caught outside the camp. This is quite a common 
custom which I have seen in operation many times. The reason for it 
is not clear to me. mara may precede or follow the VC or may be 
incorporated into it. 
(2.6-57) ni?ka~e? ~ - wunti - ya, 
3min.EMPH fish - NOM 30 + 3min.A- hide - PAST PUNCT 
I) i ?kane? ~a - wunti - ya, 
lmin.EMPH fish - NOM 30 + lmin.A- hide - PAST PUNCT 
mara yarappa? - pol? - mip [32/114-115 J 
empty-handed luaug.S - arrive - PAST PUNCT 
He hid his fish and I hid mine and we arrived at the 
camp empty-handed. 
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2. 7 PARTICLES 
The class of words I call 'particles' in Rembarnga is at 
present very ill-defined. It is not clear whether some of these words 
might not be better classed as adverbs. The meaning and function of some 
of them is very hard to pin down, and in most cases the comments given 
below are only approximations based on my deductions from the contexts 
in which text examples of the particles occur. I will give an annotated 
list of the more common particles here. Those treated are 
(i) pon? (viii) mi5~ima 
(ii) kuwa (ix) mikka? 
(iii) kuya (x) musu? 
(iv) kuyula? (xi) munku 
(v) mas~i? (xii) warkka 
(vi) melak (xiii) yay 
(vii) mala? (xiv) yeme~, kare? 
Finally I will briefly mention (xv) -rna, a suffixed particle of unknown 
meaning and function. 
(i) pon? (RESULT) The meaning of this particle is really very unclear 
to me at present. It is possible, judging by the four available text 
examples, including (2.7-1) and (2.7-2), that it marks a clause as 
resulting from the previous clause. It is clearly not restricted to clause 
initial position, but precedes the VC in all available examples. This has 
not been checked further. 
(2. 7-1) mutika yan - mi - ya 
in the morning truck* l/2min.O +3min.A- get - PAST PUNCT 
pon? maniQkFita ya- yi - ~i~ - mip [29/133-134] 
RESULT Maningrida l/2min.S - yi - return- PAST PUNCT 
- The truck picked us up and (?) thus we went back to 
Maningrida. 
(2. 7-2) 
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ni?kaJJ.e? kara POto? ~ sa ~ - wa~a - yuwep, 
3min. EMPH up tree - LOC 3min.S - CONT - lie+ PAST CONT 
suta - kan pon? [43/76-77] 
water - DAT RESULT 3min.S - die - PAST PUNCT 
He remained lying up in the tree, (?) so he died for 
[lack of] water. 
(H) kuwa (PURP) is discussed in detail in 3. 6 as one of the markers 
of intent and purpose clauses. kuwa may normally be used only with the 
PRES or the PAST CF tense ih an intent clause (3.6.1) but may also sometimes 
occur with the FUT tense in purpose clauses (3.6.2). It normally occurs 
at the beginning of its clause but may occur in other positions in the 
clause, including after the VC. (2. 7-3) is an example of an intent 
clause with kuwa, (2.7-4) contains a purpose clause with kuwa, and 
(2. 7-5) an intent clause with kuwa tawa?ma. For more detailed discussion 
of all these clause types see 3.6. 
(2.7-4) 
75 
suta - ?ka? kuwa 
water - ALL PURP 
piri - tu - me 
75 3aug.S + REL - be immersed - PAST CF 
suta - ssa paran - Waf}a - ~iy? - mip [11/23-24] 
water - LOC 3aug.O + 3min.A - CONT - hit - PAST PUNCT 
- Those who tried to escape into the water he still hit 
(killed) in the water. 
kela - ppara? - 6 malpaQa~ak - ka7 
[subsection name] - UAUGM- NOM [place] - ALL 
parappa? - mar kuwa kuwep - ~ 
3uaug.S -went PURP kangaroo - NOM 
parappa? - yaw - ¢ 
30 + 3uaug.A - spear - PRES 
The two kela men have gone to malpaQa~ak to spear kangaroos . 
.' 
The REL prefix form marks this clause as presupposed by that 
Which follows. Thus we can translate "Those who ... " using an NP-
telative interpretation. The use of the REL prefix is not due to the 
Presence of kuwa, which siro~ly marks the attempted escape as unsuccessful. 
(2.7-5) 
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kuwa tawa? - rna ka - yi - yaw - rna 
PURP now - rna 3min.O + 3min.A - yi - spear - PAST CF 
warkka kantayala - ~ - rna 
NEW SUBJECT male plains kangaroo - NOM - rna 
yurkku 
facing toward 
~ - maJ1 
3min.S - went · 
ni?tanta - ?ka? to!? 
3min.PRON - ALL look up 
[3/ 32-33] 
- [The bird] was just about to spear the kangaroo when 
it looked up straight at him. (Mytho1) 
(iii) kuya can be translated roughly 'it should/must be the case that.··'' 
'it is appropriate that •.• ' It may occur in any position in the clause 
and it appears to be accompanied by verbs in any tense. The type of 
modality involved appears to vary, but the word 'appropriate' sums it 
up perhaps the best. In examples (2.5-148) and (2.5-149) it refers 
to the speaker's personal wishes, while in (2. 7-6) it refers to 
appropriacy judged by a particular linguistic standard and in (2. 7-7) the 
good of a whole community is affected. In (2.7-8) the word 'must' refers 
to deduction from tell-tale signs - namely the presence of those 
sought can be deduced from the audible sound of their voices. 
(2. 7-6) 
(2. 7-7) 
kuya 
should 
¢ - yina? - rna 
3min.S - say - PAST CF 
ki :I) a 
[crocodile] 
- He should have said ki :I) a (the Gunwinj gu word , since he 
was speaking Gunwinj gu at the time. But he used the 
Rembarnga word mokko.) 
wamut - ¢ warikku kuya 
should [subsection name] - NOM immediately 
ka - tiS - sa 
3min.S - return- FUT 
- Wamut should come back straight away (bringing our vehicle, 
so that it will be here where we can use it). 
T 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
(2. 7-8) 
2.7 
para - kaw? - men. kata pan? - ta 
3aug.S - shout - PAST CONT Oh here - LOC 
kuya paran - nette - ~ [43/98-99] 
it must be 3aug.O + 3min.A - keep - PRES 
[The women] were shouting. "Oh, so he must be 
keeping them all here," (said the brother who had 
been tracking them for days). 
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(iv) kuyala? indicates that someone (whether it is the speaker or 
the subject of the sentence is contextually determined) is or was 
under the false impression that the clause in which it stands is or 
was true. The speaker himself is aware of this falsity at the time 
of utterance. kuyala? appears to occur with all tenses. In the past 
tense, as (2.7-12) shows, there is no difference between factual and 
counter-factual tenses after kuyala?. In (_2, 7-11) the subject of the 
clause preceding the kuyala7 clause is the person who is under the false 
impression. In the other three examples it is the speaker himself. 
(2. 7-9) 
(2. 7-10) 
(2. 7-11) 
kuttanta kuyala? ~ - ti~ - mir, 
that way I thought erroneously 3min.S - return - PAST PUNCT 
kare? wamut - ~ kura7 
but [subsection name] - NOM that way 
yulam7 
southwards 
~ - mar [27/108-109] 
3min.S - went 
~ - mar, 
3min.S - went 
I thought wamut went this way, but in fact he went that 
way, he went south. 
kuyala7 q·aypa pu7 
I thought erroneously driver different 
I thought (wrongly) that it was a different driver . 
wamut - kan par - pak - kuwan - wi - ~. 
[subsection name]- DAT 3min.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC - afraid -
kuyala7 
fear - PRES she thinks erroneously 
(2. 7-12) 
2.7 
par - pu - na 
3min.O + 3min.A - hit - FUT 
She is frightened of wamut, she thinks (erroneously) 
that he will hit her. 
kuyala? me - ~ 
I thoughterroneously food - NOM 
ta - ne - f1 
30 + 2min.A - cook - PAST PUNCT wuru wapa 
but no 
ta - -g.iya - I) a 
30 + 2min,A - cook - PAST CF 
- I thought you had cooked some food, but no. 
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{y) matti? is a very general sentence connective. Sometimes 
it appears to be best translated 'and', while on other occasions it 
is best translated as a mild adversative - 'but 1 or 'whereas', See 
examples (2.7-13) to (2.7-15), (2.2-86) and (3,7-2) for some idea of 
its range of uses. Furthermore it can mean 'too •· in a phrase such as 
~inta mat~i? 'me too'. matti? normally occurs first in its clause, 
but may occur instead in other positions including following the VC 
as in example (3, 7-2). 
(2. 7-13) kurl)a ka~ina til)? - ~ 
moon big - ERG woman - NOM 
¢ - mot - man lal)a yappan7 - wala, 
30 + 3min.A - have - PAST CONT hand two - ABL 
mas~i? takkuna - yi? ~ - mot -rna~ 
and small - ERG 30 + 3min.A - have - PAST CONT 
lal)a wal)kif1- wala [c£.43/2-4] 
hand one - ABL 
The big moon had ten wives and his little brother had five 
wives. 
' . 
(2.7-14) 
(2. 7-15) 
2.7 
.... kaliS puwan para- pawk- ma~, · 
others [language] 3aug.S - speak - PAST CONT 
yan ta ma ~ ~i? 
laug.PRON and 
:r;emparoa 
[language] 
yara - pawk - rna~ [38/84-85] 
laug.S - speak- PAST CONT 
- ... others spoke puwan, and we spoke :r;emparoa. 
yar - yappa? ~ miri - ya. 
3min.O + laug;A - UAUGM - spear - PAST PUNCT 
ka - yi - wula? - 6 . 
. . 
3S - yi - good - STAT PRES 
yere - yappa? - pa - na - rna 
ma~Si? 
but/whereas 
3min.O + laug.A + REL - UAUGM - leave - PAST CF - ma 
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na? rna yaranpa- yappa? - pu- ne [37/125-127] 
that laug.O + 3aug.A - UAUGM- kill - PAST CF 
- We speared her, That is all right, But if we had left 
her alone they would have killed us. 
(vi) melak (NEG) is the only declarative negative particle in Rembarnga. 
Contrast mikka? NEG IMPER in (ix) below. malak is used with the meaning 
'it is not true'. It can be used as an interjection as in example (2.7-16). 
See 2.8. Most commonly, however, it introduces negative clauses, being 
put in principal focus and followed by a REL clause as outlined in 3.7.12. 
This REL clause may be in the PAST CF tense or in one of the non-past 
tenses, PRES or FUT, See examples (2. 7-17) and (2. 7-18). In the latter 
example (as also in example (3. 7-72)) a single occurrence of malak negates 
two clauses. melak always precedes the constituent it negates, mostly a 
verb (a clause), but sometimes a nominal as in (2. 7-19). 
(2. 7-16) 
(2. 7-17) 
(2.7-18) 
(2. 7-19) 
munku 
perhaps 
2.7 
nuruna - ~ 
rotten one - NOM 
ta - mi - ya. 
3min.O + 2min.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
l)a - yaw - mi[) 
malak. 
NEG 
[ 43/28-29 J 
in the morning 3min.O + lmin.A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
"Perhaps you got an old rotten [kangaroo]?" 
"No. I speared it [fresh] this morning." 
malak ye - l)e7 - ra. pulkkiS 
NEG 3min.S + REL - get up - FUT thoroughly 
ya - miri - ya [ 3 7 I 84 J 
3min.O + l/2min.A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
- "She won't get up again. We speared her properly." 
rna[) malak yere - ro - 1)8, 
still NEG laug.S + REL - go - PAST CF 
yere - suy? -rna - tta- na [38/165] 
laug.S + REL - send - STEM- REFLEX- PAST CF 
- We still did not go. We still did not split up. 
karkka[)kari ya - tur? - mi[). 
[place] l/2min.S - sit (INCHOAT) - PAST PUNCT 
malak karkka[)kari. ken waypputo 
NEG [place] woops! [place] 
ya- tur? - mir. 
. . 
[29/1] 
l/2min.S - sit - PAST PUNCT 
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11\.J'e stopped at karkkapkari." " Not karkkapkari." "Sorry. 
At waypputo we stopped." 
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(vii) mala? 'try' occurs initially in a clause and may be followed only 
by a verb in the PRES or the FUT tense and marked for 2 or 1/2 person 
subject (A or S). That is the subject of a verb after mala? must be 
specified[+ Hearer]. mala? has the effect of turning a clause into 
one which is persuasive rather than imperative. It could be translated, 
. "Wh t I II "H b t " "H t " for 1nstance, as a say we you ..• , ow a ou , .. , ave a go a ... 
It can be used with the interjection woy (see 2. 8(xix)). See examples 
(2.5-150) to (2.5-152) for its use with both PRES and FUT tense verbs 
· coupled with the verbal prefix ra? PRIOR which may be used with mala 7. 
(2.7-20) is one of the rare examples available in which ra? is not 
used with mala?. 
(2. 7-20) mala? takku - takku yana - pc:k- f)e7 - ka - ra [3/86] 
try REDUPL - child lmin. IMPL + 2aug .A - IMPLIC - get up -
CAUS - PRES/FUT 
- Hey, children, how about lifting it up for me. 
(vii) mittima 'might as well' was said by one informant to be used 
"when you're changing your mind", in the sense of 'vacillating'. It 
implies that the speaker does not have strong views either way and is 
unsure which course he wishes to take. mit~ima occurs with PRES and FUT 
tense verbs and with the hortative use of map 1went I (2. 5. 4 (ii)) . It 
appears to be restricted to use with 
[ + Speaker] (i.e. 1 or 1/2 person) , 
verbs whose subject (A or S) is marked 
The text example ~-7~21) sets out 
the type of uncertainty marked by mit;tima very well. Sometimes, as there, 
this particle is better translated into English as "had better". This 
particle normally stands in clause initial position. 
(2. 7-21) kata, miSSima 
Oh might as well 
f)an - pak - yinip. 
pant a 
here 
ya - yif)ana, 
l/2min.S - lie + FUT 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC - say + PAST PUNCT 
wapa. ya- me- tta - ~ .•• 
no l/2min.S - tucker - PRIV - STAT PRES 
2.7 
kata, miS~ima ya - kuwam? - ~ [32/29-32] 
oh had better l/2min.S - set off - PRES 
"Oh well, we might as well camp here." "No. We've 
got no tucker (only meat)." "Oh yes. Well 1ve' d 
better keep going." 
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(ix) mikka? (NEG IMPER) is the negative imperative particle, and may 
be used with a FUT tense verb only, as in (2. 7-22). The VC may also 
contain the PRIOR prefix ra? as in (2. 7-23). Finally mikka? may be used 
as an interjection with the meaning "Don't!" or "Don't do that!", as 
in (2. 7-24). 
(2. 7-22) 
(2. 7-23) 
(2.7-24) 
mikka? tan - kiSik - ka 
NEG IMPER lmin.O + 2min,A - tickle - FUT 
Don't tickle me! 
mikka7 ~ip - ta? - yekek - ka, kuwa 
NEG IMPER 2min,S - PRIOR - stir/move - FUT PURP 
oar- ta?- oawa- n .. , 
30 + l/2aug.A - PRIOR - hear - PRES 
Don't stir, so we can hear •. , 
mikka?, mikka?. l)a - pana? - ~ul)7 - ~ 
NEG IMPER NEG IMPER lmin.S - lest - fall - PRES 
Don't! Don't! I might fall. 
Negative imperatives may also be formed using the verbal prefix me(ne)? 
'lest' as in example (2.5-135). Furthermore a negative sentence with the 
NEG particle melak ((vi) above) and a PRES or FUT tense verb with 2 person 
subject (A or S) may also serve as a negative imperative sentence since 
there is no difference in Rembarnga, apart from intonation, between 
imperative and declarative sentence forms in the non-negative. 
(x) mutu? (TAG QUESTN) can be seen as a general Tag Question particle 
which follows what it questions, This is clearly seen in examples (2, 7-25) 
and (2. 7-26). Most interesting is example (2. 7-27) which was overheard on 
one .occasion. In this case mu;u7 follows a verb used imperatively. 
(2.7-25) 
(2. 7-26) 
(2' 7-27) 
2.7 
ta - yi - mi05ippu - n musu? 
· 30 + 2m in. A - yi - knov1 - PRES TAG QUESTN 
kiya - 1)8ne [ 33/24-25 J 
son - lmin.DAT PRON 
"You know it, don't you, son?" 
suka musu? penta 
sugar* TAG QUESTN there 
[43/24] 
There's some sugar there, isn't there? 
tan- te?wa.- n musu? 
lmin,IMPL + 2min.A - give .,.. PRES TAG QUESTN 
- Give it to me, would you? 
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(xi) munku 'perhaps', 'maybe', 'I don't know'. This particle, which 
may co-occur with all tenses, does not imply any expectation of truth 
or falsity, but simply signifies ignorance or uncertainty. In this 
contrast kuyala?, (iv) above. The ignorance referred to is that of the 
speaker. The particle may occur in a clause as in (2.7-28), (2.7-29) and 
(2.7-16), or it may occur alone with the meaning 'I don't know' as 
in (2. 7-30). It may stand anywhere in the sentence. 
(2. 7-28) 
(2. 7-29) 
munku kekkunta ~ - pol? - mir 
perhaps some time ago 3~in.S - arrive - PAST PUNCT 
·l)inta- ~ 
lmin.PRON - NOM 
l)a - pak - yinir [ 32/24-25] 
3min. IMPL + lmin. S - IMPLIC - say - PAST PUNCT 
"Maybe (It looks as though .... 2 he came here some time 
ago," I said to him. 
wamut - 0 munku kutar? 
[subsection name] -NOM perhaps [near future] 
ka- ro- l)ara panta- (ka? [27/113-114] 
3min. S - come - FUT here - ALL 
- Maybe wamut will come here in the next day or two. 
(2. i-30) 
2. 7 
yene? - Si ka - pol? - la. munku 
INDEF - TEMP LOC 3min.S - arrive - FUT perhaps 
- "When' s he coming?" "I don' t know." 
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(xii) warkka (NEW SUBJECT) the function of this particle is unknown 
to me, but an examination of its occurrences in text suggests that it 
marks a change of subject. 'Subject' in this case would normally be 
A or S. Text 28 in Appendix A contains many examples of the use of this 
particle. See also examples (2.5-117), (2. 7-5), (2. 7-31) and (2, 7-32), 
Example (2. 7-33) shows that warkka is not simply used to distinguish 
between potentially ambiguous third person subjects. This particle 
stands at the beginning of its clause. 
(2.7-31) 
(2. 7··32) 
76 
ka - yi - pe~e5 -pol? - mip warkka 
3min.S - yi - almost - come out - PAST PUNCT NEW SUBJECT 
yan- pak- miri- ya [38/136-137] 
l/2min.IMPL + 3min.A- IHPLIC- spear - PAST PUNCT 
- He had hardly got out [of the hut] when [koSok] 
speared him, you know, 76 
Sirppe? - ~ 
[type ground pigeon] -NOH 3min.S- CONT- stalking- went 
kuwa tawa? - rna ka - yi - yaw - me, 
PURP now - rna 3min.O + 3min.A - yi - spear - PAST CF 
warkka ni?tanta - ?ka? 
NEW SUBJECT 3min.PRON - ALL 
6 - pol? - yumap. 
yurmi 
facing 
3min.S - come up - PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
~ - tamul - kap - kap - yumap. 
30 + 3min.A - grass - REDUPL - eat - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
6 - te~- yumar. warkka 
30 + 3min.A - graze - PROGR + PAST PUNCT NEW SUBJECT 
See 3.2.2(v) 
(2.7-33) 
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y.an- pak- kuwan- tit;- mir [3/56-58] 
l/2min.IMPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC- afraid- return- PAST PUNCT 
- The pigeon sneaked up. He was just about to spear 
[the kangaroo] when it came towards him eating grass 
77 as it went. He ran away, you know. 
~anapparu nara - ~e? - ¢ 
buffalo 2aug.S - get up - PRES 
yaran- pak- yinif1. 
laug.IMPL +. 3min.S - IMPLIC- say+ PAST PUNCT 
warkka yara - yappa? - tutuppur - mif1 
NEW SUBJECT laug.S - UAUGM - get up in surprise - PAST PUNCT 
woy [28/18-lg 
this way 
- "Buffalo! Get up!" he said to us. We (i.e. the speaker 
and the S of the first clause) jumped up in surprise. 
(xiii) 'E:Y_ This particle is translated by informants as 1 finish 1 , tacked 
on to the end of a sentence. A good equivalent in English would be 
"lvell, after that, ... " introducing the next sentence. Thus it appears 
that this particle indicates that the activity of its clause is completed 
and that subsequently something else happens, as in (2. 7-34) and (2, 7-35), 
(2.7-34) para - rok - mir ;amu - ¢ yay, 
3aug.S - bark - PAST PUNCT dog - NOM "finish" 
yarappa? - tu~? - mir [32/68-69] 
luaug. S - sit (INCHOAT) - PAST PUNCT 
- The dogs all barked [at us] - finish - then we sat down. 
77 
See 3.2.2 (v}, 
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(2. 7-35) masal)k - na - iJ par - I)U[ : ] - f1 
liver etc.
78
- 3min.DAT PRON- NOM 30 + 3aug.A- eat- PAST 
PUNCT 
yay, par - ~a!? - mi[1 [3/101] 
"finish" 3rnin.O + 3aug.A - roast - PAST PUNCT 
- They ate its matal)k and then they roasted it (kangaroo). 
(xiv) yemet and kara? are both adversative conjunctions which can be 
translated 'but' or 'however'. They often mark clauses following a 
clause containing kuyala! ((iv) above), kuwa ((ii) above) or kuya 
((iii) above). For the first see (2.7-9), for the second see (2.7-36) 
and for the third see (2.7-37). See also (2.7-38). kara? always stands 
first in its clause, but yemet may stand anywhere in the clause. 
(2. 7-36) 
(2. 7-37) 
78 
kuwa [_yemes 
l kara?1 
PURP lmin.S - go hunting - PAST CF but 
pulut - ta 
bullet* - PRIV 
I was going to go hunting, but I have got no bullets. 
wamut - ~ kuya ~ - ~i~ - rna 
[subsection name] - NOM should 3min.S - return - PAST CF 
) kara71 
lyemet; 
but 
ka - war:a - nm;a 
3min.S - CONT - sit +PRES [place] 
- wamut should have come back but he is still at l)al)kalala. 
matal)k(pa} is a term no~ a number of internal organs of a 
kangaroo, including the liver, which are taken out and cooked on top 
of the fire before the whole carcase is covered over to 'roast~ with 
hot stones. 
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(2. 7-38) · ku~ar55ina l)a - yaw - mip, 
in the morning 3min.O + lmin.A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
yemes mul)uy? ¢ - ku? - pa~iyi [43/29-30] 
but CONT 3min.S - uncooked - hang + PAST PUNCT 
I speared it only this morning but it has been hanging 
up, uncooked, all day. (That is why it has gone rotten.) 
(xv) ~appears to be a suffixed particle of some sort. Its function 
and significance are not clear to me. It is extrzmely common, sometimes 
(as in the second clause of example (2. 7-41)) being attached to every word 
in a clause. My guess is that rna is closely related to the connective 
particle ma~~i? ((v) above) in fuaction. See, for instance, examples 
(2.3-1), (2.7-39) and (2.7-40), in all of which -rna seems to mark a loose 
link between two clauses. 
(2.7-39) 
(2. 7-40) 
yaluk ya - rum? - mip 
hungry l/2min.S - sleep -PAST PUNCT 
yi - tanip - so~o? - mip - rna 
3min.S + REL- in the morning - dawn - PAST PUNCT- rna 
kumukkari ~u+~ - ~ ya - tom- mip [29/3-4] 
[place] water - NOM 30 + l/2rnin.A - drink - PAST PUNCT 
- We camped without food [at waypputo] and early in the 
morning we had a drink at kumukkari, 
nekretel 
[place] 
penta yara - yappa? - rum? - rnip. 
there laug.S - UAUGM - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
nekretel - wala - rna , 
[place] - ABL - rna 
panta - ~Sa 
here - LOC 
kuyun [27/102-103] 
[place] 
- We camped at nekretel, and from nekretel [we came] hereto 
kuyun. 
Very frequently~ is suffixed to words in a subordinate or REL clause. 
This is the case in examples (2.7-41), (2.8-2), (3.7-1) and (3.7-6), for 
instance. 
(2.7-41) 
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penta - tta paran - yappa? - kunwa - nir 
there - LOC 3aug.O + 3S - UAUGM - chase - PAST CONT 
5uram- yi?. patte?- wala- rna 
revenge party - gRG there - ABL - rna 
katSi - wala - rna nenta - ¢ - rna pi - ¢ - rna 
[place] - ABL - rna that - NOM- rna man - NOM- rna 
ye - Qe? - mir - ~a [38/178-181] 
3S + REL - get up - PAST PUNCT - rna 
- There they were chased by a revenge party. It was from 
katSi that these men came. 
In a few cases -rna appears to have interrogative force but this is not 79-
at all clear. Certainly in cases such as examples (2.7-42), (2.3-16) 
and (2.3-17) there is no possibility of interpreting~ as forming a 
link with a preceding or following clause. In each case -rna marks the 
first word of the reported utterance. 
(2. 7-42) ¢ - pol? - mip. ni?tanta - rna 
3min.S - arrive - PAST PUNCT 3min.PRON - rna 
wa - f)ke. 
elder brother - 2min.DAT PRON 
f)a - pak - pol,o? - wawu - wa [43/64-65 J 
3min.IMPL + lmin.A- IMPLIC- tree- "sing"(TR) -PAST PUNCT 
- He arrived [at the camp]- "What about your brother?" [the 
women asked. J "I sang the tree on him," [he replied. J 
Compare too the interjection rna (2.8) (xii)). 
79 
This is noted by Capell (1943:37). 
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2.8 INTERJECTIONS 
Interjections are single word forms which are frequently used 
as whole utterances. They perform a variety of functions. Three of these 
interjections may also be inflected in various ways and thus may be 
considered nominals or verbs in those cases. They are treated here as 
interjections since they normally occur as single word utterances. 
The three inflectable interjections are 
(i) popo? 
(ii) poJl 
(iii) wapa 
'Good-bye' 
'The End' 'that's enough' 'that's all' 
'nothing' 'No' 
(i) popo? may be inflected for tense etc. like a verb root of 
conjugation 1. As a verb it means 'say good-bye to' 'farewell' and is 
DR transitive. As an interjection it means simply 'Good-bye'. 
(2. 8-1) l)a - popo? - ra wamut - ~ 
3min.O + lmin.A - farewell - FUT [subsection name]- NOM 
I'll say good-bye to warnut./I'll see v.rarnut off. 
(ii) ~'that's all', 'the end', 'that's enough', besides being used 
alone as an utterance appears also as a statively verbalised nominal as 
in (2.8. 2). 
(2.8-2) nanta - rna ka - yi - pop - ~ 
this - rna 3min.S - yi - finished - STAT PRES 
wamut Qepe - pak - yolyol - mip - rna 
[subsection name] 2min.IMPL + lmin.A + REL - IMPLIC - tell -
na?ma yar:J - rna [37 /177-178 J 
PAST PUNCT - rna this story - rna 
- Well this story that I have been telling you is finish·~d 
now, wamut. 
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(2.8-3) nanta pof1 taf)kuna- 0 l)a- pete? - mif1 [27/54-.55] 
this enough meat - NOM 30 + lmin.A - carry - PAST PUNCT 
I've broughtenough meat (I'm too tired to go and get more). 
(iii) wapa 'nothing', 'no' may also bear stative verbalising inflection 
as a nominal meaning 'nothing' . 
(2.8-4) 
... l)e- wapa- ni- SSi [23/22-23] 
lmin.S + REL- nothing- STAT PAST - TEMP LOC 
- ... when I was nothing. (i.e. ~efore I was born') 
wapa is often used with negative sentences in the sense' not ... at all' 
as in (2.8-5). 
(2. 8-5) melak pere - pak - Sitma - l)e 
NEG 3min.IMPL + 3aug.A- IMPLIC- steal- PAST CF 
wapa [38/226] 
nothing 
They did not steal [his wife] from him at all. 
wapa means something like 'without success' in an example like (2.8-6). 
(2.8-6) par - I) u - f1 \\'apa, 
30 + 3aug.A - eat - PAST PUNCT No 
0 - kakku- ~uru- pop - mif1 [43/31] 
3min.IMPL- properly- stink- waft around- PAST PUNCT 
They ate (tried to eat) [the kangaroo], but no good. 
It was really stinking. (lit. 'its stink was really 
being given off') 
The other interjections are normally used entirely on their 
own as whole utterances except where noted in the list below. Rough 
English equivalents or explanations are given for each. 
2.8 
(iv) .EQZ 
(v) tow 
(vi) ~ 
(vii) sopoy 
(viii) i':2_ 
(ix) kap 
(x) kata 
(xi) ken 
(xii) rna 
(xiii) melak 
(xiv) l)ay? 
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'Hey!' -to attract attention. 
'Bang!'- the sound of a gunshot. 
'I see' - to indicate understanding of 
a statement. 
'Shoo!' 'Go away!' 
'There!' - 1vhen actually pointing (with 
the lips). 
'Ssh!' 'Keep quiet!' 
'Oh!' -expresses mild surprise and 
often occurs with wo? 'Yes'. 
'Woops!' -mostly in reference to slips 
in speaking, whether concerning 
fact or grammatical form. 
'O.K.'- when acceding to a request, or 
agreeing to a suggested course 
of action. 
NEG - This is the negative particle and 
is further discussed in 2.7 and 
3.7.12. Used as an interjection it 
means 'That is not true'. 
'Hey listen ... ' -this interjection makes 
a request for consider-
ation of some point with 
a view to action as, for 
example, in (2.8-7). 
.. , 
(2. 8-7) 
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f) ay? fJ a - fJ er? - SarrJ - mi)l · 
Hey, listen lmin.IMPL - heart - bad - INCHOAT PAST PUNCT 
nakurka~a? - para? na - yappa? - tat - ta [32/95-96] 
2aug.EMPH - UAUGM 30 + 2aug.A - UAUGM - poison - FUT 
Hey listen you t1·10. My heart is playing up. Can you 
do the poisoning (of the water)? 
(xv) f)afl!;u 
'Any luck?' 'Any good?' 
(xvi) wa 
(xvii) witi 
(xviii) wo? 
(xix) woy 
This is the call of men just going into 
the attack on a camp •. 
'Oh, look at him, eh,'- This is an 
expression of mild surprise 
expressing pleasure or 
appre.ciation. 
'Yes' -often combined with ka~a 
above (x). 
'Come here!' -sometimes used with the 
particle mala? 'try' 
(2.7) in the phrase wala? 
woy 'Can you come here!' as 
a more polite imperative 
than woy on its own. 
3 SYNTAX 
3.1 BASIC SENTENCE TYPES 
Sentences in any language typically consist, at least at 
the deep level, of a verb and a number of NPs related to the verb 
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in functions such as subject and object (without formally defining these 
functions here), Thus a rule of the typeS+ NP + VP is frequently 
1 an early rule in transformational analyses of languages (e.g. Lees 
1960:5; Postal 1963:348; Hale 1968:19,27; Dixon 1972:137; 
Metcalfe 1972:32). Rembarnga is no exception to this pattern, its 
sentences containing, in the main, up to three principal underlying 
NPs and a verb. As in many languages the verb complex (VC) appears 
to be the central element in the surface structure of sentences· in 
Rembarnga. In 2.5 I have outlined the types of material which can 
be contained within the verb complex. In fact the verb complex in 
Rembarnga is so comprehensive that it frequently forms single word sentences 
on its own. Certain features of one or more of the NPs in the sentence 
are marked by pronominal prefixes in the VC (compare the copying rules 
posited by Hale for Walbiri (1968:29ff.) and by Postal for Mohawk 
(1963:349)), and the relevant NPs may then be deleted to form the surface 
structure of the sentence. 
This large-scale deletion of NPs presents a problem in expound-
ing basic sentence types in Rembarnga. It has the effect of making 
good examples with a full set of NPs in the various syntactic functions 
very rare in text and difficult to elicit. Informants will normally be 
happier to omit one or more of the full, case-marked NPs in the main 
syntactic functions. They often omit case-marking of NPs whose function 
is clear from the context, and they tend to tack case-marked NPs on as 
'afterthoughts' to the sentence, in preference to placing them before the 
VC in the main body of the sentence. The discussion and the (sometimes 
apparently incomplete) examples below should be viewed with these points 
1 
Dixon notes that the rule S + NP + VP cannot be considered a sub-
stantive syntactic universal since the NP referred to performs different 
functions in different languages '(Dixon 1972 :137-138). Only in the very 
weak sense that the rule S + NP + VP claims that languages have sentences 
consisting of a verb and one or more NPs does the rule appear to be 
universal. 
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in mind. I will take as the basis for my discussion. of sentence patterns 
the sentence functions A, 0/S, IMPL which sometimes occur in surface 
structure as full NPs, sometimes are simply pronominally marked in the 
vc, and are sometimes simply 'understood' in surface structure. 
Pronominal verb prefixes may refer to or cross-reference 
one or at the most two of the underlying major NPs (up to three in 
number) in the sentence. Thus the basis for syntactic description must 
be the case frame of each verb (that is the number and function of the 
obligatory NPs) rather than the details of pronominal reference within 
the VC, even if, on some occasions, one of these underlying NPs is not 
overtly marked in the sentence at all. 
As basic sentence types I restrict myself to minimal sentences 
constructed with simple verb roots. Among simple verb roots I include 
monomorphemic roots and frozen compounds such as keppu 'deprive of' 
(? < ~ 'hit') and ~itma 'steal' ( < ~ 'get'), but not verbal stems 
productively derived by means of various affixes such as REFLEX, CAUS, 
NCAUS, TRANSVR, STAT, COM TRANSVR etc. I exclude also one word 
sentences con~isting solely of an interjection (2.8). 
3.1.1 Principal NP Functions (A,S,O,IMPL) 
In 2.5.1.3 I discussed the classification of verbs according 
to what I termed 'case frame'. By 'case frame' I refer to the range of 
NPs which are obligatorily associated with the verb, up to two of these 
being normally pronominally marked within the VC. I pointed out there 
that these classifications according to case frame are to a large degree 
based upon surface morphology and do not separate semantic cases which 
fall together in surface structure case marking. In other words I am 
dealing with case frames at a much more superficial level than, for instance, 
in Fillmore 1968 and other work in the 'Case Grammar' tradition. For 
discussions of the discrepancies between deep structure relationships and 
surface structure case marking in two different theoretical frameworks in 
two Australian languages see Sharpe 1970 and Dixon 1972:138-141. 
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As Dixon points out (1972:138) all languages appear to have 
transitive and intransitive sentences. That is all languages hav0 
sentences consisting of a verb and tv10 NPs as well as sentences Cl•nsist-
ing of a verb and a single NP. Rembarnga fits this pattern. The 
symbol 'S' can be used to refer to the 'intransitive subject' while the 
symbols 'A' and 'O' can be used to refer to 'transitive subject/agent' 
and 'transitive object' respectively. These surface structure r6les 
appear to be universal. Frequently, as Dixon states, the single NP (S) 
of an intransitive sentence is syntactically identified with either A 
or 0 for the purpose of syntactic rules. This will be discussed further 
in 3.8. For the present I will treat S and 0 as identical in function 
(S/0) since NPs in both of these functions are typically in the unmarked 
NOM case, while A NPs are typically marked by the ERG suffix -yi?. This 
interpretation is justified only at the level of morphology (case marking), 
not at a syntactic level. The identification of S and 0 is adopted 
provisionally on these morphological grounds to facilitate syntactic 
description. 
A third NP function is essential in describing the case frames 
of a small set of verbs - the di-transitive verbs - which have three 
• 
NPs obligatorily associated with them in the sentence. The third function 
is that of 'implicated NP' (IMPL). This may be roughly characterised 
as the indirect object of the verb. Verbs with 1 extended 1 case frames 
(3.2) have an IMPL added to their case frame. Case marking of the IMPL 
NP varies a little and will be discussed where appropriate below. 
3.1.2 Classes of Minimal Sentences 
As shown in 2.5.1.3 there are three classes of simple verbs 
in Rembarnga, defined on the basis of case frames. These are as follows, 
With the appropriate obligatory NPs listed alongside each: 
Intransitive (INTR) 
Transitive (TR) 
Di-transitive(DITR) 
s 
A 0 
IMPL A 0 
There is some slight evidence from the syntax of REFLEX forms (3.3) for 
the existence of a small group of simple extended intransitive verb roots 
associated with two NPs in the functions IMPL and S. The use of an IMPL 
With these verbs is merely strongly implied rather than obligatory and thus 
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they are not discussed here. Note that, having decided to identify 
(provisionally) the S and 0 functions it can be stated that each sentence 
must contain a deep NP in S/0 function. 
3.1.3 Intransitive Sentences (INTR) 
INTR sentences contain an intransitive verb root (marked for 
tense) and a single NP inS function with NOM case marking(~ suffix). 
All intransitive verb roots are mono-referential and the S NP is cross-
referenced by the appropriate MR prononimal prefix to the verb 
(Table 2.S(c)). The underlying form of an INTR sentence is thus (3.1-1), 
which appears on the surface as in C.l-2) 
(3.1-1) 
(3.1-2) 
S - NOM VC(INTR) 
tiQ? - ~ para - ti5 - mir 
woman - NOM 3aug.S - return - PAST PUNCT 
The women came back. 
Two more examples of full INTR sentences are to be found in (3.1-3) 
and (3.1-4). 
(3 .1-3) 
(3 .1-4) 
ya - sa:J- - la [43/7] yirappara? - ~ 
l/2min.PRON - NOM l/2min.S - go hunting - FUT 
Let's go hunting./We'll go hunting. 
rJura? - ~ ka - f1ar - ~ [ 28/7 J 
fire- NOM 3min.S - burn- PRES 
The fire is burning. 
The NP in S function may contain more than a single word, as outlined in 
2.2.1. See example (3.1-5) 
(3.1-S) ka:j.arJ - na kotorko - 6 
egg - 3min.DAT PRON brolga - NOM 
6 - pok - mip [10/12-13] 
3min.S - burst - PAST PUNCT 
The brolga's egg burst. 
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Although the order of words given in (3.1-1) is the.normal order, it 
is sometimes reversed as in (3.1-6). 
(3 .1-6) para - nok - mip samu - r/J 
3aug.S - bark - PAST PUNCT dog - NOM 
- The dogs barked. 
[32/62] 
Note, too, that the S NP (as in (3.1-7)) or part of it (as in (3.1-8)) 
may be optionally deleted, appearing in the surface structure only 
pronominally within the VC. 
(3.1-7) 
(3.1-8) 
para - rum? - mip [12/15] 
3aug.S - sleep - PAST PUNCT 
- They slept./They camped. 
J)inta - 6 ya - ro - J)ara 
. . 
lmin. PRON - NOM 1/ 2mi.n. S - ge - FUT 
I'll come with you./We'll both go. 
(The full S would be tanta r:J.inta (2min.PRON lmin. PRON).) 
Occasionally it happens that the S NP is marked with the ERG suffix. 
The reason for this is unknown to me. The available examples seem to 
involve contrastive emphasis of the S. 
(3.1-9) 
(3.1-10) 
takkuna - yi? ni?tanta 6 - sa! - mip [43/35] 
small one - ERG 3min.PRON 3min.S - go hunting - PAST PUNCT 
- The small [brother] went hunting. 
(Beginning of a contrast between the small brother and the 
big brother.) 
takkuna- yi7 [43/64] 
3min.EMPH 3min.S - return - PAST PUNCT small one - ERG 
- The small [brother] came back (contrast with big brother). 
The ERG suffix does often mark the S of derived extended intransitive 
sentences (3.2.7), but not normally of simple intransitive sentences like 
those of (3.1-9) and (3.1-10). 
•"I'"-" '· •• 
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3.1.4 Transitive Sentences (TR) 
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Transitive sentences contain a TR verb root (marked for tense) 
and two obligatory NPs - the 'transitive subject/ agent' A marked with the 
ERG case suffix yi?,and the 'transitive object' 0 with NOM case marking 
-6 suffix). All TR verb roots are di-referential and A and 0 are cross-
referenced by the appropriate Y and X elements respectively of a DR 
pronominal prefix to the verb (Table 2.5(d)). The underlying form of a 
TR sentence, in the normal (but not invariant) word order, is as shown 
in (3.1-11), which appears on the surface as in (3.1-12). 
(3.1-11) 
(3.1-12) 
A - ERG 0 - NOM VC(TR) 
Qinta - yi? tiQ? - ~ paQa - na - ~ 
lmin.PRON - ERG woman - NOM 3aug.O + lmin.A- see - PAST PUNCT 
I saw the (some) women. 
Compare (3.1-12) with (3.1-2) and (3.1-25) for minimal contrasts with 
INTR and DITR sentences. The order of words given here is the normal 
one, as in the further examples (3.1-13) and (3.1-14). The order 
0 A VC occurs in (3 .1-21). 
(3.1-13) wawa? - yi? kantayala - ~ 
elder brother - ERG male plains kangaroo - NOM 
~ - yaw - mir [3/92 J 
3min.O + 3min.A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
The elder brother speared a male plains kangaroo. 
(3.1-14) Qanapparu - yi? rulk - ~ ka - te5 - 6 
buffalo - ERG grass - NOM 30 + 3min.A - cut/graze - PRES 
The buffalo eats (is eating) grass. 
On the other hand one of the NPs may follow the VC as does the 0 in 
(3.1-15) and the A in (3.1-16). No examples are to hand with both NPs 
following the VC. 
. . . . ' . ~ ' . 
~ i 7 
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(3.1-15) takku - Qana - ppara7 - yi7 
nephew - lmin. DAT PRON - UAUGM - ERG 
parappa? - trapum? - mip pakho5 - ~ [33/20] 
30 + 3uaug.A - drive* - PAST PUNCT pack horse'~ - NOM 
- My two nephews drove the pack horses. 
(3.1-16) kamunuT}ku? - 0 par - yappa7 - suy? - mip 
white ochre - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A - UAUGH - send - PAST PUNCT 
ko5ok- para? - yi? [38/54] 
[subsection name]- UAUGM- ERG 
- The two ko~oks sent (or 'brought') white ochre. 
Either or both of the NPs may be deleted, leaving only pronominal marking 
in the VC. In fact it is rather rare to find both NPs in full in a TR 
sentence. Both NPs have been deleted in (3.1-17). 
(3.1-17) paQa - waral? - mip [27/49] 
3aug.O + lmin.A - ask - PAST PUNCT 
I asked them. 
The 0 has been deleted in (3 .1-18) and the A deleted in (3 .1-19) and 
(3.1-20). In this last sentence the 0 follows the VC. 
(3.1-18) 
(3.1-19) 
(3.1-"20) 
par - kunwa - 0 [29/70 J samu,... yi? 
dog - ERG 3min.O + 3aug.A - chase - PAST PUNCT 
- The dogs chased [the buffalo] away. 
nakan? kantana - ~ Qa- yolyol - la [30/1] 
this story - NOH 3min.O + lmin.A - tell - FUT 
I'll tell this story. 
par - yappa? - pultti - ya 
3min.O + 3aug.A - UAUGH - cover for roasting - PAST PUNCT 
ka~aana - ~ 
egg - NOH 
[10/11] 
-[The two women] put the egg on to roast. 
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The ERG suffix -yi? is sometimes omitted, and the A left unmarked, as in 
(3.1-21). It is clear from the semantic point of view which NP must 
be the agent (A) and this is also marked in the VC. 
(3.1-21) rukurpulu - ~ ~inta ~a-mi- ya [27/31-32] 
[type stone] - NOM lmin.PRON 3min.O + lmin.A- get- PASTPUNCT 
I collected (got) some rukurpulu. 
3.1.5 Di-transitive Sentences (DITR) 
Di-transitive sentences contain a DITR verb root and three 
NPs- a 'transitive subject/agent' A, a 'transitive object' 0 and an 
'indirect object' IMPL. The A is normally marked for ERG case (-yi?) 
while the other two NPs, if they precede the VC are both normally in 
the unmarked NOM case. If the IMPL follows the VC it may bear the NOM 
(-~), DAT (-kan) or ALL (-?ka?) suffix. Only three DITR verb roots are 
known to me: te?wa 'give', keppu 'deprive of' and muttu 'show'. All 
three DITR verb roots are di-referential and cross-reference person and 
number of the IMPL and the A by means of the X and Y elements respectively 
of a DR pronominal verb prefix (Table 2.5(d)). It is very difficult 
to obtain an example (in text or elicited) of a DITR sentence with all 
three NPs present and marked for case. The two main alternative forms 
of a full DITR sentence appear to be those set out in (3.1-22) and 
(3.1-23). There may be other patterns not yet elicited. 
(3.1-22) A - ERG IMPL NOM 0 NOM VC(DITR) 
(3.1-23) ~N~] IMPL - DAT ALL A - ERG VC(DITR) 0 NOM 
The patterns given in (3.1-22) and (3.1-23) are exemplified in (3.1-24) 
and (3.1-25) respectively. Alternative case markings for the IMPL 
in each case are given after oblique strokes. Note the (optional) 
repetition of the IMPL after the VC in (3.1-24). 
(3.1-24) 
(3.1-25) 
tif)? - yi? 
3 .1. 5 
f)inta - ~ me - ~ 
woman - ERG lmin.PRON - NOM food - NOM 
f)anpa - te?wa - ~ 
lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- give - PAST PUNCT 
f)inta - kan I - ?ka? 
lmin.PRON - DAT I - ALL 
The women gave me food. 
f)inta - yi? paf)a - keppu - wa 
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lmin.PRON- ERG 3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- deprive - PAST PUNCT 
tampakku - ~ tif)? - ~ I - ?ka? I - kan 
tobacco - NOM woman - NOM I - ALL I - DAT 
I deprived the women of tobacco. ('I withheld it from 
them.' or 'I took it from them.') 
All the available text examples involve deleted NPs but will 
show something of how DITR verbs are used in practice. In (3.1-26) A and 
0 appear as full NPs while IMPL is only marked pronominally within the 
vc. 
(3.1-26) . 7 . 2 .J. namorara - y1 p1ratta - P 
[name] - ERG rice -NOM 
yaran - yappa? - te?wa - ~ [32169] 
laug.IMPL + 3min.A- UAUGM- give - PAST PUNCT 
namorara gave us two some rice. 
2 
Another informant maintains that piratta is a Gunwinjgu word 
and that the proper Rembarnga form is rat. piratta is certainly used 
by Gunwinjgu speakers at Oenpelli (P. Carroll, personal communication), 
and occurs also in Maung (Capell and Hinch 1970:153). The word 
piratta was apparently borrowed from Macassan visitors to the Arnhem 
Land coast. The Macassarese word berasa? 'uncooked polished rice' is 
its obvious source (Macknight 1972:295, adding (Macknight 
personal communication ref erring· to Matthes 1885: 269) a final 
glottal stop.) The interesting point in my informant's co rumen t, 
then, is that in languages (like Gunwinjgu and Maung) on or close to 
the coast in areas of extensive Macassan contact the Macassarese word was 
2f·O 
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(3.1-27) contains full IMPL NP and the VC is followed by a string of 
ERG-marked A NPs as 'afterthoughts' ,separated from the rest of the 
sentence and from each other by pauses (indicated by commas). I do 
not give the whole list. 
(3.1-27) f)inta - 6 J)anpa - mutti - r, 
lmin.PRON - NOM lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- show- PAST CONT 
.para- f)ana- yi?, 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - ERG 
... kap- f)ana- yi? [23/2-3] 
uncle - lmin.DAT PRON -
ERG 
They showed me, my fathers did, .•. my uncles did. 
Note that in (3.1-27) the IMPL is in the unmarked NOM case when it 
precedes the VC. Context and/or pronominal prefixes distinguish between 
0 and IMPL before the VC, since either must be in unmarked NOM case. 
Contrast the superficially similar sentences (3.1-28) and (3.1-29) where 
context shows that 0 and IMPL respectively are the only NPs present 
(undeleted). 
(3.1-28) 
(3.1-29) 
kuwep - 6 paran - te?wa - ~ [43/41] 
kangaroo -NOM 3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- give - PAST PUNCT 
He gave the kangaroo to [the women]. 
samu - 6 par - te1wa - ~ [43/33 J 
dog - NOM 3IMPL + 3aug.A - give - PAST PUNCT 
They gave [the kangaroo] to the dogs. 
Sometimes the A NP is unmarked for case as in (3.1-30), a text example 
with keppu. 
(3.1-30) nanta paran - keppu - nip 
that 3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- deprive- PAST CONT 
Salppip - 6 [cf.3/95] 
[ yam type J - NOM 
She ('that one') used to refuse to give them talppip. 
adopted. In Rembarnga, on the other hand, an inland language with relati\ ~ly 
little contact with the coast, the word ras was apparently adopted direct].' 
from EJ1glish, a much later arrival on the Arnhem Land linguistic scene, 
3.2.1 
3. 2 IMPLICATED NPS AND EXTENDED CASE FRAMES 
3. 2.1 Implicated NPs (IMPL) 
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The importance of an 'implicative relation' in many Australian 
languages has been commented upon (using various terms) by a number of 
writers, particularly with regard to the marking of this relation by meAns 
of the 'bivalent' suffix -gu. See, for example, Dixon 1972:146-147, Capell 
1956: 77ff. and Blake forthcoming. 3 This implicative relation is important 
also in Rembarnga where it is normally marked by means of the DAT suffix 
-kan or by means of a DATive PRONoun. A DAT PRON or an NP marked with the 
DAT suffix -kan I term an 'implicated NP' (IMPL). In point of fact I 
4 ' 
use the term IMPL to cover a somewhat wider range of phenomena when 
marked within the VC as a result of the use of the IMPLIC prefix pak 
(2.5.6), the COM EXTVR prefix pa~~a (2.5.6) or as a result of the 
incorporation of a nominal into the VC (.3.4). 
At this point it is appropriate to outline the extent of 
the implicative relation as marked by the DAT suffix -kan in Rembarnga. 
Apart from one example here (3.2-3), the use of the DAT suffix to mark 
implicated VCs or clauses will not be mentioned here, but see the dis-
cuss ion in 3. 6 below. 
3 I follow roughly the outline given by Blake 
Sommer (1972:45) divides the implicative case in Oykangand (Cape 
York) into two cases, Dative and Purposive, with identical forms. He has 
two criteria for this division: (i) Dative concerns 'beings' (? animate) 
while Purposive concerns 'objects and events'; and (ii) Fillmore has 
claimed the universality of the Dative (defined as animate and in a frame-
work where only one of each case may occur in any one sentence). Neither 
of these purely theoretical reasons seems very strong to rue. Huddleston 
(1970:504ff.) has called into question the usefulness and validity of animate-
ness as a criterion for the separation of cases and Fillmore subsequently 
recast his proposed Dative case to take account of this criticism 
(Fillmore 1971:251). Huddleston (1970:510) and Sharpe (1970:41) have both 
questioned the 'one example of each case per clause' assumption, at least 
in respect of some of the 'modal' cases. In discussing Rembarnga -kan 
DAT I take the opposite· approach to Sommer and treat all uses of -kan 
as linked together unless there is internal evidence in Rembarnga to separate 
them, I thus do not posit separate cases to mark some of the semantic 
distinctions among difterent uses of -kan, but rather would question the 
relevance of such differences forRembarnga· syntax. 
4 
In McKay forthcoming I used the term 'Affected Nominal' (AFF) to 
refer to IMPL. 
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(forthcoming). Note that -kan does not mark an Allative NP or the 
complement of. an Imperfect or Irrealis (counterfactual) verb in Rembarnga. 
(i) -kan often marks a sort of purposive nominal complement - an 
NP referring to something which is implicated in some undefined or context-
ually defined way in the event. 
(3.2-1) 
(3.2-2) 
o. 2-3) 
yara - ma[l 
laug.S - went 
kuwep - kan 
kangaroo - DAT 
- He went [hunting] for kangaroos. 
mili~impi - ·wala 
Milingimbi - ABL 
r/J - ~e? - mifl 
3S - get up - PAST PUNCT 
yanta - kan [cf.38/182-183] 
laug.PRON - DAT 
Theyleft Milingimbi [to come] after us (i.e. 'to come and 
spear us'). 
yara - yika - ri - ya 
laug.S - straight ahead - go - PAST PUNCT 
~aya~ - kan yara - ri - ya - rna, 
~ire - kan. 
trouble - DAT 
dead man - DAT laug.S - go - PAST PUNCT - rna 
yar- mara- ~e- kan [38/76-77] 
30 + laug~A - spear - (?) INFIN - DAT 
- We went straight on (pot stopping to eat) for the 
trouble (revenge). For the dead man we went, to kill 
them (in revenge). 
A further example of this use is the form yana 1 - kan (INDEF - DAT) 
'hlhat for?' 'Why?' 
(.il') The DAT complement may also express a beneficiary of the event, in 
which case the purposive idea is al$0 present. 
(3.2-4) pan? - rna pi-kan ta - ma~ifl? - mi[l 
here - rna aborigine - DAT 3min.O +2min.A - build - PAST PUNCT 
Did you build this for aborigines? 
(3.2-5) 
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remparQa - wala ta - pak - rawk - ~ 
Rembarnga- ABL 3min.IMPL + 2min.S - IMPLIC- speak- PRES 
wamut - kan 
[subsection name] - DAT 
- You talk in Rembarnga for wamut. (Instruction by an 
informant to his small son who normally speaks Gunwinjgu 
but is being asked to use Rembarnga for the present 
writer's benefit.) 
(iii) There is a small group of INTR verb forms which may take an IMPL 
complement. 
For example 
(3.2-6) 
(3.2-7) 
5 It appears that this IMPL is not obligatorily expressed. 
Qa - 5a1 - man - nawe 
lmin.S - (?) pleased - INCHOAT PRES - 3min.DAT PRON 
I like him. 
tal}ki? - kan yarappa?- wa9-? - 9-a I32/93] 
[tree type 6]- DAT luaug.S- look/wait- FUT 
- We'll wait for the tBQki? (fish poison) Ito be brought]. 
(iv) The di-transitive verbs te?wa 1 give 1 , keppu 'deprive of' and muttu 
'show' take an IMPL complement. This implicated NP may only be marked 
with the DAT suffix -kan under certain circumstances as noted in 3.1.5, 
where the syntax of DITR verbs is discussed in detail. 
(v) The subject of discourse may also be an implicated NP marked by 
~as in (3.2-8). 
5 
But contrast the following Rembarnga transitive verbs which take 
~n 0, not an IMPL, in spite of what an English speaker might expect: ri~ 
seek, look for' waral? 'ask someone', and TR stems derived from INTR 
' . 
verbs of conjugation 1 and 2 by the TRANSVR suffix -wa, such as yine?wa 
'tell' and wakwa 'laugh at 1 • --
6 
Planchonia careya (a fish poison) 
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(3.2-8) pos - oene - ~ 0 a - yine? - wa - 6 
boss* - lmin.DAT PRON - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A- say - TRANSVR -
pamira?ko~o? - kan 
PAST PUNCT [Mount Catt]- DAT 
[33/37-38] 
I told my boss about [my plans for/my thoughts on] 
Mount Catt. 
(vi) An implicated NP may stand in the relationship of cause to the 
activity marked by a verb as in (3.2-9) to (3.2-il). One may contrast 
this 'prior implication' or cause with the 'subsequent implication' or 
purpose outlined in (i) above. 
(3. 2-9) 
(3. 2-10) 
(3.2-11) 
yara - menko~ - me~ 
laug.S -want to go away in fear- PAST CONT 
oanapparu - kan 
buffalo - DAT 
[29/72] 
- He were worried about staying there on account of the 
buffalo (which the dogs had just chased away from the camp). 
oa - tumpa - tumpal? - mip tin- kan [29/39] 
lmin.S - REDUPL - be at a loss - PAST PUNCT tin* - DAT 
- I couldn't do anything at all about it on account of 
[the lack of] a tin. 
yaluk - kan yara - rar? - me~ [36/12-13] 
hungry/hunger - DAT laug.S - die - PAST CONT 
- He were [just about] dying of hunger (i.e. 'We were 
very hungry.') 
(vii) The DAT suffix -kan frequently marks NPs referring to periods of 
time. Tl ' d · ' ' t ' 1e resultant form means ur1ng ... or a ... See also 2.2.4.5, 
examples (2. 2-73) and (2. 2-74). 
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(3.2-12) 5efl - sa yara -
fish - LOG laug.S 
niyi, 
-sit + PAST PUNCT 
wa~ir- kan [cf.38/7] 
hot weather - DAT 
- We were staying at the fish place. It was during 
the hot weather (late dry season). 
(viii) In one example the DAT suffix marks the starting point for 
measurement of (spatial) distance. 
(3.2-13) kok - kan takku - ~ pawu pa? 
bark hut - DAT child - NOM far 
para - ka~uk - me~ [37/51-52] 
3aug.S - play - PAST CONT 
- The children were playing a long way from the hut(s). 
(ix) An implicated NP may also indicate a possessor in Rembarnga. 
Either the DAT suffix -kan marks the possessor NP, or a DAT PRON is 
suffixed to the possessed NP, or both devices are used to~ether. See 
examples (3.2-14), (3.2-15) and (3.1-5). 
(3.2-14) 
(3. 2-15) 
flara - nawa 
George - DAT father - 3min.DAT PRON 
- George's father. 
matayin koSok - kan 
[ceremony] [subsection name]- DAT 
~ - pak - tiyi 
.[38/29] 
[cf. 38/176-177 J 
3min.INPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC- stand+ PAST PUNCT 
- kotok's matayin was there. 
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3.2.2 The IMPLIC prefix -pak-
Morphological aspects of the use of the IMPLIC prefix -pak-
have been discussed in 2.5.6. Examples covering a range of uses of 
-pak- were also included there but not discussed in detail. 
The verb prefix -pak- indicates that an implicated NP is 
cross-referenced in the pronominal verb prefixes in addition to other 
NPs which might be obligatory with particular verb stems. I use 
the term 'extended' to describe verb stems which also contain the 
' IMPLIC prefix, which can be used with INTR, TR and DITR verb roots as 
well as with various derived verbal stems. These 'extended' sentences 
will be discussed in 3.2.3 to 3.2.7 below. The DR pronominal prefjxes 
are always used with -pak- and the extra IMPL introduced to the VC 
is cross-referenced by the X element of the prefix (Table 2.5(d)), dis-
placing in some cases the pronominal reference to one of the other NPs 
in the sentence according to the hierarchy discussed in 2.5.1.3. 
(i) As noted in 3.2.1 the term 'implicated NP' refers primarily to 
NPs which, in free form, are marked with the DAT suffix, or consist of 
a DAT PRON. This type of IMPL may normally be cross-referenced in the 
pronominal verb prefix if the IMPLIC prefix is used. The IMPL as 
a free NP may optionally be deleted. The three examples of (3.2-16) 
all have the same meaning: 'My father died' Note the equivalence 
of the different constructions. 
(3.2-16) (a) para -r:tana - ~ ¢ - rar7 - mi[l 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - NOM 3min.S - die - PAST PUNCT 
(b) f1ara - ~ ¢ - rar? - mip - f} ana 
father - NOM 3min.S - die - PAST PUNCT- lmin.DAT PRON 
(c) para - ¢ r:t.an - pak - par? - mip 
father- NOM lmin.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC - die- PAST PUNCT 
Note a similar set of equivalences with the TR verb Si~ma 'steal' 
in (3.2-17). All three sentences have the same meaning: 'They stole 
my swag 1 or 1 They stole the s1~ag from me.' 
3.2.2 
(3.2-17) (a) nul? - ~ par - Sitmi - ya - I) ana 
swag - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A - steal - PAST PUNCT -
lmin.DAT PRON 
(b) nul? - ~ par - ~itmi - ya 
swag - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A - steal - PAST PUNCT 
l)inta - kan 
lmin.PRON - DAT 
(c) nul? - ~ l)anpa - pak - 5itmi - ya 
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swag- NOM lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- IMPLIC - steal -PAST PUNCT 
The three sentences of (3.2-18) show similar relationships between the 
use of pak and that of the DAT case suffix or the DAT PRON. Salman 
'like' is an INTR verb form which may take an IMPL complement. 
(3.2-18) (a) I) a - talman wurppa~ - kan 
lmin. S - like + PRES emu - DAT 
I like emu. 
(b) l)a - Salman - nawa 
lmin.S - like+ PRES - 3min.DAT PRON 
I like it. 
(c) I) a - pak - talman wurppa~ 
3min.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC- like+ PRES emu 
- I like emu. 
The IMPL may optionally remain as a full case-marked NP when pak occurs 
in the VC, as in (3. 2-19). 
(3.2-19) tan - pak - suy7 - ya l)inta - kan 
lmin.IMPL + 2min.A- IMPLIC - send- FUT lmin.PRON- DAT 
- You will send it to me. 
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Note that not all IMPL may be cross-referenced in a VC with the IMPLIC 
prefix. Attempts to obtain forms of the verb tumpal? 'be at a loss' 
and ta~ 'go hunting' with the prefix pak were rejected in spite of the 
fact that both have been found with a DAT-marked IMPL. See (3. 2-10) 
for such a sentence with tumpal?. sa! can enter precisely the same sort 
of construction as more general verbs of going, with the object of the 
hunt as the IMPL. See (3. 2-1) in which -!;a.).mifl (hunt + PAST PUNCT) 
could be substituted for -mafl. The limitations on the use of pak have 
not been fully tested, but note that it normally only occurs with 
animate IMPL. In only two examples (of a vast number) has it occurred 
with a non-human IMPL. One of these is (3.2-18)(c). 
(ii) While DAT-marked implicated NPs may be cross-referenced in the 
VC by using pak and the appropriate pronominal prefixes they are not 
the only type of IMPL which can be so cross-referenced. DAT-rnarking of 
the IMPL has the meaning 'affecting the interests of ... ', but there are 
more purley directional IMP.L which are marked with the ALL or ABL 
case suffixes as appropriate. This distinction operates with only a 
limited number of verbs and has not yet been fully checked. It is most 
evident in examples such as (3.2-20) and (3.2-21), both of which refer 
to the same situation. 
(3.2-20) 
(3. 2-21) 
~a - pak - [lawk - mifl 
3min.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC- speak- PAST PUNCT 
sonhanta - ?ka? 
John Hunter - ALL 
I spoke to John Hunter. 
~inta - yi? 
lmin.PRON - ERG 
p~a - pak - yappa? - rawk - mir 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC - UAUGN -
pular1 - para? - kan, 
speak - PAST PUNCT [subsection name] - UAUGM - DAT 
se~a - kan 
country - DAT 
I spoke [to John Hunter] on behalf of (for) the two 
pular, about their country. 
3.2.2 
See also a pair of contrasting examples with a verb 'of motion such as 
(3.2-22) and (3.2-23). The distinction is not so clear here, but 
seems to be hinted at in the informant's attempt to explain it in 
context (in parentheses). 
(3. 2-22) 
(3. 2-23) 
f)ip - pak - ma}l tanta - kan 
2min.IMPL + lmin.S- IMPLIC- went 2min.PRON- DAT 
-(e.g. I went [to you] to have a talk with you.) 
I) ip - pak - ma}l tanta - 7ka7 
2min.IMPL.+ lmin.S- IMPLIC- went 2min.PRON- ALL 
- (e.g. You and me went hunting. I say, "I went with 
/to you".) 
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In a number of other examples the informants seemed to say that an ALL-
marked IMPL simply indicated a direction of activity or movement, while 
a DAT-marked IMPL implied some extra, unstated activity or involvement. 
That the division between ALL and DAT is not, however, always clear-cut 
witness the text example (3.2-24) where each case suffix marks an NP 
with identical reference and in the same function. 
(3.2-24) }lara - na - kan ¢ - pak - yinifl 
father - 3min.DAT PRON - DAT 3min.IMPL + 3min.S -
lampalk - ka7 [5/12] 
IMPLIC - say + PAST PUNCT bat - ALL 
She said to her father the bat, " 11 
For the use of the ALL and DAT suffixes on NPs in extended di-transitive 
sentences see 3.2.6. 
(iii) Having established that either ALL-marked or DAT-marked implicated 
NPs may be cross-referenced in VCs with the pak IMPLIC prefix I have to 
note that the ALL-marked group must again be subdivided in some cases. 
Thus the sentence (3.2-25) may be interpreted either as (3.2-26) (a) 
.' 
or as (3. 2-26Xb). The glosses are not repeated in full. 
(3.2-25) tan - pak - walk - mip 
lmin.IMPL + 2min.S - IMPLIC- enter- PAST PUNCT 
You came inside to me/affecting me. 
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3.2.2 
(3.2-26)(a) tan- pak- walk- mir ~inta- ?ka? 
lmin.PRON - ALL 
- You came in to me (I was inside anywhere at all). 
(b) tan - pak - walk - mir se~e- ~ ene - ?ka 7 
camp - lmin.DAT PRON - ALL 
You came/went into my hut. (I need not have been inside 
at the time.) 
Thus the act of entering can implicate the speaker either by terminating 
in his presence or by taking place in his camp, whether or not he is 
present. Furthermore, if the DAT is used instead of the ALL in (3.2-25), 
as in (3.2-27) the implication is that the hearer had a message for the 
speaker, or was going to implicate him more deeply than simply by being 
in his presence. 
(3.2-27) tan - pak - walk - mir ~inta - kan 
lmin.PRON - DAT 
(iv) We must note that, although I have spoken exclusively of ALL-marked 
implicated NPs in opposition to DAT-marked ones, the ABL suffix may also 
be used to mark an IMPL NP, depending specifically on the semantics of 
individual verbs. A good pair of verbs to contrast here are pol? 'arrive' 
and kuwam? 'set out', both MR INTR roots. The normal IMPL with pol? 
'arrive' is marked by the ALL suffix as in (3.2-28). 
(3.2-28) ~ir - pak - pol? - mir 
2min.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC- arrive -PAST PUNCT 
tanta - 7ka7 
2min.PRON - ALL 
I came up to you. 
kUI~am? 'set out 1 , on the other hand, has its IHPL normally marked by 
the ABL suffix as in (3. 2-29). 
(3.2-29) 
3.2.2 
~iP - pak - kuwam? - mir 
2min.IMPL + lmin.S- IMPLIC- set 0 ut -PAST PUNCT 
tanta - wala 
2min.PRON - ABL 
I left you. 
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Hhile an NP marked with the ALL suffix -?ka? would be possible in a 
sentence with kuwam?, indicating final destination, this ALL-marked NP 
could not be cross-referenced in the VC using the IMPLIC prefix. Note, 
however, that even with a single verb the contextually defined suffix 
on the directional IMPL may vary. While the normal case associated with 
pol? 'arrive/ come out 1 is the allative (as in (3. 2-28)), under certain 
circumstances the ablative may occur as in the text example (3. 2-30). 
(3.2-30) ~ - pak- pol? - mip 
3min.IMPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC- come out- PAST PUNCT 
~er? - sara - wala 
heart- [?]- ABL 
[38/139] 
- [The spear] came out from (through) his heart. (i.e. 
right through his body) 
(v) Finally we must note that in narrative the hearer(s) and sometimes 
also the speaker may be introduced as IMPL into a sentence, using pak 
in the VC. In this 'narrative' use the IMPL does not occur as a free NP 
in the surface structure. This device is a feature of the narrator's 
style and his relationship with his hearers; it has nothing to do with 
the actual content of the narrative. This is understood clearly by both 
speaker and hearer from their personal knowledge of whether or not 
they were involved in the events being described. In glosses I translate 
this 'narrative' use of IMPL as 'you know', 'you see' or 'would you 
believe?' Expressions like this seem to be the nearest approximation 
to this device in English narrative. One might say that this type of 
l}~L is relevant at the level of the context of the utterance, not at the 
level of content. See (3. 2-31) and (3. 2-32). 
(3.2-31) 
(3.2-32) 
3.2.2 
l)ura? - ~ ~ - flar - flar - mifl, 
fire - NOM 3min.S - REDUPL - burn - PAST PUNCT 
warkka yan - pak - na - ~ 
NEW SUBJECT l/2min. IMPL + 3min.A - IMPLIC - see _ 
IJUp? - ~ 
PAST PUNCT fire - NOM 
' 
[28/7-8 J 
The fire was burning. Then [the buffalo] saw the fire, 
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you see. (As the textual context makes clear (by using 
1 person pronouns, not 1/2 person) the speaker but not 
the hearer was present during the incident being described.) 
yan - pak - IJarkka - tay?wur?ka 
l/2min.IMPL + 3min.A- IMPLIC-
- pa [3/80-81] 
bone - break - PAST PUNCT 
[The kookaburra] broke the [kangaroo's knee] bone, 
you know. (Since this text relates a mythological story 
it is clear that neitl1er the speaker nor his hearers 
can have been directly implicated in the content of the 
story in any way.) 
3.2.3 Extended Case Frames 
The IMPLIC prefix pak can be used with verbs in any of the 
three classes of minimal sentences outlined in 3.1.2 to 3.1.5. Implicated 
NPs as free forms may optionally occur with these sentence types in the 
various ways outlined in 3.2.1, but the use of the pak prefix within 
the VC makes obligatory the addition of an IMPL, cross-referenced by 
the X element of a DR pronominal prefix. ifhis IMPL made obligatory 
by pak is in addition to the IMPL already obligatorily present in the case 
of DITR verbs. Sentences including a further obligatory IMPL in this 
way are termed 'extended'. The three extended case frames or sentence 
types are set out below with the obligatory NPs for each. The NPs 
underlined are cross-referenced by the DR pronominal verb prefix. 
Compare the list of minimal sentence types in 3.1.2. 
3.2.3 
Extended Intransitive 7 (EXINTR) IMPL s 
Extended Transitive (EXTR) IMPL A 0 
-Extended Di-Transitive (EXDITR) IMPL 
-
IMPL A 0 
The X element of the pronominal prefix always refers to the newly 
introduced IMPL, theY element to the A or S. 
3.2.4 Extended Intransitive (EXINTR) 
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As noted in 2.5.6 mono-referential verbs become di-
referential when pak occurs in the VC. This is shown in the two VCs of 
(3.2-33) which are taken from text [37/13,14] with the addition of 
UAUGM in (b) . 
(3.2-33)(a) yara- yappa? -pol?- mir 
laug.S - UAUGM - arrive - PAST PUNCT 
- \~e (two) arrived. 
(_b) payar - pak - yappa? - pol? - mir1 
3aug.IMPL + laug.S - I}~LIC - UAUGM- arrive- PAST PUNCT 
We (two) came to them. 
Case marking of the U!PL is discussed in 3. 2, 2. 
3.2,5 Extended Transitive (~XTR) 
The 0 of an EXTR sentence is not pronominally marked within 
the VC but remains 'understood'. The two sentences of (3.2-34) show 
the difference bet\veen TR and EXTR VCs. In the (a) sentence the IMPL 
marked by a DAT PRON is completely optional and not marked by a pronominal 
7 
Verbs with this sort of case frame in other Australian languages 
have been termed 'middle' verbs by a number of writers (e.g. Sommer 
1972:32, Blake forthcoming, and a number of papers on the bi-valent suffix 
~ (in Dixon ed. forthcoming) writ ten in response to Blake's paper). In 
this they are following Hale (1970: 758 and 1968:4-5, 18) who says (1968: 57, 
fn.l4) that he is following Lees (1960:8). Note the change in definition 
of 'middle' between Hale's two papers. I have avoided using the term 
'middle' here in view of its very different and well-established signifi-
cance in the Indo-European context (cf. Lyons 1968:373-374 and Benveniste 
1950). Furthermore I need a term which allows the parallelism to be 
seen between the three types of· extended case frame. 
3.2.5 
prefix. In the (b) sentence the presence of pak makes the marking 
of the IMPL by the pronominal prefix obligatory. In both sentences 
the NP in 0 function (ta~un - ~) could be deleted without any effect 
on the meaning of the sentence. It would be 'understood', but would 
have no surface marking at all. 
(3.2-34)(a) ta~un- ~ par- ~eSi- ya (-~ana) 
story - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A - tell - PAST PUNCT 
(- lmin.DAT PRON) 
They told the story ~o m~. 
(b) ta~un - ~ ~anpa - pak - ~eti - ya 
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story- NOM lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- IMPLIC- tell - PAST PUNCT 
They told me the story. 
Case marking of the IMPL has been mentioned in 3.2.2. 
3.2.6 Extended Di-transitive (EXDITR) 
Very little information has been obtained on sentences of 
this type. Such sentences have never been found in text material. 
A second IMPL (IMPL2) is added to the sentence, in addition to the IMPL 
obligatorily present in a DITR sentence (IMPL1). This IMPL2 is cross-
referenced by the X element of the DR pronominal prefix, displacing 
pronominal reference to IMPL1 . IMPL2 is more indirectly implicated 
than IMPL1 . Thus with the verb te7wa 'give' in extended form the 
IMPL1 refers to the actual immediate recipient of the 0 while IMPL 2 
refers to the (absent) possessor of the 0, to the intended eventual 
recipient of the 0, or to a person related in some way to IMPL
1
. 
The two IMPL NPs have been found to be marked with two different 
cases: IMPL1 is marked with the ALL suffix and IMPL2 with the DAT 
suffix as in (3.2-35). 
(3.2-35) {lara - ~ana - yi7 ~inta - kan po~i - 0 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - ERG lmin.PRON - DAT spear - NOM 
~an - pak - te7wa ~ ~ 
lmin.IMPL2 + 3min.A - IMPLIC - give - PAST PUNCT 
takku - kana7 - ka7 
child - small - ALL 
Nv fati1Pr p,<li'P my spear to tiJC' lilt\<· t·llild. 
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Compare also the two sentences of (3.2-36) where another type of indirect, 
secondar·y implication was said by informants to be relevant in a 
similar EXDITR sentence. 
(3. 2-36) (a) f)anpa - te7wa - ~ , poti - ~ 
lmin.IMPL1+ 3aug.A- give- PAST PUNCT spear~ NOM 
They gave the spear to me. 
(b) f)anpa - pak - te7wa - ~ 
lmin.IMPL2 + 3aug.A- IMPLIC- give -PAST PUNCT 
poti - ·~ 
spear - NOM 
They gave the spear to a member of my family. 
The speaker in (3.2-36)(b) is implicated indirectly by his relationship 
to the direct recipient (the unmarked IMPL1) of the spear. The spear 
could be intended to go to the speaker eventually. 
As a final example of this phenomenon, this time with the 
verb keppu 'deprive of', see example (3.2-37) for which the 
informant offered the paraphrase given in (3. 2-38) 
(3. 2-37) 
(3.2-38) 
paf)a - pak - keppu - wa 
3aug.IMPL2 + lmin.A- I}ITLIC- deprive- PAST PUNCT 
I deprived their family of it. 
pi - para - ~ malak 
person- 3aug.DAT PRON- NOM NEG 
pif)i - te7wa - na 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A + REL- give- PAST CF 
I did not give it to their people. 
It appears that EXDITR sentences are not possible with the 
DITR verb root muttu 'to show', with which pak may not occur. 
3.2.7 
3.2.7 Ergative Case in EXINTR Sentences 
In the light of the occasional use of ERG case marking 
for the S of an INTR sentence (3.1.3, examples (3.1-9) and (3.1-10)) 
a brief check was carried out into the possibility of marking an S 
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NP with the ERG suffix yQ in sentences with each of the INTR MR. verbs 
majl 'went', pol? 'arrive', yina? 'say', jlawk 'speak', wan? 'look/wait' 
kuwanyut 'run away frightened' and to~ 'go past/overtake'. The general 
pattern with most of these verbs was that ERG case marking on the S 
was rejected in ordinary INTR sentences. On the other hand in EXINTR 
sentences with the same verbs the S was optionally marked with the ERG 
suffix, and the ERG-marked form was in fact preferred. Thus it seems 
that the S is in unmarked NOM case when it is cross-referenced in 
the VC by a mono-referential prefix in an INTR sentence, but that 
it may be in the ERG case when it is cross-referenced by theY element 
of a di-referential prefix to the verb in an EXINTR sentence. Thus 
to a certain limited extent the use of the ERG suffix is dependent more 
upon whether the verb is MR. or DR than upon the actual case (A or S) 
of the NP it marks. It serves to differentiate between two obligatory 
NPs in the sentence. 
(3.2-39)(a) ~inta- ~ 
lmin.PRON - NOM 
*i)inta - yi? 
lmin.PRON - ERG 
I arrived. 
(b) ~inta - ~ 
lmin.PRON - NOM 
~inta - yi? 
lmin.PRON - ERG 
I came up to him. 
~a - pol? - mip 
lmin.S - arrive - PAST PUNCT 
~a - pak - pol? - mip 
3min.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC - arrive 
PAST PUNCT 
3. 2. 7 
There did seem to be fairly ready acceptance of the 
optional use of the ERG suffix to mark the S of simple INTR 
sentences (without pak) with the verbs pawk 'speak', yine? 'say 1 
and kuwanyut 'run away frightened'. I can only suggest in 
explanation that all these verbs have some sort of underlying 
propensity for involving an IMPL (person spoken to, object of fear 
etc.) even if this is not obligatorily present in surface structure. 
See discussion below of a similar group of MR INTR verbs which 
may have reflexive/reciprocal forms (3.3.3). 
3.3 REFLEXIVE AND RECIPROCAL 
3.3.1 Reflexive and Reciprocal Sentences 
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Reflexive and reciprocal forms are common devices in many 
languages to express referential identity between NPs within the 
sentence. Thus the reflexive normally indicates that the A and the 
0 of a transitive sentence are referentially identical (i.e. that 
the A acts upon himself). The reciprocal form may indicate that 
each member of a defined group is A in some individual instances of 
the action described and 0 in other instances. Many Australian 
languages use derivational affixes to verbs to derive reflexive and 
reciprocal forms, while many other languages like English, use special 
pronominal forms. The reflexive and reciprocal suffix in Rembarnga 
has the form -tta and is discussed in 2.5.7. 
A REFLEX (reflexive or reciprocal) verb form in Rembarnga is 
mono-referential, unlike its normal non-REFLEX counterpart. The MR 
pronominal prefix marks the identical A and 0 in reflexive interpretation 
or the sum of the participants in a reciprocal interpretation. Compare 
(3 · 3-1) and (.3. 3-2), noting the difference between the DR verb tet 'cut' , 
the A and 0 of which are distinct, and the derived MR REFLEX form of 
the verb for which the A and 0 are identical in reference and cross-
referenced by a single MR pronominal prefix. 
(3.3-1) ta - ~et - ta 
3min.O + 2min.A - cut - FUT 
You will cut it./Cut it! 
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3.3.1 
(3. 3-2) ~iD - te~ - me - tta - na 
2min.S - cut - STEM - REFLEX - FUT 
- You will cut yourself./Cut yourself! 
In Rembarnga there is no morphological difference between 
8 
reflexive and reciprocal verbs. Both are derived using the REFLEX 
suffix -tta (2.5.7). Thus (3.3-3) has either the meaning expressed 
by the pair of sentences of (3.3-4) or the meaning expressed by the 
sentences of (3.3-5). Note that if only one person is referred to no 
reciprocal interpretation is possible, as in (3.3-2) and (3.3-5)(a) and 
(b) • 
(3. 3-3) ya - patar - rna - tta - na 
l/2min.S - rub - STEM - REFLEX - FUT 
(3.3-4) (a) f)iD - pa~ar - ra 
2min.O + lmin.A - rub - FUT 
I'll rub you (with white ochre). 
(b) tan - pa~ar - ra 
lmin.O + 2min.A - rub - FUT 
- You'll rub me (with white ochre). 
(3.3-5) (a) f)a - pa~ar - rna - tta - na 
lmin.S - rub - STEM- REFLEX- FUT 
I'll rub myself (~ith white ochre). 
(b) f)ip - pa~ar - ma - tta - na 
2min.S - rub - STEM- REFLEX- FUT 
- You'll rub yourself (with white ochre). 
Within the verb complex these two types of interpretation are not 
able to be distinguished. As noted in 2.2.4.3 the ABL suffix sometimes 
appears to mark the S (where it remains in the surface structure) of 
a reflexive verb, but not of a reciprocal verb, thus disambiguating the 
t1~o. Such disambiguation is extremely rare. Normally context would 
8 
Metcalfe uses the term 'Retro-active' 
and reciprocal verb forms in Bardi (1~ .A.) in 
identity (Metcalfe 1972:131) .. 
to refer to both reflexive 
view of their morphological 
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be sufficient to determine the correct interpretation. 
To further illustrate the sameness of form between 
reflexive and reciprocal I take the verb wina which means 'not to know' 
' 1 to forget' , 'to lose' . The VC in (3. 3-6) has one of two meanings, 
either (a) reflexive or (b) reciprocal. Non-linguistic context would 
normally make the significance clear. 
(3. 3-6) para - wina - tti - n 
3aug.S - not know/lose - REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
-{(a) 
(b) 
They got lost. 
They did not know each other. 
Note that for reciprocal verb fot~s full reciprocity is 
not essential. It is not necessary that each participant performs 
the action on each other participant. In sentence (3.3-7), which 
cannot even be called 'reciprocal' in the sense outlined earlier, 
simple inclusion in the group is sufficient. The gloss is based on an 
informant's description of a possible situation for the sentence. 
Examples of REFLEX forms used with non-reflexive meaning are given in 
3.3.5. 
(3. 3-7) para - ka - tti -n 
3aug.S - take - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
They took one of their number (e.g. to hospital). 
There follows a number of text examples of straightforward 
reflexive (3.3-8) and reciprocal ((3,3-9) and (3.3-10)) sentences. 
(3.3-8) 
(3. 3-9) 
takku- ~ ni?ka~e? I' ' -¢- poto?- me- tti- r J51lj 
baby - NOM 3min.EMPH 3min.S - put - STEH- REFLEX-
PAST PUNCT 
The baby put himself there. (Mythol. - the 'putting' 
is as a permanent feature of the landscape.) 
para - yappa? - tuy? -me - tti - n [43/8] 
3aug.S - UAUGM - send - STEM - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
They split up. (i.e. 'They sent each other [different 
ways]. ') 
(3. 3-10) 
3.3.1 
yara - Petet; - pate - pa - ti - fl · [9/69 J 
laug.S - almost - REDuPL- hit - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
We almost had a fight. 
3.3.2 Identity of NPs 
In 3. 3.1 I presented A and 0 as the NPs whose identity 
leads to the use of the REFLEX suffix. This is true, however, only 
for ordinary transitive DR verbs such as those exemplified in 3.3.1. 
With di-transitive verbs the situation is somewhat different. Here 
too, REFLEX forms are MR. (3. 3-12) is an informant's paraphrase 
of (3.3-11). Note the NPs involved in the reciprocating referential 
identity condition. 
(3. 3-11) ya - muttu - r1a - tta - na 
l/2min.S- show- STEM- REFLEX- FUT 
(3.3-12) tanta - yi 1 tan - muttu - f) a:ra 
2min.PRON - ERG lmin.IMPL + 2min.A - show - FUT 
f)inta - yi? maSSi? f)ifl - muttu - f)a:ra 
lmin.PRON - ERG and 2min.IMPL + lmin.A - show - FUT 
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You will show [something] to me and I'll show [something] 
to you./We'll show [something] to each other. 
It is clear in this example that there is reciprocal referential 
identity, not between A and 0, but between A and IMPL, and that the S 
prefix for the REFLEX verb form marks the sum of these two NPs. 
Note, however, that it is precisely A and IMPL which are marked by the 
two elements of the DR prefix of a DITR verb such as muttu, while with a 
TR verb such as patar ((3.3-3) to (3.3-5)) it is the A and 0 which are 
pronominally marked by the DR prefix (see 3.1.4, 2.5.1.3). Thus 
we can say that if the two NPs cross-referenced by a DR pronominal verb 
prefix are referentially identical (reflexively or reciprocally) a 
REFLEX verb form is used, The identity condition operates between the 
two 6bligatory NPs highest on the hierarchy outlined in 2.5.1.3. 
This generalisation receives further support from pairs 
of examples such as (3.3-13) and (3.3-14) in which nominal incorporation 
entails the cross-referencing of an IMPL (instead of an 0) by the DR 
pronominal prefix to a TR verb (see 3.4.3). 
(3.3-13) 
(3.3-14) 
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paQa- taworo - mi - ya [cf.38/3] 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- clan name -get/call out -PAST PUNCT 
I called out the name of their taworo. 
Qa- taworo- rna- ~a- tti- 0 [38/126-127] 
lmin.S - clan name - get/call out - STEM - REFLEX - PAST 
PUNCT 
I called out the name of my own taworo. 
Clearly the underlying form of (3.3-14) is parallel to that of 
(3.3-9) but involves referential identity between IMPL and A (lmin.). 
Similar pairs of examples in volving noun incorporation and showing 
the same kind of identity conditions are given in (3.3-15) and (3.3-16). 
(3.3-lS)(a) ta- SaQa- teS-ta 
3min.IMPL + 2min.A- foot - cut - FUT 
You will cut his foot. 
(b) Qi0 - saQa - tet - rna - tte - na 
2min.S - foot - cut - STEM - REFLEX - FUT 
- You will cut your own foot. 
(3.3-16)(a) paQar- yaQ - Qawa- na 
3aug.IMPL + l/2aug.A- story -hear- FUT 
- We'll listen to their story. 
(b) Qara - yaQ - Qawa - tta - na 
l/2aug.S - story -hear -REFLEX- FUT 
We'll listen to each others' stories (i.e. 'We'll have 
a meeting/discussion'.) 
3.3.3 Extended Reciprocation 
There is a very interesting group of examples for which 
REFLEX forms with reciprocal meaning occur, but for which the identity 
conditions outlined above do not apply. This failure to apply is due 
in some cases to the fact that the non-REFLEX form of the verb is 
itself mono-referential. This means that there is normally only one 
obligatory NP in the sentence. The referential identity marked by the 
MR pronominal prefix to the REFLEX form of one of these verbs is 
between the S and a strongly implied, but not obligatorily marked IMPL. 
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see, for instance, the REFLEX form of pol? 'arrive' . (a MR INTR verb) in 
(3.3-l?)(a). Compare this with (3.3-l?)(b) which is formally similar 
to what a non-REFLEX form of (3.3-l?)(a) must be. Compare too an 
informant's paraphrase (3.3-18) of (3.3-l?)(a) using the DR TR verb 
1 t I rokna mee . 
(3.3-ll)(a) f)ara- pol? -me- tte- na 
(3.3-18) 
l/2aug.S - arrive - STEM - REFLEX - FUT 
We'll come up to each other/meet each other. 
(b) f)aranpa - pak - pol? - la 
l/2aug.I~L + 3aug.S IMPLIC - arrive- FUT 
They'll come up to us/meet us. 
f)ara - rokna - tte - na 
l/2aug.S - meet - REFLEX - FUT 
We'll meet each other. 
See 2.5.7 for a list of the MR verbs which may form REFLEX forms without 
first being transitivised. See further the comments in 3.2. 7 on the ERG 
marking of the S of some MR INTR verbs with an implied but unmarked 
H!PL. 
The strongly implied but unmarked IMPL NP is apparently not 
confined to ~ffi INTR verbs. (3.3-19) is an example of reciprocation involving 
referential identity of A and IMPL, even though the non-REFLEX form of the 
verb is DR TR (with A and 0 pronominally cross-referenced), not DR DITR 
(with A and IMPL pronominally cross-referenced). This example occurred 
in text but its implications have not yet been explored. 
(3.3-19) yara - Sitma - f)e - tte - nir 
laug.S - steal- STEM- REFLEX- PAST CONT 
puliki - ~ 
cattle*- NOM 
[9/2 J 
We used to steal cattle from each other. 
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3.3.4 REFLEX and the Syntactic Prefixes 
A small number of text examples indicate that some comment is 
necessary on the relative ordering of the rules introducing the REFLEX 
suffix (and changing the pronominal verb prefix to MR) and the rules 
introducing the various syntactic prefixes (pat~a, pak, re (2.5.6)) to 
the VC with their respective associated changes in pronominal prefixing. 
The details have not been checked beyond comparing the eight available 
text examples. 
(i) IMPLIC Firstly consider example (3. 3-20). 
(3. 3-20) paya - p~k - sa~a - po~o? - me - tte 
3aug.IMPL + l/2min.S- IMPLIC- foot 
- na [37/81] 
- put - STEM - REFLEX - FUT 
We'll put our footsteps (leave our tracks) for them. 
Note that a DR prefix occurs as one would expect with a VC containing 
pak IMPLIC, rather than a MR prefix as one would expect with a REFLEX verb 
stem. The IMPL marked by the DR prefix is not identical with any other 
NP cross-referenced in the VC. The 1/2 min. NP which is c~oss-referenced 
in the verb indicates both the A and the possessor (IMPL) of the feet or 
tracks. I consider then that at first a simple REFLEX form such as 
(3.3-21) is derived (compare (3.3-15)). 
(3. 3-21) ya - sa~a - po~o? - rna - tta - na (- pare) 
l/2min.S - foot - put - STEM- REFLEX- FUT (- 3aug.DAT PRON) 
- We'll leave our tracks (for them). 
Then pak IMPLIC may· be introduced to the VC making the verb again DR 
instead of MR and converting the optional IMPL marked by a suffix to an 
obligatory IMPL marked by prefix. The result is (3. 3-20). 
From this we may conclude that any rules introducing pak and 
its associated prefix changes follow the reflexive/reciprocal rules. 
This interpretation is supported by the fact that DR verb forms derived 
by means of pak (2. 5. 6 (i)) are not found to undergo reflexivisation. The 
t~o cross-referenced NPs must be referentially distinct if pak is to appear 
in the VC. 
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(ii) COM TRANSVR A similar line of reasoning on t-he basis of example 
(3.3-22) and others indicates that the rule introducing re COM TRANSVR 
to the VC must follow the reflexive and reciprocal rules. Added to this 
is the fact that re may normally occur only with MR INTR verbs, deriving 
DR transitives. A REFLEX verb form is a surface MR intransitive verb, 
derived from a deep DR transitive verb. 
(3. 3-22) par - re - wun? - wuntu - tti - r [3/122] 
30 + 3aug.A- COM TRANSVR- REDUPL hide- REFLEX- PASTPUNCT 
They hid themselves with (taking) [the meat]. 
(Mythol) 
Note again the use of the DR prefix as would be expected with re rather 
than the MR prefix expected with a REFLEX verb. 
(iii) COM EXTVR There is only one fairly clear example of the use of 
pa~~a with a REFLEX verb form. 
(3.3-23) para - patta - rna - Qa - tta - n [38/228 J 
3aug.S - COH EXTVR- get - STEM- REFLEX- PRES 
They take from each other. (Referring to several men 
all trying to get the same girl.) 
Note here the use of a MR prefix while patta occurs only with DR transitive 
verbs, deriving DR di-transitives. It seems clear that patta must be 
introduced first giving something like (3.3-24) in which referential identity 
of A and IMPL triggers off reflexivisation. Compare (2.5-42). 
(3.3-24) paranpa - patta - rna - ~ 
3aug.IMPL + 3aug.A- COM EXTVR- get - PRES 
They take [the woman] from them. 
Thus patta differs from the other two syntactic prefixes pak and re 
.. -- --
in that it is introduced to the VC before reflexivisation occurs, while 
thei~ introduction to the VC follows reflexivisation. 
Another (rather unclear) example of the use of patta in a 
REFLEX verb form is quoted as (2, 5-43). This example seems to fit the 
Pattern outlined here. 
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3.3.5 Other Reflexives and Reciprocals 
There are a number of transitive verbs in Rembarnga for which 
REFLEX forms exist which appear to have the principal function of allowing 
the verb to be used as an intransitive MR verb with the deep 0 as the 
surface S. In some cases corresponding MR INTR verb roots can be used 
with a similar meaning. 
The verb yine? 'say' 'do', for instance, can be used with the 
sense 'be like that' 'do that', as in (3.3-25). 
(3. 3-25) para ~wava- yinip mul)uy? [3/47] 
3aug.S -. CONT - do +PAST PUNCT CONT 
They were like that all day./That's what they did 
all day. (One after another they went into the attack 
but retreated in fear when the victim was close. (Mythol.)) 
But a very similar meaning is perhaps more commonly expressed by means of 
the REFLEX form of a transitivised form of the verb as in (3.3-26). 
(3.3-26) yar - ku? - poto7 - men 
3min.O + laug.A - dead - put - PAST CONT 
yara- yine? -we - tti - r [38/221-222] 
laug.S - do - TRANSVR- REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
- We used to kill [anyone who stole a wife]. That is what 
we used to do. 
Another interesting verb in this connection is the compound 
tumuka 'light grass fires for hunting purposes'. The REFLEX and non-
REFLEX forms of this verb are said by informants to have the same meaning. 
(3.3-27) f)a - tumuka - l)ip 
30 + lmin.A - light fires - PAST PUNCT 
l)a - tumuka - tti - p 
lmin.S - light fires -REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
I lit fires for hunting. 
See also the following miscellaneous examples with other TR 
Verbs where the REFLEX form appears to lack a full reflexive or reciprocal 
sense. 
(3.3-28) 
(3. 3-29) 
(3. 3-30) 
(3.3-31) 
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para - yut - mir. para - ta - ~a - tti - r 
3aug.S - run- PAST PUNCT 3aug.S - stand(CAUS) - STEM-
karakku? turun - ?ka? [29/89] 
REFLEX - PAST PUNCT up hill - ALL 
[The buffaloes ] ran away. They stopped and stood there on 
the hill. 
nanta - r/J para - tey?pa - tti - r [of.38/42] 
these- NOM 3aug.S - finish (TR) -REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
These men have all died. 9 
yarappa? - tiS - ka - pa - tte - ni - yumar [32/63] 
luaug.S - return- CAUS - STEM- REFLEX- INFIN- PROGR + 
PAST PUNCT 
- We kept going back and forth (following buffalo tracks). 
pi ralk- r/J para - tiS- ka - tti- r [11/2] 
person big- NOM 3aug.S - return - CADS- REFLEX- PASTPUNCT 
- A large number of people all came back to (gathered at) 
one place. 
Finally note the following two idiomatic REFLEX forms found 
in text material. The meaning appears to me to be unpredictable from 
their composition. 
(3.3-32) 
(3.3-33) 
yarappa7 - tarama -mot - me - tti - r [38/30] 
luaug.S - leg -hold- STEM- REFLEX- PAST PUNCT 
- We (two) were born and grew up in the same country. 
(lit. 'We held each other's legs.') 
para- yi - sa8a - tete? -me - tti- r [38/194] 
3aug.S- yi- foot/track- tread on- STEM- REFLEX- PASTPUNCT 
- They settled the trouble. ("They shook hand - finish - no 
trouble now." (Ref. to revenge killings)) (lit. 'They trod 
on each other's feet/footprints.') 
9 Alternative verbs to translate 'die' are the intransitive MR 
verbs rar7 1 die 1 and wus 'finish (INTR)' 'run out' 'be used up'. 
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3.4.1 
3 4 NOMINAL INCORPORATION 
__..!-------
3.4.1 Introductory 
A very prominent feature of Rembarnga syntax is the incorpor-
ation of nominal roots into the verb complex preceding the verb root. 
Such incorporation has been reported for a number of other languages in 
the same general area. These include Gunwinjgu (Oates 1964:55), Dalabon 
(Capell 1962:101), Gunbalang (Harris 1969: 4,5,8), Nunggubuyu (Hughes 
and Healey 1971:54), Murinj-Pata (M. Walsh, personal communication) 
and Tiwi (Osborne 1974:2, 46-50). Tiwi is the only language in the area 
for which there has been much more than a brief mention of noun ir:coq:cra-
tion in the published literature to my knowledge~0 In all the languages 
mentioned there are'restricted sets of nouns which may be incorporated 
into the VC, including in all cases some body part nouns. 
Sapir discusses noun incorporation at length in his paper 
'The Problem of Noun Incorporation in American Languages' (1911). He 
defines noun incorporation as the "process of compounding a noun stem 
with a verb ... no matter what the syntactic function of the noun logically 
is". (1911:257) He stresses that true noun incorporation must involve 
noun roots which may occur both within or outside the VC. He writes 
(of incorporated 'noun' objects and subjects): 
"As long ... as they are lexically distinct from noun stems 
proper, they must be looked upon as grammatical elements pure 
and simple, however concrete their signification may seem. 
They are logically related to independent nouns of the same or 
allied meaning as 1re tense affixes to independent adverbs of 
time". (19ll:252) 1 
Sapir goes on to outline a number of different types of noun incorporation 
found in American languages, showirgin particular the various syntactic 
relationships which can pertain between the verb and the incorporated noun. 
He maintains that frequently in a verb complex involving noun incorporation 
10 
Besides Osborne 1974:46-50 see Capell 1967a. 
11 
On this definition Tiwi would hardly be classed as noun-incorporating 
since very few of its incorporated forms are morphologically related to 
the corresponding free forms (Osborne 1974:48-50). Perhaps this part of 
Sapir's definition is too restrictive. On the other hand, if the incor-
Porated forms are not morphologically related to free nominal forms, by 
IVhat criteria (other than reference) does one call them 1 nouns' This 
is presumably why Osborne speaks of 'verb-like and 'noun'like' incorporated 
forms. 
3.4.1 
one must recognise that 
"the grammatical expression of a logical relation, in other 
words a syntactic process, is sacrificed to a compositional 
process in which the logical relation is only implied. The 
sacrifice of syntax to morphology or word-building is indeed 
a general tendency in more than one American language." (1911: 257) 
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Noun incorporation as defined by Sapir is present in 
Rembarnga. The nominal stems incorporated into the VC are identical 
with the corresponding free forms in most cases. Although there are a 
few exceptional examples (presented in 2.5.11) for which we might say 
that the syntactic 'process or logical relationship between verb and nominal 
is only implied, it seems clear that the incorporated nominal in Rembarnga 
normally stands in the S function for an INTR verb or in the 0 function 
for a TR or DITR verb, and varies only inasmuch as these functions vary 
semantically from verb to verb. Thus in Rembarnga the syntactic 
relationship between an incorporated nominal and the verb is normally 
more clearly defined and less subordinated to the morphology than 
appears to be the case in some American languages. 
Rembarnga also has what Sapir ca-lls '"possessed" noun 
incorporation' (p.279), illustrating this from Iroquois. I can do no 
better than to quote his definition of this type of incorporation: 
"If a noun capable of incorporation is qualified by a possessive 
pronoun or genitive, the noun stem is incorporated into the verb 
(forms a quasi-compound with the verb), while its modif:i:er is 
expressed as the pronominal subject or object of the verb accord-
ing to whether the noun when incorporated is the syntactical 
equivalent of a subject or object; if the modifier is a genitive, 
it follows the verb as in apposition to its pronominal representative 
in the verb."(l911:279) 
This is discussed in 3. 4. 3 below. "Possessed" nominal incorporation or 
'Implicating Nominal Incorporation' accounts for much of the complexity 
in the investigation of nominal incorporation in Rembarnga. 
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There are cases where the incorporated nominal modifies 
adjectivally the NP cross-referencedby the W or X pronominal prefix 
element (3.4.2.1). There are cases where the incorporated nominal is 
inalienably possessed by the item cross-referenced by the W or X 
pronominal prefix element (as, for instance, nominals referring to body 
parts- see 3.4.3, 3.4.4, 3.4.5). And there are cases where the 
incorporated nominal is alienably possessed by the item cross-referenced 
by theW or X pronominal prefix element (3.4.3, 3.4.4, 3.4.5). Are 
the nominals of the first group to be considered adjectives, or inalienably 
possessed "quality" nominals parallel to body part nominals? If the 
former, then where would one draw the line between the two in the use of 
nominals such as ku'? (na) 1 dead/ raw/ unripe/ corpse' , mala (na) 'water /liquid' , 
tura(na) 'body/alive/in the flesh', kari(na) 'wounded/a wounded man'? 
In what follows I have adopted, for ease of exposition, the view that 
some nominals (those discussed in 3.4.2.1) are adjectival in nature. 
Nevertheless this classification is somewhat arbitrary and I believe 
that it may well turn out to be more correct to take these and all other 
'adjectival' nominals as inalienably possessed "quality" nominals. This 
would allow all nominal incorporation, with the exception of that dis-
cussed in 3. 4. 2. 2, to be treated in the same manner, as "possessed" 
or "implicating" nominal incorporation. The question of the type of 
"possession" involved (whether adjectival modification, inalienable, or 
alienable) is then recognised as a matter of semantics not of syntax. 
Important syntactic variables which may be relevant are the 'presence or 
absence of the IMPLIC prefix pak, and the person and number of the 
pronominal verb prefixes. 
The outline presented below should be taken as tentative 
and incomplete. It will deal only with incorporated nominals in S or 
0 function, others having been touched on in 2.5.11. 
3 •. 4. 2 
3.4.2 Simple Nominal Incorporation 
Under this heading I discuss two types of nominal 
incorporation which appear not to involve the "possessed" or 
"implicating" noun interpretation for which I quoted Sapir's defini-
tion above (3. 4.1). One of these types is restricted to use in 
vcs where the W or X element of the pronominal prefix is third person 
minimal (unmarked). These are exceptional forms with nominals that 
are normally involved in "possessed" noun incorporation. They are 
discussed in 3.4.2.2. The other type is not restricted in the same 
way concerning pronominal verb prefixes. The nominals in this case 
could be interpreted as adjectives. They are discussed in 3.4.2.1. 
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A crucial point with both types of simple nominal incorporation 
is that the incorporated nominal is in the S or 0 function, depending on 
verb transitivity. A nominal in A function may not be incorporated. 
We can say, therefore, that simple nominal incorporation rules operate 
in an ergative manner, identifying S and 0 rather than S and A as a 
single syntactic function. See further discussion in 3.8. 
3.4.2.1 Unrestricted Simple Nominal Incorporation Any one of a small 
set of nominals may be incorporated into a VC in S or 0 function while 
the pronominal prefix element,if any, which marks the S or 0 of the verb 
continues to cross-reference the incorporated S or 0. (Contrast 
implicating nominal incorporation (3.4.3) in which, when the S or 0 
nominal is incorporated, the prefix element cross-references an IMPL, 
rather than S or 0 itself.) One such nominal is kat pur (na) 'wounded' . 
In examples (3.4~1) and (3.4-2) this nominal occurs as the incorporated 
Sand 0 respectively, cross-referenced in (3.4-1) by the W prefix 
element and in (3.4-2) by the X prefix element. 
(3.4-1) ~ - katpur - mar [29/106] 
3min.S - wounded -went 
[The buffalo] went off wounded. 
(3.4-2) 
3.4.2 
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melak yerenpe- yappa?- katpur- ta-l)e [37/142] 
NEG laug.O + 3aug.A + REL- UAUGM- wounded -
stand (CAUS) - PAST CF 
They did not wound us (two). (lit. 'They did not cause 
us to stand wounded (by throwing spears at us)'.) 
With EXTR and DITR verbs the pronominal prefix elements cross-
reference A and IMPL. As a result an incorporated nominal in 0 function 
is not cross-referenced by the pronominal verb prefixes. (3.4-3) to 
(3.4-5) exemplify the incorporation of the 'adjectival' nominal kari(na) 
'wounded'lZ in TR, EXTR and DITR VCs. 
(3.4-3) 
(3.4-4) 
(3. 4-5) 
yar - kari - pete? - mir 
3min.O + laug.A- wounded- carry -.PAST PUNCT 
nenta - 6 - rna 
that - NOM - rna 
[38/147] 
- \ve carried that wounded man. 
yan - pak - kari - ~UI)7 - ka 7 pa [38/146] 
l/2min.IMPL + 3min.A- IMPLIC -wounded - fall - CAUS -
PAST PUNCT 
13 
- He brought him down wounded (by wounding him), you know. 
yaran - kari - te?wa - ¢ [38/ 146 J 
laug.IMPL + 3min.A- wounded- give- PAST PUNCT 
He gave us a wounded man. (i.e. 'He wounded one of our 
men. ') 
Examples (3.4-6) to (3.4-9) show other of these nominals 
incorporated into a variety of verb complexes. These are mu~ul)u(na) 
'(one) who has just carried out a killing'' tura(na) 'alive'' suk 
'sacred/set apart/taboo: and poy(na) 'left unharmed (of game)'. 
(3.4-6) 
12 
yanta - 6 - rna yara- yi- mu~UI)u- tiS- mir [38/159] 
laug.PRON NOM -·rna laug.S - yi - killer - return - PAST PUNCT 
We killers went back 
revenge killing) . 
(i.e. having just carried out a 
The diffP.rence, if any, between kari(na) and katpur(na) 
is not known to me. They appear to be interchangeable. 
13 
See 3.2.2(v). 
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(3.4-7) kalis - ¢ - rna panta yara - tura - ra 
- ~ [38/57 J 
others - NOM - rna here laug.S 
- alive - go - PRES 
Others of us are still (getting around) alive. 
(3. 4-8) l)u~mark yara - ;uk - ri - ya [37 I 4 J 
[ceremony name] laug.S - set apart - go - PAST PUNCT 
( 14 
- We were went about) set apart for the l)u~mark ceremony. 
(3.4-9) 
(Referring to their isolation from the camp and from 
women and children for ceremonial purposes) . 
... nenta- ~ pil)i- poy- pa- wa [29/72-73] 
that - NOM 3aug.O + lmin.A + REL - untouched - leave -
PAST PUNCT 
- ... those [four buffaloes] which I had left untouched 
(i.e. without shooting them). 
Several of the morphemes discussed in 2.5.13 may in fact belong 
to the group of forms under discussion here since they appear to be nominal 
in nature and are cross-referencedpronominally in a similar manner. These 
are karul, kuwan; kun~i and l}ere. These_ forms have been listed as verb 
prefixes because they rarely or never occur outside a VC. 
The nominals discussed here all appear to qualify the S or 
0 adjectivally . 15 It may, however, be possible to interpret them as 
inalienably possessed "quality" nominals as mentioned in 3. 4 .l. Under 
this interpretation the 'unrestricted simple incorporation' would,in 
fact, be an ordinary example of 'implicating nominal incorporation' 
(3.4.3). 
14 
For a detailed description of this ceremony as perfomed in 
eastern Arnhem Land see Warner 1958:301-319. This is similar to the 
~ceremony of western Arnhem Land (Berndt and Berndt 1970:125, 
128-132). 
15 
The nominals mentioned in this group are comparable with the 
'verb-like' incorporated forms in Tiwi. These Tiwi 'verb-like' forms 
are used as 'adjunct' in both transitive .. and intransitive verbs, 
predominantly inS or 0 function (Osborne 1974:46-50). 
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3.4.2.2 Restricted Simple Nominal Incorporation The nominals involved 
in this type of incorporation are a different set from those mentioned in 
3.4.2.1, including a much wider range. They are nominals which are 
normally only involved in implicating nominal incorporation (3. 4. 3) . Thus 
normally the W or X prefix element cross-references an IMPL when one 
of these nominals is incorporated. Nevertheless if the W or X prefix element 
is third person minimal (the unmarked person and number) then it is 
optional whether an IMPL of that person and number is understood as occurr-
ing in the sentence, cross-referenced in the VC. I use th~ term 'Restricted 
Simple Nominal Interpretation' to refer to sentences where one of these 
normally implicating nominals is incorporated into a VC without an IMPL 
being taken to be present. I i~terpret the 3min. W or X pronominal prefix 
element occurring in these VCs as cross-referencing the incorporated S or 
0 nominal itself, instead of an undefined IMPL. All the examples in 3.4.2.2 
were glossed by informants without an IMPL. Examples of implicating nominal 
incorporation in which a 3min. W or X prefix element does cross-reference 
an IMPL are also possible. · See 3. 4. 3, especially examples (3. 4-35), 
(3.4-44),(3.4-45) and (3.4-48). 
Examples (3.4-10) to (3.4-12) show restricted simple nominal 
incorporation into INTR VCs. Note particularly the absence of a 3min.IMPL. 
In each case I note in parentheses what one might expect if the normal 
implicating nominal incorporation took place. See also example (2.6-55). 
Finally contrast (3.4-13)(a) (restricted simple incorporation) with 
(3.4-13)(b) (implicating nominal incorporation). Morphologically the 
only difference between the two lies in the person and number of the MR 
pronominal prefix. 
(3.4-10) 
(3. 4-11) 
ka -l)ol-l)ere -l)er- ~ [11/14] 
3min.S cloud/sky- REDUPL- red -PRES 
The cloud ('his cloud') is going red . 
. .. ki- tawal- we~we~- me~- Si [17/22] 
3min.S + REL - country - be soft/boggy - PAST CONT - TEMP LOC 
- ... ,~hen the country ('his country') was all soft and boggy. 
(3. 4-12) 
3.4.2 
maynoru munku ka- rut -pol? - la [26/51-52] 
Mainoru perhaps 3min.S - road* - come out - FUT 
- Maybe the road ('his road') will come out (end) at 
Mainoru. 
(3.4-13) (a) ka - Qura? - pul - ~ [9 I 17 J 
3min.S - fire- smoke- PRES 
- The fire ('his fire') is.smoking. 
(b) para - rJura? - pul - ~ 
3aug.IMPL- fire- smoke- PRES 
- Their fires (*the· fires) are smoking, 
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Now consider examples (3.4-14) to (3.4-20) which exemplify 
restricted simple incorporation into DR transitive verbs. Note that in 
each case the incorporated nominal is in 0 function and the DR pronominal 
prefix has 3min. X element. Again I note the implicating interpretation 
(3. 4. 3) in parentheses. 
(3.4-14) 
(3. 4-15) 
(3.4-16) 
(3.4-17) 
par - rut - manip? - mip 
. . 
3min.O + 3aug.A - road* - build - PAST PUNCT 
munarJ a - yi? 
white man - ERG 
[c£.37/54-55] 
- White men built the road Chis road'). 
yar - Solkko - nana - na - ~ [33/44] 
3min.O + laug.A - ground - REDUPL - see - PAST PUNCT 
- We watched the ground ('his ground'). 
Qa - petes - tulu - to?wa - ~ [37/117-118] 
3min.O + lmin.A - almost - word - mix up - PAST PUNCT 
- I almost got the word ('his word') mixed up. 
yar - yappa? - mutta - kunwa - ~ [37/88] 
3min.O + laug.A- UAUGM- sun -.chase- PAST PUNCT 
- He (two) waited for the sun ('his sun') [to go down]. 
(3.4-18) 
(3.4-19) 
(3. 4-20) 
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kupo~okotte tawal, ~a - tawal - ~e~a - ~ [37/12] 
[place] place 3min.O + lmin.A - place - call - PRES 
kupo~okotte I call the place ('his place'). 
kumur yulam? ~ar - kerpper - wa - na [26/11] 
towards southwards 3min.O +l/2aug.A - river bank - follow -
FUT 
He 1 11 follow the river bank Cits bank 1 ) southwards. 
ka - yi - mara? - [lam? - mip [37/75] 
3min.O + 3min.A - yi - point - bite - PAST PUNCT 
The [spear] point' ( 1 its point / his point 1 ) came out her 
mouth. (She was speared in the back of the head.) (lit. 
'She bit the point ('its point/ his point') 1 ) 
Hith (3.4-19) and (3.4-20), since the names of parts of things are the 
incorporated nominals it is not as clear as in the earlier examples that 
implicating nominal incorporation is not involved. 
With DITR verbs the 0 is never cross-referenced by pronominal 
verb prefix elements. The 0 nominal may be incorporated without introducing 
any extra IMPL to the VC. The original A and IMPL are cross-referenced 
in the normal way by the pronominal prefix (3.1.5). This is exemplified 
in (3.4-21) and (3.4-22). 
(3.4-21) 
(3.4-22) 
yana - yappa? - tawal - muttu - ~ [26/45-46] 
lmin.IMPL + Zaug.A- UAUGH- country- show- PRES 
You two show me the country! (Not 'my country' or 
'your country') 
paran - ya~ - te7wa - nip [19/38] 
3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- story- give- PAST CONT 
"He used to tell them straight." (lit. 'He used to give 
them the story.'- not 'their story' or 'his story'.) 
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In EXINTR and EXTR sentences the S or 0 nominal may be 
incorporated into the VC. In (3.4-23) theY pronominal prefix element, 
cross-referencing S (not an IMPL associated with S) is 3min. or unmarked. 
In an EXTR sentence like (3.4-24), as in a DITR sentence, the 0 is not 
pronominally cross-referenced in the VC. 
(3.4-23) 
(3.4-24) 
yene? - rna Qan - pak - polo? - yinip 
INDEF - rna lmin. IMPL + 3m in. S - IMPLIC 
What has the tree done to me? 
[43/61] 
tree - do + PAST PUNCT 
Qip - pak - po~o? - warpu - wa [43/61-62] 
2min.IMPL + lmin.A ·- IMPLIC- tree- sing(TR) - PAST PUNCT 
I've sung the tree on you (to make it swell, thus 
preventing you from climbing down). (Mythol.) 
Finally let us note that the incorporated nominal may occur 
in surface structure both incorporated into and outside the VC as in 
(3.4-25). 
(3.4-25) par - kaSa7 - ta - Qip [24/27] 
paperbark - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A - paperbark - stand(CAUS) -
PAST CONT 
They would spread paperbark [on the ground]. (Custom) 
In two examples of this type the incorporated nominal, although having 
the same reference, has a different form from that remaining outside the 
VC. The pairing of these forms is interesting. 
(3.4-26) 
16 
kamunuQku? - ~ ka - yi - Quwa7 - map [38/53] 
white ochre- NOM 3min.S - yi -white ochre16 -went 
Some white ochre arrived (i.e. brought by someone). 
· h '· t t' ' ' e t' When unincorporated Quwa7(na) means e~t er ~n es ~nes or excrem n . 
Some (?all) deposits of white ochre are attributed to the defecation of 
mythological beings. For instance deposits of white ochre at kuppa~ppe~e 
on "Dumbu Creek" (I think either the Blyth River or Immimbar Creek on 
maps) derive from the Rainbow's guwa 7na (Text 42) · 
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(3.4-27) ... warawala, mutta - r/J 
sun - NOM 
ki - ~ula - pol? - ~ 
3min.S + REL- sun17 
-. wala [42/28-29] 
east + ABL 
- come - PRES -
ABL 
- .•. from the east, from where the sun comes (rises). 
3.4.3 Implicating Nominal Incorporation 
Sapir's definition of '"possessed" noun' incorporation in 
Iroquois has been quoted above (3.4.1). This type of nominal incorporation 
occurs very frequently in Rembarnga with both TR and INTR verbs. I term 
it 'Implicating Nominal Incorporation'. The S or 0 nominal in an INTR 
or a TR sentence may be incorporated into the VC and the IMPL associated 
with this NP is then cross-referenced by the W or X pronominal prefix 
element, replacing the cross-referencing of the S or 0 NP. If an IMPL 
is not present and cross-referenced in this way simple nominal incorporation 
occurs (3.4.2). The IMPL which is cross-referenced by the pronominal 
verb prefix as a result of implicating nominal incorporation loses its 
case marking if it appears in surface structure. 
(i) Examples (3.4-28) and (3.4-29) are two equivalent sentences, each 
involving S and IMPL. 
(3. 4-28) 
(3. 4-29) 
para - ~ene - r/J 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - NOM 3min.S - die - PAST PUNCT 
- My father died. 
para - r/J ~an - pak - rar7 - mip 
father- NOM lmin.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC- die- PAST PUNCT 
- My father died. 
(3.4-30) is another sentence with exactly the same meaning. In this case, 
however, the S has been incorporated into the VC and the MR pronominal 
prefix cross-references IMPL (instead of S as in (3. 4-28)). The full 
lHPL stands without case marking of any sort. 
-1-7 ( ) · 1 's' I know of no mytho-When unincorporated Qula na means penl · 
logical connection with the sun at present. 
3.4.3 
(3. 4-30) f)inta f]a- nara- nar? -min 
lmin.PRON lmin.IMPL- father - die- PAST PUNCT 
All of (3.4-28) to (3.4-30) would presumably be derived from the same 
deep structure. 
As a TR example we will consider a sentence involving 
a slightly different (and perhaps less direct) type of implication. 
(3,4-31) and (3.4-32) are sentences of equivalent meaning containing 
A, 0 and IMPL. Word order appears to be irrelevant. 
(3. 4-31) 
(3.4-32) 
tif)? - yi? 18 par - laray? - min 
woman - ERG fish - NOM 30 + 3aug.A - cook - PAST PUNCT 
f) inta - kan 
lmin.PRON - DAT 
The women cooked the fish for me. 
tif}? - yi? f)inta - ~ 
woman - ERG lmin.PRON - NOM 
fJ anpa - pak - laray? - min ten - ~ 
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lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- I~ITLIC- cook- PAST PUNCT fish- NOM 
The women cooked the fish for me. 
The 0 may be incorporated into the VC, and the X pronominal 
prefix element will then cross- reference the IMPL rather than the 0. 
The full IMPL is not marked for case in such a sentence. See (3.4-33). I 
am not sure whether the 0, sen, could stand outside the vc in surface 
structure in addition to being incorporated. 
(3. 4-33) til)? - yi? f)inta f)anpa - ser - laray? -min 
18 
under 
woman- ERG lmin.PRON lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- fish- cook- PAST 
The women cooked the fish for me. PUNCT 
laray? refers to cooking on top of or in the fire itself (rather than 
the ashes), 
3.4.3 
(3. 4-30) I) inta IJ a - [lara - Par? - mip 
lmin.PRON lmin.IMPL - father - die - PAST PUNCT 
All of (3.4-28) to (3.4-30) would presumably be derived from the same 
deep structure. 
As a TR example we will consider a sentence involving 
a slightly different (and perhaps less direct) type of implication. 
(3,4-31) and (3.4-32) are sentences of equivalent meaning containing 
A, 0 and IMPL. Word order appears to be irrelevant. 
(3. 4-31) 
(3.4-32) 
til)? - yi? 18 par - laray? - mifl 
woman - ERG fish - NOM 30 + 3aug.A - cook - PAST PUNCT 
I) inta - kan 
lmin. PRON - DAT 
The women cooked the fish for me. 
til)? - yi? l)inta - ¢ 
woman - ERG lmin.PRON - NOM 
l)anpa - pak - laray? - mir ter - ~ 
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lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- I~ITLIC- cook- PAST PUNCT fish- NOM 
The women cooked the fish for me. 
The 0 may be incorporated into the VC, and the X pronominal 
prefix element will then cross- reference the IMPL rather than the 0. 
The full IMPL is not marked for case in such a sentence. See (3.4-33). I 
am not sure whether the 0, ser, could stand outside the vc in surface 
structure in addition to being incorporated. 
(3.4-33) til)? - yi? I) inta l)anpa - ser - laray? - mip 
18 
under 
woman- ERG lmin.PRON lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- fish- cook- PAST 
The women cooked the fish for me. PUNCT 
laray? refers to cooking on top of or in the fire itself (rather than 
the ashes). 
3.4.3 
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Body part nominals may also be incorporated as o· or s into 
the VC and their possessor be cross-referenced as IMPL by the X or H 
pronominal prefix element. With a TR verb a body part, when not incorpor-
ated, is often marked by the prefix~ 'on' (2.2.3(iii)). Compare, for 
instance (3.4-34) and (3.4-35). 
(3.4-34) 
(3. 4-35) 
pa - tumu par - miri - ya [cf.43/107-108] 
on - small of back 3min.O + 3min.A - spear - PAST PUNCT 
He speared him in the small of the back. 
par - tumu - miri- ya [43/115] 
3min.IMPL + 3min.A- small of back- spear- PAST PUNCT 
He speared him in the small of the back. 
Sapir (1911) would say that the incorporated nominal in (3.4-35) 
is in locative function. I prefer to interpret it, however, as a 
case of possession or implication since the DAT PRON may be used in a 
sentence such as (3.4-34) to indicate the possessor of the body part. 
(We would get pa - tumu - na (wa) here.) See 2. 2. 3. This interpretation 
allows a large set of phenomena to be considered exponents of the 
same process. 
(ii) The crucial nature of person and number marking in the pronominal 
verb prefix to distinguish restricted simple incorporation (3.4.2.2) from 
implicating nominal incorporation was seen in (3.4-13). See also (3.4-36) 
and (3.4-37). In (3. 4-36) the X prefix element is (unmarked) 3min. and 
simple incorporation is involved, with no IMPL understood in the sentence. 
In (3.4-37) the X prefix element is lmin. and is interepreted as IMPL .. 
(3. 4-37) 
~a - kal7 - pete? - mir 
3min.O + lmin.A - stone - carry - PAST PUNCT 
I carried a stone. 
~anpa - kal? - pete? - mir 
lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A- stone- carry- PAST PUNCT 
They carried a stone for me. 
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As noted in 3.4.2.2 even where the X prefix element is 
unmarked or 3min. the implicating interpretation sometimes occurs ns in 
(3.4-35), (3.4-44), (3.4-45) and (3.4-48). Compare also (3.4-38) (simple 
incorporation) and (3.4-39) (implicating incorporation). 
(3.4-38) 
(3. 4-39) 
yarappa? - pofo? - tes - mir 
30 + luaug.A - stick - cut - PAST PUNCT 
yappan? - para? 
two - UAUGM 
poto? - 6 
stick - NOM 
yar- yappa? - tes- min [37/90] 
30 + laug.A- UAUGM- cut- PAST PUNCT 
We two cut some sticks. He (two) cut two sticks. 
poti par - ka~a - te5- me~ [12/4] 
spear shaft 3 IMPL + 3aug.A - butt end of spear - cut -
PAST CONT 
They were cutting the butt ends 19 of spears. 
(iii) It cannot be stressed too much that'rules for nominal incorporation 
in Rembarnga affect S and 0 nominals but never an A nominal, thus identifying 
S and 0 as a single syntactic function for the purpose of these rules. 
The S or 0 nominal is incorporated into the VC. In cases of implicating 
incorporation the pronominal prefix element which would otherwise cross-
reference S or 0 (the W or X element) comes to refer to IMPL instead. 
These points can be clearly seen by comparing (3. 4-40) with (3. 4-41) , and 
(3.4-42) with (3.4-43). 
(3.4-40) 
(3. 4-41) 
19 
para - wa~ta - yuru 
woman 3aug.IMPL - tracks - lie + PRES 
The women's tracks are here. 
para - yuru 
woman 3aug.S lie + PRES 
The women are lying (camping) here. 
The butt ends of spears have a hole 
wommera fits. The end is bound to stop it 
into which the hook of the 
splitting. 
...... 
(3.4-42) 
(3.4-43) 
3.4.3 
ti~? pa~a - wa~ta - na - 6 
woman 3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- tracks - see- PAST PUNCT 
I saw the women's tracks. 
pa~a - na - 6 
woman 3aug.O + lmin.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
I saw the women. 
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(iv) Finally I will list a number of text examples of implicating nominal 
incorporation. Such examples are fairly common. Many, but by no means all, 
involve body part incorporation. (3.4-44) to (3.4-46) are examples with 
MR intransitive verbs. 
(3.4-44) pan? - sa takku ka - sar~ - yuru [32/72-73] 
here - LOC baby 3min.IMPL- dreaming place- lie+ PRES 
Here is where the baby dreaming is. 
(3.4-45) kuwefl ka - ~uru - pop - 6 [43/27-28] 
kangaroo 3min.IMPL- stink- waft around -PRES 
It is the stink of kangaroo that is wafting around. 
(3.4-46) ~a - kanam - muk- mi[l [19/120] 
lmin.IMPL- ear -be extinguished -PAST PUNCT 
I forget. (lit. 'My ear was extinguished (went out).') 
Examples (3.4-47) to (3.4-50) involve DR transitive verbs. 
(3.4-47) 
(3.4-48) 
2()'1---
~an - ya~ - ka - na tawa? 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.A- story- take- FUT today 
He is going to take my story (on tape) today. 
ka - pulu - ~u - n 
3min.IMPL + 3min.A- flower - eat - PRES 
ku~uru? [8/34] 
20 [woollybutt tree ] 
[ 22/4] 
[The flying fox] eats the fl01vers of the woollybutt tree. 
Eucalyptus miniata 'tropical woollybutt' 
(3.4-49) 
(3. 4-50) 
3.4.3 
yaranpa - yappa? - ~e - mi - ya [ 37/148-149 J 
laug.IMPL + 3aug.A- UAUGM- name- get/call -PAST PUNCT 
They called our (two) names./They called us by name. 
[ 39/56-57 J 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.A- foot - smell- PAST CONT 
[The buffalo] was sniffing at my foot. 
Reflexive/reciprocal forms derived from VCs with implicating nominal 
incorporation are discussed in 3.3.2. 
3.4.4. Extended Implicating Nominal Incorporation 
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(i) Exte11ded sentence types ·are derived using the IMPLIC prefix pak 
in the VC. See 3. 2. 3. The extra obligatory IMPL involved in such a 
sentence (IMPL2) is implicated only via any other IMPL already present 
(IMPL1). See especially 3.2.6. It is IMPL2 which is pronominally cross-
referenced if two IMPL are present. Something similar occurs when pak 
IMPLIC is introduced to a VC involving implicating nominal incorporation. 
See first sentence (3.4-51) in which only one IMPL is involved, 
pronominally marked by the MR prefix. 
(3.4-51) ~a - tarama - ~ay? - mir 
lmin.IMPL- leg- break (INTR) -PAST PUNCT 
- My leg broke. 
Compare this sentence with (3.4-52) in which pak has been introduced to the 
VC. The speaker is still pronominally referred to as IMPL but in (3.4-52) 
he has become IMPL
2
• It is not the speaker's own leg which has broken 
but that of someone else (IMPL1 - not pronominally referred to) 
who in his turn implicates the speaker in some secondary way - for example 
by being his son, or perhaps by travelling with him. 
(3, 4-52) ~an - pak - tarama - ~ay? - mir 
21 
ones. 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC- leg -break- PAST PUNCT 
21 
- My son's leg broke. 
The translation 'My son's leg broke' is only one among many possible 
All depends on the nature of IMPL1. 
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Such a distinction has important consequences ~ith other 
verbs. Take, for instance, a sentence such as (3.4-53) 
(3.4-53) ~ pa~ar - tarama - jitmi - ya 
3aug.IMPL + l/2aug.A - leg - steal - PAST PUNCT 
- We stole their legs. 
I use the symbol@ to indicate that, while not ungrammatical, the 
sentence was rejected by informants as absurd, since it refers to the 
stealing of human legs from individuals. If the VC is extended by 
the introduction of pak IMPLIC the sentence becomes acceptable since 
the people marked as IMPL by the DR prefix are not the organic possessors 
of the legs (i.e. IMPL1), but they are only implicated indirectly (i.e. 
IMPL2) by possession of the beast of which the leg is part. 
(3.4-54) pa~ar - pak - tarama - Sitmi - ya 
3aug.IMPL + l/2aug.A- IMPLIC- leg- steal- PAST PUNCT 
- We stole the leg(s) from them. (e.g. referring to the 
leg(s) of a buffalo or kangaroo they had shot.) 
It appears that if the X pronominal prefix element is 3min. then the 
interpretation is, at least optionally, one of simple incorporation, 
not implicating incorporation. Thus (3.4-55) is not rejected as absurd 
like (3.4-53) by informants, but is interpreted along similar lines to 
(3.4-54). 
(3.4-55) ~ar - tarama - titmi - ya 
3min.O + l/2aug.A - leg - steal - PAST PUNCT 
- We stole the leg [from him]. (e.g. the leg of a 
kangaroo or buffalo.) 
This construction is not restricted to body part nominals 
as is shown by (3.4-56) and (3.4-57) which both appear acceptable to 
informants. 
(3.4-56) 
(3.4-57) 
(ii) 
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~a - ser- tWJ? - mir 
lmin.IMPL- fish- fall- PAST PUNCT 
- My fish fell. (e.g. from the platform where cooked meat 
would be kept.) 
~an - pak - se[1 - turJ.? - mifi 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC- fish- fall -PAST PUNCT 
(e.g.) My son's fish fell. 
There are some important restrictions on the occurrence of 
two IMPL with the IMPLIC prefix pak and incorporated nominals. For 
some nominamforms with and without pak are said to have the same meaning 
as in the pairs of examples (3.4-58) and (3.4-59). 
(3.4-58)(a) ~an- poti- puluka- pa 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.A- spear- find- PAST PUNCT 
- He found my spear. 
(b) Qan - pak - poti - puluka - pa 
lmin.IMPL + 3min.A- IMPLIC- spear- find- PAST PUNCT 
He found my spear. 
(3. 4-59) (a) ~a - poti - tay7 - mip 
lmin.IMPL- spear- break- PAST PUNCT 
- My spear broke. 
(b) o.an - pak - pop - tay? - mip 
lmin.IMPL + 3min,S- IMPLIC- spear- break- PAST PUNCT 
- My spear broke. 
Furthermore for a number of nominals it is not possible to use pak in 
conjuction with nominal incorporation. See, for instance, the sentences 
of (3.4-60) and (3.4-61). 
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(3.4-60) (a) pal)a - yal) - mot - ~ 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- story- hold- PRES 
I have got their story (i.e. 'the story they told me'). 
(b)*paf}a - pak - yal) -mot - ~ 
3aug,IMPL + lmin,A- IMPLIC-
.. •. 
(3,4-61) (a) l)a - [1ara - pol? - mir 
lmin.IMPL - father - arrive - PAST PUNCT 
- My father arrived. 
(b) *IJan - pak- para - pol? - mir 
lmin. IMPL + 3min. S - IMPLIC - ... 
(iii) There are a number of text examples involving the IMPLIC prefix 
pak and nominal incorporation within the same VC. An important 
example here is (3.3-20) which is examined in detail in 3.3.4. (3.4-62) 
is the best available text example of extended implicating nominal 
incorporation. In this example IMPL1 is karappa and IMPL2 
is kopo?kopap-
kappul. 
(3.4-62) karappa paya - pak - mara? - ~e5 - mip 
"crm.; bar" 3aug. IMPL2 + l/2min.A - IMPLIC - point - cut -
kopo?kopar• - kappul 
PAST PUNCT (old) woman - DEF AUGM 
[29/127-128] 
- \ole cut a point on the women's "crow bar". (The two men 
took the women's iron bar (digging stick) and made a 
point on it for use as the head for a fish spear.) 
Some of the examples involving pak and nominal incorporation within the 
same VC contain nominals with which pak does not cause the introduction 
of an IMPL , pronominally marked. See, for instance, (3.4-63) and 2 
(3.4-64). 
(3. 4-63) l)ip - Si - pak - tulu- pa - na [39/66] 
2min.IMPL + lmin.A- yi 7 IMPLIC- song- leave- FUT 
I will leave this song for you (i.e. 'pass it on to you'). 
(3.4-64) 
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yukarip? l)ip- pak - rut - ro - l)ara [26/51 J 
westwards 2min.IMPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC- road*- go- FUT 
22 The road will go westwards, you know. 
3.4.5 Nominals and Incorporation 
At this point I wish to outline a number of problems regarding 
the classification of nominals in terms of the possibilities for incorpor-
ating them into various types of VC. A great deal of my work in this area 
has been inconclusive and it is not even certain whether I have been 
attempting to obtain the right type of information. 
What has emerged from the work so far is the type of analysis 
presented in 3.4.2 to 3.4.4 and there seems to be some justification 
for classifying nominals on the basis of criteria such as the following: 
(i) Are the nominals able to be involved in unrestricted simple nominal 
incorporation (3.4.2.1)? 
(ii) Of the nominals which are not involved in unrestricted simple 
incorporation,which permit the use of pak with them in the VC and which 
do not? 
(iii) Of the nominals which permit the use of pak with them in the VC, 
with which does the use of pak introduce a second IMPL (IMPL2) to the VC, 
and with which does the use of pak fail to make any difference to the mean-
ing of the sentence? 
An attempt has been made to answer these questions but the results elicited 
from informants are not at all clear. It is possible, however, to give 
tentative lists of some nominals which seem to belong clearly in one 
category or the other. 
A 
22 
The known nominals which may be involved in unrestricted 
simple incorporation have all been exemplified in 3.4.2.1. 
They are 
See 3.2.2 (v) 
B 
c 
D 
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poy (na) 
'untouched (of game) 1 
tura(na) 
'alive' 
5uk 'set apart' 'sacred' 'taboo' 
katpur(na) 'wounded' 
kari(na) 'wounded' 
mUI).UfJU (na) 
'having just killed someone' 'killer' 
Nominals with which pak is impossible when incorporated into 
the VC. 
suta 
[lara(na) 
YaTJ 
'water' 
'father' 
'story' 
Nominals with which the use of pak makes no difference to the 
interpretation of the sentence when incorporated into the VC. 
patmar 
pop 
polo? (na) 
tayar 
sal? 
sampa:j.(na) 
sap) (na) 
tata 
kolJ] o 
konto 
rut (na) 
1 clap sticks 1 
'spear' 
'stick' 'tree' 
'pandanus tree (generic)' 
1 foliage 1 
'hot stones for roasting' 
'dreaming place' 
'honey (generic)' 
'mud' 
'black soil area' 
'road' 
Nominals with which pak introduces a second IMPL (IMPL2) to 
the VC, pronominally cross-referenced by a prefix. 
pal(na) 'fire-wood' 
palttar(na) 'fork (of tree)' 
palma(na) 'back' 
polokko '[type snake]' 
pulu(na) 'flower' 
takiriS 1 [type of green plum]' 
tar) ku (na) 
tarama(na) 
tawal 
tulu(na) 
tura(na) 
sal) a (na) 
sara(na) 
5irma:r 
kalkki? 
kal? (na) 
ka.J.al) (na) 
kamunul) ku 7 
kanam(na) 
kanta(na) 
kava(na) 
kavama(na) 
kol).to(na) 
ku?(na) 
ku?pi(na) 
ku.J.a?(na) 
malppa5 
manak(na) 
mal)ar 
me 
mele(na) 
molo(na) 
nul? 
I) alk(na) 
l)arkka(na) 
IJ. ir (na) 
ldla(na) 
3.4.5 
'meat ' ' flesh' 
'leg' 
'country' 'place' 
'song' 'appropriate word(s)' 
'body' 
'foot' 
'head' 
'barramundi' 
'cat-fish' 
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'base part, just below ground level' 
'egg' 
'white ochre' 
'ear' 
'lower leg' 'story' 
'butt end of spear' 
'large leaf (of e.g. yams, banana, cabbage 
palm) growing directly out of root or 
trunk, not on branches' 
'creek' 
'body' 
1sweat' 
'skin' 'bark' 
'seed of pandanus 23 type ' 
'arm' 
'red ochre' 
'tucker' (i.e. 'vegetable food') 
'water' 'liquid' 
'tail' 
'swag' 
'slope' 
'bone' 
'spear head' 
'hole' 
I do not propose at this point to elaborate on these comments 
or to try to analyse these lists in' any way, There is too much uncertainty 
in the results of elicitation so far for that. However it may be of interest 
to compare briefly the two words in Rembarnga for water - Suta (List B) 
23 
Pandanus whitei 
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and mala(na) (List D). Contrast the sentences of (3.4-65)'with those of 
(3.4-66). 
(3. 4-65 )(a) @par) a - mala - Q.iya - I) ap 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- water -cook- FUT 
(- I will cook their water (i.e. part of their bodies).) 
(b) pal)a - pak - mala - l)iya - l)ara 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- IMPLIC -water- cook- FUT 
- I will cook water for them. 
(3.4-66) (a) pal)a - suJ-a- Q.iya - l)ap 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- water- cook- FUT 
I will cook water for them. 
(b) *pal) a - pak - su.J.a - ~iya - I) ara 
3aug.IMPL + lmin.A- IMPLIC- ... 
(3.4-65)(a) was rejected as absured (not as ungrammatical) since it 
would imply that the water is part of the people pronominally cross-
referenced as IMPL in the VC. In (3.4-65)(b) the implication is less 
direct, not indicating body part relationship, owing to the presence 
of pak. l~ith su.J.a in (3.4-66), however, in spite of its similar lexical 
meaning to mala(na), no body part implications are involved and the use 
of pak is impossible. Further work needs to be done on this apparent 
distinction between alienably and inalienably possessed nominals in 
Rembarnga. 
3.5 COMPLEMENTS OF PERCEPTION VERBS 
Consider the text example (3.5-1), noting in particular 
the tense marking of the two clauses involved. 
(3.5-1) yarappa? - na - ~ namorara - ~ 
3min.O + luaugm.A - see -PAST PUNCT [name] - NOM 
ka - ~o~o? - ~ [ 32/7-8 J 
3min.S- descend- PRES 
We (two) saw namorara coming down the hill. 
;.; 
, 
I 
-1 
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It is noteworthy in this example that, while tl1e clause containing the 
verb sc~ is, like its context, in the PAST PUNCT tense, the second or 
complement clause is in the PRES or unmarked tense. 
In (3.5-1) the pronominal prefix markirtg on the two verbs is 
rather unclear :in v:iew of the unmarkedness of the third person min:imal 
number. See, however, (3.5-2) and (3.5-3), noting particularly the person 
and number of the pronominal prefix elements for each verb. 
(3.5-2) 
(3.5-3) 
ka - yi - pane - l)awa - ¢ 
3min.O + 3min.A - yi - pana - hear - PAST Pffi~CT 
taparar]? na para - km1? - ¢ [43/97] 
in the afternoon 3aug.S - shout - PRES 
He heard them shout:ing in the afternoon. 
par -· r)awa - ¢ nara - f'awk - ¢ 
3min.O + 3aug.A- hear - PAST PUNCT 2aug.S - speak- PRES 
They heard you talking. 
Comparison of the examples (3,5-1) to (3,5-3) reveals that, irrespective 
of the person and number of the S of the complement clause, in each case 
the verb of perception has 3min. X pronominal prefix element. That is 
the object of the verb of perception is unmarked or third person minimal 
(this being the unmarked person/number category). 
There are, however, possible sentences in which tl1e tense of 
the complement clause is marked and where the X pronominal prefix element 
on the verb of perception cross-references either of two participants in 
the action of the complement clause, as :in (3.5-tl). 
(3.5-tr) (a) cakku - kappul f)anpa - na •· iJ 
chl.ld - DEF AUGH lmi.n.O + Jaug,A- see- PAST PUNC'l' 
tan - kunwa -- nir1 
lmin. 0 -t- 2min. A -- chase - PAST CONT 
'rhe children saw you chasing me./The children saw me being 
ehased by you. 
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(b) takku - kappul ~ippa - na - ~ 
child - DEF AUGM 2min.O + 3aug.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
tan - kunwa - nip 
lmin.O + 2min.A - chase - PAST CONT 
The children saw you chasing me. 
In either sentence of (3.5-4) the complement verb could just as easily 
have the pronominal prefix ~ir- (2min.O + lmin.A) instead of tan- and 
the sentences would then mean 'The children saw me chasing you'. 
The sentences of (3.5-5) show that any major participant in 
the action of the complement clause, including IMPL, may be cross-
referenced in the perception verb. 
(3.5-5)(a) natta?- kappul ~anpa- na- 6 
them - DEF AUGM lmin.O + 3aug.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
me - 6 tan - te?wa - 6 
food -NOM lmin.IMPL + 2min.A- give - PAST PUNCT 
They saw you give me food. 
(b) natta? - kappul ~ippa - na - 6 
2min.O + 3aug.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
me - -/1 tan - te?wa - 6 
They saw you give me food. 
(c) natta? - kappul par - na - -/1 
3min.O + 3aug.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
me - -/1 tan - te?wa - -/1 
They saw you give me food. 
.·: 
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The tense (but not the aspect) of the compl~ment clause may, 
as we have seen in (3.5-1) to (3.5-3), be unmarked (?deleted or simply 
unspecified) or it may be identical with the tense of the clause contain-
ing the verb of perception. For this purpose PAST PUNCT and PAST CONT 
are considered identical. They differ only in aspect, not in tense. 
See examples (3.5-4) to (3.5-7). 
(3.5-6)(a) Qa- na- na par - ~e~e? - ~ 
(3. 5-7) 
3min.O + lmin.A - see - FUT 3min.O + 3aug.A - dance - PRES 
I will watch them dancing. 
(b) paQa - na - na par - ~e~e? - ra 
3aug.O + lmin.A - see - FUT 3min.O + 3aug.A - dance - FUT 
I will watch them dancing. 
par - Q awa - ~ nara - rawk - ma~ 
3min.O + 3aug.A - hear- PAST PUNCT 2aug.S - speak- PAST CONT 
They heard you talking. (Compare(3.5-3).) 
Note, however, that once identical tense is marked on the 
complement clause and the person and number of a particular 0 is pronominally 
marked in the perception VC there is no feature to indicate any type of 
complementation at all. Such sentences as those of (3.5-4) and (3.5-5) 
could well be interpreted simply as series of sentences which just 
;· happen to have one NP and their tense marking in connnon. It is the 
unmarked nature (deletion or lack of specification) of the tense of the 
complement clause and/or of the 0 of the perception clause which marks 
(3.5-1) to (3.5-3), (3.5-6)(a) and (3.5-7) as containing complement 
' •. 
clauses. The deep structure of these clauses is not clear to me at present. 
Up to this point we have examined complements only after two DR 
transitive verbs of perception- na 'see' oawa 'hear'. A similar con-
struction occurs very connnonly with the MR intransitive verb wa~? 'to look 
(around)'. With wan?, of course, there can be no question of whether or not 
an 0 is cross-referenced in the perception VC, since the verb is mono-
referential and only S may be cross-referenced, Nevertheless the tense of 
the complement clause may be unmarked (deleted or unspecified) as with ~ or 
~awa. Compare the sentences of (3.5-8), which use~' with those of (3.5-9) 
Which use wa~?. (3.5-9)(b) is ungrammatical because wa~? is a MR verb. The 
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other three sentences all have the same meaning: 'We (two) saw (the) 
ducks swimming. ' 
(3.5-S)(a) payar- yappa?- na- ~ kekkek- QOQ - ~ 
3aug.O + laug.A - UAUGM - see - PAST PUNCT duck - COMPL AUGM -
para - war - ~ 
NOM 3aug.S - swim - PRES 
(b) yarappa? - na - ~ kekkek - QOQ - ~ 
3min.O + luaug.A- see- PAST PUNCT 
para - war - ~ 
(3.5-9)(a) yarappa?- wa~?- mir 
luaug.S - look - PAST PUNCT 
kekkek - QoQ - ~ 
para - war - ~ [32/39-40 J 
(b) *payar - yappa? - wa~7 - mir 
3aug.O + laug.A - UAUGM - look- PAST PUNCT 
kekkek - QOQ - {J para - war - ~ 
The most common text examples of the perception verb complements 
as outlined here are examples with the verb wa~?. See, for instance, 
(2.6-21) and (3.5-10) to (3.5-12). In these examples the unmarked (PRES) 
tense of the complement clause, being different from the contextual 
past tense of the perception verb, is the only mark of the complement 
construction. 
(3.5-10) para -. wa~7 - mip takkuna - yi? 
3aug.S - look- PAST PUNCT small one - ERG 
ka - re- ti~- ~ [43/33-34] 
3min.O + 3min.A - COM TRANSVR - return - PRES 
- They saw the small [brother] bring [a kangaroo] back. 
·,· 
j. 
(3. 5-11) 
(3.5-12) 
3.5 
~anapparu- ~ ~ - na - ~. 
buffalo - NOM 3min.O + 3min.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
ka - yi - pana - wan? - mir 
3rnin.S - yi - pane- look -PAST PUNCT 
ka - :ro - ~ i - yira [27 /35-36] 
3rnin.S - go - INFIN- PROGR +PRES 
- He saw the buffalo. He watched it walk(ing) along, 
yarappa? - wa~? - rnir 
luaug,S - look - PAST PUNCT 
kaJ.purna 
[name ] 
ka- rnolo - yuru [32/21-22] 
3rnin.IMPL- track/path - lie+ PRES 
- We (two) saw kaJ.purna's track (lying) there. 
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(3.5-13) is a clear example containing a complement of the 
DR verb Qawa 'hear' with both tense and pronominal deletion or lack of 
specification in the relevant positions. (3.5-14), however, cannot be 
said to have either of these marks of complementation even though 
semantically it is clearly an analogous example. 
(3. 5-13) takku - ~ par - ~awa - ~ 
child - NOM 3rnin.O + 3aug.A - hear - PAST PUNCT 
para - kaw? - ~. 
3aug.S - cry out - PRES 
par- ku? - re- kaw?- rna~ [37/102-103] 
3rnin.IMPL + 3aug.A- body - COM TRANSVR- cry out - PAST CONT 
- They heard the children calling out. They were crying 
out over [their mother's] body. 
•• . 
i' 
" 
(3.5-14) 
3.5 
par - ~awa - ~ - ppara? 
3min.O + 3aug.A - hear - PAST PUNCT - UAUGM 
takku - ~ 
child - NOM 
~ - ru - n [31/8] 
3min.S - cry -PAST PUNCT 
They (two) heard the child cry(ing). 
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This complement construction needs considerable further 
investigation. In particular· I have failed to ascertain which verbs 
(besides the three mentioned) take complements of the type outlined here. 
The inter-relationship between the deletion or unmarking of the tense 
of the complement VC and the deletion or unmarking of a pronominal 
cross-reference in the perception verb also needs to be checked. 
3.6 PURPOSIVE CLAUSES 
The clauses to be discussed here are marked either by the 
PURP particle kuwa or by the DAT suffix -kan, or both. They are clauses 
which do not have REL prefix forms as an integral part of their VCs. 
The three sections into which I divide this discussion are only roughly 
delimited. 'Intent' clauses (3.6.1) are main clauses (not subordinated) 
and are all marked with the particle kuwa. They describe unfulfilled 
intentions. Note however that the (subordinating) link or lack thereof 
between an intent clause and the preceding sentence is a matter of intuitive 
judgement, and that the division between intent and purpose clauses is 
not at all clear-cut. 'Purpose' clauses (3.6.2) and 'Jussive Complements' 
(3.6.3) may eventually be found to be clauses of a single type. They are 
both subordinate clauses marked primarily with the DAT suffix -kan and/or 
the particle kuwa. In both types of clause the use of INFIN verb forms 
without pronominal prefixes or tense marking appears to be possible but 
the conditions under which this occurs are not very clear. The emphasis 
in the following discussion will be rather more upon posing the problems 
than on offering solutions or clear interpretations. 
3.6.1 kuwa Intent Clauses 
The particle kuwa introduces sentences which describe unfulfilled 
intentions in the past and present intentions for the future (which, by 
definition, must be unfulfilled at the time of utterance), kuwa clauses 
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may normally occur in only the past counterfactual and present tenses. 
There is conflicting evidence on the use of the future tense in kuwa 
intent clauses but the FUT tense is normally judged impossible after 
kuwa in these clauses. 
The unfulfilled nature of the intention expressed by a kuwa 
clause in the past tense is brought out clearly in examples (3.6-1) and 
(3.6-2). Another example of this is (2.5-209). 
(3. 6-1) 
(3.6-2) 
24 
~ - par - yumap polul) - ~ 
3min.S - burn- PROGR +PAST PUNCT Rainbow- NOM 
pelenta?. kuwa para- kuwan- yu~- me- ppara? 
close PURP 3aug.S - afraid - run - PAST CF - UAUGM 
po~o? - yi? paran- yappa? - l)arkka - tay?- ka- pa [10/31-33] 
stick- INSTR3aug.IMPL + 3min.A- UAUGM- bone - break- CAUS -
PAST PUNCT 
- The Rainbow was burning 24 along close by. [The two women] 
tried to run away but [the Rainbow] broke their bones 
with a stick. (Mythol.) 
penta - ssa kuwa par - yappa? - poto? - me. 
there - LOC PURP 30 + 3aug.A - UAUGM - put - PAST CF 
par - l)awa - ~ - ppara? takku - ~ 
3min.O + 3aug.A - hear - PAST PUNCT - UAUGM child - NOM 
~ - ru - f1 [ 31/8] 
3min.S- cry- PAST PUNCT 
[The two wedge-tailed eagles] wanted to put [stone for spears] 
down there but they heard the baby crying (so they Hent on 
to another place). 
I do not fully understand the nature of the Rainbow but informants 
say its presence can normally be detected (even today) by its heat. In 
this text the Rainbow is described as mare - Q~ra? 'like fire' [10/31]. 
Some discussion of the place of polul)(bolung) in the world of the nearby 
Dalabon is found in Maddock 1974:120-123. 
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A kuwa intent clause with its verb in the present tense 
makes reference to an intention for the future as in (3.6-3) and 
(3.6-4). 
(3.6-3) 
(3.6-4) 
tawal - 6 ka - turu wu~a? - ~ 
place - NOM 3min.S - stand +PRES good - NOM 
kuwa paGa- ka- n [19/63] 
PURP 3aug. 0 + lmin. A - take - PRES 
There is good country [over there]. I want to take [these 
people] there. 
kuwa pa~a- pu-n [15/13] 
PURP 3aug.O + lmin.A- kill - PRES 
I want to kill them./I am going to kill them. 
A special group of intent clauses are those introduced by kuwa 
tawa?ma (PURP 'now+ ma), The VC in these clauses is always marked for 
past counterfactual tense and normally contains the zi prefix (2,j,l3.1). 
These kuwa tawa?ma clauses mean 'to have been right on the point of doing 
something (without actually doing it)' rather than referring simply to 
unfulfilled past intention as do intent clauses introduced by kuwa alone. 
See examples (3.6-5), (3.6-6) and (2.6-35). 
(3.6-5) 
- •· I,'> • • •' • • 
kuwa tawa? - ma ka - yi - yirara? - ma, 
PURP now - ma 3min.S - yi - climb down - PAST CF 
parppu? ka - yi - pana - wa~? - mir yara, 
until 3min.S - yi - pana - look - PAST PUNCT down 
pofo?- 6 ~- pak- ralk- mir [43/58-59] 
tree -NOM 3min.IMPL + 3min.S IMPLIC- big - INCHOAT + 
PAST PUNCT 
He was just about to climb down 1vhen he looked down and 
saw that the tree had swollen up on him (as a result of 
being 'sung', thus preventing him from descending). (Mythol.) 
(3.6-6) 
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totkan - 0 l)a - mi - ya. 
shot gun* - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
kuwa tawa? - rna l)a - kur?war - rna ... 
PURP now - rna 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST CF 
nanta- kan l)a- pa- wa [28/24,27] walal) 
then that - DAT. 3min.O + lmin.A - leave - PAST PUNCT 
I picked up my shot gun 
shot at ~he buffalo) ... 
and was just going to 
25 but because of that 
fire a 
I left it. 
3.6.2 Purpose Clauses 
In example (3. 6-7) the kuwa clause might well be construed 
as following on from or subordinated to the sentence which precedes it. 
On the other hand it may be interpreted as an independent 'intent' clause 
of the type discussed in 3.6.1. All depends on the perceived strength 
of the link between the two. This problem shows up the dubious and ill-
defined nature of the distinction I have drawn between 'intent' and 
'purpose' clauses. 
(3.6-7) tatpa- ~ l)ar- yaw- yaw- wa(.) 
[snake]- NOM 3min.O + l/2aug.A- REDUPL- spear- FUT 
kuwa l)ar - ku? - poto? - 0 [12/13-14] 
PURP 3min.O + l/2aug.A - dead - put - PRES 
-{Let's spear that snake to kill it. 
Let's spear that snake. We want to kill it. 
Subordination of the kuwa clause is much clearer in examples 
(3.6-8) and (3.6-9) where there is no pronominal prefix marking on the 
verb in the kuwa clause and where this verb bears the DAT suffix -kan. 
Note, too, that although the verb in the kuwa clause appears to be in the 
unmarked PRES tense (the verbs in both examples are from conjugation 1), both 
verbs could equally well be interpreted as INFIN forms (Table 2.5(a)). 
25 
'That' is the speaker's fear that he would hit a person if by some 
chance he missed the buffalo in the confusion. 
' 
. 
·• 
(3.6-8) 
(3.6-9) 
3.6.2 
poto? - poto? 26 kuwer- ?ka?, 
hot stones - NOM REDUPL - put kangaroo - ALL 
kuwa warikku rar - ~ - kan [4/39] 
PURP immediately cook - PRES/INFIN DAT 
-[They] put hot stones on top of the kangaroo so that it 
will cook quickly. (Context is all PRES tense) 
~a- pak- ror? -·mir kuwa 
3min.IMPL + lmin.A- IMPLIC- clear- PAST PUNCT PURP 
kata~ - poto? - ~ - kan [33/13] 
egg - lay - PRES/INFIN - DAT 
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I cleared the area for [the bird] so it could lay its eggs. 
(Ref. to sacred site.) 
In example (3.6-10) a similar kuwa clause occurs marked by kan 
and perhaps without pronominal prefixes in the VC. Here, however, the 
appropriate pronominal prefix form (3min.O + 3min.A) would be ~- if the 
verb is in PAST CF tense inflection. Thus one cannot tell whether the 
pronominal prefix is in fact lacking. In this example the intention or 
purpose depicted in the kuwa clause was not fulfilled (as shown by context) 
so the PAST CF tense marking is clearly appropriate here in contrast with 
the use of the PRES tense for a fulfilled purpose in the past in (3.6-9). 
However it is again appropriate to doubt (as for (3.6-8) and (3.6-9)) whether 
in fact the VC of the kuwa clause is marked for tense at all. ter7ka in 
(3.6-10) is a verb of the third conjugation (Table 2.5(a)) so the INFIN 
form has the same form as the PAST CF. Thus it is possible to interpret 
all of examples (3.6-8) to (3.6-10) as containing kuwa clauses of precisely 
the same form - pronominal prefixes are deleted from the VC and the INFIN 
verb form is used. 
26 
The deletion of tense suffixes and pronominal prefixes from VCs 
occurs son1etimes in series of sentences with the same subjects and tense 
marking. Where these details are clear from preceding clauses the verb 
root may be used alone as here. 
;· 
\ 
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(3. 6-10) kuwa 
3min.O + 3min.A - roast - PAST PUNCT PURP 
~er? - ka - pe - kan kuwef1 - ~ [43/16-17] 
hard - CAUS - PAST CF/INFIN - DAT kangaroo - NOM 
- He roasted the kangaroo to harden it (but it went 
completely soft). 
The DAT suffix -kan is not necessary in this type of clause. 
In (3.6-11) the VC of the kuwa clause contains no pronominal prefix and 
is in the PRES/INFIN form of the first conjugation. -kan does not appear, 
even though I think it probably could do. 
(3. 6-11) narappa? - sat - yo~ara warikku 
30 + 2uaug.A - poison - PROGR + FUT immediately 
kuwa ~om? - ~ [32/89-·90 J 
PURP float to surface dead - PRES/INFIN 
- You two poison the water straight away so that [the fish] 
will die and come to the surface! 
Similar purpose clauses occur also without kuwa but with -kan, 
and with pronominal verb prefixes in the VC of the purpose clause. In 
both (3.6-12) and (3.6-13) the verb is in either PAST CF or INFIN form, 
the verbs being mara of conjugation 5B and na of conjugation 4B (Table 
2.S(a)). In .(3.6-13) .it is not surprising to see a PAST CF form as 
required following the prefix mane? (2.5.13.1), but in (3.6-12) the PAST CF, 
which would seem to indicate that the spearing did not eventually take 
place as intended, is hardly appropriate since the spearing itself is 
described shortly afterwards in the text. Contrast (3.6-9) and (3.6-10) 
and the comments there. All this might suggest that the INFIN form is used 
in (3.6-12), even with pronominal prefixes. Compare also example (2.5-131). 
(3.6-12) 
(3. 6-13) 
3.6.2 
27 QayaQ - kan yara - ri - ya - rna 
dead man - DAT laug.S - go - PAST PUNCT - rna 
yar - mara - Qe - kan [38/76-77 ] 
3min.O + laug.A - spear - PAST CF/INFIN - DAT 
- We went [in revenge]for the dead man, to spear 
[the man responsible for his death]. 
sok - Qere? - ~ Qa - ti - ya 
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socks* - only - NOM 30 + lmin.A - stand (CAUS) - PAST PUNCT 
Qanpa - mene? - sal)a 
lmin.IMPL + 3aug.A-
- na - ne - kan [ 9/48-49] 
lest - foot - see - PAST CF - DAT 
I wore only socks (no boots) so that they would not 
see (? recognise) my tracks. 
I incline towards the view that the INFIN form is being 
used where no pronominal prefix is present but that tense forms (PRES 
or PAST CF, depending on conjugation) are present with pronominally 
prefixed verbs. This interpretation is uncertain. 
On a number of occasions in conversation purpose clauses 
marked with -kan and clearly involving the INFIN form of a verb were 
noted. These are given in (3.6-14), (3.6-15) and (3.6-16)(a). Note 
the lack of pronominal prefixes. In (3.6-14) and (3.6-15) the deep 
A and S respectiveiy of the pu~pose clauses are either the speaker, or they 
are left unspecified- this is not clear. In (3.6-16)(a) the A of the 
purpose clause is also unspecified since the example gives a general 
statement, describing the purpose of one part of some implement. 
(3.6-16)(b) gives a paraphrase of (3.6-16Xa). The 2min.A in this para-
phrase must also be interpreted very generally - as the English 'you' 
frequently is. 
27 
For discussion of the use of kan with NPs see 3.2.1. 
(3.6-14) 
(3. 6-15) 
3.6.2 
tik:ret q·OI) 7 - yol) e - kan rutna 
cigarettes* smoke - PROGR + INFIN - DAT road* 
cigarettes for smoking on the way 
l)a - kasa? - ta - l)ara 
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3min.O + lmin.A - paperbark/blanket - stand (CADS) - FDT 
yil) ane - kan 
lie + INFIN - DAT 
I'll spread out the blanket for sleeping. 
(3.6-16)(a) sapta- 1)8- kan 
lean (CADS) - INFIN - DAT 
- ... for standing it up by 
(b) ta - sapta - l)ara - kan 
3min.O + 2min.A - lean (CADS) - FUT - DAT 
- ... for you to stand it up by/ ... for standing it up by 
In this exposition of purpose clauses in text and similar 
examples a number of variables have emerged. The task of further 
elicitation will have to be to clarify the r~le played by each of these. 
The variables in question are: 
(i) the presence or absence of the particle kuwa and/or of the DAT 
suffix -kan, and the connection between these two morphemes; 
(~i) the deletion (omission) of pronominal prefixes from the VC of 
the purpose clause and the conditions under which this occurs; and 
(iii) the use of the INFIN form of the verb in the purpose clause as 
opposed to the use of tense-marked forms of the verb. 
A certain amount of elicitation was done along these lines but it has not 
yet been possible to reach firm conclusions due to gaps and inconsistencies. 
All I can hope to do here is to present some of the material obtained in 
order to show the problems and hint at some solutions. 
' 
'· 
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The sentences (3.6-17)(a) and (b) show that the DAT suffix 
-kan is optional following kuwa and a PRES/INFIN verb form (conjugation 1) 
without pronominal prefixes, but that kan is obligatory in a similar 
sentence where kuwa is omitted. (3.6-17)(c) and (d) show that -kan DAT 
may not be omitted from the purpose clause when this is in the FUT tense, 
while kuwa is optionally present in such a clause. The pronominal 
prefix may not be deleted (omitted) with a FUT tense verb in the 
purpose clause but apparently must be deleted with a PRES/INFIN verb form 
as seen in (3.6-17)(e). In the sentences full glosses are omitted where 
no changes are made. The clauses (a) to (e) were all intended as 
completions of the sentence given first. The same judgements of 
grarnrnaticality apply whether the initial sentence is in the FUT tense as 
written here, or in the PAST PUNCT tense (suffix -mip), 
(3. 6-17) walkkur - 8ke - yi? poti - ¢ 
son - 2min.DAT PRON - ERG spear - NOM 
ka- ma~ip?- pa ... 
3min.O + 3min.A - make - FUT 
(a) ... kuwep- ¢ kuwa yaw - ~ (-kan) 
kangaroo - NOM PURP spear - PRES/INFIN (-DAT) 
(b) ... kuwep- ¢ yaw-¢- kan 
(c) ... *kuwep- ¢ kuwa ka- yaw- wa 
30 + 3min.A - spear - FUT 
(d) ... kuwep- ¢ (kuwa) ka- yaw- wa- kan 
(e) · ... *kuwep - ¢ kuwa ka - yaw - ¢ 
30 + 3min.A - spear - PRES (?INFIN) 
- Your son will make a spear to kill kangaroos. 
Contrast (3.6-17)(a) and (e) with (3.6-18)(a) and (b) where 
.. the A of the purpose clause must be pronominally marked in the VC, even 
though the verb is in PRES/INFIN form. Pronominal marking is necessary 
apparently because the A is not (unmarked) third person minimal. Ordering 
,•·' 
l 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
: 
~ 
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of kuwa is said by informants to be variable. The only other possible fac-
tor involved is the transitivity of the main cluase, but other examples 
suggest that this is not important. 
(3. 6-18) mal~aQa~ak- ka? narappa?- ro- Qara •.. 
[place] - ALL 2uaug.S - go - FUT 
(a) ..• *kuwa kuwe~ - ~ yaw - ~ - kan 
PURP kangaroo - NOM spear - PRES/INFIN - DAT 
(b) ... kuwa kuwe~- ~ narappa?- yaw-~ (-kan) 
30 + 2uaug.A - spear - PRES/INFIN (-DAT) 
- You two are going to mal~aQanak to spear kangaroos. 
Contrast (3.6-l?)(a) with (3.6-19)(a) and (b). While -kan 
is optional in (3.6-l!,(a), it is obligatory in (3.6-19), which is 
parallel in other respects. But also contrast (3.6-18) with (3.6-19). 
The deletion of the pronominal prefixes is possible in the latter but not 
in the former. (3.6-19) involves the judgements of a different informant 
from that who gave me (3.6-17) and (3.6-18). 
(3. 6-19) su+a- ¢ Qi~- pak- rna- Qara ... 
water- NOM 2min.IMPL + lmin.A- IMPLIC- get- FUT 
(a) ... kuwa tom-~- kan 
PURP drink - PRES/INFIN - DAT 
(b) ... *kuwa tom-~ 
(c) ... kuwa ta - tom - ~ - kan 
30 + 2min.A - drink 
- PRES/INFIN - DAT 
I' 11 fetch some water for you to drink. 
The sentences of (3.6-19) were presented to other informants 
on a different occasion. (c) \vas accepted with the meaning given above 
but (a), which appeared with the earlier informant to be a paraphrase of 
(c), was rejected as impossible. The sentence (3.6"-20)(a) was, however, 
accepted with its paraphrase (3.6-20)(b). Note the A of the purpose 
clause. 
' 
' 
·J 
.'~ 
" 
(3. 6-20) 
3.6.2 
~a- rna- ~ara ••. 
water - NOM 30 + lmin.A - get - FUT 
(a) ... kuwa 
PURP 
(b) •.• kuwa 
tom - ¢ - kan 
drink - PRES/INFIN - DAT 
ka - tom - t} -kan 
3min.O + 3min.A - drink 
-{:S/INFIN} - DAT 
I fetched some water for him to drink. 
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For these informants the problem with (3.6-19)(a)(which they reject) 
appears to be that while. the 2min.IMPL marked in the main clause is 
obviously intended as the drinker of the water, the deletion of pronominal 
prefixes in the purpose clause is (for these informants) impossible unless 
the A of this clause is 3min. - hence the interpretation given to 
(3.6-20)(a) ('for him to drink' not 'for me to drink'). The earlier 
informant appears to allow prefix deletion if the A of the purpose clause 
can be understood from the preceding sentence in some way. The informant 
who gave examples (3.6-17) and (3.6-18) appears to agree with the 
informants who gave (3.6-20) on the difference in deletability between 3min. 
pronominal prefixes and those of other persons and numbers (see (3.6-18)). 
The uncertainty in interpretation can, I think, be seen from 
the above examples. The most one can say at this point is to suggest, on 
the basis of these and other examples: 
(i) that pronominal prefix deletion occurs only with INFIN forms of 
the verb in the purpose clause, noting that the INFIN form may be distin-
guished from the PRES tense form (in conjugation 1) and from the PAST CF 
form (in other· conjugations) by means of this prefix deletability; 
(ii) that -kan is the most important ·marker of purpose clauses; and 
(iii) that pronominal prefix deletion depends, at least in part, on 
whether the S or A of the purpose clause is third person minimal number 
or not. 
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Beyond this I cannot go in the present state of my understanding of this 
construction. My investigation of what I call 'jussive complements' 
(3.6.3) has taken a slightly different roure (largely omitting kuwa from 
consideration, for one) and it is not impossible that what is true for 
them is true also for purpose clauses generally. 'This has not yet been 
checked. 
3.6.3 Jussive Complements 
Jussive complements are clauses which stand as complements 
to verbs of saying or telling in the sense of 'commanding'. In Rembarnga 
such complements are similar (? the same) in form to the purpose clauses 
discussed above, and as a result it is appropriate to discuss them here. 
It is not clear to me whether the~e is any justification for separating 
these two types of clause but my elicitation procedures have inadvertently 
done so and until further information is collected it is not possible to 
ascertain whether they are in fact the same. My guess is that they are. 
The various English sentences of (3.6-21) contain what I have 
called 'jussive complements' (underlined). 
(3. 6-21) (a) They told me to go. 
(b) They told me to break it. 
(c) I told you to give them meat. 
(d) I told the women to swee:e the :elace. 
(e) I will tell them to s:eear fish. 
Perhaps the most usual Rembarnga forms for these sentences are given in 
(3.6-22)(a) to (e) respectively. These Rembarnga sentences imply that the 
order given had, at the time of speaking, not yet been carried out since 
it applied to some still future time. Glosses are not given in full 
where a sentence partly repeats an earlier one. 
(3.6-22)(a) Qanpa- yine7- wa- ~ 
lmin.O + 3aug.A - say - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT 
Qa - ro - Qara - kan 
. . 
lmin.S - go - FUT - DAT 
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(b) ~anpa - yine? - wa - ~ 
~a - tay7 - ka - ra - kan 
30 + lmin.A - break - CAUS - PRES/FUT - DAT 
(c) ~ifl - yine7 - wa - ~ re - ~ 
2min.O + lmin.A - say - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT meat - NOM 
para - te?wa - na - kan 
3aug.IMPL + 2min.A- give- FUT- DAT 
(d) p~ a - yine? - wa - ~ ti~ 1 - kappul 
3aug.O + lmin.A- say - TRANSVR- PAST PUNCT woman - DEF AUGM 
(kuwa) 
(PURP) 
par - ror? - ra - kan 
30 + 3aug.A - sweep - FUT - DAT 
(e) pal] a - yine? - wa - na ser - 6 
3aug.O + lmin.A - say - TRANSVR - FUT fish - NOM 
par - mara - ~ara - kan 
30 + 3aug.A - spear - FUT - DAT 
Note, in the sentences of (3.6-22), the use of -kan to mark the jussive 
complement clause, the use of a FUT verb form in this clause and the use 
of pronominal prefixes marking an A or S which is referentially identical 
in each case with the 0 of the verb yine?wa 'tell' in the same example. 
All these examples with FUT tense verbs in their complements have alternative 
' forms using INFIN forms and deleting pronominal prefixes. These are given 
in (3. 6-23) (a) to (e). These sentences have the same reference to future 
carrying out of an order as the sentences of (3.6-22). The conjugations of 
the respective complement verbs are g·iven in parentheses. Full glosses are 
omitted for words which simply repeat those in (3.6-22). 
1 
--·· '·I·, .. . . ' . •. 
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(3.6-23) (a) f)anpa - yine? - wa - ~ ro -l)e - kan 
go(SB) - INFIN - DAT 
(b) Qanpa - yine? - wa - ~ tay? - ka - pe - kan 
break - CAUS (3) - INFIN - DAT 
(c) Qip - yine? - wa - ~ re - ~ te?wa - ne - kan 
give (4B) - INFIN - DAT 
(d) paQa - yine? - wa - ~ tiQ? - kappul ror? - ~ - kan 
sweep(l) - INFIN - DAT 
(e) pal) a - yine? - wa - na ser - ~ mara - f) e - kan 
spear(SB) - INFIN - DAT 
The complement construction exemplified in (3.6-23) is possible only 
when the A or S of the complement clause is coreferential with the 0 of 
yine?wa (or with the IMPL of pak- yine?). For this purpose the A and S 
(depending on transitivity) of the complement clause are syntactically 
identified. 
Another interpretation of the English sentences (3.6-2l)(a) 
to (d) is possible, if the command is taken as referring to a past time 
from the speaker's point of view, still taking the command as not yet 
carried out. (3. 6-24) gives this alternative interpretation for the 
English sentence (3.6-2l)(c). I interpret the suffix on the complement 
verb as a tense suffix, not an INFIN suffix. 
(3,6-24) Qip - yine? - wa - ~ (kwa) re - ~ 
para - te?wa - ne kan 
3aug.IMPL + 2min.A- give- PAST CF- DAT 
I told you to give them meat (at some past time) and you 
did not give it to them. 
Further complexities come to light, however, when one compares 
" ' 
. •• t • I' 
.• 
; 
~~ 
' 
' 
' ,, 
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clauses such as the four complements ((a) to (d)) given in (3.6-25), noting 
the interplay between PRES, PAST CF and INFIN verb forms and noting the 
interpretation of deleted pronominal prefixes. These deleted pronominal 
prefixes are interpreted as third person minimal when the complement 
verb is tense-marked (i.e. PAST CF i: INFIN for conjugation 1, PRES i: INFIN 
for conjugation SA) while they are interpreted as identical to the 0 of 
the verb of saying when the complement verb is an INFIN form (i.e. PRES = 
INFIN for conjugation 1 but.PAST CF = INFIN for conjugation SA) . 
(3.6-25) ~anpa- yine?- wa- ~ ... 
lmin.O + 3aug.A - say - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT 
They told me ... 
(a) ... kuwer - ~ ~ap - ~ - kan 
(b) 
(c) 
kangaroo - NOM roast(l) - INFIN(PRES) - DAT 
- ..• to roast the kangaroo. 
•.• kuwer - ~ tal? - me - kan 
. 
roast (1) PAST CF DAT 
- ... that he should have roasted the kangaroo. 
... kuwer- ~ ~iya- ~ kan 
cook(SA) - PRES - DAT 
- ... that he was to cook the kangaroo. 
(d) ... kuwer- ~ ~iya- ~e- kan 
cook(SA) - INFIN (PAST CF) - DAT 
- ... to cook the kangaroo. 
In the (b) and (c) complements a pronominal prefix cross-referencing a 
third person minimal A has been deleted, while in the (a) and (d) sentences, 
where the INFIN forms occur, the deleted pronominal prefix must refer 
to a first person minimal A, referentially identical to the 0 of yina7wa 
in the main clause. 
It has not been possible as yet to explore fully the various 
possibilities for prefix deletion, tense sequence and use of kuwa and -kan 
in this type of complement clause. A more thorough investigation of these 
phenomena may well throw some light on the more general purpose clauses 
discussed in 3.6.2. 
3.7 RELATIVE CLAUSES 
3.7.1 Introductory 
3.7.1 
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As 'Relative Clauses' in Rembarnga I group together those 
clauses whose VCs are marked with what I have called the REL series of 
pronominal verb prefixes detailed in 2.5.5.2. These ·REL pronominal 
prefixes appear in clauses with a very wide range of functions such as 
those traditionally known as relative clauses, conditional clauses, 
adverbial clauses of time and place, and others. Some REL clauses are 
marked with case suffixes and others are not. The determination of 
sentence boundaries and patterns of subordination is often rather difficult 
in text material and this means that it is often unclear exactly what 
function a REL clause does ~erform. 
In two papers, 'Gaps in Grammar and Culture' (n.d.) and 
'The Adjoined Relative Clause in Australia' (forthcoming), Hale has 
pointed out that in a number of Australian languages a range of 
functions such as that listed above for Rembarnga REL clauses is fulfilled 
by relative clauses of a 'generalised' type. In what follows here I shall 
not attempt to deal with the question of whether Rembarnga relative clauses 
have an 'adjoine~ or an embedded' deep structure - the main thrust of 
Hale's discussion- but instead I will try to suggest in 3.7.8 and 
3.7.9 something of the underlying semantic common denominator of these 
' various types of REL clause in Rembarnga. Presupposition could well be, 
I believe, the key to the REL construction in Rembarnga. I make no 
attempt to apply this idea to the Walbiri and Kaititj material presented 
by Hale. 
Various types of REL clause in Rembarnga are discussed and 
exemplified under various headings in 3.7.2 to 3. 7.7 using Hale's proposed 
classification into T-relative and NP-relative clauses, and noting a 
number of examples which are not covered by this. Hale himself notes 
(forthcoming: 19-20) that the distinctions he proposes for relative clauses 
may not be clear-cut and that the qu~stion of "interpretation" may be 
••, outside the realm of syntax. While, from an English speaker's point of 
view, many types of REL clause interpretations can be found in Rembarnga, 
the morphological similarity of all these types in the language suggests 
that Rembarnga speakers do not find the same sorts of variation either 
clear-cut or relevant. I use Hale's classification as a useful expository 
i device but hope that it will become clear that we must turn elsewhere for a 
:~ 
] 
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more adequate explanation of the Rembarnga REL construction. Following 
discussion of presupposition in the structure of Rembarnga REL clauses 
as an alternative (or as a complement) to Hale's analysis (3.7.8, 3.7.9), 
I mention case-marked REL clauses (3.7.10) and negative clauses with the 
particle malak (3. 7 .12). 
3.7.2 T-Relative Clauses- Conditional 
Examine the text examples (3.7-1) and (3.7-2). In each 
case the REL clause is enclosed in brackets. 
(3.7-1) 
(3.7-2) 
jyere - yappa? - pa - na 
L3min.O + laug.A + REL -
- rna 
UAUGM - leave - PAST CF - rna 
nanta- ~ -rna l yaranpa- yappa? -pu-na [37/123-124] 
that - NOM - maJ laug.O + 3aug.A - UAUGM - kill - PAST CF 
If we ~wo) had left that [woman] (i.e. 'If we had 
not killed her ... '), they would have killed us. 
kuwa tawa? - rna I) a - kur?war - rna 
PURP now - rna 
Ganapparu - ~ 
~uff alo - NOM 
3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST CF 
l)i - peteSka - pa 
3min.O + lmin.A + REL- miss - PAST CF 
rnaSSi?J pi - ~ 
but person - NOM 
pal)a- rna? - kur?war -rna - kappul [cf.28/24-26] 
3aug.O + lmin.A - lest - shoot - PAST CF - DEF AUGM 
I was just about to shoot [at] it ... but if I had missed 
the buffalo I might have hit the people. 
The REL clauses in both these examples are what are commonly called unreal 
or counterfactual conditionals. Note that in each case the REL clause 
and the following main clause are both in the PAST CF tense. It so happens 
that, in each example, main and subordinate clauses share a co-referential 
NP. In (3. 7-1) the A of the subordinate clause is co-referential with 
the 0 of the main clause while in (3.7-2) the As of both clauses are co-
referential. That this is not a necessary condition for a conditional 
' " 
' i~ 
; 
., 
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interpretation is shown by (3.7-3) where there are no co-referential 
NPs in subordinate and (double) main clause and where the tense of 
both clauses is still identical but FUT. The factual/non-factual 
distinction does not apply in non-past tenses (see 2.5.2). 
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(3. 7-3) 
[
piri - taro - war? - ra J 
3min.O + 3aug.A + REL - dreaming place - disturb/throw - FUT 
tura takkuna- yi? tio? - yi? 
body small - ERG woman - ERG 
ka- ka-na tawa?, 
30 + 3min.A - take - FUT today 
ka- takku- patta? - ra [35/5-7] 
30 + 3min.A - baby - nurse - FUT 
If they (i.e, 'anyone'), damage the dreaming place then 
even small girls will have children and nurse them. 
Compare, too, example (3.7-4), concerning the consequence of misuse 
of the Rainbow's dreaming place. Again both main and subordinate 
(conditional) clauses are in the FUT tense. The Rainbow is being quoted. 
(3. 7-4) piri - ro - oara 
3aug.S + REL·- go 
0 a - ku 7 - 0 u - na 
3IMPL + lmin.A - body - eat - FUT 
[42/68-69] 
If people (i.e. 'anyone') come here I '11 eat them up, 
In examples (3.7-1) to (3.7-4) the REL (conditional) clause 
always precedes the main clause. This need not always be the case, 
Compare (3. 7-5) and (3. 7-6). Both examples have a subordinate clause in 
FUT tense and a main clause in unmarked non-past tense (i.e. PRES) after 
the verb prefix pa(na)? 'lest' (2.5.13.l(ii)). The order of clauses 
differs in each case. 
:.o 
., 
~- . 
_., 
--i 
' 
,1 
. ' 
(3. 7-5) 
(3. 7-6) 
munku 
perhaps 
3.7.2 
~ - pane? - ru - n 
3min.S - lest - cry 
pere - suy? - ya 
3min.O + 3aug.A + REL -
frara - tta 
-PRES Lfather- PRIV 
He might cry if they send him without his father. 
(Said of a small boy.) 
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jkura? - rna 
Lthat way - rna 
yupe? - rna nere - yappa7 - pol? - ra 
northwards -rna 2aug.S + REL - UAUGM-
· J nanpa- pa? - yappa? -mara- ~ [38/124-125] 
go out - FUT 2aug.O + 3aug.A - lest - UAUGM- spear - PRES 
- If you go out [of the hut] on the northern side they might 
spear you. (L e. 'So leave on the southern side. ') 
Another example of a REL clause with a conditional inter-
pretation is given as (2.3-27). In that example the REL clause is in 
the FUT tense while the main clause is an 'intent' clause with the 
particle kuwa and the PAST CF tense. Note that in all the examples 
(3.7-1) to (3.7-6) and (2.3-27) the verbs in both main and subordinate 
clauses arenot marked for a factual tense. That this fact is significant 
for the conditional interpretation of these clauses becomes apparent 
when we examine REL clauses which function as adverbial clauses of time 
(3. 7. 3) . 
3.7.3 T-Relative Clauses- Temporal 
See the examples (3" 7-7) and (3. 7-8), noting the tense of 
each clause. 
(3. 7-7) 
[
pat 
climb 
piri - yappa? - mar - rna 
3aug.S + REL - UAUGM- went -.J pi - ~ person - NOM 
par - yappa? - na - ~ 
30 + 3aug.A - UAUGM - see - PAST PUNCT 
- When they (two) went up the hill they sa_w people . 
' . 
:; 
.. : 
·, 
., 
., 
... 
'! 
·' 
! 
·-'' 
(3. 7-8) 
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[
pere -
3aug.S 
marampa? - rna - Qe - tte - nip 
+ REL - eloping couple - take - STEM - REFLEX - PAST CON~ 
payar - kunwa - nip - para? 
3aug.O + laug.A- chase- PAST CONT- UAUGM 
payar- yaw -.rna~- para? [38/233-234] 
3aug.O + laug.A- spear - PAST CONT - UAUGM 
- Whenever someone took someone else's wife we used to 
chase the two of them (man and woman) and spear them. 
In both REL and main clause in each example the tense is one of the factual 
past tenses, In each example the tenses of both clauses are identical. 
All known examples of REL clauses with 'when' interpretation can be said 
to have identical tense with their associated main clause if PAST PUNCT, 
PAST CONT and PAST CF are considered identical in 
aspect and in the feature NON-FACTUAL, but not in 
tense - they differ in 
28 
tense. See, for 
example, the first two clauses of (2.6-48), which are similar in some. 
respects to (3.7-8) but have different past tense marking. 
Two REL clauses in temporal adverb interpretation may be. 
adjoined to a main clause. The example (3.7-9) is , in fact, quite 
complex. Note that the REL clauses may follow the main clause. Contrast 
(3.7-7) and (3.7-8), 
(3.7-9) yarakkun? Qa - wan? - mip ka - Qura? - pul - ~ 
down lmin.S - look - PAST PUNCT 3min.S - fire. - smoke. -
1 1 .30 saranta tta - 51 
PRES 29 midday - TEMPLOC 
28 
For the inclusion of PAST CF here see example (3.7-66) where the 
REL clauses are marked with the suffix -SSi TEMP LOG. See also example 
(3.7-48). 
29 
The PRES tense on this VC results from deletion or lack of speci-
fication owing to tense identity with a perception VC (wa~?) to which 
this clause is a complement (cf.3.5), The tense of the main clause in 
(3. 7-9) is therefore PAST PUNCT, the tense of l)awall?mip. 
30 
It is not clear \~hethe.r tarantalttalSi is part of the preceding 
main clause or part of the following REL clause. 
·' 
., 
·:. 
i 
3.7.3 
piri - flu - nip 
30 + 3aug.A + REL - eat - PAST CONT 
tina - para l f;.araman 
lunch* - 3aug. DAT PRONj ~orse -
""' ~ 
NOM 
piri - sensim? ·- rna~ 
30 + 3aug.A - change* J 19/17-19 J PAST CONT 
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I looked down and saw the fire smoking as they ate their 
midday meal and as they changed their horses. 
In commenting on temporal T-relative (i.e. 'when') clauses 
I have used examples with verbs marked for past tenses because they clearly 
distinguish factual (temporal) from non-factual (unreal conditional). 
In English we can distinguish unreal conditionals ('if ... ') from 
'when ... 1 clauses even in the future, In Rembarnga the FACTUAL/NON~ 
FACTUAL distinction is suspended in non-past tenses. Thus while we 
may be justified, on the basis of English glosses, in listing sentences 
like (3.7-3) to (3.7-6) among the unreal or counterfactual conditional 
('if. , . ') examples, nevertheless there are formally very similar sentences 
such as (3, 7-10) and (3, 7-11) which we would prefer to translate as 
'when.,,' clauses in English. The distinction between these two groups 
of sentences mentioned here seems to arise from the English gloss, rather 
than being a real issue for speakers of Rembarnga. And, in fact, the 
'when'/'if' distinction is not made, even in English, for general 
statements such as the English translation of (3.7-10). 
(3. 7-10) 
ma7kun 
ki - na:r? - :ra 
3min.S + REL-
ki - wan? - na 
. . . 
die 
l malak 
- FU~ NEG 
again 3min,S + REL- look/wake -.FUT 
- When/if a person dies, he will not wake up again, 
!. 
(3. 7-11) 
3. 7. 3 
kutar7 munku \parppu7 
Lsoon FUTURE perhaps Wednesday 
r:Jiri - tiS - sa 
2min.S + REL - return 
ta - poto? - po~o? - ~a 
nenta - Slji 
that - TEMP LOC 
puk - ka? 
30 + 2min.A - REDUPL - put - FUT book* - ALL 
[42/76-77] 
- When you come back, maybe on Wednesday, you can put it 
in the book. 
Note in passing that, while a REL 'when' clause normally 
precedes or follows the main clause, it may, on rare occasions, be 
inserted into the main clause as in (3.7-12). 
(3.7-12) J)inta - ~ k t . 31 u.ars~~na 
lmin.PRON - NOM in the morning 
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fki - soto? - mip l t}a - yut - mip [32/80] 
~min.S + REL - dawn - PAST PUNC~ lmin.S - go on foot -PAST PUNCT 
In the morning, when dawn came, I walked there./When dawn 
came in the morning •.. 
3.7.4 NP-Relative Clauses 
In the REL clauses discussed up to this point the significant 
point for interpretation seems to be identity of tense (as opposed to 
aspect) and of specification for the feature NON-FACTUAL between the 
REL and main clauses in each example. It is quite possible, on the other 
hand, to have referential identity between an NP in the REL clause and 
one in the main clause without identity of tense. Such a sentence may 
be interpreted as what is traditionally termed a 'relative clause'. That 
is the REL clause can be considered· to qualify (restrictively or non-
restrictively) an NP in the main clause. Hale (forthcoming) uses the term 
'NP-relative' for this type of interpretation. (3.7-13) is an example of 
a restrictive relative clause. The use of a demonstrative (nattenta) 
appears to make the NP-relative interpretation restrictive. 
31 
It is not clear whether kuSarStina is part of the main clause or 
of the REL clause. 
,.;;. 
'· 
... I 
.. , 
. 
:.; 
(3. 7-13) lnattanta 
~hat 
ni7ka~a7 
3.7.4 
piri - miri - ya J 
3min.O + 3min.A + REL - spear - PAST PUNCT 
ta - mara - I) ara 
3min.EMPH 3min.O + 2min.A- spear - FUT 
- You are to kill the person who killed him. 
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The A of the REL clause is co-referential with the 0 of the main clause. 
REL clauses with a restrictive NP-relative interpretation 
are given in (3. 7-14) to (3. 7-16). It is the appearance of a demonstra-
tive which motivates the restrictive nature of the interpretation. In 
each case it is not clear whether the demonstrative should be seen as 
part of the REL clause or as part of the main clause. Although REL and 
main clauses in each example have identical tense (unlike (3,7-13)), it is 
the co-reference between NPs which appears to be most significant for 
interpretation. See (2.2-23) for a further example of a REL clause with 
restrictive NP-relative interpretation in which tense is not identical 
between REL and main clause, 
(3. 7-14} 
(3.7-151 
ta - yi - mirSippu - n nan? rutna - ~ 
3min.O + 2min.A- yi - know -PRES that road* - NOM 
rki - yu~ - yu~ - ~ 
L3min,S + REL - REDUPL -
- Do you know that road 
potkari - walal 
run -PRES [place] - ABL J 
which runs from potkari? 
yar - ka;-i - pe~e? - mer; nenta - ~ - rna 
3min.O + laug.A - wounded - carry - PAST CONT that - NOM - rna 
one - (n)ta NOM CONT 
pere - miri - ya - rna 
3min.O + 3aug.A + REL - spear - PAST PUNCT -rna 
n3nta - {! - rna J 
that - NOM - rna 
[38/147-148 J 
- We carried the wounded man on our shoulders all the way, the 
man whom he (i.e. another) had speared. 
.:. 
.. 
' ) 
(3. 7-16) 
3.7.4 
yar - l)awa - ~ nenta - ~ 
3min.O + laug.A - hear - PAST PUNCT that - NOM 
Jril)i - poy - pa - wa l 
l?aug.O + lmin.A + REL - untouched - leave - PAST P1~CTj 
. 32 para - yor - pra [29/72-73] 
3aug.S - move in a group - PROGR + PRES 
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[The four buffaloes] which I had left untouched, we heard 
them coming,up all together. 
In (3.7-14) the 0 of the main clause is co-referential with the S of the 
REL clause while in both (3.7-15) and (3.7-16) the 0 of the main clause is 
co-referential with the 0 of the REL clause. 
If no demonstrative is present examples of REL clauses in NP-
relative interpretation appear to be non-restrictive, like, for instance, 
the REL clauses in (3.7-17) and (3.7-18) . 
(3.7-17) 
(3. 7-18) 
rara - l)ene - ~ I) a - yine? - wa - ~ 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - say -
ll)ini- wa~a- yarat- ka- pa [9/22-23] 
TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT ~min.O + 3min.A + REL - CONT - grow up -
CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
- I told my father, the man who "grew me up". 
ni?tanta ka+ina - yi? ku?na - ~ 
3min.PRON big one - ERG dead one - NOM 
~...,ku?- mi- ya, ku? kata, 
3min.O + 3min.A - dead - get - PAST PUNCT body old 
~anteken - yi? yi - pu - wa [43/12-1~ 
~i~~o - ERG 3min.O + 3min.A + REL - kill - PAST PUNCT J 
- The big [brother] got a dead [kangaroo], an old carcase, 
which a dingo had killed. (Contrast his smaller brother 
who speared a fresh kangaroo.) (Mythol.) 
32 
of the 
The PRES tense occurs with this verb because 
perception verb I) awa ''hear' . See 3 · 5. 
it is the complement 
Mid P.339 end 3. 7.4 insert: 
See Hale's comments (forthcoming:28) on his example of an NP-
relative with split antecedents. Here, as in Remba.rnga example (3.7-19) 1 
the REL clause is reduced from a fuller clause containing a conjoined NP. 
In (3. 7-19) the conjoined NP is of the form 'he and I and others' o Of 
the conjoined nominals making up this NP one is co-referential with the A of 
the main clause, one with the 0 of the main cl!ause and one with nothing in the 
main clause. All three are marked colleoti vely only prefixally in the REL 
clause. As noted in 3.1 NPs or parts of NPs ma,y readily be deleted in 
Rembarnga, often leaving the pronominal verb prefix as the only full marker 
of the NP in the sentence. There appear to be no restrictions as to 
person and number of nominals which ma,y be deleted as parts of a conjoined NP. 
Compare example ( 3.1-8) in which half of a conjoined,NP ( tanta - ~ 2min.PRON -
NOM) is omi tied in full nominal form but marked 1:u pronominal prefix to the 
verb. Such 'conjtmction reduction' is a feature of a number of Australian 
languages. 
in the 
~I v;•u~,.,. NP • 
~ ......... PRON-
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In (3.7-17) the 0 of the main clause is co-referential with the A of the 
REL clause and the A of the main clause is co-referential with the 0 
of the REL clause. In (3 7 18) th 0 f h 
· - e s o t e two clauses are co-referential. 
Finally consider (3.7-19), This appears to be a type of 
Nf-relative clause in which the S of the REL clause includes NPs co-
referential with both the A and the 0 of the main clause. 
(3. 7-19) nan? - ~ kuyala? Qa - mir~i - ~ 
that - NOM I think 3min.O + lmin.A - know - PRES 
jtawin yiri - work - man 
~arwin laug.S + ~EL - w~rk* 
- PAST CONJ 
I think I know that man from when we (three or more) were 
working together in Darwin. 
(3.7-19) is the sort of sentence Hale looks for in Walbiri (forthcoming: 
2?) to argue against the type of analysis of relative clauses that he 
calls the extraction analysis, in which a relative clause is derived as 
embedded under an NP and then 'extracted' and moved to final ('adjoined') 
position. A sentence like (3.7-19) complicates an embedding analysis in 
that the relative clause would be appropriately embedded under both the 
0 and the A of the main clause simultaneously. 
3.7.5 Locational Clauses 
There are a number of REL clauses in text material ivhich would 
best be translated into English as adverbial clauses of place ('where ... '). 
NP co-reference or tense identity between the REL and main clauses either 
does not occur or does not appear to be significant for interpretation, 
It is conceivable that one could posit identical adverbs in REL and main 
clauses, followed by deletion of one or both, but the only justification 
for this would be a desire to parallel the identity of tense and co-
reference of NPs conditions on interpretation as outlined in 3.7.2 to 
3.7.4. Since the importance of these other conditions is doubtful we 
are not justified in positing identical adverbs of place for locational 
clause constructions. In each example below the REL clause is construed 
as qualifying some NP of place (without itself containing a co-referential 
NP), or as modifying some local adverb or demonstrative. In (3.7-20) 
-; 
., 
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and (3.7-21), for instance, the REL clauses appear to modify an 
adverbial demonstrative and local adverbials respectively in the main 
clauses. 
(3. 7-20) 
(3. 7-21) 
panta - 55a krosin - rf; oar - manir7 - ra 
there - LOC crossing* - NOM 30 + l/2aug.A - make - FUT 
lkal? 
Lbase 
- na 
part - 3min.DAT PRON 
ki - kal? - yuru 
3min.IMPL + REL- base-
nattanta 
there 
mappun ~26/14-16] 
lie+ PRES [type fly~ 
We'll make a [river] crossing place there, where the 
bottom of the mappun dreaming is. 
kura? walam wurara - ssa 
over there in the south ~lace]- LOC 
ka - pak - yolyol - la 
3min. IMPL + 3min.A - H1PLIC 
Ganapparu - r/> 
tell story - FUT ~uffalo - NOM 
ki - turu plen - sa l [33/ 3-4 J 
3S + REL - stand + PRES plain* - Locj 
He will tell him a story about [something that happened] 
in the south at wurara, where there are buffaloes on 
the plain. 
In the examples (3. 7-22) to (3. 7-24) the REL clauses appear 
to qualify the nominals tawal, tawal and mota respectively, without 
.' any NP co-referential with these occurring in the respective REL clauses. 
·! 
-
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(3. 7-22) fJ a - tawal - muttu - f) a:ra 1 k ma flaf) ai).a , 
(3. 7-23) 
3min.IMPL + lmin.A- country - h FUT [ 1 s ow - p ace J 
~kela - ppara? - ~ pere - yappa? - nu:ra, [subsection name]- UAUGM- NOM 3 aug.S + REL- UAUGM- sit-
pent a 
there 
I'll show him the country malpaf)anak, where the two kela 
men are 1i ving. 
tawal yana?- ma ke?te penta, 
place INDEF - ma do you reckon there 
rsin?kal? 
~type stone] 
ki - yu:ru 
3min. S + REL - J 
[26/43-44] 
lie + PRES 
- What's that place there - where the 5in?kal? is? 
(3. 7-24) . f) a - mo~o - mo~o - wa - wip 
3min.IMPL + lmin,A- REDUPL- path- follow- PAST PUNCT 
jkumur 
~awards 
yarakkun? 
downwards 
ko:rrJor - ?ka? 
billabong - ALL 
ki - toto? - ~ l [33/16] 
3min.S + REL - descend - PRE~ 
I followed the path, where [the bird] always goes 
down to the billabong. 
3.7.6 Miscellaneous REL Clauses 
Throughout 3. 7. 2 to 3, 7. 5 we have observed a wide variety of 
clauses which are morphologically similar to each. other (in using the 
REL pronominal prefix forms) but which have different translations into 
English and thus appear to be distinct clause types. In some cases we 
have taken tense identity between REL and main clause as significant 
for interpretation, in other cases we took co-reference of NPs as 
significant. In many examples several such conditions are fulfilled at 
once and it is not clear that we are justified in interpreting one or 
other as most significant in the particular examples. Hale notes 
···. 
:J 
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(forthcoming:2lff.) that the simple T-relative/NP-relative classification 
is insufficient to account for all the possible uses of 'adjoined 
relative clauses' in Walbiri. The same is true for Rembarnga. Locational 
clauses (3.7.5) are one group of clauses which cannot be handled in this 
way, as are the focus sentences discussed in 3.7.7. There are others 
too. 
Example (3.7-25) (similar to Hale's example (25) (forthcoming: 
22)) involves perhaps some causal connection between the REL clause and 
,, the main clause, but t~e connection may, in point of fact, be very much 
less specific. The variety of translations given will show the problem. 
Note specifically that there is no tense identity or NP co-reference 
between the two clauses. 
,. 
' 
') 
·:..c. 
(3. 7-25) 
[
takkutakku 
children -
- ~ 
NOM 
piri - QulpiS - mir l 
3aug.S + REL - cold - INCHOAT +PAST PUNCTJ 
Qa - pal - rna - uara 
30 +lmin.A - firewood - get - FUT 
- All the children are cold so I will collect some firewood./ 
Given that all the children are cold I will collect some 
firewood./If all the children are cold I will collect 
some firewood. 
The subject matter of a story is often put in a REL clause 
as complement to a verb of 'telling' as in (3.7-26) and (3.7-27). 
(3. 7-26) yara - pak - yappa7 - uesa - uara 
laug.IMPL + 2min.A- IMPLIC - UAUGM- tell - FUT 
rmunau a: - yi? 
~hite man - ERG 
peren - yi - kur?war - kur?war - mip 
3aug.O + 3min.A -.yi- REDUPL- shoot-
PAST PUNCT 
Can you 
miS5inta7]· 
long ago · 
tell us two about 
lot of people long ago? 
when the white man shot a 
.~------
-~ --
(3.7-27) 
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maliwaoa - ~ ka - rawk - rawk - ka 
[name] - NOM 3min.S - REDUPL - speak- FUT 
0ara - 0 ana - ~ jwalam 
father - lmin.DAT PRON - NOM Lin the south 
yi - wo-rk - me"Q. [33/ 1-2 J 
3min. S + REL - work*- PAST 
maliwaoa, my father, is going to talk about when he was 
working in the south, 
Notice the use of a REL clause, qualifying the demonstrative 
nanta, as the complement of oawa 1hear' in (3,7-28), An adverbial clause 
of time also appears in the example. 
(3. 7-28) 
(3. 7-29). 
(3.7-29). 
f)a - oawa - ¢ 
30 + lmin.A - hear - PAST PUNCT 
nenta - ¢, 
that - NOM 
jmaynoru 
l_:rainoru 
f)i - work - men, l jnamorara - ¢ 
lmin.S ~ REL -·work*- PAST CON~ ~nam~J -NOM 
ki - Qar - mel). l 
3min.S + REL - be sick- PAST CON~ 
- I heard that while I was working at Mainoru, that 
namorara ~vas sick, 
Aftertalman 'like' a'REL clause complement has been found, in 
malak pere - Salman 
NEG 3aug.S + REL - like+ PRES 
pere - ro - oara 
3aug,S + REL - go -
lskul 
l:chool 
_ They do not want to go to school./They do not like going to 
school. 
. ····· --------
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In examples (3.7-30) and (3.7-31) the REL clauses could 
be considered complements of the verbs wa~? 'look, wait' and kaDaway 
'be satisfied' respectively, or they might be interpreted as NP-relatives 
whose subjects (S or A) are co-referential with the IMPL in the main 
clauses. 
(3.7-30) 
(3. 7-31) 
yara - wa~a - wa~? - rna~ pi - kan 
laug.S - CONT - wait - PAST CONT man - DAT "soldiers" - DAT 
wal).~a - wa - na 
[
yerenpe -
laug.IMPL + 3aug.A + REL - tracks - follow - PAST CF 
watta - walal 
behind - ABLj 
lpere - ro - l}a 
L3aug. S + REL - go/come - PAST 
l ~8/165-2.67] 
CFJ 
We were waiting for the men, the "soldiers" (i.e. avengers), 
to follow our tracks and come up behind./We were waiting 
for the men who would .•. 
para - Si - kal}a - way - mi0 nan?ma 
3aug.IMPL- yi- belly- be satisfied- PAST PUNCT this 
f;erenpe - yappa? - miri - ya - rna J 
~aug.O + 3aug.A + REL - UAUGM- spear - PAST PUNCT -rna 
jyerenpe - yappa7 - pe~eSka - pa~ - rna [37/139-140~ 
~aug.O + 3aug.A + REL - UAUGM - miss - PAST CONT - rna _j 
They got satisfaction by throwing spears at us (two) and 
missing us. 33 /They were satisfied, thosewho.,. 
See also examples (3.7-32) and (3.7-33). In (3.7-32) either 
NP-relative or T-relative interpretation would be valid. 
33 Compare the makarata peace-making fights in north-east Arnhem Land 
as described by Warner (1958:163-165) and the maneiag in western Arnhem Land 
as described by Berndt and Berndt (1970:177). 
--
-~ 
(3.7-32) 
3.7.6 
~alwat paran - tiy? - rna~, 
stone 3aug.O + 3min.A - hit - PAST CONT 
jpiri - yut - mif1 l [11/22-23] 
L3aug.S + REL - run - PAST PUNC~ 
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The stone hit them as they ran./The stonehit those who ran. 
' In (3.7-33) the REL clause is easily understood but its link with the 
main clause cannot easily be clarified in terms of tense identity, while 
the IMPL of the main clause is co-referential with the S of the REL 
clause. An NP-relative interpretation yields an awkward English gloss, 
while the NP co-reference is peripheral to the most satisfactory English 
gloss. 
(3. 7-33) yarappa? - wa~? - mif1 
luaug. S - look - PAST PUNCT. 
34 ka - mo~o - yuru 
ka~puma 
[name] 
lki - ~iS - mif1 
3min.IMPL track - lie + PRES L3min. S + REL - return - PAST PUNCT 
J}aras - ka? l [32/21-22] 
[place] AL~ 
- We saw kalpuma's track there, from when he went back to 
~ara!i,. 
3.7.7 Focus Construction 
REL clauses are used sometimes in Rembarnga as a device for 
focusing on a particular sentence constituent. This is roughly the 
equivalent of the English cleft sentence construction. In such a construc-
tion in Rembarnga only a single clause appears in the surface structure, 
in apposition to the constituent to be focused upon. This can be clearly 
seen in.examples (3.7-34) and (3.7-35) where I include contextual 
material to show the focus construction more clearly. 
34 The 
perception 
PRES tense here is 
verb wa~? (3. 5). 
---
due to this VC's being a complement to the 
-·~--- - ----
---
I 
-
' 
(3.7-34) 
(3. 7-35) 
3.7.7 
kOfOWoy? 
on the way 
yara - niyi pattenta - ~sam, 
laug.S - sit +PAST PUNCT there - LOC 
yene?kura, yene?kura ... 
INDEF INDEF 
sappa~ppermere 
[place] 
jPere - yina?... l panta - ssam 
~aug.S + REL - say+ PR~ there - LOC 
[38/89-90] 
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On the.way we stopped there, at what's-the-place, what's-
the-place. • • lt IS sappa~ppermere they Say (that they Call it) 
... There. 
yarappa? - wan? - mif1 mu~ull)u - kapa - kaf1al)?. , . 
luaug.S - look- PAST PUNCT saratoga fish- REDUPL- small 
ken mu~ull)u- kaf1a- kaf1al)? ... ~irma~- kaf1a- kapal)? 
woops saratoga fish - REDUPL - small barramundi - REDUPL -
jPiri - tol? - mip l 
small L:aug.S ~ ~L- float- PAST PUNc:J 
- We saw a lot of little saratogas ... Woops! 
[32/105-106] 
Little saratogas? .. ~ 
It was little barramundis which were floating. 
In each of these examples we can see that, because of initial uncertainty 
or error, one NP is. to be emphasised or focused upon and the rest of 
the sentence in which it occurs is relegated to the background and put in 
REL form. 
See, too, example (3. 7-36). The REL clause here forms the 
first sentence of a text and seems to me to be focusing on the identity 
of the starting point of the journey to be described. The focusing function 
of the 'REL verb form is perhaps not as clear here as in (3,7-34) and 
(3.7-35), but it appears that this is the best interpretation. Note the 
fact that the adverbial word which is being emphasised or focused on is 
placed first in the sentence when in a non-REL sentence it would be 
likely to follow the VC. 
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(3.7-36) pulu7katuru - wala [yiri -
(place] - ABL laug.S 
yappa? - Qe? - Qe? - mir 
+ REL - UAUGM - REDUPL -
get up - PAST PUNCTJ 
(repeat first sentence) 
kayika pattanta kara [27/1-3] 
onwards there up 
It was from pulu?katuru that we left, (repeat), 
and (went] right on up there. 
A T-relative interpretation would also be possible for example 
(3.7-36)- 'When we left pulu?katuru we (went] •.• 1 
3.7.8 35 Presupposition and the REL Construction 
In this section I wish to develop briefly the view that the 
REL pronominal prefixes in Rembarnga are markers of presupposed clauses 
in all the various constructions exemplified in 3.7.2 to 3.7.7. 
A presupposition of a sentence P is defined as a sentence 
(P 1) which is logically implied both by P and the negation of p
36 
(Keenan 1971:45-46, Horn 1969:98). More informally one could say that 
a presupposition of a sentence is something which is taken as given in 
order for the sentence to be either true or false and to have communi-
cative value. Keenan (1971) gives a list of a large number of different 
types of example sentence which all involve presuppositions. One of 
these examples will suffice to show what is meant by the definition of 
presupposition given here. 
(3.7-37) (~) Mary loves the puppy she found. 
(b) Mary does not love the puppy she found, 
(c) Mary found a puppy. 
35 The adoption of the notion of presupposition as the basis for my 
presentation of REL clauses is largely due to suggestions from John Haiman. 
36 There is actually a considerable diversity of definitions of pre-
supposition and I do not propose to discuss this problem. Ruth Kempson 
(1973, especially Pp.l31, 136) suggests that the phenomena called 
'presupposition' by Keenan and others, using the definition given here, a•e 
more correctly termed 'entailment'. 
-
. .._.... 
·, ~·· . 
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If either (a) or (b) are to have the possibility of being true then (c) 
must be taken as true. (c) · · 1s a presuppos1tion of both (a) and (b), that 
is of (a) and of its negation. 
In (3.7-37) the sentence (c), presupposed by both (a) and 
(b), is the sentence which must underly the restrictive relative 
clause h' h h h f 37 w 1c as t e sur ace form 'she found' in both (a) and (b). 
Keenan shows that, among others, non-restrictive relative clauses, temporal 
subordinate (when •.• / before ... / after .•. ) clauses and cleft sentences 
also involve presupposifions. I give one of Keenan's examples for each 
of these categories. 
(3.7-38) (p.) The Tiv, who respected Bohannon, are (are not) a generous 
people. 
Presupposes: The Tiv respected Bohannon. 
(b) John left (didn't leave) when Mary called. 
Presupposes: Mary called. 
(c) It was (wasn't) John who caught the thief. 
Presupposes: Someone caught the thief. 
To this list we could add locational subordinate (where ... ) clauses as 
in (3.7-39). 
(3. 7,-39) We crossed (didn't cross) the river where you saw the 
crocodile. 
Presupposes: You saw a crocodile. 
This list of sentence types involving presuppositions covers English 
equivalents of all the Rembarnga sentence types dealt with in 3.7.3, 3. 7.4, 
3.7.5 and 3.7.7. The main exception, then, is conditional clauses. If 
:, we can show that these, too, mark presuppositions, then we have reason 
;; 
37 Schachter (1973:41) points out that some restrictive relative clauses 
in English do not state a presupposition. Whether a presupposition is 
involved depends on the 'referring' nature (in his examples (65) and (66), 
definiteness) of the head NP. It is not clear to me what relevance, if 
any, such an argument might have to Rembarnga w~ich has no real parallel 
to the definite (the)/indefinite (~) distinction of English, 
.__,.,. 
,'- .r.--
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to suggest that REL clauses in Rembarnga contain presuppositions. We 
noted in 3.7.2.and 3.7.3 that conditional and temporal T-relative clauses 
are mainly distinguished by the fact that the latter are marked for factual 
tenses, the former for counterfactual tenses or tenses unspecified for 
the feature NON-FACTUAL, 
In discussing the semantics of conditionals, Haiman (MS:§2.5.2) 
notes that a condition is "the given· situation, on which comments or 
conclusions are based", He distinguishes two types of conditional: (i) 
a given conditional which may have a form in English such as "Given that 
X, then Y"; and (ii) a hypothetical conditional which may have the form 
"If X then Y". The hypothetical conditional includes all types of 
sentences which I have termed 'conditional' in discussing Rembarnga 
(3.7.2) while given conditionals seem to include, in Rembarnga, sentences 
from the temporal T-relative and other categories. Haiman goes on to 
discuss the relationship of the notion 'presupposition' to these two 
types of conditional in these words: 
"A hypothetical condition is ·often referred to as a supposition : 
in· fact, some varieties of English explicitly introduce conditional 
clauses with the verb suppose (cf. Jespersen 1940:373, and 
Melanesian Pid~~~· where the regular equivalent of 'if' is 
sapos< suppos~ ~. A given condition is identifiable, on the 
other hand, as a presupposition, but the technical definition 
of the latter term does not allow us to relate it to the 
obviously similar notion of suppositions. Nevertheless, a 
relationship between the two is not far to seek. I propose that 
a supposition is equivalent to a presupposition in an imaginary 
world." (Haiman MS:44) 
He goes on to mention some of the advantages of this suggestion over 
other proposed definitions of the conditional constructions. In Rembarnga 
such a definition would accord well with the observed similarities 
between the two types of T-relative interpretation, the only difference 
being in specification for the feature NON-FACTUAL (=IMAGINARY). In 
3.7.9 I will adopt this solution suggested by Haiman and show how it 
applies to Rembarnga conditionals. 
38 Compare Roper Pidgin buji (puti) 'if' (Sharpe 1974:5), which one 
of my informants has also used in the course of a Rembarnga language text 
to introduce a conditional clause. Sharpe suggests that buji has a common 
derivation from suppose with Neo-Melanesian sposim. 
-
-· 
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Without going into details here, I suggest that the notion 
of presupposition (in the real world or in an imaginary world) as outlined 
above is also adequate to handl th REL 1 · 3 7 6 1 e e c auses 1n . . . As a resu t 
we can say that presupposition is the essence of Rembarnga REL clauses. 
The REL pronominal prefixes mark the clauses in which they occur as 
presupposed in relation to their context in the discourse. 
3.7.9 Structure of REL Clauses 
In discussion of the Rembarnga tense/aspect categories 
(2.5.2) it emerged that three different categories are relevant: Tense 
(features PAST and FUTURE), Aspect (feature CONTINUOUS) and Reality 
(feature NON-FACTUAL). The function of the feature NON-FACTUAL is to 
indicate whether the situation described by any given clause is one 
which does or does not occur in fact. We saw in 2.5.2 that values of this 
feature are only assigned to past tense verbs, while FUT and PRES tense 
verbs are unspecified for the feature NON-FACTUAL. It appears that 
in Rembarnga it is necessary to specify explicitly whether some putative 
past situation actually existed and whether some putative past activity 
actually took place, but that it is not possible to make any comment 
on the reality or unreality of some potential situation or activity in 
the non-past tenses, particularly in the FUT tense. (In this section I 
will use the FUT tense to exemplify non-past, since examples with the PRES . 
.> tense are rare.) We will need to introduce to our discussion of the 
structure of REL clauses the notion of 'Possible World' 39 or 'Possible 
State of Affairs'. In looking at the surface structure of a clause we 
can say that the 'possible world' defined by that sentence is the 
sentence itself (lexical items and major syntactic relationships) stripped 
of all specification for the features PAST, FUTURE, CONTINUOUS and NON-
FACTUAL - that is the sentence without tense/aspect suffixes on the VC 
and with full NPs instead of pronominal verb prefixes. 
Let us see how the categories of tense and reality are used 
in various examples containing REL clauses. The category of aspect will 
39 Compare A. Wierzbicka's (1973) use of the semantic notion of 
'world' in explaining various concepts of time. She defines a 'world' 
as "everything at a particular time". When I speak of a 'Possible World', 
however, I mean to refer only to specific parts of a world - those 
actually mentioned in a sentence - rather than to everything at a particular 
time. 
-
-~ 
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be omitted here. The possible world described by example (3.7-40) is 
divided into two parts, one for each clause. h Eac of these parts may 
be specified as presupposed (i e REL) t d 3 8 
· · or as no presuppose. See .7. · 
for this use of presupposition. The example (3.7-40) can thus be 
analysed as set out in (3.7-41). 
(3.7-40) kuwep- ¢ ~a- kur?war- mip 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A- shoot - PAST PUNCT 
G~:. :• +-l~in. A + REL - see - PAST PUNCJ 
I shot the kangaroo which I saw./I shot the kangaroo when I 
saw it. 
(3.7-41) 
Possible World 
Presupposed 
Tense 
Non-factual 
( 
ninta(A), kuwep(O), kur7wa~0inta(A), kuwep(O), na) 
lmin.PRON kangaroo shoot }\lmin.PRON kangaroo see 
+ 
PAST PAST 
The fact that the tense of both clauses is identical and that the NPs 
in both clauses are co-referential allows both temporal T-relative and 
NP-relative interpretations of this example. Note that both clauses are 
marked [-Non-factual] and that therefore they both describe a possible 
world identical with the real world. If we change the value of the NON-
FACTUAL feature in both clauses we get (3.7-42) which yields the surface 
structure (3.7-43). 
-
------·· 
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(3.7-43) kuwep- ~ l)a - kur?war - ma 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot + PAST CF 
Gi - na - na l 
l:min.O + lmin.A + REL - see - PAST CFj 
I would have shot the kangaroo, if I had seen it. 
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In (3.7-43) we have a counterfactual or unreal conditional construction, 
one of the types of hypothetical conditional mentioned in 3.7.8. In this 
example, being in the past tense, the clauses must be specified for the 
feature NON-FACTUAL, The possible world described here is specifically 
marked as not being identical with the real world. In other words sentence 
(3.7-43) describes an imaginary or hypothetical world which never 
b 1 . 40 B ecame rea 1.ty. ut if the shooting of the kangaroo were to have taken 
place it would have presupposed the seeing of the kangaroo, We deduce 
this from the marking of the second clause as presupposed, using the 
REL pronominal prefix form. 
As we have already noted (2.5,2) the NON-FACTUAL feature 
does not apply in non-past tenses because no non-past situation or activity 
can be definitely marked as real or unrea1. 41 Reality can be seen in 
retrospect but not in prospect in Rembarnga. Thus if we change the tense 
in (3.7-42) and (3.7-41) to, say, FUT, as in (3.7-44), we do not specify 
a value for the feature NON-FACTUAL at all (symbol 'O'), and the resulting 
surface structure sentence is given in (3.7-45). Note the two possible 
40 Morgan (1969:168-169) shows that the unreality or "negative 
presupposition" of counterfactual conditionals in English. is due to the 
use of subjunctive verb forms (~quivalent to Rembarnga PAST CF) and not 
to the 'if ... ' construction itself. English. hypothetical conditionals 
with non-subjunctive verb forms have no "negative presupposition" (i.e, 
they are not counterfactual). Compare Rembarnga example (3,7~45) (set 
out in (3.7-44)). Morgan's English. examples are: 
(_a) If th.e sun is out right now, it's time to get up. 
(b) If the sun were out right now, it would be time to get up. 
Note that Morgan uses the term "presupposition11 for what I have handled 
by means of the feature NON-FACTUAL. 
41 Lyons (1968:310) comments that statements about the future "are 
necessarily based upon the speaker's beliefs, predictions or intentions, 
rather than upon his knowledge of 'fact"'', Compare Sommer's comments 
on the frequency of use of the Irrealis Future in Oykangand (Sommer 
1972:110). 
-
' .. \ 
. .....,..., 
.·-·:-···· 
.t 
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English rederings since in English 'when' and 'if' with future reference 
tend to mark a difference in the certainty with which the outcome is viewed. 
No such distinction is made in Rembarnga. 
(3. 7-44) 
Possible (rJinta(A), kuwep(O), kur?war) (I) inta (A), kuwep(O), na) 
World 
.Presupposed 
Tense FUT. 
Non-factual 0 
(3. 7-45) kuwefl - ¢ l)a - kur?war - ra 
+ 
FUT 
0 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - FUT 
[;:.:.~a+-l::n.A + REL- '""- FU:] 
I will shoot the kangaroo if I see it./I will shoot the 
kangaroo when I see it. 
In (3.7-45) the possible world described is not explicitly stated to be 
identical with the real world, nor is it explicitly stated to be different 
from the real world. It is an imaginary or hypothetical world and 
future events themselves will determine whether or not it will turn out 
to be factual or real. Of course an NP-relative interpretation of (3.7-44) is 
also possible: 'I will shoot the kangaroo l (will) see'. 
Up to this point we have looked only at examples where both 
clauses were identically specified for tense and for the feature NON-
FACTUAL. These may, however, be varied independently. In (3. 7-46), which 
has surface structure (3.7-47), the tenses of the two clauses are distinct. 
This means, in Hale's terms, that the NP-relative interpretation, determined 
by co-referential NPs, is obligatory, 
(.3.7-46) 
Possible (Qinta(A), kuwep(O), kur?war) (Qinta (A), kuwep(O), na) 
World 
Presupposed 
-
+ 
Tense FUT PAST 
Non-factual 0 + 
-
. , 
' 
(3. 7-47) 
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kuwep - ¢ Qa - kur?war - ra 
. 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - FUT 
~Qi - na - ¢ l 
L3min.O + lmin.A + REL - see - PAST PUNc:J 
I will shoot the kangaroo I saw. 
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In (3. 7-48) (with (3, 7-49) as its surface form) both clauses 
are in the past tense but .there is a clear difference between the clauses 
in NON-FACTUAL specification which could not occur when one clause is in 
the FUT tense as in (3.7-46). 
(3. 7-48) 
Possible 
World 
Presupposed 
Tense 
Non-factual 
(3. 7-49) 
(l)inta(A), kuwep(O), kur?war) (Qinta(A), kuwep(O), na) 
kuwer - ¢ 
PAST 
+ 
r1a - kur?war - rna 
+ 
PAST 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST CF 
~~:.:•+-~in.A + REL - aee- PAST PUNJ 
I would have shot the kangaroo I saw./I would have shot the 
kangaroo when I saw it./I was going to shoot the kangaroo 
when/after I saw it./etc. 
NP-relative and temporal T-relative interpretations are both available here 
since the tenses of the two clauses are identical and the NPs are co-
referential • 
Informants maintained that the sentence given in (3.7-50) was 
impossible. The structure of this sentence is set out in (3. 7-51). This 
means that if the presupposed material is non-factual then the asserted 
material may not be factual. Compare (3.7-50) and (3.7-51) with (3.7-48) 
; and (.3. 7-42) • 
. , 
--
I 
--
(3. 7-50) 
(3. 7-51) 
Possible 
World 
Presupposed 
Tense 
Non-factual 
3.7.9 
*kuwefl - 6 rJ a - kur?war - mijl 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST PUNCT 
~i - na - na l 
l:min.O + lmin.A + REL - see - PAST C~ 
(l)inta(A), kuwefl(O), kur?war) (l)inta(A), kuwep(O), na) 
PAST 
* -
+ 
PAST 
+ 
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While all the examples analysed up to this point have involved 
co-reference of NPs between the two clauses, this is by no means a necessary 
condition for REL clauses. See, for instance, (3.7-52) and (3.7-53), a 
counterfactual conditional construction with no co-reference of NPs. 
(3. 7-52) 
Possible ( l)inta(A), kuwep(O), kur?waJ ( tanta (A) , wurppal).(O), na ) World lmin.PRON,kangaroo, shoot 2min.PRON emu see 
Presupposed 
Tense 
Non-factual 
(3. 7-53) 
+ 
PAST PAST 
+ + 
kuwefl - 6 l)a - kur?war - ma 
kangaroo - NOM 3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST CF 
ti - na - na l 
3min.O + 2min,A + REL - see - PAST C~ ~wurppal). - ~ emu - NOM 42 I would have shot the kangaroo if you had seen the emu. 
It must be noted that the order of the presupposed (REL) clause 
and the main clause may vary. A number of the examples discussed in 3.7.9 and 
3.7.2 to 3.7.6 were tested with the clauses fulfilling the same roles but 
42 A possible context: The speaker was stalking a kangaroo and just 
about to shoot it when the hearer inadvertently disturbed an emu which, 
in its turn alerted the kangaroo to danger. 
' 
-
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in different orders. The d re appeare to be complete 'freedom of ordering, 
including the possibility of inserting the REL clause into the main clause 
at various points, See also example (3.7-12). Furthermore it is possible 
to reverse the presuppositional roles of the clauses in some of the examples 
given. As an example see (3.7-54) and (3.7-55), a sentence which is the 
same as (_3. 7-41) and (3. 7-40) but with the presuppositional roles of the 
two clauses reversed. 
(3. 7-54) 
Possible 
World 
Presupposed 
Tense 
Non-factual 
(3. 7-55) 
(l)inta(A), kuwep(O), kurlwar) (l):inta(A), kuwep(O), na) 
. + 
PAST 
lkuwe[l - ~ 
Lkangaroo - NOM 
l)_a - na - ~ 
PAST 
I) i - kur?war - mi[l l 
3min.O + lmin.A + REL - shoot - PAST PUNc:J 
3min,O + lmin.A - see - PAST PUNCT 
' 
I saw the kangaroo which I shot./I saw the kangaroo when 
(after) I shot it. 
Thus far in 3.7.9 I have indicated a format within which all 
the REL clause constructions covered in 3.7.2.to 3.7.6 can be adequately 
described, even those which do not involve tense identity or NP co-reference 
between their two clauses and are thus a problem for Hale's analysis. Much 
more could be said here but enough material has been presented to point 
the way for the use of presupposition, tense and the feature NON-FACTUAL 
as the bases of the wide variety of possible REL clause constructions in 
Rembarnga. 
The focus construction ().7.7) also presents a problem for 
Hale's analysis in that it involves only a single clause, thus putting 
tense identity or NP co-reference out of the question. This construction, 
however, presents no problem for a presuppositional analysis. It is clearly 
possible to say that one constituent of a sentence may be put into focus or 
emphasised by the simple expedient of converting the rest of the sentence 
-
---------- ... 
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into a presupposition. Thus a single-clause possible world may be divided 
into two parts, one of ·'·'h~ch · k d d w ~ ~s mar e as presuppose . 
instance analyse the focus clause contained in (3.7-35) 
(3. 7-56). 
(3. 7-56) 
Possible 
World 
ft(~irmar - ka[la - kaf1al)? (S)' , 
\\small barramundis ) 
Presupposed 
Tense 
Non-factual 
( tol? )) ~l~at 
+ 
PAST 
We could, for 
as set out in 
Tense and a value for the feature NON-FACTUAL are specified only once 
in any single given clause. I list them under the verb because they 
appear marked in the VC. 
In the light of this discussion I wish to suggest that for 
Rembarnga speakers the crucial point in interpreting a REL clause is 
the understanding that the material contained in such a clause is 
presupposed or taken as given, rather than asserted. It would seem that 
the questions of NP co-reference and of tense identity, so necessary for 
Hale's classification into NP-relative and T-relative interpretations, 
are largely peripheral or maybe even irrelevant as far as Rembarnga 
43 
speakers are concerned. They may well be simply devices which allow 
English speakers to sub-divide the single Rembarnga clause type which 
introduces presuppositions. This sub-division may be motivated by the 
diversity of the presuppositional clause types in English, rather than 
by anything internal to Rembarnga itself. 
-
43 As noted above (3,7.1) Hale (forthcoming:l9-20) notes that the 
distinction he proposes between NP-relative and T-relative interpretations 
may not be a clear-cut one, and that the correct understanding of these 
clauses may be very different. 
' I 
., 
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3.7.10 Case-Marked REL Clauses 
In discussing noun phrases (2.2.1) I noted that relative 
clauses were capable of standing as NPs in exactly the same way as single 
nominals or other types of NP. Such NPs may be marked, where appropriate, 
with case suffixes. These case-marked REL clauses have the same 
presuppositional nature as was outlined for REL clauses without case 
marking in 3. 7.8 and 3.7.9. At this point I will simply list a number 
of examples of REL clauses which are marked with various syntactic and 
local case suffixes. 
The syntactic case suffixes (2.2.4.2) occur very rarely 
marking REL clauses. It is impossible to know whether or not the NOM 
suffix ever occurs since it has the form ~· I have found one clear 
text example (3. 7-57) of the ERG suffix marking a REL clause, but had 
to elicit examples with the DAT suffix. One of these is given as (3.7-58). 
In (.3. 7-57) the REL clause (pracketed) is one of a number of parallel 
NPs, each marked for ERG case, but all referring to a single subject. 
Commas indicate the pauses separating each of the separate NPs following 
the VC. 
(3. 7-57) 
-
kosok - yi? Qan - pak - yinir, 
[subsection name]- ERG lmin.IMPL + 3min,S- IMPLIC- say+ 
PAST PUNCT 
rara- nawa- yi?, ~os - kan 
George - DAT father 3min.DAT PRON - ERG 
wurUQuna- Sinir?- yi?, 
big brother - real - ERG [
pan? 
here 
maniQkrita 
Maningrida 
ye- wus- mir- yi7 l nanta- yi7 [38/107-109] 
3min. S + REL - die - PAST PUNCT - ER~ that - ERG 
kotok said to me - that kotok, that's George's father, 
the biggest brother, the one who passed away here at 
Maningrida, that one. 
-(3. 7-53) 
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Qara - menko~ - miD 
l/2aug,S -want to go away in fear - PAST PUNCT 
Qiri - wa~ta - na - 6 - kan 
[
Qanapparu 
buffalo 3min.IMPL + l/2aug.A- tracks - see- PAST PUNCT-
DAT 
- We were worried about staying there on account of seeing 
a buffalo's tracks. 
There are many text examples of REL clauses marked with each 
of the local case sufftxes (.2. 2, 4. 3) except ~ PERL, which is not common 
in any case. I have not checked the possibilities with ~· All th.e 
examples given here are from text material, including (_3. 7-62) which occurs 
on the tape of an as yet untranscribed text .. 
Examples (3, 7-59) and (_3. 7-60) contain REL clauses marked with 
the LOC suffix -;sa. In the latter example the REL clause is in apposition 
to an adverbial demonstrative. 
(3, 7-59) 
(3. 7-60) 
yarappa? - ro - Qi - yumap 
luaug,S - go - INFIN - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
lsen ~ ~ 
Lfish - NOM 
piri - sat - min - sa l 
30 + 3aug,A + REL - poison - PAST PUNCT - 10~ 
[32/59 J 
- We were walking along where they poisoned the fish, 
lki -male - wu~~wu~? - ~ - sa 
l:min.S + REL- water - spring up - PRES 
yarappa? - ~om - mip 
l panta 
10~ there 
[32/ 6 J 
water - NOM 30 + luaug.A - drink - PAST PUNCT 
Where the water springs up (out of the ground), there we 
had a drink of water. 
Examples (3.7-61) and (3.7-62) contai~ ALL-marked REL clauses, in each 
case in appostion to other adverbials. 
1 
' 
(3. 7-61) 
(3.7-62) 
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ma?kun katana - ?ka7 l)ara - tit,; - mip 
again same- ALL l/2aug.S - return- PAST PUNCT 
~attu - ~ yi - sussu - mel). - 7ka7 
ALJ 
[29/117-118 J 
cycad nuts 
- NOM 3S + REL - soak - PAST CONT -
We went back to the same place, to where the cycad nuts 
were soaking. 
kanpera - 7ka7 yulam? 
3min.S - return - FUT Canberra - ALL southwards 
r inta I) e - tawal - wina - n - ?ka 7 l 
~min.PRON 3min.O + lmin.A + REL - country - not know - PRES - AL~ 
He's going to go back to Canberra, to the south, to 
country which I don't know. 
Finally note example (3. 7-63) where a REL clause, in apposition to another 
adverbial, is marked with the ABL suffix -wala. 
(3.7-63) til)?- para? yappan?- ~ para- yappa?- ri- ya 
woman - UAUGM two - NOM 3aug.S - UAUGM- go - PAST PUNCT 
warawala 
east + ABL 
rmutta - ~ 
Lsun - NOM 
ki - l)ula -pol? - ~ - wala [42/28-29] 
3min.S + REL - sun - come out - PRES 
ABL 
The two women went from the east, from where the sun comes 
up. 
Note that if no difficulty of interpretation would result case 
suffixes need not be used to mark REL clauses. See 3.7.4 and 3.7.5. 
3. 7 .11 TEMP LOC Clauses 
There are numerous text examples available of REL clauses 
marked with. the TEMP LOC suffix -SSi (2. 2. 4. 5). These mark temporal 
location and seem to be syntactically parallel to case-marked REL clauses. 
See, for instance, examples (3. 7-64) 'to (3. 7-66). The REL clause may be 
in apposition to another adverb as it appears to be in (3. 7-65) and (3. 7-66) 
or not, as in (3.7-64). 
-
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(3.7-64) 
[
mana 
wind 3min.S + REL- blow-
5a~Q ·- wala ki - pu - n - Si 
PRES - TEMP LOJ bad - ABL 
malak yiri- sa+-~ [7/20-21] 
NEG laug.S + REL hunt -PRES 
When the wind blows from the wrong side we do not go hunting. 
(3. 7-65) kutars~i44 
in the morning [
ki - toto? - ya - t5i 
3min.S + REL- dawn- FUT- TEMP LOC 
parppu ?l I) a - na - na [32/7 4-7 5 J 
soon J 3min.O + lmin.S - see- FUT 
- Tomorrow, when daylight comes, I' 11 see it. 
It is clear from (.3. 7-66) that more than one TEMP LOC clause may occur 
in a single series of adverbial phrases. 
(3.7-66) po~?po~? - yi? paran - tty? - rna~, 
possum - ERG 3aug.O + 3min.A - hit - PAST CONT 
nayu?yUI)ki, mi~tinta?, 
in the "Dream Time" long ago 
yi - wa+wa+ - rna~ - Si, 
3S + REL - be boggy - PAST CONT -
ltolkko - ~ 
Lgrourrl- NOM 
TEMP LOC] 
\polo?-~ malak yi- tiyana- 55i [11/29-3l]l 
Ltree - NOM NEG 3S + REL - stand + PAST CF - TEMP 10~ 
The possum hit (killed) them a11, in the "Dream Time", 
when the ground was soft and boggy, and when there were 
no trees. 
There are almost as many text examples in which a clause marked 
with the TEMP LOC suffix -tti is not a REL clause but has a regular non-REL 
pronominal prefix in its VC. That the use of the REL form in a TEMP LOC 
clause is not dependent on tense appears to be shown by comparison of 
44 It is not clear whether kutartqtqi is part of the main clause or part 
of the REL clause. 
-
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(3.7-65) with (3.7-67), and of (3.7-66) with (3.7-68). 
(3.7-67) 
(3. 7-68) 
[
parppu? oa - rar 
soon lmin. S -
na - Qu - na 
- ra 
burn -
30 + 2aug.A - eat - FUT 
5Si J 
FUT - TEMP LOC 
[3/18 J 
- You can eat it when I have burned (i.e. 'brushed myself 
with scorched leaves'). 
jmutta ·- ~ 
Lsun - NOM 
nanta - SSi 
karip ~ - tiyi - S5i 
in the west 3min.S - stand+ PAST 
yara - yappa? - kuwam? - mip 
PUNCT - TEMP LOJ 
[27/66] 
that - TEMP LOC laug.S - UAUGM - set off - PAST PUNCT 
- When the sun was standing in the west we set off. 
In all except one of the text examples of TEMP LOC clauses 
the tense qf the TEMP LOC clause is the same as that of the associated main 
clause (assuming PAST PUNCT, PAST CONT and PAST CF to be all identical 
PAST tense). The one exception is given here as (3.7-69). It was not 
checked with other informants, but a brief test of other sentences makes 
it apparent that a FUT tense main clause may not be used with a PAST tense 
TEMP LOC clause. These sequence of tense constraints must be checked 
' further, 
(3.7-69) 
-~ 
-
para - patta - rna - oa - tta - n 
3aug.S - COM EXTVR - get - STEM - REFLEX - PRES 
tawa? nanta - rna 
nowadays that - rna 
\munaoa - ~ 
bhite man - NOM 
ye - pol? - mir - Si l 
3S + REL-arrive - PAST PUNCT - TEMP Locj 
[38/228-229 J 
Nowadays they steal[wives] from each other, now that the 
white man has come. 
·, 
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Where no misunderstanding can arise the TEMP LOC suffix 
is not necessary to mark a temporal REL clause. See also 3.7.3. In 
(3.7-70), for instance, a series of temporal clauses occurs, all defining 
a particular point in time. Some of these clauses are marked with the 
TEMP LOC suffix, some not. I give only the first few clauses in the list. 
(3. 7-70) kunpurukka 
midnight 
kolkkolk - kan 
. . 
night - DAT 
yar - r:1e5a - 1/J, 
30 + laug.A - name - PRES 
joere -. yuru - 5Si l 
Ll/2aug.S + REL - lie - TEMP LO~ 
jf)ere - ~ara muk - ~ 
ll/2aug.IMPL + REL - head -
be extingui,hed - PRES] 
~ulpiS - 5i l 
~old - TEMP LOCJ 
[38/92-94] lo ere - sara - mur? - 6 - Si . . . l 
Ll/2aug.IMPL + REL head- cold -PRES -TEMP LO~ 
- We call it kunpurukka ko~kko~kkan45 (the middle of the night), 
when we lie [asleep], when we lose consciousness, when it 
is cold, when our heads get cold .•. 
3.7.12 NEG Clauses 
Negation of a sentence in Rembarnga involves the use of the 
NEG particle malak. The negated sentence is in REL form and follows (or 
at least the vc.follows) malak. The most natural way to interpret this 
construction is as a focus construction of the type discussed in 3.7.7. 
malak in effect means 'It is not true, (that .... )'. The REL clause following 
malak must be marked non-factual in the past tense or may be unmarked for 
the feature NON-FACTUAL in the non-past tenses. Thus (3.7-71) (a) and (b) 
are acceptable sentences while (3.7-7l)(c) is not. 
(3. 7-71) (a) malak lyiri - ro - oara J 
NEG Llaug.S + REL - go - FUT 
We will not go. 
45 A number of other informants maintain that kunpurukka is not a 
Rembarnga word. However the word may occur in the kaltuy1 dialect (~s 
here) but not in the northern dialect. 
-
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(b) malak ~iri - ro - 0 , 
go - PAST CF] NEG laug.S + REL-
We did not go. 
(c) *malak [ yiri - ri go - PAST PUNCJ - ya NEG laug.S + REL -
Note that a single occurrenceof the particle malak may be 
followed by (may negate) more than one REL clause, as in the text example 
(3. 7-72). 46 
(3. 7-72) malak [yene? 
NEG INDEF 
pere - yina?ma 
3aug.S + REL- do +PAST CF] 
jpere - rna - r)a 
L3min.O + 3aug.A + REL - get -PAST 
Th~could not do anything, they 
3.8 ERGATIVE OR ACCUSATIVE SYNTAX? 
J 
[38/141-142] 
CF 
could not pick him up. 
Over recent years there has been some discussion of so-called 
(Nominative-} Ergative and (Nominative-) Accusative patterns of case-
marking and rule forms in connection with Australian languages. See in 
particular Hale 1970, Dixon 1972 (especially Chapter 5), and the papers on 
this subject in Dixon ed. forthcoming. In general the term 1 (Nominative-) 
Ergative' refers to the identification (or identical treatment) of 0 and 
S rather than A and S for the purposes of syntactic rules, while '(Nominative-) 
Accusative' refers to the identification (identical treatment) of 
A and S rather than 0 and S in such rules. The principal determining factor 
in this division between ergative and accusative systems is which of the 
major transitive NP functions (A or 0) is treated as unll\arked like th.e 
intransitive S. The classification of a language as ergative or accusative 
is done at two levels at least: (i) the level of morphology and surface 
case marking; and (ii) the level of various syntactic rules such as 
various types of complementation, relativisation and so on. These levels 
can be indepedent, although some correlation between them is likely. 
46 See further examples of the use of melak NEG in 2.7(vi). 
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3.8 
In my paper on some evidence for ergative syntax in Rembarnga 
(forthcoming) I showed that the morphological case-marking of NPs in 
Rembarnga sentences operates in an ergative manner. (Compare 2.2.4.2 and 
3.1 above.) Further I showed that nominal incorporation in Rembarnga 
operates ergatively too, since an A nominal is never incorporated into 
a VC, while both 0 and S nominals are frequently so incorporated. 
(Compare 2.5.11 and 3.4 above.) I tried to show, in the paper, that the 
nominal incorporation rules operate at a fairly deep level, and I hoped 
in this way to justify the view that the deepest underlying structure 
of Rembarnga could be seen as predominantly ergative in nature. Sub-
sequently (see footnote 11 to the paper) I discovered that the structure 
of jussive complements in Rembarnga (3.6.3) is of an accusative type in 
that the complement verb can be in the INFIN form only if its A or S 
(depending on transitivity), but not its 0, is co-referential with the 
0 of the main clause. This means that Rembarnga syntax is of a mixed 
ergative and accusative nature. 
If some rules (e.g, nominal incorporation) operate ergatively 
and others (~.g. jussive complementation) operate accusatively it becomes 
very difficult to posit a unified deep structure for the language in the 
classical TG framework, using phrase structure rules of the type 
1. S + NP 
2. vP + (~P) 
vP 
v 
In this framework the syntactic functions of specific NPs are identified 
by their positions in the tree relative to the major nodes S and vP. A 
mixed ergative and accusative system, however, cannot easily be handled 
here because the set of relationships needed to handle the one type of 
rules would differ from that needed for the other type. Jeffrey Heath 
(forthcoming b) maintains, with some justification, that the rigid 
ergative versus accusative typology is a product of this theoretical 
framework. 
·~ 
•' "~ . 
•' 
' . 
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He writes: 
"In the context of this theory [i.e. classical TG ], it 
s~emed that every language had to be, at the deepest level, 
e~ther ergative (IS[S] =TO [o]) or accusative (IS[S] = TS [A]), 
slnce these were the only systems which could be conveniently 
generated by such P [hrase] S [ tructure] rules. 11 (P .11) 
He claims that the ergative or accusative nature of various rules is 
determined, not by the underlying base form, as the classical TG theory 
would predict, but by the individual rules themselves. His proposal 
allows for a mixture of rule types within the one language but demands 
-
a generalised base form containing semantically defined case relationships 
on principles similar to those proposed by Fillmore (1968). Heath 
suggests further that it may be found that particular construction types 
are normally ergative in those languages which have them and that other 
construction types are normally of an accusative type. 
The two constructions mentioned above in connection with the 
deep pattern of Rembarnga syntax - nominal incorporation and jussive 
complements - are interesting in this respect. In all the languages I 
know of in northern Australia which have incorporation of nominals into 
the VC the A nominal may not be incorporated. Silverstein (forthcoming:6) 
claims in general terms that the incorporation of "non-ergator" nominals 
into the VC is a recurrent transformational relation associated with ergative 
case~arking in many languages. Sapir (1911) mentions no examples of 
the incorporation of an A nominal in his discussion of a variety of types 
of noun incorporation in North American languages, It thus appears that 
nominal incorporation may be universally ergative rather than accusative 
in its operation. On the other hand it seems to me virtually inconceivable 
that jussive complement rules, where they exist, could operate in 
any way other than accusatively, as in Rembarnga. Hale (1968: 36-37) 
notes that the rules for forming jussive complements in Walbiri also 
operate accusatively. The same is true of English jussive complements. 
Finally it is clear that, even at the level of case-marking 
morphology, there is no possibility of classifying each language as either 
ergative or accusative. Many languages in Australia and elsewhere have 
mixed ergative and accusative morphology. The systematic nature of these 
"split-ergative" systems of case-marking is discussed in detail by 
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Silverstein (forthcoming). Again the difference between ergative and 
accusative systems is not language specific, but appears to exist 
according to certain perhaps universal semantic features of NPs. 
It appears to me now to be a mistake to look for a single 
underlying syntactic pattern in a given language. Rather I incline to the 
view, propounded by Heath, that a more semantic deep structure should 
be posited and that each syntactic rule should be examined independently 
with respect to the ergative/accusative classification. This I have 
tried to do, where it was possible, in discussing the various syntactic 
points in Chapter 3. 
~I 
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APPENDIX A 
REMBARNGA TEXTS 
The following texts, selected from over forty collected in 
the field, are included with a two-fold purpose. Firstly as linguistic 
material they complement the extensive exemplification given in the 
main body of this work by providi~g examples of the use of Rembarnga 
in connected narrative, rather than as isolated sentences. Secondly they 
show something of the context in which present day speakers of Rembarnga 
live and use their language. In these texts three informants narrate, 
in their own language, fairly typical incidents from their own lives. 
The texts cover the two main types of situation in which Rembarnga 
people find themselves - a modified traditional semi-nomadic hunting and 
gathering existence, or working on a cattle station. 
The line numbering given in this appendix differs from that 
of my original transcriptions, to which the references given for example 
sentences throughout the thesis refer. To facilitate the location of the 
contexts of examples quoted from the three texts here I include periodic 
line references to the original transcriptions in square brackets. Some 
grammatical notes are given. 
Text 28 
Narrator: Brian flinawal) a 
This text describes the intrusion of a buffalo into the 
overnight camp of the narrator and his brother Wally lippuwaQa, with 
their families. The incident took place during the dry season of 
• 
1972 while they were travelling around on foot in various parts of their 
country. 
Note, throughout the text, the frequent use of repetition of 
whole sentences, often with minor variations in words or word order 
(e.g. lines 21-22, 27-28, 32-33, 34-35, 37-38). 
1. yara -
laug.S 
yappa?- niyi[:], 
- UAUGM - sit + PAST PUNCT 
[1] We (two) were sitting there. 
-
yara- yappa7- niyi[:]. 
, • r' I 
2. yara - yappa? - pawk - fiawk - mi[:] p, 
laug.S - UAUGM- REDUPL - speak - PAST PUNCT 
tarJufl- ~ yar- yappa? - QeSi- QeSi- ya[: ]. 
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story - NOM 30 + laug.A - UAUGM - REDUPL - tell - PAST PUNCT 
We were talking and telling stories. 
3. poy, ya - rum? - rna. 
4. 
Hey 1/Zmin.S.- sleep- FUT 
"Hey, let's go to sleep." 
wo?, ya- rum?- rna, parppu? 
Yes 1/Zmin.S - sleep - FUT soon 
kutars5i ... ya- ro- Qara. 
tomorrow 1/Zmin.S - go - FUT 
"Yes, let's go to sleep and tomorrow we'll go aHay from here." 
5. yara - yappa? - yini[l, 
laug.S - UAUGM- say+ PAST PUNCT 
[That is what] we said. 
6. rum7 yara - yappa? -map. 
sleep laug.S - UAUGM- went 
We went to sleep. 
7. yara- yappa?- yif)ani- yuma[:]fl. 
[5] laug.S - UAUGM- lie+ INFIN- PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
We were lying there [asleep] ..• 
8. ni?ka~a? Qanapparu-¢ patta? - wala 
3min.EMPH buffalo -NOM there - ABL 
~ - ro Qi - yumap, 
3min.S go - INFIN - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
·, 
' 
-
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ka- yi- pane- wa~?- mifl ,,, 
3min.S - yi- pene - look- PAST PUNCT 
···when a buffalo came wandering along towards us and saw ... 
9. ka - yi - pane - wa~? - mip l)ura? - ~ ka - par - ~. 
fire -NOM 3min.S - burn -PRES 
It saw the fire burning, 
10. l)ura1 - ~ ~ - par - par - mip 
fire - NOM 3min.S - REDUPL - burn - PAST PUNCT 
The fire was burning. 
11. f) ura? - 6 6 - par - par - mip warkka 
NEW SUBJECT 
yan - pak - na - ¢ 
l/2min.IMPL + 3min.A - IMPLIC - see - PAST PUNCT 
l}ura? - 6 warkka patte? - wala 
fire - NOM NEW SUBJECT there - ABL 
¢ - ro - I) i - yumap way. 
3min.S - go INFIN- PROGR +PAST PUNCT this way 
The fire was buring and [the buffalo] saw the fire, you know, and 
came towards it. 
For the narrative use of pak IMPLIC in this sentence see 3.2.2 (y), 
12. ~ - wa~a - ro - f)i ~ yumar. 
3min.S - CONT ~ go - INFIN - PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
It kept coming. 
13. ¢ - map. 
go quietly 3min. S - wen.t 
It ca~along without a sound. 
14. ~ - ta~?wop - yumap Qanapparu - ~ - rna. 
3min.S - go quietly - PROGR +PAST PUNCT buffalo -NOM- rna 
- The buffalo came up quietly. 
15. ~ - WaJ;J.a - saJ;J.(WOp - ta~?wop - yumap. 
[10] 3min.S- CONT- REDUPL- go quietly- PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
It came silently closer and closer. 
16. ~ - wa~a - sa~?wop - sa~?wop - yumap. 
17. ~- wa~a- saJ;J.?wop- sa~?wop- yumap warkka 
NEW SUBJECT 
ni?kane? ... ni?kane? natte? woli- ~ 
3min.EMPH this Wally - NOM 
~ - Q ere - yuwe[: ]p. 
3min.S- asleep - lie+ PAST CONT 
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It camecloser and closer while Wally still lay there fast asleep. 
18. ~ - QulpiS - mip. 
-
3min.S - cold- INCHOAT +PAST PUNCT 
He got cold. 
19. ka~a, Qa - QulpiS - mip. 
Oh lmin.S - cold - INCHOAT +PAST PUNCT 
"Oh dear, I feel cold. 
20. QU~a? - ¢ Qa - ra? - ler? - ~a 
fire - NOM 30 + lmin.A - PRIOR - light - FUT 
¢ - yinip. 
3min.S - say+ PAST PUNCT 
How about I light (boost) the fire, 11 he said. 
-21. f) e? ¢ - man. 
get up 3min.S - went 
He got up. 
22. ¢ - f)e? - mip. 
3min.S - get up ~ PAST PUNCT 
He got up ... 
23. ¢ - solkk~ - mot - mip. 
30 + 3min.A - ground - hold - PAST PUNCT 
... leaning on the ground ... 
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The sentence 23 may be analysed as here with the nominal 5olkko incorporated, 
or with the nominal unincorporated and marked for NOM case Ct;olkko + ¢). 
The verb prefix is analysed the same in each case. 
24. ~ - laf)a - sarsar? - mi[l. 
25. 
[15 J 
3min,S - hand - stretch out - PAST PUNCT 
... as he stretched out his hand. 
kuwa tawa? - rna f)ura7 - ¢ 
PURP now - rna fire - NOM 
ka - yi - rna - f)a parppu7 
30 + 3min.A - yi - get - PAST CF until 
ka - yi - pane - wa~7 - mifl pulssa~ 
3min.S - yi - pana- look- PAST PUNCT in the middle 
ka - turu 
3min.S - stand+ PRES 
'l anapparu - ¢. 
buffalo - NOM 
He was just about to pick up a smouldering stick when he saw the 
buffalo standing in the middle [of the camp]. 
26. warkka yaran - pak - yinifl 
NEW SUBJECT laug.IMPL + 3min.S- IMPLIC - say+ PAST PUNCT 
He said to us: 
. 1 
.· 
27. 
28 . 
panta - ~~a 
big dangerous animal - NOM there - LOC 
ka - turu. 
3min.S - stand+ PRES 
"Look out'· Th ' ere s something standing there! 
wiriSi? - 6 panta - ssa pulssa~ 
in the middle 
ka - turu nanta. 
that one 
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Watch out for that big animinal standing in the middle [of the camp]! 
29. ~anapparu nara - ~e? - 6, 
30. 
buffalo 2aug.S - get up - PRES 
yaran - pak - yinip. 
laug.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC - say+ PAST PUNCT 
Buffalo! Get up!" he said to us. 
warkka yara - yappa? - tutuppur - mi0 
NEW SUBJECT laug.S - UAUGM- get up in surprise - PAST PUNCT 
woy. 
this way 
We both jumped up in surprise. 
Here the speaker refers, again, only to the two men present at the time. 
31. yara - yappa? - ~u~uppur - mip. 
[20] 
32. takku - takku - ~ para - kuwan - yut - mip. 
REDUPL - child - NOM 3aug. S - afraid - run - PAST PUNCT 
The children ran off in terror. 
,. •' 
--
33. 
34. 
kura? 
that way 
po~o? - ka? para - kuwan - yu~ - mip 
tree - ALL 
takku - takku - ~. 
The children ran for the trees. 
para- Qal? - mir po~o? - ka?. 
3aug.S - climb - PAST PUNCT tree - ALL 
The clambered up into trees. 
35. po~o? - ka? para - Qal? - mip. 
36. Qinta - ~ l}a - r1e? - mir. 
37. 
lmin.PRON - NOM lmin.S - get up - PAST PUNCT 
I got up. 
sotkan - ~ pa~ 
shotgun* - NOM pick up 
I grabbed my shotgun. 
f}a - mi - ya. 
3min.O + lmin.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
38. sotkan - ~ Qa - mi - ya. 
39. kuwa tawa? - rna Qa - kur?war - rna. 
PURP now - rna. 3rnin.O + lrnin.A - shoot - PAST PUNCT 
I was just about to shoot [the buffalo]. 
40. f}anapparu - ~ rnaSSi7 •.. f}anapparu - P rnaSSi1 .. , 
[25] buffalo- NOM but 
f}anapparu - ~ Qi - pe~eska -· pa 
3min.O + lmin.A + REL - miss - PAST CF 
maSSi?, pi-p pal}a- rna7- kur?war- rna- kappul 
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but people - NOM 3aug.O + lrnin.A - lest - shoot - PAST CF -
DEF AUGM 
But if I had missed the buffalo I rt\ight have hit the people. 
\ 
' • • ! 
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41. walaQ nenta - kan Qa - pa - wa. 
then that - DAT 3min.O + lmin.A - leave - PAST PUNCT 
Thenon account of that I left it alone. 
42. ya - pa - n Qan - pak - yinip. 
3min.O + 1/Zmin.A- leave- PRES lmin.IMPL + 3min.S - IMPLIC -
say + PAST PUNCT 
"Let's leave it," he (i.e. \.Jally) said to me. 
43. sopoy yara -. yappa7 - yinip. 
-
Shoo! laug.S - UAUGM- say+ PAST PUNCT 
"Shoo!" we said. 
44. yar - yappa7 - kuwan - yu~ - ka - pa. 
45. 
46. 
3min.O + 1aug.A - UAUGM - afraid - run - CADS - PAST PUNCT 
We frightened it away. 
5opoy yara - yappa? -· yinip. 
"Shoo!" we said. 
war kat ~ - map, 
run off in surprise 3min,S - went 
It ran off. 
47. pa[:]lay ¢ - putu~up- yumap 
[30] long way 3min.S - gallop- PROGR +PAST PUNCT 
yukarip?. 
westwards. 
It galloped a long way off to\~ards the west, 
48. ~- wa~a- pu~u~up- yuma[:]p. 
3min. S - CONT - gallop - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
It galloped on. 
·~ 
I(. 
--
49. ~ - ta - ~a - tti - r 
3min.S - stand(CAUS) 
panta - St;a. 
there - LOC 
STEM - REFLEX - PAST PUNCT 
It came to a stop there. 
50. ~ - ta - ~a - tti - p. 
It stopped. 
51. yar- yappa7- nana- na[:]- ~. 
3min.O + laug.A- UAUGM- REDUPL - see - PAST PUNCT 
We watched it for a bit. 
52. wala~ma5pat pu~u~up. 
and then gallop 
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Note the deletion of all inflections from the verb root here. The 
identity of the S of the sentence and the tense can both be deduced from 
context. 
53. ¢ - kuwan - yut - mir. 
3min.S - afraid- run- PAST PUNCT 
It ran away. 
Text 29 
Narrator: Wally lippuwal).a 
This extract from Text 29 gives details of a sort of life 
which is fairly typical for a significant proportion of the year for 
those involved. As in Text 28 above, these are Brian pinawarJ a, his 
brother Wally lippuwal).a and their families; malpal).a~ak (line 1) and 
mowa~ka (line 43) are about twenty miles apart, as the crow flies, with 
escarpment country separating them. It is not clear what length of time 
was involved. 
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A notable feature of this text is ellipsis, shown in the 
use of uninflected verb forms (e.g. lines 24, 28, 38), and in the large 
number of verbless sentences, consisting simply of adverbs (e.g. lines 
4, 7, 11, 12, 23). 
1. ... pattanta - ssa malpal)a9-ak 
[96] there -LOG [place] 
yar - yappa 7 - war? '!"' ll\i[l se[\. 
30 + laug.A -· UAUGM - throw - PAST PUNCT fish 
... There at malpal)al).ak we (two) fished (with lines). 
2. parppu1 yar - yappa7 - watparpu - nip 1 
soon 30 + laug.A - UAUGM - catch. a big haul - PAST CONT 
yar - ~a:J.kuku - mifl. 
30 + laug.A - roast - PAST PUNGT 
Soon we got a big haul of fish and roasted it. 
3. yar - ~a:J.kuku - mi[l panta - ssal 
there - LOG 
yar - l)uyu - I)U- p tefl - ¢. 
30 + laug.A - REDUPL - eat - PAST PUNGT fish - NOM 
We roasted the fish there and ate them, 
4. panta - wala - rna yara. 
there - ABL - rna down 
From there [we went] down, 
1 'from there' in a locational sense, sometimes Sometimes pantawa a means 
'then' in a temporal sense. It could be either here, as in lines 6, 11 
and 43 below. 
-
s. rJattu - ~ yar - miya - mi - ya. 
cycad nuts - NOM 30 + laug.A - REDUPL - get - PAST PUNCT 
We picked cycad nuts. 
6. ~attu- ~ yar- miya- mi- ya, panta- wala- rna[:]. 
7. 
[100 J 
8. 
9. 
there - ABL - rna 
We picked cycad nuts and then left there. 
yara, pururminSi· 
down [plac~] 
[Vie went] down to pururmip£i. 
pururmin5i - wala 
[place]- ABL 
... ken 
Hoops 
We left pururmi05i ... woops! 
wurupapa ka?ta ... map. . . wurppan - ¢ 
[place] do you reckon? not yet emu- NOM 
ta - kur?war - mip. 
3min,O + 2min.A- shoot -PAST PUNCT 
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Or was it wurupapa, do you reckon; ... No, not yet,,.you shot an emu. 
10. ~ar - f}uyu - ~u - n. 
3min.O + l/2aug.A - REDUPL - eat - PAST PUNCT 
We ate it. 
11. panta - wala - rna wurupapa. 
12 .. 
there - ABL - rna [place] 
From there we went to wurupapa, 
wurupapa - wala - ma [: ] . . . kayika pattanta 
[place] - ABL - rna straight on there 
tumpu. 
[place] 
We left wurupapa and went straight to tumpu. 
__,--
., 
----
13. tumpu 
[place] 
yara - niyi - niyi. 
laug.S - REDUPL - sit +PAST PUNCT 
We stayed for a while at ~umpu. 
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The verb form in this sentence ~y be ya -· wa~a - niyi - niyi 
(l/2min.S- CONT- REDUPL ..• ). The word is not very clear on the 
tape. The person and number of the main subjects in this text appear 
to vary, perhaps as lippuwaQa 1 s view of his audience varies. 
14. 
15. 
f)inta Qanapparu f)a - so~ - mip, 
lmin.PRON buffalo lmin.S - go past - PAST PUNCT 
f) a - na - ¢. 
3rnin.O + lmin.A- see - PAST PUNCT 
I went past a buffalo and saw it. 
Qa - kur?war - mip lit-yi? 
3min.O + lmin.A - shoot - PAST PUNCT lead* - INSTR 
waQkip. 
one 
I shot it once with a "lead!{ (_solid shotgun bullet). 
16. ¢ - kuwan - yut - mip. 
[105] 3min.S -afraid- run- PAST PUNCT 
17. 
It ran away. 
Qa- kur7war- kur7war- yuma[:]p. 
3min.O + lmin.A - REDUPL - shoot - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
I shot it several times as it went. 
18. ¢ - katpur - map. 
3min.S - wounded - went 
It got away \·lOunded. 
··~ 
19. I) ipkar:ta 7 wurppa!.f - ~ ta - kur7war - mip, 
2min.EMPH emu- NOM 3min.O + 2min.A - shoot - PAST PUNCT 
l)ar - l)uyu - I)U - p. 
3min.O + l/2aug.A - REDUPL - eat - PAST PUNCT 
You shot an emu, which we ate. 
20. l)attu - ~ l)ar - tu - ka - pa. 
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cycad nuts - NOM 30 + l/2aug.A - be immersed - CAUS - PAST PUNCT 
We put the cycad nuts in to soak. 
21. l)attu - ~ Qar - tu - ka - pa. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
[110] 
l)attu - ~ l)ar - pa - wa, watt a 
cycad nuts - NOM 30 + l/2aug.A - leave - PAST PUNCT behind 
~ - ~u5~u - mip, yura7. 
3$ - soak - PAST PUNCT eastwards 
We left the cycad nuts soaking while [we went away] eastwards. 
yura[: ]7, yura[: ]7. 
We travelled east. 
pattanta 
there 
yene7kura 
INDEF 
... ku~una 
[place] 
tur7 
sit (INCHOAT) 
There at what's-the-place ... at kusutta [we] stopped. 
kuSutta l)ara - tur7 - mip. 
place l/2aug.S - sit (INCHOAT) - PAST PUNCT 
We stopped at ku5utta. 
panta - ssa 
there LOC 
paya - pa - wa 
3aug.O + l/2min.A - leave - PAST PUNCT 
There you and I left {the others]. 
27. yura7, 
eastwards 
We (you and I) went east. 
.. 
... ~::-! 
! I 
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28. yura? ya- wapa- yu~ mi[:]n, 
l/2min.S - CONT walk - PAST PUNCT 
pol? mowa9ka. 
arrive [place- Murwangi] 
We kept walking east and came to mowa9ka. 
mowapka is at present an outstation of Milingimbi and is the site of 
the old Arafura Station which was operating at the turn of the century. 
29. paya - pak - pol? - min. 
3aug.IHPL + l/2min.A- IHPLIC - come - PAST PUNCT 
We cane to [the people who live at mowai;tka]. 
30. tampakku - kan f}ara - par? - mip. 
tobacco - DAT l/2aug.S - die - PAST PUNCT 
We were dying for tobacco. 
31. tampakku - ¢ yanpa- te?wa- te?wa[:]- ¢. 
tobacco - NOM 1/Zruin. IHPL + 3aug.A - REDUPL - give - PAST PUNCT 
They gave us a lot of tobacco. 
32. ya- pe~e?- pe~e?- mi[: ]Jl. 
30 + l/2min.A- REDUPL - carry - PAST PUNCT 
We carried it along. 
33. paya - pak - re - pol? - mip 
IMI>Lrc·· - CON TRANSVR - arrive - PAST l'UNCT 3aug. IHPL + l/2min.A -
panta _ ssa, Wur?WUl'W)U - kappul. 
there LOC old person - DEF AUGH 
we brought it to all the old people there. 
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34. tampakku - p paya - pak - fe - pol? - mip 
[115] tobacco- NOM 
maQa purk park, 
throat dry [?] 
We brought the tobacco to them with their dry throats (attributed 
to lack of tobacco). 
The meaning and function of the word/affix park is unclear. Informants 
themselves seemed unclear about it. 
35. para - wa~a - niyi - niyi, 
3aug.S - CONT- REDUPL- sit+ PAST PUNCT 
They were still there, 
There is smne doubt as to whether wa~a is 1 in fact, present in this 
vc. 
36. paya - te?wa - ¢. 
37. 
38. 
3aug.IMPL + l/2min.A- give- PAST PUNCT 
We gave it to them. 
par - pun? - yimar yira?. 
30 + 3aug.A - smoke - PROGR + PAST PUNCT down-river 
They smoked as we went down-river. 
yira? pattanta Qattu - sa ma?kun pol?. 
there cycad nuts - LOC again arrive 
[We went] down-river and came to the place (where we had left] 
the cycad nuts. 
39. ma?kun ka~ana - 7ka7 Qara - ~it - mip, 
again same- ALL l/2aug.S - return- PAST PUNCT 
Qattu _ ¢ yi- ~us~u- rna~- ?ka7. 
NOM 3s + REL - soak -PAST CONT- ALL cycad nuts -
We came back to the same place where the cycad nuts were soaking, 
., 
J; 
40. f)attu ma?kun 
cycad nuts again 
We came to the cycad nuts again. 
41. par - war? - war? - mir, 
30 + 3aug,A - REDUPL - grind - PAST PUNCT 
f)ar - f)uyu - f)u[: J - r. 
30 + l/2aug,A - REDUPL - eat - PAST PUNCT 
[The women] ground them and we all ate it, 
42, l)ar - flUYU - f)U - 0• 
43. pent a 
- wala - rna mowa~ke - ?ka? 
[120 J there - ABL - rna [place] ALL 
ya - yi - mar pant a 
- ~~a ... 
l/2min. S - yi 
- went there - LOC 
Then we went to mowanka. 
Text 33 
Narrator: Jeffrey Campion maliwaf)a 
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This extract from Text 33 tells of the building of cattle 
yards around Mainoru Station, on the southern border of the Arnhem Land 
Aboriginal Reserve. At the time referred to (about 1963) a large number 
of Rembarnga people lived and worked at Mainoru. They still talk with 
enthusiasm of their Mainoru days. 
Throughout this text it is possible that the verb ma~ir? 
should be translated 'repair' rather than 'build'. 
l 
.I 
' ,, 
1. warJkip - ?ke pot - f}ene - yi? 
[5] one- OCCAS boss*- lmin.DAT PRON- ERG 
2. 
f}an - yine? - wa - ¢. 
lmin. 0 + 3min.A -· say - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT 
Once my boss said to me: 
l)ifl - ro - l)ara, yat - ¢ ta - ma~if\7 - jla 
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2min.S -·go - FUT yard* -NOM 3min.O + 2min.A- build - FUT 
ma~al) kapoy. 
[place] 
"Go and build a yard at ma~al)kapoy." 
3. malJ.af} kapoy I) a - manip? - mif\ 
[place] 3min.O + lmin.A- build - PAST PUNCT 
yat - ¢. 
yard* - NOM 
I built a yard at manal)kapoy. 
4. yat - ¢ l)a- ma~ip? - mif\ ma~al)kapoy. 
5. l)a - wa~a - maJJ.if\? - maJJ.if\? - mif\. 
3min.O + lmin.A- CONT - REDUPL - build - PAST PUNCT 
I built it. 
6. pi yappan? -¢ pal) a - yappa? - natti - ya, 
man two - NOM 3aug.O + lmin.A - UAUGM - keep - PAST PUNCT 
takku - l)ana - ppara? 
nephew - lmin.DAT PRON - UAUGM 
I had two (aboriginal) men with me, my two nephews. 
' 
·-r __.A._ ______________________ _ 
.. I 
..... 
;', 
.• 
·, 
,., 
' ·: 
7. 
8. 
[10 J 
9. 
seri, ton, yar - ma~ip? - mip - kappul 
Jerry John 3min.O + laug.A - build - PAST PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
yat - ¢. 
yard* - NOM 
Jerry, John and I built the yard. 
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pal)a - walal) - yappa? - pa - wa yat - sa. 
3aug.O + lmin.A - then - UAUGM - leave - PAST PUNCT yard* - LOC 
Then I left the two of them at the yard. 
~a- map, kuttappu~?, se~e- na, 
lmin. S - went [bird type] camp - 3min. DAT PRON 
katana, miSSinta? - kan. 
old one long ago - DAT 
I went to the [bird]'s nest, the ancient one, from the old days 
("Dream Time"). 
10. miSSinta? piri - pak - ror? - me~, 
11. 
long ago 3min.IM!'L + 3aug.A + REL - IM!'LIC - clear - PAST CONT 
ki - tamul - pet - me~, piri - pak - ~or? - me~ - Si, 
3S + REL- shoots- grow- PAST CQNT 3min.IM!'L + 3aug,A + REL-
nenta - ~~i - rna 
IM!'LIC - clear - PAST CONT - TEMP LOC that - TEMP LOC - ~a 
¢ - ti - ya ¢ - ka:J-a~ - poto? - meiJ . 
3min.S - go - PAST PUNCT 30 + 3min.A - egg - lay - PAST CONT 
Long ago, when the new grass shoots grew there and they cleared 
it for her (bird), she used to go and lay her eggs. 
~a - pak - ror? - mip 
3min.IM!'L + lmin.A- IM!'LIC- clear- PAST PUNCT 
ka~a~ - poto? - kan . 
. egg - lay - DAT 
I cleared it for her so she could lay her eggs. 
kuwa 
PURP 
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12. Qa - pak - ror? - mi[l. 
13. puttan yappan? Qa - yuwep. 
night two lmin.S - lie+ PAST CONT 
I camped there two nights. 
14. kutarttina, nanta - ~Si ~ - ka!aQ - po~o? - mip 
[15] in the morning that- TEMP LOC 30 + 3min.A- egg- lay- PAST 
PUNCT 
The next morning she. laid her egg (s), 
15. ~ - ka~aQ - poto? - mip. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Qa - maya - ma[l 
lmin.S - REDUPL - went 30 + lmin,A - see - PAST PUNCT 
I went and saw. 
Qa - mo~o - mo~o - wa - wip kumur 
3min.IMPL + lmin.A- REDUPL- path~ follow- PAST PUNCT towards 
yarakkun? ko~or - ?ka? ki - ~o~o? - ~. 
downwards billabong - ALL 3min.S + REL - descend PRES 
I followed her track all the way down where she goes to the 
billabong. 
panta - wala - ma Qa - map Qerkmomo. 
there - ABL - ma lmin.S - went [place] 
After that I went to r;erkmomo. 
19. parppu? ko!kko!k - kan 
soon night - DAT 
Qa - yi - war - war - ka - pi - yumap 
30 + lmin.A- yi- REDUPL- move- CADS- INFIN- PROGR + PASTPUNCT 
l},anapparu - ~. 
buffalo - NOM 
During the night I disturbed buffaloes all the way along. 
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20. r) anapparu - ¢ r)a - yi - war - war - ka - pi - yumap 
ko+kko+k - kan r:Ja - ri - ya. 
night - DAT lmin.S - go - PAST PUNCT 
I disturbed buffaloes as I went at night. 
21. · l}inta yukkan?ta, takku - Q&na - ppara? - yi? - rna 
[20] lmin.PRON in front nephew- lmin.DAT PRON- UAUGM- ERG- rna 
parappa? - t~apum? - mip pakhoS - ¢, 
30 + 3uaug.A - drive* - PAST PUNCT pack horse* - NOM 
yaraman- r:JOr:J. 
horse- COMPL AUGM 
I went in front and my two nephews drove the pack horses, all the 
horses. 
22. parappa? - mutpu - ni - yumap. 
30 + 3uaug.A - gather - INFIN - PROGR + PAST PUNCT 
They kept them together (from behind). 
23. yara - map - kappul. 
laug.S - went - DEF AUGM 
The three of us went. 
24. yene?kura yar - mat;~ifi? - mi[l. 
INDEF 3min. 0 + laug .A - build - PAST PUNCT 
We built La yarJ.] at what's-the-place. 
25. ken ka7ta ta7na 
yoryor?, 
Woops! (?) do you reckon? first [place] 
Sorry. First we went to yoryor?. 
26. yoryor? Yar - ma~ip? - mifl. 
[place] 3min.O + laug.A - build - PAST PUNCT 
We built one at yoryor~ 
27. yoryor? - wala 
[place ] - ABL 
kerpper 
bank of river 
yara - Qe? - min, f)erkomomo 
laug.S - get up - PAST PUNCT [place] 
patta? - wala, natta7 
there - ABL there 
pulmun - ;a. 
[place] - LOC 
We left yoryor? and went to oerkomo on the other side of the 
river, there at pulmun (= Bulman). 
The whole phrase kerpper patta?wala means bn/to the other bank'. 
28.(Aside:) ta- yi- mirSippu- n musu? 
30 + 2min.A - yi - know - PRES TAG QESTN. 
kiya - fJ ana. 
son - lmin.DAT PRON 
You know it, don't you,son? 
29. (pinawar1a replies:) wo? f)a- miPSippu- n. 
[25] Yes 30 + lmin.A- know- PRES 
Yes , I know it . 
30.(ptory resumes:) panta - ssa 
there - LOC 
31. 
32. 
It was there, 
nattanta yat ralk - ~ panta ka - turu. 
that yard* big- NOM there 3min.S -stand+ PRES 
That big yard is there. 
panta 
there 
yar - mar:.ipl - mip - kappul 
3min.O + laug.A - build - PAST PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
pulmun- sa. 
[place] - LOC 
We built [a yard J there at pulmu.n. 
33. kutars~ina ki - la?pa - toto? - mip. 
---
34. 
in the morning 3min.S + REL - la?pa - dawn - PAST PUNCT 
Next morning at dawn ... 
yara - tiS - mip. 
laug.S - return - PAST PUNCT 
... we went back. 
35. pamira?ko+o? ~a - na - ¢. 
[place] 3min.O + lmin.A- see - PAST PUNCT 
I saw pamira?ko~o? (=Mount Catt). 
36. f) a - na - ¢. 
37. kata wo?, pan? massinip(, parppu? 
Oh yes here too soon 
wata f)a - manip? - pa. 
afterwards 3min.O + lmin.A - build - ~UT 
"Oh yes, afterwards I 1ll build Ia yard] here too. 
38. wuru pot - f)ana - yi? 
(?) because boss* - lmin.DAT PRON -· ERG 
f)an - yina? - wa - ¢ ku~ppur 
lmin.O + 3min.A - say - TRANSVR - PAST PUNCT three 
yat - ¢ f)a - ma~ip? - mip. 
yard* - NOM 30 + lmin.A - build - PAST J?UNCT 
My boss did tell me to build three (?several) yards." 
39. f)a- map. 
[30] lmin.S -went 
I went on. 
. :; 
_J 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
rumirumi yara - rum? - mir - kappul. . . 
[place] laug.S - sleep - PAST PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
We camped at rumirumi. 
rumirumi - wala yara - f}e? - mif1. . . 
[place] - ABL laug.S - get up - PAST PUNCT 
We left rumirumi . . . 
yara - yi - rum? - mif1 - kappul 
Lindsay (?Creek) laug.S - yi - sleep - PAST PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
... and camped at Lindsay. 
panta - wala - rna hoSkrik, 
there - ABL - rna Horse Creek Horse Creek - ABL 
mamif}a, mamif}a wala yara - pol? - mif1 - kappul 
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[place] [place] - ABL laug,S- arrive- PAST PUNCT- DEF AUGM 
tapa raJ} ?na. 
in the afternoon. 
From there we went to Horse Creek, then to mamif}a, and leaving 
mamif}a we arrived in the afternoon. 
44. mamif}a sarantalttal tina - ¢ - rna 
[ 35] [ place] midday lunch* - NOH - ma 
yar - f}U - f1 - yara - kappul. 
30 + laug.A - eat - PAST PUNCT - laug,DAT PRON - DEF AUGM 
We ate our lunch in the middle of the day at mamiga ... 
45. taparaf} 7na yara - pol? - mif1 murumpiS· 
in the afternoon laug.S - arrive - PAST PUNCT [place] 
... and in the afternoon we arrived at murumpiS (= Mainoru Station). 
46. yara - yuwer put tan yappan?. 
laug.S - lie + PAST CONT night two 
We stayed two nights . 
47. 
48. 
nanta - bSi - rna po; - Qana - p 
that - TEMPLOC - rna boss* - lmin.DAT PRON - NOM 
Qa - yina? - wa - p 
3min.O + lmin.A - say - TRANSVR- PAST PUNCT 
pamira?kofo? - kan 
[place] - DAT 
Then I spoke to my boss about pamira?kofo?. 
yat panta wufa? Q a - ma~if\7 - ra 
yard* there good 3min.O + lmin.A - build - FUT 
massinif\f 1 f) a - pak - yini[l, 
too 3min.IMPL + lmin.S - IMPLIC- say+ PAST PUNCT 
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"I might as well build a good yard there too," I said to him. 
49. kata wo?, p - yinif\. 
Oh yes 3min.S - say+ PAST PUNCT 
"O.K.," he said. 
50. parppu? kutartti pu? f)if\ - suy? - ya. 
soon tomorrow different 2min.O + lmin.A - send - FUT 
"In two days' time I'll send you off." 
51. ma?kun yara - yuwep. 
again laug.S - lie+ PAST CONT 
We stayed one more night ... 
52. ma?kun yara - yuwef\. 
[40] again laug.S - lie +PAST CONT 
... and another. 
53. ki - la?pa - so~o? - mip, ma?kun 
3min.S + REL - la?pa - dawn - PAST PUNCT again 
pakhoS - 6 l)a - mi - ya. 
pack horse* - NOM 30 + lmin.A - get - PAST PUNCT 
As soon as daylight came I took the pack horses again. 
54. takku - l)ana - ppara? war;ta 
nephew - lu,in. DAT PRON - UAUGM CONT 
katana- ppara? PaQa- yappa? - ka- l)ip. 
same - UAUGM 3aug.O + lmin.A - UAUGM - take - PAST PUNCT 
I took my two nephews once more, the same two. 
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war;ta normally only occurs incorporated into a VC. See 2.5.13.l(yii). 
55. yara ~ tiS~· miJ1 - kappul yukkan?ta. 
laug.S ~ return- PAST PUNCT ~· DEF AUGM ahead/in front 
We went back ahead of the others,., 
56. yaraman - I)Ofl -· ¢ yar - ka - r:tip. 
horse - COMPL AUGM -· NOM 30 + laug,A - take - PAST PUNCT 
.•. taking all the horses with us. 
57. yara - mar - kappul. 
laug.S -went - DEF AUGM 
We three went ••• 
58. yar - tolkko - nana - na - ¢. 
3min.O + laug.A - ground - REDUPL - see - PAST PUNCT 
... and looked at the country. 
59. wu~a?, yara- yinip- kappul. 
good laug.S - say + PAST PUNCT - DEF AUGM 
"This is a good place," we sa:Id. 
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60. panta - rna malakaliS, sokpoy - ~ 
[45] there- rna the others stock man*- NOM 
watta - wala para - map mutika - yinta. 
behind - ABL 3aug.S - went truck* - COMIT 
The rest of them, all the stockmen, came behind with (in) the truck. 
61. plits ralk - ~ par - ka - Qip 
Blitz waggon* big - NOM 3min.O + 3aug.A - take - PAST PUNCT 
me - papi. 
food - as well 
They brought the big Blitz waggon, with tucker (i.e. vegetable food) 
and all. 
62. yurppunSi - yinta ¢ - map, kula? QaraQar - yi, 
[name] - COMIT 3S - went skin red - NOMLSR 
watta - wala. 
behind - ABL 
yurppunEi (=Tex Camfoo), the half caste, came behind too .. 
63. para - map panta. 
3aug.S- went there 
They came ••. 
64. yat - ~ yar - mar;tip7 - mar;tip7 ..- mif'· 
[48 J yard* - NOM 3min.O + laug.A - REDUPL - build - PAST PUNCT 
... and we got on with building the yard ... 
r] r : 
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APPENDIX B 
REMBARNGA PLANT NAMES 
Following is a list of a number of Rembarnga names for plants, 
specimens of which have been identified. I made no real attempt to do 
systematic collection of specimens but simply collected when the opportunity 
arose. In some cases the material collected was inadequate for more than 
generic identification. In one area, that of paperbark species 
(Rembarnga kata? = some Melaleuca species) it is not clear what criteria 
are used in Rembarnga to classify these trees since the various species 
represented among my numerous specimens showed no clear correspondence 
with the Rembarnga names for the specimens. These have been omitted from 
the list. 
The Rembarnga terms are listed in alphabetical order. Each is 
accompanied by the relevant botanical name(s), followed by a superscript 
note indicating who made the identification. This is followed by a note 
of the moiety to which the plant belongs where this is knOWl1. (t) means 
tuwa, (y) means yiriSta. Finally in some cases the Rembarnga generic 
term which covers the plant in question is given in brackets. The letters 
FP in brackets indicate a fish poison. If known, the part of the plant used 
as a poison is also indicated. It can be seen that some species have more 
than one name in Rembarnga, and that some Rembarnga terms refer to several 
different species. The list given here must not be taken as an exhaustive 
list of terms or identifications, even for the species and Rembarnga terms 
listed. 
The following superscript letters show that the identification 
was carried out by the person indicated: 
D 
H 
L 
1 Sc~entific Services Section (~otany), Animal C.R. Dun op, ~ 
d A · lt Branch, Department of the Northern Industry an gr~cu ure 
Territory, Darwin 
D. Hassall, formerly of Maningrida. 
"d Herbar;um Australiense, C.S.I.R.O. Canberra. M. Lazar~ es, • 
··~ 
palpper 
perer 
pippi~iSirkkan 
porolk 
putput 
pulu7 
taf) ki 7 
tintin7 
tiwip7 
taro 
sa pes 
sasak 
sakka 
salma 
tenkirer 
SimSim 
kataykka 
(?)ka~aykka ("river onE!') 
kamo lf) kamo llj 
karf) ka 7 
ker 
kirif) kirif) 
kolokkolo 
kuppuf1u7 
kuttu7 
kukku 
kulu~~u7 
ku~umpaf)ala 
kurmulu7tiyalf)na1 
lerelere 
Gardenia sp. D 
Fuirena umbellataD (y) [ rulk J 
Hakea arborescens D (t) 
Acacia dimidiataD 
Brachychiton diversifolius D (t) 
Acacia torulosa D 
D Planchonia careya [FP-bark] 
Eucalyptus pruinosaD (t) 
Eucalyptus pruinosaD (t) 
Petalostigma quadriloculareD 
Acacia aulacocarpaD 
Livistona humilisH 
Canthium lucidum Hook.&Arm.1 
D. . D 1.oscorea sat1.va 
Grevillea heliosperma 
P d t
. H 
an anus aqua J.CUS 
Eucalyptus tetradonta 
D Ixora pentamera 
L R. Br. 
Pterigeron odorusD 
Denhamia obscuraD 
Brachychiton paradoxumD 
b 
. D A rus precator1.us 
1 
. D Euca yptus pru1.nosa 
D 
Aponogeton elongatus 
(t) 
(t) 
[tayar] 
D 
Diospyros calycantha ( t) [ FP-fruit] 
D 
Dioscorea transversa 
. . d D Melaleuca acacJ.oJ. es 
Canthium buxifoliumD 
1
. . D Buchnera 1.near1.s 
'd D Bossiaea bossiaeol es 
(y) 
[spear] 
1 lit. 'Blue-tongue lizard's tongue' 
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:l 
i 
! 
: l 
: l 
. I 
! 
ma1_:apula7 
ma1_:ama1_:a 
malppas 
manakumar:~ 
mal)lifl 
mar;iJI 
maJlar 
mayat:,t,a 
""' 
moppan? 
moter?ter? 
mo~ 
morork 
mukkuluk 
munmun? 
l).attu 
l)anar 
I) araJl) arap. 
fJ. ur;e? 
waJ.:par 
. 2 
walppuwalppurul)kukan 
worol)omolo 
wul~uwultu7 
wultuwultu7 
wunl)i.l 
wutpurk 
Terminalia carpentariaeD (t) [FP] 
Acacia torulosaD 
Pandanus whiteiH (seed only) [ tayar] 
Canthium buxifoliumD (t) [spear] 
Brachychiton paradoxumD 
Acacia sublanataD 
Barringtonia acutangulaD 
Heteropogon triticeusD (y) [rulk] 
T . 1' . D ermlna la carpentarlae 
Chrysopogon fallaxD [ rulk] 
_,___ 
Pandanus spiralisH (seed only) [tayar] 
Clerodendrum floribundumD 
Crateva sp. D 
Alloteropsis semialataD 
Cycas media 
L 
Owenia vernicosa F.Muell. 
h . D ec lnosperma 
[ rulk] 
--
[FP-bark] 
(t) 
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Blyxa 
Premna • D acumlnata [fires tick] 
b 1 . 1' 1' D Fim risty lS lttora ls 
D 
Grevillea pteridiifolia 
f 'l'f . D Dolichandrone l l ormls 
D Sorghum sp. 
'd D Ectrosia agrostol es 
. 1 . D Ectrosla eporlna 
D Jacksonia dilatata 
D 
Tristania sp. 
[rulk] 
(t) [firestick] 
[rulk] 
[ rulk] 
[ rulk J 
2 lit. 'of the bustard (or bush turkey)' 
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